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craft in England, France, Russia and the U.S.A. The design features of the
more well-known craft in each of these countries are presented in detail, as
well as a look at some experimnental ACV's.

The remainder of the book deals with the major hydro-aerodynamic problem
and theories, concerning these craft, and is aimed at the technical engineer
or student of naval architecture. The physical features and characteristics
of ACV's and the external forces which act on them are discussed in Chapter
II. Static stability is the main topic of Chapter III, with some results
given from the testing of operational ACV's for this qua!ity. Speed and the
forces of resistance to movement are probably the most important factors in the
design of an ACV and its propelling aaents--both are discussed in Chapter IV.
Because of the nature of these t/pe --raft (ridinq on air cushions), maneuver-
ability is quite different from conventional craft. The many problems
surrounding this are examined in Chapter V. The obstacles incurred by a vessel
on the open sea are many--roiling, pitching, decreases in speed due to in-

-' creases in resistance, spray formation, etc. These, and other difficulties,
are investigated in Chapter VI in connection with the seaworthy capabilities
of various ACV's.

After finishing the hook, a reader will hopefuliy want to Jelve deeper
into certain subjects pertaining to air cushion vehicles. In ;.,iticipation
of this, the authors have provided an excellent list of availaule reading
matter, from which they drew in writing the book. If, after this, the
reader has any questions or suggestions concerning the subject, he is invited

N tc write tc the publishers of the book for further information.
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Foreword

Air cushion vehicles (ACV) have become, in a -.umber of countries,
a comfortable and profitable means of transportation. In connection
with this growing interest, shipbuilders are concerned about questions
of design and theoretical problems connected with the creation of an
air cushion vehicle.

Over the past years, many works have been published which were de-
voted to questions of the speed, stability, maneuverability, and seaworthi-
ness of the ACV. Basically, these were articles in journals, popular
science pamphlets, and the reports of scientific conferences and sym-
posiums. Some monographs were devoted to theories on the seaworthy
quality of the ACV, which had not been created until recent times.

The idea, underlined in such monographs, belongs to Yu. Yu. Benya,
but his untimely death did not allow him to complete the task that he
had begun. Work on the book by Yu. Yu. Benya -,as countinued by the
co-authors.

In current treatises, as well as in basic local and foreign pub-
lished materials by research writers, basic questions regarding theories
of the seaworthy quality relevant to theories on vessels (speed, stability,
"control, seaworthiness) are summarized. The term "ship theory" may
also be applied to air cushion vehicles. The authors entitled the mono-
graph "Basic Theories of Air Cushion Vehicles."

In regard to the incomplete explanation in literature concerned
with historicai questions, the authors combined a necessary amount of
sufficiently detailed historical information and gave consideration to
its roles in local studies by engineers in the development of the ACV.

S~-1-
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Taking into account the absence ini contemporary literature of systema-
tized data on zhe sticture and design fea',ures in the construction of
the ACV, the authors were forced to insert into the monograph a special
chapter, from which a reader may /raw information about ACV designs.

in writing the monographs, the axthors sought to weigh the results
of a test model and an actual. ACV. They made use of the numerous foreign
and local materials which dealt with the subject.

The historical information (introduction) and Chapter I was written
by I. V. Ozimov, Chapters I1 and IV by V. K. Dt yachenko, Chapter III by
S. A. Smirnov, Chapter V by V. A. Litvinenko, Chapter VI by B. A. Kolyzaev.
The materials of Yu. Yu. Benya were also used in the monographs.

The authors which to express their gratitude to book reviewers,
Prof. A. N. Shmyrev and Candidate of Technical Science, E. F. Selyuzhenka,
for providing their enormously helpful observE.ti ns in reviewing the
manuscripts.

The monographs represent the first attempt to systematize the complex
theoretical problems concerning the seaworthy capabilities of the ACV,
and the authors would greatly appreciate any observations by readers to
be sent to this address: "Shipbuilding" Publishing House, D-65, 8 Gogol
Street, Leningrad.
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Principal Symbols

L - length of ACV.
B - width of ACV.
b - nozzle width.
H - hull height of ACV.
Ln - length of air cushions.

B - width of air cushions.
Sn - area of air cushions.

h designed height of skirt.

h3 - lift height of the hull above the screen.

hs - lift height of the hull above calm shallow water, while standing still.

hV - lift height of the hull above calm shallow water, while moving.

h - lift height or increased clearance between the base of the skirt and
the base surface of the water.1.• II - perimeter of the air cushions.

"S area of hull and skirt projections from midship surface.

S 6S - area of hull and skirt projections from diametrical surface.

F -area of the propeller shaft.
F -area of the fan shaft.

a- cornering.
a - coefficient of stop screw.

- drift angle.
6 - roll attitude.
p
6 - roll.

- trim difference.
- yaw angle.

If ~ ?c -pitch angle.

Q - volume of expended air.

V - velocity at craft's center of gravity.

V- speed of air flow through areas of increased pressure.
3
a - absolute speed.

"J ÷ V- relative speed.
w turning speed near center of gravity.'

r - radius-vector points.
p - mass density of air.
v - specific weight of water.
A - lengthening of the foils or hull.
g - acceleration of forces of gravity.
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q - rate of pressure.
do - element surfaces.
dU - element volume.
t - time.
v - coefficient of kinematic viscosity.
G - weight of the ACV.
R. - vector foc•es.

1 2
Xi' Y., Zi - projection of the vector R. on axial coordinates.

3.'. 1
M. - vector at the moment.

Mxi, M i - projections of the vector M. on axial coordinates.
X Y1

cij - coefficients of force.
mij - ccefficients 'at the moment.
cij = dcij/dr - derived coefficient of forces.
miy.= •mij/dr - derived coefficient at the maoment.
P - stop screw.
R radius of circuilation in the ACV.

T - draught.
T - kinetic e7iergy.

H - total pressure for the fan.p
p - prEsure in ideal fluid.
P - full surplus pressure in the bag.
pP

P - static surplus pressure in the air cushion.

- Froude number.

0, xg, yg, zg - fixed system coordinate.
0, xO, yO, zO - mobile system coordinate, at beginning of movement over

a calm surface.
0, x, y, z - mobile system coordinate, rigidly connected to the hull and

at the beginniig of its center of gravity.
01, x, y, z - mobile system coordinate, rigidly connected to the hull and

at the beginning of the basic flatness of the hull.
0, x1 , Y1 1 zl - high speed system coordinate.

x, YI', Z1 - current coordinates.

m - mass, tonnage.
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'Introductlon. Development of the Structural Design of the ACV.

The development of a high speed transport craft which combines superior
seaworthiness with a new principle of propulsion is gaining great attention.

At the present time, there are two basic directions in which to go
to solve the problems in the creation of a high speed transport craft.

The 'first direction is in the application of hydrofoils, mounted
on posts under the hull, The force created by the movement of the
foils completely lifts the craft from the water, decreasing resistance
to the craft's movement caused by waves striking the hull. This permits
higher speeds and superioi seaworthiness for the hydrofoil, compared
to the usual displacement and gliding quality of conventional craft.

The second direction is in the use of air cushions, i.e., layers of
compressed air, created under the hull with the aid of special force
pumps or running an air stream over the water or land surface (and
supporting the hull).

A craft in which the lifting force for the total rate of movement
is created by special force pumps is called a craft with static air
cushions, or simply an air cushion vehicle (ACV).

A craft in which the lifting force for the basic rate of movement
at the screen is created by running an air stream under high speed
pressure is called a screenplane, or aerodynamic air cushion vehicle.
The possibility of a hybrid" type of craft has not been excluded.

i -5-
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In the aerohydrodynamics of-the screenpiane, hiowever, thqre are a

craft, and so, in this present work, it is not considered.

S p

When the hull of the ACV does not make cotact with. the water, or
its contact is at a minimum, the resistance of friction and wave resis-
tance is sharply decreased since lifting the hull above water under the
influence of air cushions weakens the blows of the waves. Because of
this, the possibility exists for creating an ACV with a speed of about ,
100 knots.

The first area has been studied sufficiently well at the present
time, and many hydrofoils are now successfully opperating on rivers and-on
the seas. Investigation of problems connected'with the creation of
hydrofoils have been covered by special literature.

The second area has been studied to a somewhat lesser degree,: although
after 50 years, it now attracts the attention of many scientific research
organizations. For the past decade, both in'our country and abroad, large
successes in the areas of theoretical and experimental'research into'
questions of aerohydrodynamics and the durability of the ACV have been
attained through the construction of many comparatively large experimental
test craft and devices. In the last 2-3 years, in England, construction
of a series of small passenger craft and cargo transports led to the
creation of the first large ACV of similar design with a displacemant up
to 168 tons (the SRN4). Design studies show a technical possibility of
creating an ACV with a displacement of up to-l,000 tons and mor'. However,
in contrast to hydrofoils, the ACV is in the early stages-of development,
in which many scientific and technical problems must be 'resolved.

II

The reason for the lag in development of the ACV, as opposed to that
of the hydrofoil, is that the creation of th6 ACV was found to be a more
technically complex task and became possible only aftei progresý was
made in associated fields of engineering, particularly in' mechanical
engineering, automation, and others. With the creation of hydrofoils, it.
was found possible to utilize the already perfected practical forms of
hydrofoil bodies and the basic propelling agent, propeller screws.
Therefore, the number of possible technical decisions were restricted
to fundamental selections of hydrofoil systems, with an arranjenment of
propelling agents and methods of transmission thai would begin operating
simultaneously with the engines.

The ACV required a totally new form of body, which would be able to.
create and retain the air cushions beneath it., In connection with this
design, where the hull interacts with the water's surface by way of an
air cushion, new solutions are needed for problems of stability,i
control, durability, etc. For this reason, the number of possible tech-
nical solutions are great vAd the choice of an optimum type of ACV itself
presents a complex task.

-6-
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In regard to the weight of the kqV, there arises- the necessity to

craate light and simple constructionimaterials for the body construction,
a force pump to.be installed for creating the air cushiLons, light highly-
";-economical engines with various metho41s of transmigsioh of power to
the propellers and force pumps, new -types of~engines, etc. ConstructionSof a practical ACV requiies-,the creation~of new fields inishipbuilding,

S•just as the c-reation of the hielicopter did in'.aviatidn.

• •The idea of. using air to decrease resistance to the craft's movement

is over 200 years old. In 1716, a Swedish.scholar, E.ma,uel Swedenborg,
propesed the construction of a deVice, supported ovei a bate surface
with the aid of'an air cushiofi (Figure 1). The apparatus was to have a

-dome-shaped, ielliptical form and a, body consisting of a light wood frame,
covered with sail-cloth,. The. author proposed to force under the body of
the apparatus the air needed to pr~pbl it with the aid of two paddles
revolving on a horizontal axis and powered by men. The crew of the apparatus
would be'placed in an opep cabin in the center'.of the domp. Swedenborg

I" "noted that the muscle-energy of man -was insufficient to create air cushions
under the apparatus and indicated that his idea might be realized in conjunc-
tion with the future development of engineering. Emmaiuel Swederborg's

I apbaratus might.be looked upon as the prototype .of the contemporary ACV [68].

Around 1853, lvanov, an architect in charge of the Archangel provin-
cial.Construci'on and Roads Commission, proposed the creation of a "tri-
-keel air boat" - a craft "which, with the aid.of air machines, would
force air under its bottom afid it .coul4 float along with considerable
speed against the wind hnd thrust bf water." As to the quality of the
forcd pump in the design, it was suggested that two pairs of "cylindrical

I bellows," pumped by two men, be utilized. IA essence, this. was the
Ifirst' known proposal of "air lubrication,1' that is, the creation of a thin
gaswous layer on the bottom of the craft. Ivapov's proposal was declined
by project departments and cast aside; realization Of this plan, without

K a corresponding force pump and engine, was deemed #mpossible.
• .II I"

In 1865 Scott Russell, in h~is book "Current Systems of Naval Archi-
tecture,'¶ and ten years later, Willihm Froude, also proposed the use of
air lubricatibn on a craft. William Frodde considered it especially

* expedient to empldy air lubrication of a craft being, much wider or
"circular in form such as Russian'ships of the "Popovka" class.

S [ The first patent fot' thx use of air lubrication on a craft was
issued il England to a Swedish engineer, Gustav Lavalle, in 1882. Based
on'Lavalle's proposal, a small'"zst craft with an air-lubrication design,
was constructed. Thie air under the bottom moved across numerous openings
in the stem, but failed to achieve u uniform distribution of air layers
beneath the hull'with practically no 4ecrease in the resistance of friction
to the craft and a speed which did not exceed 12 kilometers per hour.
C~nstruction of a second launch,Jin which a more powerlul engine would
have been provided, was never completed by Lavalle.

Ii *
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Figure 1. The Apparatus of E. Swedenborg

Figure 2. An Air.Cushioned Motor Torpedo Boat by D. M. Von Tomamhul.

In the following years, inventors and scientists at home and abroad
repeatedly turned to the idea of using air lubrication on their craft to
decrease the resistance of friction and increase the speed. Leslie
Heyward, author of the pamphlet "History of Air Cushioned Vehicles,"
circulated in London in 1963, contended that more than 100 patents existed
for designs of air-lubrication craft. During the late 19th and early
20th century, many experimental craft which utilized the air-lubrication
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system were built. In the Soviet Union, investigation into this area
occupied the minds of N. N. Kabachinski, L. M. Lapshin, L. G. Loitsyanski,
K. K. Fedyaevskl and others. Until modern times, however, air-lubriL.
cated craft were not widely accepted, apparently because of the small
gains in overcoming the full resistance on the craft in calm waters and
especially in waves. Soviet scientists, through investigation, estab-
lished that by naking the most efficient use of the craft's hull, the
system of air lubrication worked well enough to reduce the resistaiice
of friction on the bottom up to 60%. Data from a testdd model showed
that, in barges with a freight-carrying capacity of 3,000 tons and in
waves of state 3 sea conditions, full resistance was decreased 23-26%
at speeds of 16-18 kilometers per hour (3].

In c9ntrast to the air-lubricated craft, the ACV is supported above
the water by a layer of compressed air of considerable thickness, which
permits the reduction of not only resistance to friction, but also wave

resistance. In regard to speeds attainable, the ACV can reach much higher
speeds than air-lubricated'craft.

One of the first ACV's, a motor torpedo boat, was built in 1916 by
D. M. von Tomanhul for the Austrian Navy (Figure 2). Essentially,
Tomamhul's torpedo boat is a hybrid type, combining air lubrication with
the so-called chamber method of forming an air cushion. A chamber is
formed oy the flat bottom, the side walls, and the bow lines. The

rheight of the chamber, however, was still not very great, considering
what possibly might wash against the bottom in waves. A centrifugal
fan and four eugines, with a total of 480 horsepower to drive the screw
propellers, were installee on the launch to create the air cushion.
During tests, the craft developed a speed of 40 knots, but further
development of Tomamhul's design was not made. The costly construction
of the launch *hs probably the basi'c reason for stopping work on i
it. The craft was not very seaworthy, when one considers the loss of
speed in the waves, the lack of the necessary engines and testing of the
boat's construction.

Sho'tly thereafter, in 1921, a French inventor, Mt. A. Gamben, pro-
posed a large, barge, to be operated on an air cushion (Figure 3). The
fans were arranged in the bow sections and permitted the pressure head
of the accumulated air stream to be utilized. To impr6ve lift above
waves and to prote-t the fan from the blows of the waves, a special

2• buoyancy in-the bow was provided. To improve the distribution of the
air stream in the chamber and for stability, Gamben suggested the

' install'tion of fore and aft keels along the whole length of the
chamber. Gamben maintained"that his craft could be operated on
unntavigable rivers and'in shallows, but his proposal was never rea-
lized. The insufficient design of Gamben's craft was similar to that
of Tomamhul's. An-fnfeiPdting pafent was issied to V. F. Casey of the

i -9-
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United States of America, in 192b (Figure 4). An air chamber under the
craft's hull was separat6d by fore and aft keels, which improved the
craft's stability. Air in the chamber was pumped by the centrifugal
fans through a transverse nozzle in the bow., creating an air gate from
the air cushions in the craft's stern section. Since the air vas
recirculated, the power of the engines could be lower for creating the
air cushion. V. F. Casey was one of the first to propose the use-of a
system of recirculation in creating an air cushion.

Figure 3. The ACV De~sign of M. A. Gamben

%At

Figure 4. The ACV Design of V. F. Casey

A large contribution in the development of the ACV was made by the
noted Russian scientist K. E. Tsiolkovski, who for the first time, in
1927, substantiated theoretically the principle of moving on an air
cushion, in his work "Air Resistance and the Express Train" (54]. K. E.
Tsiolkovski submitted a design for a train which would ride on a cushion

-10-



of air along a special type of strip-and expressed a formula for deter-
ipining the power necessary to create the air cushion and movement
(depending on the wieght of the train, the pressure in the cushion,
and thehight. of the:lift) which is still basic to current theories
on ACV's'.

Further development of K. E. Tsiolkovski's ideas and their practi-
cal application:.fr designing and building.an ACV was made-by another
Soviet scientist, Pr6fessor V. I. Levkov of the New Circassian Institute
-[4, 40]i Beginning by testingmodels in the aerodynamic.laboratory of the
New Circassian Polytechnical Institute in 1927, V. I. Levkov later became
head of the construction bureau for designing ACV's and held that post
until. 1941. Under the direction of V. I. Levkov, several craft were

.devqloped& the largest of which had a displacement of about 15 tons. 'The
first ACV, the L-4l, was powered by two 140 horsepower piston engines
and was successfully tested.in 1934-35 over water, snow, and land.

A distinctive speed record was set in 1937 by the L-5 ACV (Figure
5). Bearing a weight of about 9 tons, it reached the unprecedented
speed for its day of about 73 knots in trials over a measured mile.

IM
Figure..5. The L-5 ACV of Professor V. I. Levkov

The design of the craft had been devised for weights up to 30 tons,
but the war prevented its realization. Work on the problem was inter-
rupted and the launch was lost during a trial run on the Baltic.

Thus, it is to V. I. Levkov and the association which he headed that
the merit for creating the first native ACV must be given; their inv~sti-
gations, long before those in the west, showed the prospects of utilizing
ACV principles in shipbuilding.

The heavy blow of the war to the national economy of the Soviet
Union, the insufficient development of the power base in the prewar and
initial postwar years and, in particular, the lack of a vented-steam gas
turbine, a transmission for cornering, special pumps, etc. stopped
V. I. Levkov from going ahead with the creation of a large-scale ACV.

turbne, trasmision or crneing-pca upec tpe
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The distinctive features of V. I. Levkov's ACV were: the under-
-dome space (air chamber) for high elevation, formed by the flat bot-
tom and, side profiles of the hull , the buoyancy pro-vided to the lauach, its- stability in .moving on a cushion of air.

The. craft was a catamaran type, with ian open flow of air through
the cushions in the bow and stern. The hull of the launch was made of
:duraiuminiiim; -piston aircraft~engines were *used; the pumps served
twin-bladed screws -- the propelling agints;-and rotary shutters were
arranged under the pumps.

A number of considerable deficiencies were revealed in the trial
run of the launch. In particular, there was the insufficient sea-
worthiness of the craft due, to the ,wake of the aircraft engines and
blows by the waves set up by the shutters, which brought the engines
to a halt and broke the shutters. Optimum perforimancý. was at state
4 sea conditions; there was intensive wash on the: decks and into the
wheelhouse at full-stop and at ilow speeds, becFiuse of air blowing
in the bow through the open tunnel; a large sail and a strong wind drift
brought about poor control at slow speeds. -

An English radio-engineer, C. Cockerell, received a patent (#854,211)
in 1955 on the design of an ACV, differing in that the cushion under the
hull of the device was protected by an air screen, flowing from a ring
(periphery) of nozzles (Figure 6). This method, named the peripheral
annular jet system, proved more effective than the chamber method and
provided for a more frugal expenditure of power in attaining more lift
(about 150-300 millimeters versus 10-20 millimeters in the chamber method).

"Figure 6. The Original ACV Design Proposed by C. Cockerell
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We note that, two years prior to C. Cockerell's patent, G..S.
Turkin of the Gubkina Oil Institute obtained an author's certificate
(#6755-MRF 8 October 1953) for "A Cross-Country Air Cushion Transport
Vehicle" [40]. As a follow-up to his idea, G.'S. Turkin constructed
a light experimental machine which utilized aft annular jet system to
form the ai•i cushions. The untimely death of the inventor, however,
broke off further investigations into this area until reports of
work on peripheral annular jets began to appear.

Beginning in 1953, a similar investigation of peripheral annular

jets was carried out in the U.S.A. in connection with studies of VTOL
aircraft.

By 1959, theoretical and experimental investigation into the
aerohydrodynamics of ACV's with peripheral annular jet systems had
been carried out by: the N. E. Zhukovski Central Institute of
Aerohydrodynamics in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, in
the D. Taylor Test Basin and the Langley Aerodynamic Laboratory in
ýýhe U.S.A., the National Physics Laboratory in England, the National
Science Research Commission (ONERA) in France, and other organizations.

In England, in 1959, the first experimental ACV, with dual-contourannular jets, was built according to C. Cockerell's design -- the SRN1.
The search for a design, which would solve the problem of creating air

cushions while decreasing the expenditure of power, had ended just in
time. The basic concept would decrease the loss, connected with air
flowing into the atmosphere and would reduce the expendiiure of air
through the fans and then ejected int6 the atmosphere. To- cope
with the first problem, the inventors had proposed various systems of
recirculation and an intricate filtration system; in dealing with the
second problem, an ejection mechanism would be used. A large number
of patents on recirculation systems were obtained by C. Cockerell.
Some diagrams of jets designed for various systems of xecirculation
are shown in Figure 7.

A Swiss engineer,, Karl Wyland, 6Ltained a patent in 1957 for an
ACV design which had an intricate filtration system. Two self-pro-
pelled craft, with more intricate filtration systems, were built by
K. Wyland in 1959 -- bearing the name "Ilen." It measured 10 x 9.2
meters, weighed about 7.5. tons, had two 700 hoisepower engines, and
six fansi inst-alled vertically on the craft's bow oriented to
meet the oncoming stream of air. During the trials on Lake Zurich,
the craft reached speeds of 52 knots and was purchased by the U.S.
Navy for research purposes. Its future is unimportant. Another of
K. Wyland's crafts was operated during a storm.

-
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Figure 7. Diagrams of Nozzle Mechanisms with Various
Systems of Recirculation: a, a simple single-con-
tour jet; b, a system with circulation through an
open-curve contour (80% circulation); c and d,
systems with circulation through a closed-curve
contour (100% circulation) in various directions,

Testing of the recirculation system in models, under laboratory
conditions, showed that it decreased significantly the loss of power
in creating air cushions (in an efficient design, almost 1/2).. How-
ever, practical applications of recirculation systems, intricate
filtration systems, and also ejection mechanisms, were never found
for contemporary ACV's. First of all, their designs were too complex
and their operation, in natural conditions, too unreliable; second,
the appearance of skiTts in design chanjes made a !yster) of
recirculation useless.

The trial runs of the first experimental ACV's, particularly the
SRNI, showed that the basic inefficiency of the annular-jet type craft
seemed to be its small degree of seaworthiness. During operation over
waves, an increase in resistance to movement was observed. This uas
due to the sharp blows of the water against the hull, the wave heights
being 0.6 meters and the height of the air cushions only 0.3 meters.
Investigation showed that, for normal operation of a high-speed craft
over high wgves, the lift of the hull over the surface must Le perfectly
level with the wave height. In statistics, for example, in the English
Channel wave heights never exceed 1.2-1.5 meters 90% of the time during
a given year. Consequently, for an ACV to operate in the English Chan-
nel, or in coastal regions, the minimum possible lift of the hull must
be 1.2-1.5 meters. It was shown that t6 provide such lift by means
of a chamber or annular-jet systemwas impossibtle beaause-of-thhe sharp
increase in power necessary to create-the air cushions. A search wa.
begun for new ways to increase lift height. Further development of
the ACV branched into two basic directions and two classes of craft
emerged, Class A and Class B.

-14-
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Separating ACV's into two classes is conventional, to a degree,

and reflects our present-day handling of the development of these new
means of transportation. This proposed se~paration might be changed
in the future by new, -original designs, or by hybridization of present
designs --. the concept is still quite young.

Class A. The invention of flexible "skirts" for ACV's was the
primary technical solution to the problem of seaworthiness of light-
-weight ACV's. Practical work on'the creation of the skirts was begun
in 1959 by the English firm of Westland Aircraft. The Westland firm
now holds a large number of patents on skirt designs. Extensive work
in this area was als'o done by another English firm, Vickers-Armstrong,
0ho also hold a number of original patents. In general outl-ine,
development of the flexible skirt may be presented in the following form.
Originally, the flexible skirt appeared as a massive strip, establishing
a perimeter around the air .cushions (Figure -8a). The flow of air from
the air cushions took place under the lower edge of the barrier. The
height of a barrier, of the type fixed on the ACV SRNl, never exceeded
15 centimeters and not prove vory seaworthy. Providing stability
while increasing hteight was impossible.

The next advance was the invention of flexible skirts, consisting
of two strips, and appearing as a continuous wall of riged nozzles
(Figure 8b). The.shape of the flexible jets was maintained with the
help of a diaphragmi and a chain drive, in the lower part and its in-
clination in a vertical plane, with the assistance of corresponding guy-
-wires to the bottom. The height attained by the barrier was 0.6 meters.
This design ensured the flow of air from the cushions, permitting
an increase in hover gap. A drawback to this design was the large amou-t
of.hydraulic waste connectbd -with increasing the length of the jets;
it was impossible to create barriers with large heights, because sta-
bility was difficult to 6r'sure and there was little pliability to the
barriers when moving over waves, causing an increase in resistance and
a drop in speed.

Further improvement in the designs of flexible skirts brought
about the creation of fiexible bags, ending in short flexible jets
(Figure 8c). Such a design allowed the profile of rigid jets to-be
discarded; flexible jets of great length were also no longer necessary, thus
avoiding hydraulic waste. The design ensured stability, while in-
creasing the.height (e.g., up to 1.2 meters). It ensured the flow
of air from the cushions and, consequently, attained an acceptable
hover gap.

Deficiencies in this type of barrier were: difficulty in repair
or replacement of damaged- sections of the skirt and, as in the previous
case (Figure 8b), very little pliability in moving over waves.

F
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Figure 8.: Principal Diagrams of Flexible Skirts.

The next stride in the development of flexible skirts was an attempt

to remove these deficiencies.. This led to the creation of a segmented
skirt (Figure 8d). This skirt was made up of separate elements,
allowing quick replacement in case of damage, and possessing great
pliability in contact with water. Difficulties again arose, however,
in ensuring stability.

Later, easily removable fingers were installed on the flexible
bags (Figure 8e), which permitted consolidation into one design of
such qualities as: decreased hydraulic waste, stability and, therefore,
an increase in height, an acceptable hover gap, quick replacement of
damaged elements and, finally, a good pcrformance quality i,. ::he craft.

-16-
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The increased heights also demanded new solutions in design. to

[ ensure stability and, through exploitation of the flexible skirt design,
distribution of air cushions into sections (one •of the types i:.; slhoum
in the lower portion of Figure 32).

Flexiblel skirts increased the seaworthy quality and amjVhibious
capability so much that -soon after their development, the Fglish
firm of Westland Aircraft-waý able to move on to constructi.on of the
SRNS/SRN6 series ofACV's, wtih a seaworthy capability in state 3-4
sea conditions and, finally, the 168 ton SRN4, with a ser.worthy capa-
bility in"state 4-5 sea conditions.

An original desig4 of a flexible skirt, in the sltape of a series-
of closed cylindrical chambers with air in each chawber below the
water mark, was worked out by-the French firm Bertin (Figure 8f). A
line of experimental small craft and ACV's with flexible skirts of this
type was created.

Contemporary designs of flexible skirts, apparently, are still
far from perfect. In future development of designs and materials, as
well as through research, there lies a good chance for improving the
performahce and seaworthiness of all ACV's.

*a)

.....................

Figure 9. The PF'i'--1pel- ACV Designs: a, Class A; b, Class B.

All ACV's with a peripheral skirt design fall. ito Class A (Figure
9a). The maximum displacement for, craft in this class is difficult to
determine at the present time. It is possible that, in the near future,
craft of this class with displacements of about S00 tons and a sea-
worthiness in state 4-5 sea conditions will be created.

-17-
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Class B. The replacement of skirts 'throughout a craft of any
great size, designed for sea and oceanic navigation, added to-the al-
ready complex problem. A craft capable of moVing over waves;in, about
state 6 sea conditions means replacement of skirts 4-6 meters higi•.
This made it necessary-to create highly durable, elastic materials --

-- a problem which was difficult to solve. ACV's with skirts required
high-powered insti-umentation (about 70-100:horsepower per ton), which.
also posed a problem in craft of great,weight. Proposals were made,
therefore, to increase the speed and maintaini seaworthiness with, a
minimal expenditure -of air. Lower resistance waspensured because of
the decrease in drag from wetting, and seaworthiness was increased
because-of the lift over water. To ensure minimal expenditure of
air-and a decrease in the power necessary for lift, the cushion was
confined by partially-submerged rigid (pliable) Walls or narrow hulls
(keels)l, and were constrained at the two ends by flexible skirts or

by rigid mechanical flaps of various designs.' The greater thp lift
height while moving, the larger the size of the craft could be.
The power output necessary at speeds of 40-50 knots, in this respect,
was 35-40 horsepower per ton.

Essentially, craft of this type were merply modifications of the
craft created by V. I. Levkov, which'utilized a plenum chamber to form
the air cushions. They differed from V. I. Levkov's craft in that,
the lateral wall (keel) was not completely lifted above the water's
surface, i.e. in ideal conditions there was an absence df air flow
from the cushions. In regard to this, the designers deliberately de-
creased the maximum speed and the amphibious caplabilities, in order,
to decreas.. -he power necessary to create the ai'r cushions and to
make it po,±.ble to replace the screw propellers or water-jet system.

An ACV with a partial-lift design (or, as a craft of this type
is sometimes called, with partial-transfer of air cushions for lift)
was worked out and thoroughly tested in the Soviet Uiion by an en-
gineer, B. P. Ushakov, in 1939-41. Realization of this project. was
prevented by the war. , ,

During the postwar years, work on this type of craft and cr£ft
with full-lift capabilities was undertaken by V..I. Lcvkov (until his
death in 1953), Yu. Yu. Benya and, in succeeding'years, a group from
the N. E. Zhukovski Central Aero-hydrodynamic Institute (I. P. Lyubomirov,
V. I. Khanzhonkov and others), the CentralTechnical Design Bureau of
the Ministry of the River Fleet (chief designer -- V. A. Lipinski),
the "Volga-Baltic Ship Projedt" Design Bureau (chief designer -- V. K.
Zoroastrov), and others in the Soviet Union.

iThis is sometimes referred to by foreigners as skegs, and a craft of
this type, as skeg-type or sidewall vessel.

-1 8
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In' England, rigid side.;wall craft were: built b~y: the Denny firm in
""19S9, and by Hoveriarine Ltd. in 1966.

Inthe U.S.A., immersed-sidewall ACV's alled CAB Vehicles (cap-
tured air bubble) were investigated by th6 Booi-Allen App~lied ResearTch
Company, and sdientific research was carri e-out by the Naval-Air Center} in the D. Taylor Test Basih. One- should'note that, in the U.S.A., design
work on crafts with displacements up to 5,000 tons has been completed-
and programs for .the'- development of CkB type craft have been put to-
"gether, which permit the creation of experimental crait of the CAB

I type with a displacement of SOO-r,000 tons by the 1970's (a program is
!being directed bk the Merchant Marine, but the'U.S. Navy also has a

"1 program)1 [83]..

Craft with rigid and flexible immersible sidewalls, partial lift,

and equipped at the ends with flexible: skirts or rigid mechanical flaps
of various designs fall into Class B (Figure 9b).

! ,

11 aiming for'a craft of this class, developmdnt oi the Class A
, craft is lagging behind. This lag is explained by the advantages of

the G1ass B craft: high speed. (40zSO knots) with a moderate expendi-
ture of power, an increase in the seaworthy capability, and voyages of
any ,great distance could only be made-by craft with larke displacements.
!-The creation"of such craft is, in itself, a complex scientific-

-technical task which requires solutions to many problems now being
studied..

i I
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Chapter 1. Design Features~of Air Cushion Vehicles

fl. The SRN1 and SRN 2

The first experimental ACV, the SRNl (Figure 10), was built in
England in. 159, according to the design of engineer C. Cockerell, by
the Saunders-Roe Division of Westland Aircraft. Five years of testing
and research on peripheral annular jets, used by C. Cockerell for
creating and miintitining air cushions, was biing realized. The SRN1
was destined to become the forerunner of a whole series of craft, with
t~he first two letters designating the name of the firm's division
[8b]. KWli of these.ACV's- are regarded as Class A craft. The ex-
perience gained in the building arid testing of the SRN1 was used by
all foreign firms in constructing their ACV's.

The Westland firm soon became a large produc~er of these
craft. Meanwhile, other English firms were working toward creation
of an ACV, e.g. Vickers-Armstrong, Britten-Normen, and Denny Hovercraft.

In 1966 a new company, British Hovercraft Corp., was formed by
stockholders such as Westland Aircraft and Vickers and the National
Corporation for Research and Development. The company was created
for the purpose of channeling all the economical and technical re-
sources of British industry into one area.- - the creation of
'air cushion devices, doing away with unnecessary
dupiication of 'efforts. Craft designs put out by the new company
bote the desi~gnator B"~. as the first two letters of their hinaes.

The hull of the SRN1 was an oval platform, 9.2 meters long and
7.6 meters wide, with a vertical cylindrical shaft set in the center.
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A six-bladed fan with a diameter of 3.1 meters was located inside the
shaft and was powered by a 435 h.p. Olvis Leonides piston aircrat
engine. Compressed' air, flowing under the bottom through the dual--contoured peripheral jet, created two concentrated air gates to pro-

tect the air cushion. The jets were inclined at 300 angles to the
base. Originally, the propellers maintained side air channels, per-
mitting the use of a jet-traction of the .compressed air coming from
the fan. -Utilization of this system allowed speeds of 25 knots for
A fully loaded craft of 3.9 tons.

The hull of the craft was made light, yet strong, by using rivets
and spot-welds. A cabin for the driver and one passenger was situated
in the bow area. Control of the craft was accomplished with the aid
of vertical rudders, working in the air-flow from the air channels.

-... ' ¶

Figure 10. The SRNI Crossing the English Channel in 1959.

The ACV SRNI first crossed the English Channel in 1959, covering
the distance of 48 kilometers in about two hours. The test of the SRN1
showed the possibility to shipbuilders of using the air-cushion prin-
ciple in their craft. There were, however, a number of serious de-
ficiencies in the design. Among these deficiencies were: a small degree
of seaworthy capabilities, very little jet-traction of the compressed
air, a general lack of accommodations, etc. Various skirt designs,
with heights up to 1.2 meters, were worked out in later years which
increased the seaworthy capabilities of the ACV. Problems, with
regard to lightness, stability, control, etc., were also investigated.

-21-



A turbo-jet engine, with a draught of up to 680 kilograms of force,
was installed-which brough the weight of the SRNl up to 7.0- tonis
-and the speedup to,62 knots. Additional scientific research, plus
the results from testing the SRN1l, permitted the firm to proc6ed ,with
the creation of the first experiiimental passenger ACV -- the Class A
SRN2, which was completed in January of 1962 (Figure 11). The iain
reason for designing the SPR1- was to study the operational quilit''~.s
of the new type draft tnd to smooth out the fan and engine unit-, the
control system, the skirts, etc.

I ObViiili

-- -.. • -I

Flgure 11. The, Air-Cushion Vehicie SRN2.

'The hull of the SM2 was oval with a~pointed bow, which improved
* the seaworthy capability of the craft. The full weight of the craft was

27 tons, with accomrodations for passengers in the mid-section of tha
craft ,(seats for 70 people) or 6.5 tons oZ freight could be',trans-
ported. The basic characteristics of the-SRN2 are given in Table 1.

The wheelhouse Was located in the bow section of the craft. in
the stern section was the machinery compartment, in which the four
main engines (two.pair of Blackburn A-129 Nimbus helicopter gas tur-
bines, with a maximum power of 970 h.p. and a rated power of 815 h.p.)
were mounted. Each pair of engines led to a fan and an air screw.
The drivw. ws. accomplished through a general reduction gear, a hori-
zont&! .nd,' ;ntical shaft and an angular reduction system of the trans-
mission. A dl•;•ram of a similar gear is shown in the lower portion of

i.aure 15 foi" thu SRN3 A rmechanical drive, worked out for the SRN2
in tie saa fu1, as a helicopter's, proved successful and was utilized
An all, thf f,10ing craft.

Air to all thzý engines entered the machinery compartment through
, pecial f3.1ters ir-'a!ged along the sides, which separated the sea water

aad spray f.m iic2
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• Centrifugal fans with3drive-wheels 5.8 meters in diameter and

with 12 aviation-type, fixed blades ,were installed on the SRN2. TheI:! blades of each wheel were of rivieted construction, finished with
sheets of light alloys, and fastened to a cast hub. Air from the
atmosphere was gathered by the fans, by means of two air-compressors
Anstalled on the pylon foundations, then combined under the pylons into
a common air-water mixture. From the fan, air went to the peripheral
flexible nozzles and internal jets and separated the air cushion' into
sections.

The SRN2, in contrast to the SRN1, developed another method of
sectioning the air cushions: a peripheral nozzle was provided inside

the fore .and aft, pneumatic -keel, and diagonal nozzles which ensured
better characteristics of stability than, in the dual-contour annular
jet.. Two air screws which regulated the pitch in the rotating pylons,
with a turning radius of 300 on each side, were installed to improve
the quality of movement. The 4-bladed screws- had diam6ters of 3.0
meters, were built of light alloys, and had hydraulic mechanisms
for changing the screw pitch. Redistribution of power from each
pair of turbines, between the screws and the fans, was ensured by
altering the corner mountings of the screw blades. In suspension
rate, i.e. in the absence of speed, about 90% power could be given, to
..hb fans, and at great speeds about 50% power or more could be given
to the screws.

In addition to the screws, a draught in the SRN2 was created be-
cause of the reactions in the jet flow, which made about 20% of the
total draught. Control of jet flow in the stern was attained by
using deflector blades in the rigid jets and .inclining the diaphragm
20-30* in the flexible nozzles. During movement, with an inclined
jet in the stern, there was a trim difference and an- aerodynamic
lifting force on the hull, which made up about 10% of the total
lift force for the SRN2.

Resistance to movement, at operating speeds of the SRN2, occurred
only over 10-20% of the entire craft.

Control of the movement of the SRN2 was brought about by:
changes of screw pitch, turning of the pylons, horizontal stabilizers
and rudders. Various combinations of positions for the organs of
control were ensured with the aid of a steering column.

On the original SRN2, a flexible skirt was attached, with a
height of 0.6 meters and having flexible jets, the design of which
is shown in Figure 8b.

A flexible skirt with a height of 1.2 meters was installed on
the ACV, at the end of 1963, composed of a flexible bag with flexible
jets. The design features of this flexible skirt were briefly examined
in the introduction.
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The necessary navigational and communications equipment were
installed on the SRN2, in particular, a navigational radar to avoid
collisions with ships and buoys .during the testing phase. During
1962-63, the •SRN2 with flexible skirts of 0.6 meters underwent testing
in the Solent Spithead (where steep, short waves up to 1.2 meters
prevail) and in the open sea (with wave heights up to 2 meters).

-Later, the, SRN2 was operated in trial runs in the Solent Spit-
-head, in the Bristol Channel, made several lengthy sea crossing along
the coast of England, and also was demonstrated in Canada and other
countries. Today, the craft has served its purpose.

§2. The SMN3

The general composition of the SRN3 was not successful, because
of the small area for a passenger salon. In connection with this, the
Westland firm made modifications to the craft and changed the designa-
tion to SRN2Mk2. By lengthening the salon 3 meters, it increased the
seating capacity to 150 people.

Construction of the craft was begun on the Iile of Wight in
,November, 1962. In March, 1963, the English Ministry of Aviation
contracted the firm to create a'test military ACV, some changes were
made to the SRN2Mk2 and the military version was designated SRN3
[84, 97]. In'testing the craft, it. had to be evaluated in open
coastal waters f6r use in anti-submarine patrols, as a landing craft,
in mine-sweeping operations, and for coastal patrols. Construction
of the SRN3 was completed in October, 1963. In July, 1964, having
been factory tested, the SRN3 was turned over to the armed forces
unit (IHTU) which tests all ACV's in a special program. This unit
also carried out control of designing and construction of the SRN13,
andi observance of the special requirements. The SRN3 could transport
70 soldiers with full field packs or four cross-country vehicles of
the LandRover type, or various other military equipment. A general
view of the SRN3 is shown in Figure 12 and 13, with the basic charac-
teristics in Table 1.

The design of the SRN3 was identical to that of the SRN2.

The basic differences between them consisted in the following.
The increased hull length was due to extra central
sectionsof 3.'2 meters; the height of-the cargd'rela was
increased to 2.1 meters for the storing of military equipment, as
opposed to 1.8 meters in the SRN2, rounding the sides provided bigger
loadiug ramps with hydro-drive for lifting and lowering; the design
of the wheelhouse was changed; to improve the main engines, they were
replaced with the more powerful Gnome gas turbines of the Bristol-
-S.ddeley firm; Rover auxiliary gas turbines with Shottel lifting
turbo-fin .complexes were installed, ensuring in the movement of the
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craft a displacement rate, maneuverability (accomplished by an aft
stabilizer), and mechanical contact for suspension of its rudder;
stationary auxiliary stabilizers were mounted on the right and left
sides; the fuel tank capacity was increased; changes in the hydraulic
system and electrical power system were made, and radio-navigational
and special apparatus were installed.

-- -------

Figure 12, The Air Cushion Vehicle SRN3.

The principal diagraim fOr creating air cushions in the SRN3 is

shown in Figuie 14.

A feature of the SRN3 was the use of flexible skirts of an improved
design to attain a height of 1.2 meters. The skirts, composed of a
flexible bag with flexible Jets, provided the possibility of lift inside
the hull to aid the lines and hydraulic systems.

It was assumed that, by lifting, the flexible skirts to decrease re-
sistance and to increase speed in the displacement rate of the moving
craft, the operable time would be increased considerably (a valuable
quality for a military ACV). The operable time of the SRN3, at full
speed, is about three hours due to the great expenditure of fuel by
the gas turbines and the limited reserves. By lifting the skirts, how-
ever, a considerable increase in the speed of the SRN3's displacement
was not realized-because of the poor hydrodynemic by-pass. In operating
the twin auxiliary Rover 25/150 gas turbines and the Shottel screw-
-rudder complex and in raising the flexible skirts, the required speed
for displacement rate equalled 8 knots in calm water and 6 knots over
waves. Maximum power for each of the Rover 25/150 turbines was 150 h.p.
The screw-rudder complexes did the lifting and were equipped with
movable flexible screws of nylon, with diameters of 0.76 meters.
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Figure T3. Structural Design of the SRN3.

Figure 14. Principal Diagram for Creating Air Cushions In the SRN3.
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In joining the separate sections of flexible skirts onto the SPN3,
as was done in all following models, the builders considered adhesives
and rivets and fastened the upper edges of the skirts to the bottom
and the thwart riser to aid the joint pin and ensure quick replacement
of separate skirt elements. The skirt's material was a corded rubber-
-proofed substance.

To the bottom of the hull-were fastened eight steel landing cushions,
with rubber shock absorbers, ensuring the craft's landing on dry land
without damaging the flexible skirts. For ferrying the craft across
land, supports were provided on which wheel-chassis were fixed.

To ensure a 360* field of vision, the wheelhouse was placed high
on the superstructuro. Besides improving the field of vision, the
location of the wheelhouse was lictated by the necessity of placing
special equipment and military posts in the bow section.

The crew of the SRN3 consisted of 6-8 people.

Four converted helicopter Gnome gas turbine engines from the Bristol-
.- Siddeley firm represented the main engines. At maximun 1power, each
engine had 1050 h.p. and an expenditure ,of 284 grams of fuel per h.p.
per hour, which ensured "a rated speed of about" 70 knots, and at pro-
longed speeds -- 900 h.p. and a fuel consumption of 295 grams per h.p.
per hour, with a speed of about 60 knots. In Figure 15, there is a
diagram of the transfer of power from one pair of engines to the fan-
-screw complex, with reduction gear producing a stepped decrease to
1750 RPM's of the screw shaft and 550 RPM's for the fan shaft. As in
the SRN2, there were two engines on the right side which led across
to the horizontal shaft, the stern fans and screws, and on the left --
a pair of eginjes led to the bow fansand screws. There was no
connection between the engine shafts on the right and left sides. The
centrifugal fans and screws on the SRN3 were like those on the SRN2,
except that on the SRN3 the diffusion rings around the fans were re-
linquished.

The air screws had a turning radius of the fixed blades of +35 to
-30?. The turning radius of the pylon was i300. In turning the rear
pylon, thanks to mechanical contacts, the stabilizer was turned simul-
taneously by suspending the rudder. Maximum corner-dev'1ation of the
stabilizer was ±_20°T maximum corner deviation of the rudder twice as
much..

"The turning gear of the pylons and stabilizer was electro-hydraulic.

.f In the SRN3, in addition to the basic turn stabilizers mounted along
the side, there were two stationary stabilizers in the stern, with an
outside under the corner rncfinie of 2.
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SFigure 15. The Drive System of
the Screw and Fan in the SRN3.

In the craft's hydrualid system, the fluid DTD-S8S was used for
operating at pressures of 210 kilogram forces per cm2 . Each pair of
main engines started a hydro-pump, which served an automatic hydro-
system for turning its own pylon. Each auxiliary engine started a
hydro-pump wahich served independent hydrorsystems for turning stabilizers
and rudders, lifting and lowering the flexible skirts and ramps, and
for the screw-rudder complex. If necessary, these hydro-systems could,
duplicate each other. The auxiliary engines also started a 12 kil6-
watt generator.

In such a way, one of the Rover aux5Aiary gas turbines ensure that
the generator and the hydro-systems were *)rking, and acted to momen-
tarily prepare the craft for take-off.

The driver's controls were like those UVed in aircraft including, as
in the SRN2, a steering column with a stee.ring wheel, a control lever for
screw pitch in all ranges (the column alloted one to alter the screw pitch
not more than 1/3 of the maximum). In contxa~t to the SRN2, the SRN3
had foot pedals for controlling the turning of the Tudder. On the
instrument panel, situated in front of the driver, were indicators for
screw pitch, turning of pylons, trim difference, corner incline of the
stabilizers, relative nautical and air speeds, turbine and auxiliary
engines' RPM's, turning of the column, and others.

The navigational equipment and means of radio-communication provided
in the SRN3 were: a Decca 969 navigational radar, gyro-compass-and
magnetic-compass, a shortwave radio sets (with set-i-woikifiiii
the 10 meter ,band and reserve/emergency VHF set ,-ii-a Dopp er
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effect gauge for relative air speeds of the ACV. During the testing of
the SRN3 as an antiiubmarine ship, a hydro-acoustical station was in--.
stalled.

In operating the SRN3, it was possible to alter the weight of the
craft from 2S to 42.5 tons. This depended on changes in the weight and
speed of the craft, its lift height over the support surface. So, at a
weight of 37.5 tons and with main engine 'power at 4X900 h.pj, clearance
was increased between-the flexible skirts and ihe supporz surface by0.23 meters and the lift height of the bottom, by 1.45 meters. With

engine power of 4XI050 h.p., clearance was increased by 0.32 meters.
In normal operating conditions and at speeds of about 70 knots, clearance
was increased by 0.15 meters.

In conditions of irregular waves, where wave heights reached 1.5
meters, operation of the craft was possible if the spedd was. decreased.
Moving along the coast, the SRN3 ably overcame heights of. 1.2 meters at
speeds of more than 18 knots, and trough widths of 6.1 meters and 0.8
meters deep at speeds of more than 10 knots. Testsof the SRN3 proved

;' the possibility of its operation in state 3-4 sea conditions and per-
mitted the Westland firm to begin work on an ACV with a larger displace-
ment, the SRN4.

§3. The SRN4

The SRN4 was a Class A ACV, with a total weight of 167.6,tons and was
one-of the largest ACV's built in current times [85,'98]. It was the
first ACV with a higher seaworthy capability, built for operation in
the open sea with wave heights up to 4.0 meters. The 'SRN4 whs
designed to transport ca~rgo/passengers across the Engifsh Channel.
Planning of the SgN4 was begun in December, 1964. In June, 1965, the
two Swedish firms of Swedish Lloyd and Swedish American Lines signed
contracts with the Westland firm for a S-year lease on two SRN4's and
two SRN6's for operation in the English Channel between Ramsgate and

5 Calais, a distance of 27 miles. In compliance with these contracts,
the Westland firm began construction of the two SRN4's. In January, 1966,
still another order was received for an SRN4, from the English firm of
British Rail Hovercraft, which planned to operate it from Dover to Calais.

' The first SRN4 was built on the Isle of Wight at the end of 1967,the second one 'in the beginning of 1969. A general view "of the craft

and a construtive diagram of it are shown in Figure 16 and 17, with its
basic characteristics, shown in Table I.

In constructing the hull, a honeycomb construction was used exten-
sively. The deck and the bottom of the hull were composed of panels made
from two sheets of light alloys, between which were placed'honeycombs of
packed foil. The panels were manufactured with dimensions of 1.2 x 2.4
meters, and the thickness of the packing was 38 millimeters.
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The -total size of. the hull, more than 550 m3 , created a'buoyancy
Sof 2S0%. :

At the" Lottom stood t lqndin~g cushi6ns, with heights of O.S m,

used"to +lana the ciaft on ground. Vie cushions were made of highly-.
-durable, light-weIght a'loys'and had.rubber shock absorbers.' The
lift height was insufficient inspection and repair of the skirts.
T'herefore, six supporis were pr'dvided on the craft ensuring its lift

tb ogreater heights by installing'hydr~aulid jacks.

SI I

I I 1~I~. t• . 4• .
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*Figure 17. Structural Design of the SRN4.I-33
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On the cargo deck, uip to 30 cars could be accommodatdi,. The lateral

sections of the deck,-between-the air-conducting fans, could be outfitted"as passenger cabins with lightweight bulkheads (Figure 18). The central
part of the cargo deck was 4.9 meters wide and meant for accommodating

buses or vehicles that'weighi up to 9 tons with maximum cargo on theSaxlds, of S.9 ion~s, an"d haViiig cSftesponding supports.- The r:emaiinfing part

of the deck ,permitted places fo6 ,cars with loads no greater than 2.0 tons.
The deck had a non-slip cove6ing.' The height of the mid-deck area was
3.4 meters.

Figure 18. The General .Layout of the SRN4: a, passenger version;
b, cargo/passenger version.
Key: 1, store-room; 2, ladder to the deckhcouse; 3, lavatory;
4,'baggage compartment; 5, main entrance; 6, electrical equip-
ment; 7, crew entrance; 8, passenger accommodations; 9, auto-
mobiles.
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1 1 1 To speed, up the loading and unloading of automobiles, the SRN4

was equipped with bow and stern ramps. The former had a width, of
5.5 meter -and a height of 3.5 meters; the latter had a width of 9.45
meters and was 3.5 meters high. Loading of cars took place in the
stern and unloading, in, the bow; both loading and" unloading coulqd
be -done simultaneously.

Passengers were acconimodated in cabins, along the sides and in the
front extremities of the craft. The passenger de'ck was set 0.8 meters
above the cargo ,deck and. was attached to the hull by means of tubular
pillars-; As iii the' SRN3, the re ceiver'for "the fans. was in the lower
deck area,

The wheelhouse, situated in the bow extremity of the craft, had a
tear-drop shape and was raised above the roof of the superstructure to
ensure a 3600 view. The wheelhouse accommodated three crew members:
the commander (who was also the pilot), the engineer-mechanic (who was
also the radio operator), and the navigator (who was also the radar
operator). In accordance with. this arrangement, there were% three chairs
in the wheelhouse and an extra- 6hn for, a co-pilot.

A-design for'flexible skirts, like those used in earlier craft,
was used by the company. Some changes in the design 6f the skirts con-
sis'ted in the flexible jet, previously joined to the flexible bag, being
changed' in. tbe bow and lateral sections to diametrically-distributed
elements of an open type which made up 1/3 •of the skirt's height.

There was a lower tier of skirts in the stern section and the
skirts which separated the air cushion into sections were composed
of cone-shaped elements (diametrically-distributed closed type
elements) of greater rigidity. The material for the flexible skirts
was standard, with the lower tier of skirts composed of material less
thick than the flexible bag. The elements of' the skirts were bonded
together by adhesives and rivets with metal washers.

The four main engines of the SRN4 were converted aircraft gas
turbines, with an independent Proteus turbine from the Bristol-Siddeley
firm, 'used for the first time in an ACV.. At a maximum power of 4250
h.p., ,tho expenditure of fuel was 272 grams per h.p. per hour; with the
engine power at 3400 h.p., the expenditure was 290 grams per h.p. per
hour. The important advantage of the engines was the possibility of
thdir. operating on diesel fuel, considerably lowering the danger of
fire. The dry weight of the engine was 1410 kilograms, with a resource
of 1500-2000 hours. The engines wore arranged into twin stern units,
with two on each side. Each" engine operated a fan-sctew complex, com-
posed'of a centrifiugal 12-bladed fan with fixed blades, 3.5 meters in
diameter, and a 4-bladed air screw with variable pitch, 5.8 meters in
diameter;
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The screw bladbs of the--SRN4 Weri made entirely of aluminium
alloys, _and: hei• .front'edges were nickbl-plated foi.protectiTn from
corrosion.

The layout o ithe SRN4's: drive screws and fans was similar to
that of the SRN2, except that each complex worked off of one engine
instead of two. Redistribution of power between the screws and fans
aided in giving variable pitch to the screws. Typicaldistribution
of the power of one engine consisted of: 2000 h.p. for the screw and
,15b h.p. for the fan,, with the remaining 250 h.p. spent in driving
-he ailiary units, loss in the transmission, etc.

The drive shafts of the engines were components with flanges
connected to .a pipe of iightweight all6ys; about 2.3 meters in. length.
The drive shafts to the stern fan-screw complexes were relatively short,
while those to the bow rea6hed 18.3,meters. At such a lengthi the shaft con-
ductor could change 'in form under operating conditions. To avoid this

* , deiormation, self-centered sleeves and bearings were used. The design
of the verticeil shafts were similar to the horizontal 'ones.i however,
the shafts whiO turned the screws were steel, as they had to transfer
greater torque. Through-the basic reduction gear, the auxiliary cog-type
transmission 'was aided by taking power to drive the oil pump and hydro-
-pump, which ensured shifting of the pylons and putting the helm over.
All engines and mechanisms were-easily accessible for inspection,

'servicing, ana 'easy dismantling. EVen the operational drive wheel of the
fan could be dismantled and unloaded onto'the cargo deck.

To operate the craft with one of the engines stopped, speed had to
be decreased to maintain the air cushions. In'such an event, air leakage
from the cushions through the idle fan was prevented by covering the
aperture with a special roof, which could be put in place fiom the wheelhouse
by a hydraulic: drive. In day-to-day servicing, these roofs were utilized
for approaching and inspecting the upper reduction gear in fairing the
screw.

T he fuel was stcred in 12 fuel tanks, located in the area of the
fanis and separated'into four gr6ups, with three tanks in each group. Such
distributoon of the fuel satisfied the requirements for its maximum
ext.'nction from the cargo deck, and also its utilization to improge the
balAtas. in the trim-difference system. Each group had one pump attached
to a mr%.ir engine, and two larger independent pulps which could be utilized
for triolmiig or for feeding fuel to the engines in case the basic pump
went oUt. Refueling could be accomplished in 6 minutes.
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Sptcial attention, in planningand building the S1N4, was given

to the problem of noise. To solve this, speed was'decreased in the
screivS '(to 0.6, M, instead' of Q.9-0.85 Ma as in previous craft), and
the injterial noise was reduced, thanks to the well-planned placing of
basic d4uipment.

Air moved through two air-gates, situated along the sides, to the
engines. To decrease the noise-level, the area of the air-gate was
increased', and effective filtration of air Rrom sand and spray was
ensured'with the help of a cotton gauze filter. A special system of
baths was provided to remove the salt deposits from the engines.

The quality of electrical energy sources for the craft was enhanced
by mountihg two AC'generators (200 volts, 400 cps, with 55 kilowatt amps
of power) in the machinery compartments on the right and left sides, which
drove the two auxiliary Rover 15/90 gas turbine engines. The generators
worked, independently of each other, each in its own tyre. In the event
that one went out, the 6ther could feed both tyres. The ventilation system
and network of lighting were the basic AC consumers. 'A DC' system, with
tension.of 28 volts and 112 Volts, was aided by rectifiers. The current
tension of 28 volts -was used to feed the control-measuring instruments

and for sub-loading the 24-volt'storage batteries, which were adapted
for the engine thrust of the Rover 15/90. The 112-volt current tension
was used for the main engine thrust. Transfer of energy from sources
in the shore was also possible.

A bilge system was provided to ensure draining of any compartment,
or all compartments simultaneously. Drainage pipes from each compartment
led to one of four tanks, serviced by an electrical pump.

To attain high reliability, in control of.the craft, several in-
dependent hydraulic systems were employed. One of them ensured operation
of the bow ramp, the special roofs of the fans, and the passenger gang-
-plank on the right side, the other -- operation of the stern ramp, the
special roofs of the fans, and the gang-plank on the left side. Each
pylon had its own electrohydraulic movement system with drive from an
independent hydro-pumr. This was how the electrohydraulic systems were
used for turning the rudder and changing the screw pitch.

The control system did not differ greatly from that of the SRN3.
The control organs of the craft were: the four movalbe p~lons with
variable-pitch air screws and two stabilizers and rudders operating in
the slip-stream. Movement of the pylons was ±350, ±300 for the stabilizers,
and ±40 for the rudders.

The necessary radio and navigational equipment were installed in the
craft, including: shortwave and VHF radio stations, an inter-coti system,
Decca navigational radar, a gyrocompass and a magnetic comunass, relative
water and air speed indicators, turn-speed indicator, etc. Two Doppler gauges
for measuring speed and drift were probablyi mounted in the stern i1o-ng the
left side of the SRN4.
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§A. The SRN5 and S.RN6

The proven design and operation of the SRNI, SRN2, and SRN3 cragt
permitted the Westland firm to set about creating a small Class A ACV --

-- the SRNS (full weight 6.7 tons) and, subsequently, its mddification --

"-- the SRN6 (full weight 9.1 tons) [86, 87). The goal was to build.a
multi-purpose speedy craft, which could move in coastal waters and
straits, and could be used for first-class passenger or cargo service,
search and rescue missions, landing and disembarking, as a fire or
medical craft, *nd also for coastal patrols. Today, these craft are
turned out in variants. for passanger', cargo, and ihilitary use. The firm
sought to createla series, sufficiently inexpensive and reliable, which
would be 6f interest to a wide cross-section of buyers, A general view
of the SRN5 and its constructive design are shown in Figures 19 and 20,
with its basic characteristics appearing in Table 1.

Figure 19. The SRN5 Air Cushion Vehicle.

The first SRN5 was built in April, 1964. The ninth craft of this
series was a modified version, which was designated SRN6. The basic
difference consisted in the hull being lengthened by 2.95 meters. The
SRNS and SRN6 series, when completed, will consist of 60 craft.

The first trial run of the SRNS was in the Solent Spithead in
July, 1964. Today, a number of English companies (Hovertravel, British
Rail Hovercraft, Hoverlloyd) and companies in other countries are using
these craft in regular passenger service. In two years of operation,
more than a million passengers were transported bn these craft.
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Figure 20: 'the Constructive Design of the SRN;.

A great deal of interest in the SRNS and SRN6 was shown by the armed
forces of England and the U.S.A. Three SRNS craft were turned over to
them for testing and evaluation of their potential for military uses by
the armed forces unit referred to earlier as the IHTU.

In England, in 1967, the first unit of military ACV's was formed,
consisting of four SRN6ts intended for use as transport-landing craft.
A similar unit was proposed for the Navy.

Three of the seven ARNS craft, purchased by the'Bell Airsystems firm,
were turned over to the U.S. Navy which, after installing American-made
GELM-160 gas turbines in them, changed the designation to SK-S. These
craft, called patrol ACV's, were armed and took part in the aggressive
war in Vietnam from 1967-68. They then underwent modifications for heavier

I armament, were armor-plated and in 1968, they were again sent to Vietnam.
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The body of the SRN5 and SRN6 was composed of a central compartment
[ for buoyancy and two removable side sections. The width of the central'

compartment, in which a salon and the main engine were located, was
2.5 meters permitting the craft to be transported, in disassembled form,
on aircraft and by railway. The body and the superstructures were riveted
together, using the anodized light alloy L-72. For the air-gates, fans,
and small sections of the superstructures, glass reinforced plastic
was used. Below the waterline, the compartments were divided into a
number of watertight compartments. To -ensure-watertightness, the space
between them and the salon was filled-with a layer of foam. The reserve
buoyancy of the SRN5 was 350% and, by flooding the salon -- 150%.

The passenger salon was situated in. the bow section of the central
compartment and had the following measurements: 3.7 meters in length,
2.3 meters wide, and 1.8 meters high in the SRN5; the width and height
in the SRN6 was the same, but the length was 6.6 meters.

Ventilation in the salon of the SRN5 was natural; in the SRN6
it was artificial. An air conditioning system was available for in-
stallation on the SRN6. Pressurization of the salon ensured elimin• ion
of condensation in windows and doors.

The passengers' baggage was stowed astern in two -areas with a
capacity of 2.1 m3 .

In the military version of the SRNS, 15 armed personnel could be
accommodated. The military and cargo versions of the SRN6 differed
from the passenger version by the presence of a hatch on the salon's
roof (2.1 meters long and 2.3. meters wide), and increase of 1.3 meters
in the width of the bow ramp, and also a strengthening of the deck's
side sections, ensuring the transfer of long items weighing up to
0.5 tons. For the military version lightly armored engines and electri-
cal equipment were provided; as well as accommodations for the landing
party (bulletproof armor for 7.62 millimeter projectiles). The military
and cargo versions of the SRN6 ensured transfer of 30 armed assault
troops, evacuation of the wounded, transfer of a 105 millimeter cannon
with its gun crew, and patrol of the seacoast with a 120 millimeter
anti-tank weapon and its crew, etc.

* In the stern sections of the central compartment, separated from
the salon by a transverse partition, the fan and gas turbine with re-
duction gear and screw were situated, as well as a shield made of light
alloys for the additional elastic fuel tank with a capacity of 1260 liters.
On the compartment deck a framework, consisting of a pipe made of light
alloys and supported by light planking, was installed which formed a
cavity for placing the fan. A plastic air-gate was joined to the planking
above.

The side sections formed additional compartments for buoyancy and
had an external framework of light-alloy piping, used for strengthening
the flexible skirts. Near the central compartment the sections were
strengthened by hinging.
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On the SRN5. and SRN6, as on the SRN3, the main engine was a Marine
"Gnome gas turbine, manufactured, by the Bristol-Siddeley firm, "with a
maximum power of 1050 h.p., converted to oDerate in sea conditions with
a resource of 1000 hours of power. In contrast-to the SRN3, however, these
craft did-not have special machinery compartments. The turbine was
installed in the central compartment on twin tubdlar tripods with four
auxiliary posts for suppotting one of the tooth-gears. Additional support
for strength came from the foundation of the partition of the salon, and
the bars which supported the screw shaft.

The gas turbine ran the screw and the fan at the same time. The
power, used for both lift'and movement, could be redistributed depending
on operating conditions to aid in altering the screw pitch. At maximum
power, the turbine produced 1050 h.p. and 20,960 rpm's, and fan and screw
had a turning speed of 950 and 2000 rpm's respectively. Decelleration
wias accbip'lshed ihiotih-a system of reduction gears. The 12-
-bladed centrifugal fan, produced by the Westland firm, had a diameter
of 2.1 meters and'was manufactured from light alloys. The design of the
14-bladed reversible screw with a diameter of 2.74 meters, from the firm
of DoughtyRotol, was similar to that. design used in the SRN2 and SRN3.
A hydrosystem was used to alter the screw pitch:

The fuel used by the turbines was kerosene, however it could also
operate on light diesel fuel. Expenditure of fuel at 1050 h.p. was 284
grams per horsepower per hour and 295 krams Der h.p. per hour at 900 h.p.
The fuel was fed from the storage tanks to an engine by an electric pump
which put it through a water-separator. The fuel flowed from the tank
thiough a branch pipe in ,the superstructure by gravity. An additional
90 liters of reserve fuel in the SRNS and 230 liters in the SRN6 was used
in place of ballast for trim difference, by placing it into two different
tanks of equal capacities: sitiated in the bow and stern.

"Air for the gas turbines-passed through three air filters, fixed on
the side of the craft in the region of the fan's air-gate, which eliminated
the sea spray. The gas turbines, the gears, and the screw's drive shaft
were encased in housings of light alloys. The location of the mechanical
installations ensured easy adcess to it from the decks and made it possible
for fast replacement.

Aboard the SRNS a generator was installed which had alternating current
afid.rectifiers to ensure a constant current of power of 60 amps and
tension of 27.5 volts.. A 24-volt battery, with a capacity of 40 ampere
hours, was used to start'the engine. On the military version of the SRN6,
a 6.5 h.p. diesel generatoi was also installed foT use when the craft was

'moored and the main engine was shut off.

The flexible skirts wexe made of'Terylene, a corded rubberized cloth one
to five millimeters thick, able to withstand 500 kilogram forces per centi-
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meter. They were 1.2 meters high and made up of sections 1.2 to 5.2 meters
long. The sections were bonded together with an adhesive and doubled
in a row of rivets, attached to a leaning beam and the edge of the
compartment by hinges of removable pintles. This reinforcement of con-
struction ensured fast -replacement of damaged skirt sections. Design-
rwise, the flexible skirts consisted of a periphery of flexible skirts[ (in the first version, a type of flexible receiver with jets; in the
final version, a, type of flexible receiver with transverse open-formation
elements), with stern skirts in the form of bags, and with longitudinal
and transverse flexible-pneumatic keels to ensure sectionalization of
the air cushions.

After two cases of an SRNS capsizing because the flexible skirts in the
bow section were-washed off at high speeds, vertical breakaway ribs were
installed which consisted of two rows of apertures with diameters of
25-SO millimeters in 100 millimeter degrees to ensure air lubrication of
the lower parts of the skirts from the outside.

This, together with other elaborate measures, excluded the possibility
of the SRN5 and SRN6 ever capsizing in operable conditions. The life of
the flexible skirts was about 1000 hours, although individual sections
were changed every 200 hours. The design of the flexible skirts, plus
their height, ensured the craft's overcoming vertical obstacles up to
1.1 meters high and sand bars up to 1.8 meters high.

The SRNS and SRN6, in contrast to the SRN2, SRN3 and SRN4, had only
one screw. This greatly complicated solving the problem of control. Con-
trol was aided by: two vertical rudders with stabilizers; a horizontal
rudder; jet rudders -- consisting of two flat air-hydro drives attached
to the receiver, and a strip of exterior overhead vertical rudders turning
with them; and the lift systems of the flexible skirts. The lift systems
ensured.lift for the skirts in each of the four air cushions to a length
of about 1.8 meters, and consisted of four hydro-cylinders with wires
leading to parts of the flexible skirts and hydrosystems with hydraulic
pumps. Moving the control stick forward brought about lift of the flexible
skirts in the two front quarters and gave momentary trim to the bow.
Moving the handle back or to the side brought about trim to the stern or
momentary lifft, accordingly. This system was used to eliminate drift and
to control the craft at low speeds, in circulation for creating an inside
heel, etc.

These craft'did not have a special wheelhouse. The control panel
and a chair for the commander were situated on the right side, and.a chair
for the navigator was located on~the left side in the bow part of the
cabin. On the right side of the commander's chair there was a lever to
alter the screw pitch, with a handle to alter the engine's power, which
permitted the commander to control the lift height and the speed with one
hand. The other hand would be used to move a lever to control the angle
of the transverse horizontal rudders. The commander could manipulate the
transverse vertical rudders with the aid of foot-pedals. The lever for
controlling the lift system fbr the flexible skirts was mounted in front
of the commander.
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The typical set-up, of the navigational -and communications equipment
aboard the SRN6 was: Calvin Hughes Type 17 navigational radar with
circular antenna, a Sperry G4B gyrocompass, a Bendix magnetic compass,
turn-speed indicator, a Doppler-effect speed gauge, VHF radio, etc.

Tests of the SRNS and SRN6 Lshowed that, at speeds of 60 knots the
minimum turning radius of the SRNS'was 640 meters end 230 meters at
50 knots, while the SRN6 took 350 meters. However, in using the lift
systems of the flexible skirts, the radius could be reduced considerably --

for example,, the SRI,6 would only have a turning radius of 150 meters
at a speed of 40 knots.

As far as the craft's inertia properties were concerned, the stop
distance of the SRN5 after cutting the engines at 70 knots was 500 meters
with a braking time of 33 seconids; for the SRN6, it took 240 meters to
stop after cutting the engines at 50 knots. This was decreased con-
siderably by controlling the flexible skirts and reversing the fan. The
stop distance for.the SRN5 at 60 knots was 140 meters, while the SRN6

*managed to stop in 110 meters at 50 knots. The SRN5 developed speeds
up to 65 knots :in 76 seconds; the SPN6 attained 50 knots in 41 seco-n-s.

§5. The BH-7, BH-8 and Other British Hovercraft Designs

The amalgamated dOmpany of British Hovercraft,. created in 1966,
continued to work out Class A ACV designs. On the basis of the fundamen-
tal elements of design in the SRN4, new craft were created (the BH-7
and BH-8) [80]. These craft were the intermediate links between the
9-ton SRN6 and the 168-ton SRN4.

The BH-7 was designed as a cargo/passenger variant for fast ferrying,
and also as a type of fast patrol and mbilitary transport craft. The firm
received .orders for the delivery of one BH-7 to the English Navy and two
to the Iranian Navy.

TMhe BH-8 was designed as a military transport craft and also as a
cargo/passenger variant. Overall views of the BH-7 and BH-8 are shown
in Figures 21-23. The designs of the fans, screws, train of gears and
drive shafts of both craft were identical to those of the SRN4. They
also utilized the same Proteus gas turbines for main engines as in the
SRN4, one in the BH-7 and two in the BH-8.

At the end of 1969, the first BH-7 for the English Navy was completed
(of the four being built at the factory). It had one turning pylon. The
main engines were placed in the machinery compartment. To improve controljet air-propelled rudder-s were instilled. The wheelhouse was raised-above

,the top of the-superstructure in-d ensured at 3600 field of-'vision.

The cargo/passenger version of the BH-7 was equipped with a bow
ramp 4.2 meters wide and 2.4 meters high. The clearance height between
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decks was 2.4 meters. The deck area was 93 m2 with two fore-and-aft
bulkheads separated by the cargo area (i' the center of the craft) and
the passenger area along the sides.

The military transport version of the BH-7, besi.des having a bow ramD
4.2 meters wide, 'had a cargo hatch in the top of the superstructure wideenough to be used for noný-entensive loads (e'.g. a 4-S ton truck or other

machine of equal height). The BH-7 could accommodate: two armored
carriers or one 4-5 tons truck or two jeeps and 60 soldiers or 170 soldiers
with their weapons. The wheeled-vehicles and armament were placed on the
cargo~decX; the soldiers with their weapons in the side compart-ments. On-the•initia -," hre" was no bow ramp or cargo hatch.

'Figure 21. The BH-7 Air Cushion Vehicle (a drawing).

On the patrol craft variant of the BH-7, rapid-fire automatic artillery
could be mounted with a control system for firing and a firing mechanism
for anti-aircraft rockets or surface-to-surface missiles. The craft could
operate for as long as 10 hours over a distance of 500 miles. Since a
craft of this type was self-sustaining for several days, living qa •rters
for the crew were provided.

The typical features of the BH-8 craft were: bow and stern ramps,
ensuring a through-passage for automobiles (equipment) and the possibility
of loading and unloading at the same time; engines installed in gondolas
atop the superstructure to avoid the use of pylons; use of pneumatic,
multi-tiered flexible skirts, aided by a width which could be increased to
17.0 meters to ensure the necessary transverse stability for moving on an
air cushion. The width of the rigid hull of the craft was 12.2 meters',
which met the requirements for its transfer of landing and transport craft.
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01 -Figure 22. Design of the BH-7.

Figure 23. A Model of the BH-8 Air Cushion Yehicle.
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Figure 24. Model of a 4 000-ton Cargo Air Cushion Vehicle.
I ! I

The BH-7, BH-8 and BH-9 ACV's were designed for transporting largelanding and transport craft. The BH-9, designed by British Hovercraft,
was the logical continuation of the SRNS, SRN6 series and uspd elements
of their designs, but in contrast to them was equipped with two Gnomegas turbine engines. The full weight of the BH-9 was 25 tons, having
a freight-carrying capacity of 9-14 tons and a design wvorked out by
modifying the landing and passenger craft.

Future plans of the British Hovercraft company, for craft based onthe SRN4 design, includes a 300-400 ton displaceiment,. 50-60'knot craft.

A design was worjked out from one of these versi6ns "for an anti--submarine ACV, which received the annroval of the Ministry of Defens4.In the opinion of a company snokesman', the shin could be created by
1970.

By the mid-70's, there is a possibility of creating an ACV with adisplacement of approximately 1000 tons. In current times, BritishHovercraft built an ACV which had a displacement of,168 tons. Building
a craft with a larger displacement was restricted by the, technical capabili-ties of industry at the time.

Nevertheless, the company introduced an ACV design for greater dis-
placement. This design called for a cargo-t'pe ACV with a displacement of4000 tons, a model of which was shown in a British exhibition in 1966(Figure 24). The chief dimensions of the craft -ere: 146 meters inlength, 44 meters in width, and 214 meters in heighth. "The craft, was
designed to transfer cargo in nontainers. - Wiih a payload totalliAg2600 tons, cargo would account for 1,600 tons, with a cap~city for 64

- 4
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containers-measuring 2.4 x 2.4 x 9.1 meters. Eight Olympus gas- turbines
eligines-ic woul~d be disigneo by thel Btitish Nay woulab'neddwt

[a maxmum I.powerof .27,200 h..... Its speed pver.,calm-water be
ckontansr, sth a rainge -of 10"020 mi ets in the' oeOn ysea.Ths g tcargo vessel

I was disigned in two variants: with flexible skirts and with imersible

[ I rigid sidewalls. Higher interest has been. shown in' the -latter design in
England." -

- §6'. Air Cushions Vehilcles With Sidewalls

At the same; time. that ACV's with flexible skirts were being developed
in England and the U.S.A., ACV's were being created which did not completely

Sleave the,- ater's surface, but had-immersible ;idewalls (iill's) represen-tative of Class B ACb"s.

One of the first to begin research in this direction, was the Engligh
fifn of Denny, which in 1961 built a self-propelled, inhabitable -model,

She D-I, whieh weighied about 4.5 tons. The hull of this model was
cons'tducte4. of woods and veneers, had a-right-angled plane to its form,
two longitudinal sidewalls 0.3 meters high and- 0.15 meters wide, and

I itransverse jets in the bow and stern.to create air curtains that would
surround thp air ctqshion. The preliminary form of encirclement and 'the

3 " :sidewalls lhd been worked 'out lin a test basin on small models. The
greatest success was` iii the upright encirclement of a body with a flat
bottom andj.sidewalls composed of right-angled sections. The walls gradually

'narrowed from the-middle to tie bow and endedin a .harp stem that improved
the seaworthy capabilities of the models..

The length of ithe D4- was, 19.2! meters and the width was 3.0 meters.
Four centrifugal fans were motikted on the D-1 -- "two in the bow and two
in the ;stern,ldriven by twb 2S h.p. engines for creating the air curtains.
The total output of the fans was about 2.4 m3 per second, with pressure
in the air curtain set at 85 kilograms of f6rc'e per M2 . In the two sus-
pended Mercury 500' engines was a power of 50 h.p. for operating the
screws, which allowed the b-l to develon a speed of 20 knots.

.1.

Figure 25. The D"2 Air Cushion Vehicle Before modification.
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s Results -of testing theD-1 during 1961-62 gave hope for a highei

speed than. ordinary craft, an insignificant amount'-of splash, very little
noise, good control, the absence of wave formation at designed speeds', 'and'
a number of other positive qualities.

I'n light of this, the firm made the decision to build a series of
four test passenger craft with rigid sidewalls and designated them D-2
(Figure 25) [103]. The first craft, the D-2.001 was built in July, 1962;.
the second craft was completed at the end of 1963. The full weight of
these craft was about 2S tons, with an operating speed of 25 knots, and
was designed to. transport 70 passengers along riverways. The passenger
salon was situated in the middle of the craft. The machinery compartments .were located in the bow and stern, and the wheelhouse was in-front 6f and

above the superstructure.

The power plant for these craft consisted of four Caterpillar .diesels
with a total of 700 h~p. Two of these served to drive the Shottel screw-
-rudder complexes with thei-rtwin propeller screws, having a turning radius
of 3600 on a horizontal plane; the other two drove the eight centrifugal
fans, four in the bow and four in the stern, to create the air curtains.I The air pressure in the cushion was 250 kilograms of force per m2 . The
-material selected for the hull was choice glass reinforced plastic, how-
ever, to speed up construction, the first craft was manufactured with
planking of multi-layered veneers.

Lift above the water's surface at 25 knots was about 20 centimeters.
Flexible skirts were installed in the extremities. Maximum wave heights
"of about 0.6 meters could be overcome without decreasing speed. Over
larger waves, the speed was dropped.

Test runs of D-2 craft on the Thames showed 'that they were vulnerable
where the propeller screws Were uncovered and were often damaged
by floating objects. To check out the seaworthy canabilities of the
D-2.002 in natural conditions, the craft'made an 820 mile voyage from
Dumbarton to London, doubling the eastern seaboard of England.

Later, thd Denny firm worked out the design for the D-3 ACV which
could transport 600 passengers at speeds of 40 knots. The craft had a
full weight of 135 tons, a length ok 4S.8 meters, and a width of 15.3
meters. The use of diesels for main engines and to drive the fans was
envisioned in the dbsign. Variations of both rigid and flexible side-
walls with flexible skirts in the bow and stern were considered. In
working Out the D-3 model designs, the results of the D-2 test were studied
to eliminate the sharp blows to the bow and the heavy amount of splashing.
The bows of the models were given more seaworthy forms, significantly
improving its characteristics over waves.

On the whole, the testing of the D-2 on the Thames was not successful
due to: enclosed accommodations for passengers, a lack of air conditioning,
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parts of the screws being damaged, intensive splashing at low speeds,
and a small degree of seaworthiness, which did not permit these craft
to compete with the average pleasure boat. The advantage of sneedin
this case was not as large an influence as in ACV'Is witii flexible
skirts.

a result, theDenny 'firm, after haing ,built four D-2 crafti
"discontinued further construction, ana interest- in AEV's with" sidA lls
d'clinea inEngland for a while.

In 1966-67, the newly-formed firm of Denny Hovercraft made modifi-

cations to the D-2.002, seeking to improve its seaworthy capabilities and
to increase the li.fe of the screws [99]. The screw-rudder complexes were
replaced with propeller screws, installed in the sidewalls with the shafts
'going inside eachtwall. Semi-balanced rudders were suspended for the
screws. The form-of the bow was changed and transverse, segmented flexible
skirts were installed to improve the seaworthy capabilities of the craft.
The D-2.003 and D-2.004 craft had eight fans with greater output.

Such modifications permitted an increase in speed of the D-2.002M
to 34 knots (versus 25 knots ini the D-2.002) and up to 30 knots for
the-D-2;OO3Mj which was three tons heavier than the D-2.002M.

Following these modifications, the craft could develop its greatest
speed over wayes up to 0.6 meters high. Over higher waves, the speed
had to be decreased to avert blows on the hull by the waves. Over wave
heights of 1.2 meters, the craft could not exceed 10 knots.

These modifications did not help to increase the seaworthy capabilities
of the D-2, however. This could be explained by its failure to increase,
the lift height of the sidewalls -- a considerable increase which would
require increasing the geometric measurements of the craft itself to
ensure stability. It is recalled, in comparison, that the seaworthy
capabilities of the SRN6, weighing considerably less, permitted its
operation over waves up to 1.5 meters high at speeds of 40 knots, thanks
to flexible skirts 1.2 meters high.

In 1965 a new bobst in the development of ACV's wfth sidewalls in
was provided by the joint efforts of Denny Hovercraft, Hovermarinp, and
Hovercraft Development, in creating a number of intereftnýjI
designs for craft weighing 8 to 300 tons. In providing these designs,
it was ascertained that a demand existed also for small craft with
sidewalls, because they were able toattaini greatýr-spieds7-tian-dis-
placement or glider craft dcbiud with equafaii•nditure 6& power (Figure 26),
and were consi-derably less expensive an-d simpler in de•sign -than~ craft with
flexible skirts. On orders from, the firm of British Rail, Hovermarine
built two 60-seat HM-2 craft in 1967-68, weighing 16.3 tons (Figure 27)
and intended for passenger-ferry service in the Solent Spithead [92].
Construction of the HM-2 series was complete with the ninth unit.
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?J 2 of Movement. 1., glider craft;
-.. 2, ACV's with~ sidewal;ls; -3,

Specdin ~displacement'-type frigates.
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Hovermarine created a series of- relatively inexpensive craft,
suitable for mass exploitation, using equipment found also-in dis-
placement-type craft. The projected speed of the craft was in the
range<-of 25-60 -knots. The range of speed in-most cargo/passenger
craft,,possessing diesel power plants, -waq 35-45 knots. Craft with
higher, speeds could be created for special or military purposes by
using converted gas turbines 'for the main engines. For larger craft,
hydro-drive systems could be utiiied.

Besides the afore-mentioned H1-2, Hovermarine had worked out designs
for 30, '100 and 3S0-seat craft with- sidewalls, designated HM-l, and HM-4.
Also designed were: a patrol helicopter carrier with a displacement of
56 tons. and a speed of 37 knots, a fast-moving fire-fighting craft, and
a hydrographic-survey craft based on the WM-2. The first hydrographic
survey craft was built in 1968.

The greatest interest lay in the design of the 127-ton.HM-4 craft,
built to transport 350 passengers and six automobiles or other cargo weighing
up-to 60 tons (Figures 28 and 29) [80). It had a length of 48.8 meters,

I a width of 20.7 meters, and was 9.1 meters high from the roof of the
wheelhouse to the cushion.

SThe designers sought to create a sufficiently large seaworthy
catamaran-type craft; suitable for operation in sea conditions. To

Saccomplish this, the lift height of the hull albove the water's surfaceF was increased considerably (up to 4 meters) in moving on the air cushions.

In order to lower the center of gravity to ensure stability, all the
basic compartments (including the passenget compartment, the machinery
compartment, and fuel tanks) were placed in the side bodies, which were
well-suited for this purpose. The width of the hull, in the bottom
part, was one meter.

The central part of the body served basically to join the hull
together, to accommodate some equipment (the centrifugal fans and their
engines), and also to take in the lift forces for the air cushions. In
view of the transverse contacts (piping with a diameter of about 2.2
meters) with the light elastic elements, the pressure of the air cushions
could be taken in by the central part of-the body.

Transverse-segmented flexible skirts more than 4 meters high were
provided in the bow and stern extremities. The wheelhouse was situated
in the bow and ensured a 3600 field of vision. The passenger compartments
were placed in the side body on two decks, the width of the upper one
being about 4.5 meters and the lower one -- 2.5 meters. The hull was
made of glass reinforced plastic or light alloys. The main engines were
situated in the hull and were highly-reversible diesels or gas turbines
which drove the hydro-drive system, having water-gates in the bottom
of the side bodies.
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Disembarking of passengers and the unloading of ,automobiles and
other cargo were accomplished through the stern door. In addition, a
dobr was provided. on each -side of the bow for entrajnce intb the passenger
compartment.

The draught of the HM-4, in moving'on the cushion, was about 0.6
meters. In accordance with its design, the HM-4 could, attain a speed of
40 knots over-waves 0.9 meters high.

Obviously, the design problems of the HMZ4 were: ensuring stability,
creation of optimum design in flexible skirts, difficulty in ensuring
normal operation of the hydro-drive system due to the small amount of
draught, the possibility of baring the bottom to waves, etc.

---- -------------- --- --.----
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Figure 28. constructive Diagram of the 127-ton Cargo/Passenger
ACV -- the Hm-4.

"The HM,-, HM-3, and the helicopter-carrier patrol craft had less
displacement than the HM-4. The range of their speeds was 35-45 knots.
They had improved seaworthy capabilities compared to the seaworthiness
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of "the' D-2, thanks to- an increase in the height of the sidewalls (in
the little HM-1, alone, it equalled 0.76 meters), and they improved thei •form of the bow -extremity by, using flexible -skirts. The RM-3 craft was
put out in two variants: for navigation on rivers, and on the sea. In
the latter case,-the sidewall height was increased by 0.6 meters in
contrast to the first versioA. The seaworthy capabilities of the -- 3
and the power of its engines ensured its movement over waves 1.2 meters&
high at a speed of 30 knots and over waves 1.8 meters high at a speed
of 20 knots. The HM-2 could de-qelop a-speed of 35 knots over waves
0.9 meters high.

In the construction of the craft, Hovermarine used plastics and
reinforced fiberglass-extensively in fOrming the hull, while the
bottom compartments were packed with layers of foam to ensure buoyancy.

The work of the Hovermarine firm, supported by the Ministry of
Aviation'and coordinated with Hovercraft Development, could be considered
as the first phase in exploiting ACV's with greater displacements.

I'
Figure 29. A Model of the HM-4 ACV.

A design was worked out for an anti-submarine ACV with a displacement
of .300-400 tons and with sidewalls, in which prolongedoperation at a
displacdment rate with economical speeds of about 25 knots and at. a
speed of about 90 knots on air cushions could be ensured.

As is generally known, craft' with flexible skirts have a short

duration of operation on cushions because of the large expenditure of
fuel, and at displacement rate their speed is low (8-10 knots) because
of the presence of skirts and p6or hydrodynamic surroundings.

Design research of a large English ACV, mentioned earlier, with a
weight of 4000 tons was completed in two variants: with flexible skirts
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and with sidewalls. The possibility of creating flexible skirts for
ACV's of such weights seemed doubtful. Research by British Hovercraft
confirmed the possibility of creating a large ACV with sidewalls and a
speed of 50 knots, yet the specific power of 40 h.p. per ton would be
decreased.

In the.U.S.A., serious attention was given to the development of
an ACV with sidewalls, which was designated CAB type craft and placed in
Class B. After several years, research on CAB craft led to scientific
investigation by the Naval Aviation Center ,at Jonesville [100]. An
experimental craft was built at the Center in 1963, the XR-l, which was
1S.9 meters long and weighed 10 tons. An interesting solution was
found to the problem of containing the air cushion in the bow and stern
of this craft. This was accomplished by rigid flaps, fastened on hinges
to the sidewalls. In the lower sections, the flaps are joined by glider
skis. The craft glided along the water's surface on the skis, with
the flaps overlapping the underdome area between the sidewalls to prevent
air flowing from the cushions. Constant contact of the skis with the
water's surface was maintained either by pressure from the air cushions
on the flaps or by special springs. Stability could be ensured, it was
figured, by dividing the width of the craft into sections with the flaps
and skis. Stability in the XR-l was insufficient, however, and it over-
turned in testing.

A design worked out by Booz-Allen Applied Research. utilized the new
bow and stern skirt developed in the U.S.A. The creation of such a
design, which would ensure the durability of skis and flaps in
conditions of dynamic ascendancy over waves, was an extremely difficult
task.

The performance of the XR-l in tests showed great promise, and in
Jonesvills, under the direction of G. Chaplin, a CAB type craft was
designed with a displacement of up to 12,000 tons, the results of
which confirmed the adviseability of building a CAB type ACV with a
greater displacement [90]. A great amount of design research into
CAB type ACV's in the U.S.A. was also accomplished by the Booz-Allen
Applied Research firm.on orders from the the Merchint
Marine [76]. ACV's with weights from 1-10,000 tons were envisioned for
trans-Atlantic transfer'of cargo.

The creation of such craft was itself a complex scientific-technical
task and required solutions to many problems. In connection with ensuring
stability and control, systems of control were worked out; to attain greater
seaworthy capabilities, the firm worked out scientifically valid norms of
durability and methods of calculating durability, created optimum designs
and materials for the hull and skirts and highly economical gas turbines with
an aggregate power of up to 30,000 h.p., transmissions for them, optimum
propelling agents, etc.
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Regardless bf the task, work on creating CAB type ACV's with large

displacements was carried out in the U.S.A. both' by the Department of the
Navy.and, in' particular, by the Merchant Marine. The
Merchant Marine envisioned the ,design and construct-ion of an ACV weighing
500-1000 tons in the first phase of its program. The cost of this first
phase, including the. building 6f an ACV weighing 500-1006 tons in the
mid-70's was put at 20 million dollars, and together with a program of
expenditures for the completion of a project far i craft weighing 5000
tons would run 100 million dollars.

Designs for CAB type ACV's with greater displacements also were
worked out. by Bell Airsystems, which played a leading role in the building
of this type of ACV.

§7. The Air Cushion Vehicles of Bell Airsystems

The American firm of Bell Airsystems began creating ACV's in 19S8.
On orders from the U.S. Navy in 1960, the firm built an experimental launch
for its first test run -- the XHS-3 "Hydroskimmer" which weighed less than
a ton and employed singie contour peripheral jets. The total power of
the engines was 145 h.p. and the craft developed a speed of 32 knots.

The Bell firm's most serious work was the design and construction,
on orders from the U.S. Navy (on a competitive basis), of a tested ACV --

-- the Class A SKMR-l (Figure 30) [91],. Construction of the craft took
a year and was concluded in May, 1963. The costof the contract was
2.02 million dollars. The SKMR-l was built to conduct tests and work
out results in specifications required for seaworthiness, stability,
maneuverability, durability, etc., as well as for estimations of the
suitability of the ACV as a lauding craft for'troops,.an anti-submarine
and patrol craft, a minesweeper, a. rescue craft, and a supply ship, The
SKMR-l initially had a length of 20 meters, was 8.24 meters wide and 7.2
meters high. Its full weight was 20.4 tons.

The air-cushion was created by four master fans 1.98 meters in

datr .h pplied air to one-fourth of the cushion. Thrust
"-was ,efisured by, t46 sdrews 3.05 meters in diameter.

The fans and screws were run by four Solar Saturn gas turbines,
placed in the bow and stern on both sides of the craft, with power of
1080.h.p. The cargo compartment was in the central part of the craft and
measured 2.4 x 5 meters.

A peripheral nozzle, and latitudinal and transverse nozzles to ensure
stability, divided the craft into four sections. These buoyant sections
were the basic elements of the body. Air in, the jets acted on the flat
receiver, the decks of the superstructure, and over the surface of the
sections for buoyancy. The total area of the air cushions was 114 m2 .
The jets for stability were vertical and the peripheral jets were inclined
at a 450 angle.
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Figure 30. The SKMR-l Test-Air Cushion Vehtcle: a, witthout
flexible skirts; b, with flextble skirts.

Figure 31. Principal Diagram of the Lift System on the SKMR-l:
1, the screw; 2, the fans; 3, the bow engine; 4, the stern
engine.



Two Solar Saturn engines were connected to one common shaft, to
the reduction gear of two fans, and to- one screw- on each side of the
craft (Figure 31). Redistribution of power-bi•ween the lift system
and the motive system was carried out by variing the pitthl of the air
s crews.

The fans were made of glass reinforced plastic and had blades to
regulate the entrance -of air and a wheel .with 10 fixed blad.cs.

The. 3-bladed, variable pitch air screws were miade of aluminium

alloys. The stationary annular jets of the screws provided an increase
of up to 50% of the total thrust at low speeds and up to 1/3 at high
speeds.

The jets also ensured course stability for the ACV. Suspension of
the jets in the flow, Of the screw rudders ensured c~ontrol of the craft
at high speeds.

The estimated durability of'the hull was brought about as an out-
come from situations of operating the craft at speeds of up to 50 knots
in state 3 sea conditions. The basic contacts of the hull and the
planking were made of light alloys, and the superstructure -- from glaýs
reinforced plastic. The SKMR-l had dual aircraft-type controls. In
front of the commander's chair were:. a steering column, pedals for
rudder control, a throttle, two levers for the air pitch screws, and
control gauges used to control the engines, the various systems, and
movement. In contrast to the British-made ACV's the SKMR-l craft had
reversible shields in the peripheral jets, which were used to a'ter
the flow of air in the jets on either side and to create side forces.
Control of' these shields was accomplished by declining the columns to
the side. A similar system also was provided for control of trim
difference, but proved ineffectiye after flexible skirts were installed.

Fuel for the engines .was placed in four tanks, with a capacity of
1820 liters each, one in each compartment of the buoyant section. This
supply of fuel ensured 14 hours of operation. Four generators with a power
of 15 kilovolts and storage batteries for starting the engines were installed
on the craft.

The SKMR-l was designed to appraise several ways of skirting air
cushions: with jets and a flat bottom, with sidewalls 0.4 meters high,
and with flexible skirts.

Operational and seaworthy tests of the SKMR-l, without flexible skirts
and with skirts 0.6 meters high, were conducted during 1963-64 on Lake
Erie. After the flexible skirts of the SRNS and SRN6 were worked out
by the Westland firm, they were installed on the SKMR-l. The skirt design
is shown in Figure 32.

The skirt height was increased to 1.2 meters. The full weight of the
craft stood at an even 30.6 tons, the maximum -- 31.6 tons.
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Figure 32. Design of the Flexible Skirt Installed on the
SKMR-l: a, periphery; b, ensuring transverse stability;
c, ensuring longitudinal stability; d, the stern.

During 196S, tests were conducted on the SKMR-l under a special
•' program.

Using the test results of the SKMR-l, the Bell firm worked out an
ACV design 'that would weigh 250 tons, but the craft was never built.
The Bell firm had an agreement with the English firm of British Hovercraft
to build (under license) ihe SRNS and SRN6 ACV's. Today, in keeping with
this agreement, Bell has built a total of seven SRNS craft. The firm
received the bodies from England and mounted American-made 7LM1O1PJ '101
gas turbine engines on them, with a power of 1000 h.p. Re-equipped by
the firm, the SRNS and SRN6 craft received the designators SK-S and
SK-6. Three military SK-5 craft, equipped with light armor and four
machine guns, ,were sold to the U.S. Navy and participated in the
agressive war in Vietnam, while two SK-5 passenger craft were used in
Alaska [80].

In future production of SK-S and SK-6 craft, the firm decided to
make some changes in their design, in particular: to install the more
powerful General Electric 7LM100PJ 102 gas turbine engines with 11SO h.p.;
to increase the seating area, and to strengthen the armament.
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in Th: Bell firm worked out ::veral original dsgsof Class A ACV's,

inparticular the SK-9 and SK-lO. They planned to build a total of 65
unit ofSK-S, SK6adSK-9 cat

Figure 33. The 90-Seat Militaey ACV,, SK-9 (Drawing).

Figure 34. The Landinj-Assault ACV, SK-10 (Drawing).

The SK-9 CFi gure 33) wa-s a development of the SK-S/6 craft and
1<used many of their features.-Ii~pairffdiilaT, secuiely-mounied'f a~ns andI

screws but, in contrast to the SK-5/6 series, the SK-9 had two engines
and two screw/fan complexes. This permitted the weight to be increased
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to 21.3 tons and the accommodations for passengers to 90 people ,withtwo tons of additional cargo. In essence, the SK-9 was an American :
version of the BH-9. The main engines were two gas turbines i'ith
1,250 h.p., which drove two 4-bladed air screws 2.74 meters in diameter
and two-centrifugal fans 2.13 meters in diameter. The capacity of t6
fuel tanks was 2.6 m3 . - e p o

Its seaworthy capabilities ensure movement ,over waves 1.2-1.5
meters high at speeds of 40 knots. Its speed over calm waters was 60i ~~knots, its operating:,range -- 180 miles,

SThe SK-10 (Figure 34) was-an assault landing craft, built for
landing troops and technicians from U.S. Navy landing craft:.

The SK-10 dould transport 60 tons ofcargo over a distance of
100 miles at a speed-of 80 knots over calm waters or 60 knots in state
3 sea conditions. It was equipped with flerible skirts 1.5 mete.:.° high;
It had bow and stern ramps and a cargo compartment built to carry one
tank or other military equipment. Additionally, the right and left
sides of the superstructure could be used:to transport 1,60 soldieis
with their weapons. In using the cargo hold for transporting landing
troops, 320 soldiers could be accommbdated.

The general arrangement of the craft .did not differ 'from that of
the SK-9, but the main engines were two gas turbines with a totdl power
of 12,000 h.p., leading to the 4-blade~d air screws 4.4 meters in 4iameter
"and to the centrifugal fans 3.66 meters in diam.eter. The full weight
was about 120 tons.

The firm also completed an ACV design.for a 4,000 ton craft [104]..

§8. Experimental ACV's

Despite the short period, of the ACV's development, the creation of
the basic type:ACV's with flexible skirts around the entire perimeter
and with immersible sidewalls (bodies) was preceded by an intensive,
search for design solutions which led to a large- iiumbor bf diverse.
experimental ACV's. However, some design solutions were never used,
for example, water curtains for skirtlhg the air cushions on the' XHS-I
(U.S.A.), and others underw'ent improvements and were adapteea*to the
design of -the ACV. The last to be regarded in the way of ddsigns for '1
experimental Clays A ACV's, the VA-2-and VA-3, we-^ by Vickers-Armstrong
and received further development by the Britisf , rcraft company..
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SWe will dwell "on'design features only for'those experimenial ACV's
which offer good 1rPospects and- are distinguished- from the ACV designs
already considered. It is natural, that such- an approach to examination
of experimental ACV's.ippears biased to a certain extent.

"The first group of experimental ACV's that we shall study belongs
to the British firm of Vosper-Thorncroft F107]. This firm, engaged
earlier in 'creating, small ACV's, 'has specialized:since "19,61 in creating
semi-amphibious ACV's with ,flexible skirt-s around the en't.re perimeter
but using szrew .prqpellers- for mq'vement. In i969 the first experimental
ACV of this type was built, the. VT-lI, with a full displacement of 77
tons, intended for operating along coast lines with passengers and
cargo (see Table 1). The design of the hull and the flexible skirts
".wee stafidard, having been used on the ACV's of 'BrAi'si Hovercraft. The
central partt of the deck acted as a cargo hold iiith4 through passage
and ramps for accommodating automobiles or, in the passenger version,
as a passenger shlon. In thg side congartments w~ere the passenger and
auxiliary accommodations, and in'the middle of these compartments�
the machinery compartment.

In particular,' the VT'-l'had an original engine-propelling agent
complex. It c6nsisted of. two AVCO Lycoming T-20 gas turbines with a
Aiaximum p6wef of 2000 h.p.; a Vee-drive gearbox, inclined shafts, and
Ka-Me-Wa variable pitch screws., Each turbine, besides this, drove four
centrixfugal fans 1.5 meters in diameter through a transfer gearbox and
a larger than usual shaftwhich created ,the air cushion.

a The 'designed maximum speed of the VT-l bver calm waters was 48

knots, with a'speed of 40 knots over long voyages'.
* I

Tests of the half-scale self-propell'ed model VT-l were successful.

Th'e design oý the. VT-l wasI an interesting test to avoid using air
screws on an ACV and, yet mhaintkbi the high speed necessary for an ACV
to have full' separation from the water's sufface (Class A). Essentially,
a craft of this type used elements d4signed for Glass A ACV's (full
separation of the rigid hull from the water's surface, with flexible
skirts) and.Class B (submerged screw propellers). It is natural that
use of screw propellers should 4eprive the ACV of the possibility for
complete movement in coastal waters, however, it ensured the possibility

" -. of partial movement in advance preparation for aisembarking passengers
and automobiles in the bow extremity.

All things considered, the V6sper-Thornycroft firm's cost of building
the VT-l was lower than that of an ACV in Class A-with a similar dis-
placement.

I a

The Britis~h firm of Britfen-Norman (Cushioncrdft) offered some
inte-esting work" c6nnected with creating an ACY in Class'A that would
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have very little noise, which we shall place in the, second- group of
experimental ACV's [80]. The first ACV built by Cushioncraft,. in
"1959, was the 3-se-ter CC-i. Following that- three 10-seat CC-2
craft were built. From the test analysis of the crafts' operation
"came the "idea to 'create :two.lnew types of ACV's: the CC-4 and CC-S.

The experimental CC-S was built in 1966, ha da length .of 8.8 meters

and a wwdta of 4.7 meters; ibs 1.8 meters high, and was equipped withflexible skirts 0.6 meters high. The full weight of the craft was 2.0

tons, the empty weight -- 1.4, tons. This ACV was intended for passenger
transport, with r6om for 6 passengers 'or 0.45 tons 'of cargo. Its
highest speed was 39 knots.

The CC-5 used Rolls-Royce gas engines with 240 h.p. as its main
engines. They were mounted in the bow section of the ACV-and led to
two pairs of centrifugal coaxial fans, of which the stern pair provided
thrust (70% of the power), and amidship -- created the air cushion
'30% power).

Thi s arrangement of the engines and fans gave the most advantage
for centering the craft.

A feature of the CC-5 was the use of a low pressure fan-jet system,
air flowing from the receiver through special openings in the stern. Use
of the jet streams of air for creating thrust and the deflection by the
air screws allowed Cushioncraft to work out a number of designs for
ACV's with little noise. The firm considered the prospects of using this
method to create thrust in an ACV of large weight.

In 1968, the firm proposed to put out aCC-7' series capable of speeds up
to 50 knots and built to carry ten people. The main engines of the CC-7
were gas turbines with 390 h.p. to ensure drive of the centrifugal fans
and to create. the lift forces arid thrust.

Seeking to improve transport o•. ACV's along roads and to decrease
their width, the firm worked on creation of a design for an ACV with
removable or pneumatic sides. The CC-7 had infldtible side%, of elastic
material. The width of the CC-7 with the pneumatic sides was .1,6 meters
and without them -- 2.3 meters. An 18-ton ACV was designed, the CC-6,
for which the CC-5 was a semi-scale model. -In this ACV, the firm pro-
posed to transport from 4 to 6 automobiles and 30-40 passengers at a
speed of up to 48 knots over calm waters. Movement was also accomplished
by a 'jet flow of air. The project was never realized due to a lack of
financing.

In evaluating the work of Cushioncraft ,in regard to the creation of
an ACV with little noise, we note that the method of movement by jet
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air streams can only be used on small ACV's. auid-.at low speeds, because
1' of the small increase in achieving thrust and by the lower coefficients

of useful actions in such propelling agents. It could be used, however,-
to improve meaneuverability in an ACV at low speeds, in particular by the
pts6 of rudders in the streams. This methbd was used earlier on the ex-
perimental SRN •-(Englaud) and the SAAB-401 (Sweden).

wasThe third group of experimental ACV's, HD-I and HD-2 Class A craft,
was created-by "i•vercraft Development.

In 1967, these. were turned over to the National Physics Lab, which
carried out research into speed and dynamics of the craft both in models
in a test basin and actual craft. Special attention was given to research
into the ACV's conduct over waves.

T'HD-l Was built in 1963 as a basis for working out various designs
of flexible skirts. The hull of the HD-l was made of woods and veneers
with a topping of nylon. The length of the modified HD-l was 15.2 meters,
the'width (including the skirts) was 7.0 meters, and the full weight was
9.1 oton' " Its highest speed was 37 knots.; 30 knots on long voyages.
For propelling agents, there were two air screws situated in the bow
and stern. The bow screw had two fixed-angle blades and was driven by*
a Continental GJO-470A engine with 310 h.p., and the stern -- by a
Rolls-Royce 145 h.p. engine.

In Figure 35 the HD-l is shown with a variant of flexible skirts tested on
it. The skirt in-the bow consisted of transVrse-gegmented elements
and the sidewalls consisted of one rigid layer of material.

At the same time that the flexible skirts of the HD-l were being
designed, research was beingvconducted on material from which they would be
manufacturedr Skirts of various light, strong-wearia mw teyals were tested,

in particular nylon with neoprene topping which weighed 0.2 to 1.0 kilograms
per meter 2 . The best of these were selected for further investigation.

Prolonged testing of the HD-l showed it adviseable to research the
"individual problems connected with movement in small self-propelled models
of the ACV, especially designed and equipped for these purposes. In regard
to this, Hovercraft Development built a second experimental craft in 1967,
the ID-2, intended initially for working out the problems of control and
maneuverability, especially at low speeds. The HD-2 was a self-propelled
model similar to the BH-8, and was equipped with two Proteus gas turbines
[101]. The HD-2 had a full weight of 4.1 tons, a length of 9.4 meters, and
a width of 5.8 meters. Its choice for optimum control systems on the ACV
included: two air reversible screws on turning pylons with turning angles
of ±900, bow and stern jet rudders on each side, three chassis -- one for
control in the bow and two non-directional ones in the stern, accounting for up
to 20% of the weight of the craft ( the remaining weight was taken care of by
the air cushion).
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Figure 35. Constructive Design of the Experimental ACV, HD-I.
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Three Rover 2S-150A gas.tuirbines, with 146 h.p. each, were mounted on
the Craft -- two of them-led to the screws and one, situated in the-stern,

led to two I0-blded axia~l fans, making an air gate in the stern. The total
output of the fans was 28 m3 per second, the pressure in the cushion of
107.kilograms of force perfm2 . Effeni;ially, this was the second case (the
SON1 was the-irst) of using under-doile fans on British ACV's. The fans
fed air to the tuder-dome area, which was surrotided by transverse-segmented
flexible skiris to strengthen the flexible iecdiver.

The fourth group of experimental ACV's in Class A were the ACV's with
cylindrical flexible skirts initiadly created by the French firm- of Bertin
(see Figure 8f). The fiT -had worked -on creating an ACV since 1957, with
the first French craft (the Terraplane BC-4) being built and displayed in
1961. Later, the firm designed a whole series of similar zraft, designated
BC-6, BC-7, :etc., which essentially were wheeled~yehicles more practical in

-moving over land thae water. A distinctive feature of all the ACV's worked
but by this firm was the use of cylindrical flexible skirts-, the number of
which varied frdm 8 to 12.

The amalgamated firm :of SEDAM was created in 1965, in France, by
;everal shipbuilding and aviatioji finns.

The company specialized in creating ACV's, with its greatest interest
being the buildifig in 1967 of a 27-ton experimental ACV, the Naviplane
N-300 (FigU.res 36 and 37).

The company envisioned for its craft a combined system of flexible
skirts, includiiig the cylifidriail fl~x~b"le skirts of Bertin, increasing
the peripheral-flexible skirt around thie air cushions.

The advantages of cylindrical flexible skirtswere: an increase in
economy (i.e. a small expenditure of power to create the lift forces), high
stability, stable forms in the skirts, the ability to easily overcome obstacles,
simplicity in its repai-, and very little cost. The N-300 was built to carry
up to 100 passengers. In the summer of 1969, two N-300 craft were put into
test operation along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea for 5 months.

Two Turbomeca Turmo gas turbine engines with a total of 1500 h.p. were
mounted on the N-300-and drove two air screws 3.5 meters in diameter, which
were situated amidship, and four fans 2.2 meters in diameters. The fans forced
air to the eight' cylindrical flexible skirts two meters high for a massive
peripheral flexible skirt, This height of the flexible skirts, installed on
all ACV's of this weight in the future, provided higher seaworthy capabilities'
in the cdaft.

The experimental N-300 ected as a prototype for a seri~es of much larger
ACV's, the first of which was the N-500 with a weight of 200-220 tons and
due to be put into service in 1972. It was designed to carry 400-500
passengers•'6r 40 automobiles and 300 passengers at maximum speeds of about
75 knots.
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Figure 37. The ACV, N-300.
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Later on, the SEDAM firm was supposed to build ACV's for military
purposes -- an assault landing craft, a patrol ship, a ship for anti-
-submarine defense, etc.

We note that the design of the flexible skirts in the form of cylin-
ders was investigated also in other foreign countries. In particular the
American firm of Bell built an experimental ACV in 1963, the "Carabao",
weighting about 1.3 tons, with three cylindrical flexible skirts, which
developed a speed of about 5O knots and had a total engine power of 210
h.p. Later, the Bell firm worked out designs for ACV's with greater dis-
placement and having cylindrical skirts, but they were' never built.

§9. -Local ACV's

Construction of air cushion vehicles in the Soviet Union, as was noted
in the introduction, was begun soon after K. Eh. Tsiolkovski theoretically
substantiated the principle of moving on air cushions in 1927. Work,
connected with creation of these craft, ,was led by Professor V. I. Levkov
of the New Circassian Polytechnical Institute.

After Phe Great Patriotic War, 'work in the Soviet Union designing
and building ACV's continued. The work moved in two directions: the
creation of ACV's using the chamber design and their subsequent modifica-
tions- ACV's with immersible sidewalls (Class B), and ACV's using the
peripheral jet design and their later modifications -- ACV's in Class A.

We will not dwell on all the forms of ACV's built during the postwar
years in the USSR,. but will consider the ones which offer the greatest
interest.

Representative of the first direction taken by designers is the test
passenger ACV, the Neva (Figure 38), designed by the Central Technical
Design Office of the Ministry of River Fleet (Russian Soviet Federative
Socialist Republic) together with the N. E. Zhukovski Central Aerodynamic
Institute and the Leningrad Institute of Water Transportation Engineers,
and a passenger ACV, the Gorkovchanin (Figures 39 and 40), designed by the
Design Office of the Volga-Baltic Ship Project together with the Gorkiy
Institute of Water Transportation Engineers. The Neva was built in 1962
and testing was begun on it that year. The craft, a catamaran type, had
hinged, covers installed in the bow and stern to block the flow of air from
the cushions. The body was welded of aluminium magnesium alloys. The
air cushion was created by axial fans two meters in diameter with a total
output of about 95 m3 per second and pressures in the air cushions of about
145 kilograms of force per m2 . It had 12-bladed fans, placed in diametrical
planes, and driven by two aviation piston engines with 225 h.p. A third
engine', with 285 h.p., drove a'2-bladed reversible screw 2.5 meters in dia-
meter.

The passenger compartments were situated along the right and left sides
of the craft and the wheelhouse was located in the bow section. The steering
gear consisted of two aerodynamic rudders suspended on the air screw fitting



and operating in the stream of the screw, and two collapsible hydro-
-rudders mounted. for transom-of -the boat. The bow and stern .covers,, con-
trolled-by .pneumo-hydro-drive, regulated the flow of air- from the cushions."

The full weight of the Neva was, 12.45 tons, with -a seating capacity
of 38 passengers or 3.8 tons of cargo. The-maximum lift height, while
fully loaded over a- concrete area, was 60 millimeters. The speed of the
craft, with 11.4 tons of weight, was about 30 knots.

.- e= •i.-..- •.

Figure 38: The "Neva" Air Cusion Vehicle.

Problems of stability, speed, control, splashing (spray formations), etc.
were investigated in the Neva. The form of the bottom parts and the design
of the lift systems in the craft were similar to that of V. I. Levkov's.
In testing this ACV,, the following deficiencies- appeared: a small degree
of seaworthiness, insufficient engine traction power, a& small degree of
effectiveness of the air rudders, heavy splashing, etc. which were included

* on a series of Neva-type ACV's built.for operating on rivers.

In the experimental plant of the Gorkovski Institute for Water Trans-
port Engineers, the passenger ACV "Gbrkovchanin" was built -- an ACV with
immersible sidewalls. The craft was intended for carrying passengers on
local lines along small rivers, ensuring its unexpected• mooring along the
banks. The body of the craft was put together with Dl6AT and D16T types
of duralumium. The full weight of the craft was about 14 tons and measured
22.3 meters long, 4.0 meters wide, with a draught of 0.3 meters while moving.
Passengers were accommodated in a passenger salon furnished with arm-chairs
(48 places); the two of the crewmen in the wheelhouse. The salon was pro-
vided with heating and ventilation systems. To form air cushions in the
stern section, a centrifugal fan with an output of 8.6 m3 per-second and a
total pressure of about 200 kilograms of force per m2 was installed. Drive
of the fan was accomplished by a shaft leading from the main engine. The
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main diesel, a 3D6N-235 235 h.p. engine, worked the waterjet system of pro-
pulsion, ensuring movement over calm waters at a speed-of 18.9 knots with
180-190 h.p. The other 30 h.p. was spent driving the fan. The
rated-height of the sidewalls (0.45 meters)-pred6iermined ihe small degree
of seaworthiness of the craft, meant only for moving in river conditions.
A flexible skirt was installed, in the bow.

a,,Cej

"- -

Figure 39, The ACV, Gor'kovchanin.

The Design Office of the Volga-Baltic Ship Project, in collaboration
with the Gorkiy Institute of Water Transport Engineers, had been engaged in
investigation of Class B ACV's since 1961. During this time, it built several
self-propelled models weighing up to 3 tons and put them through comprehensive
tests.

On the basis of the testing of the models, an ACV design was worked
out -- the Gorkovchanin. The Design Office complete a series of design-
-research studies, in which a number of tested river cargo/passenger ACV's
weighing about 400 tons with a payload capacity of 170 tons and sipeeds of
about 30 knots were studied.

The five-seat experimental ACV "Raduga" and the test passenger ACV
"Sormovich" (Figure 41) were Class A ACV's designed and built by the Design
Office at _.Le Krasnoye Sormovo shipyard. The 30-ton experimental ACV shown
on parade in honor of Navy Day, 1967, in Leningrad is also considered a
Class A craft (Figure 42).
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.- . . .. . Cross-cut of stern area

Figure 40. The General Layout of the ACV, Gor'kovchanin.
1, engine compartment; 2, baggage compartment; 3, passen-
ger salon; 4, wheelhouse.

These ACV's were built originally as peripheral jet types , and later
modified by installing flexible skirts. The Raduga was built at the Krasnoye
Sormovo shipyard, in 1962. In the original version of the Raduga, a peripheral
jet system 75 millimeters wide, inclined downward 450, and with two internal
logitudinal jets 40 millimeters wide for forming and maintaining the air
cushions was provided. The weight of the craft was three tons, the length
was 9.4 meters, the width was 4.1 meters, and the over-all height was 3.5
iýeter... An axial fan was mounted on it, driven by an aviation AI-14R engine
with 220 h.p. A second such, engine led to a 3-bladed variable pitch screw,
mounted in the stern qn a stationary pylon. Control of the craft was attained
with the aid of air rtidders, mounted in the stream of'the screw.

Tests of the Raduga, carried out in 1962-63 without flexible skirts,
showed that it developed a speed on the air cushions of up to 54 knots andI
a displacement raie of up to eight kilometers per hour.
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Figure 41. THe "Sormovich'"ACV.

Its speed over snow and ice was 27-32 knots,. but it was restricted bysafe navigation pr6cedures. Movement over ice was accomplished by a
preliminary-study of the route. The seaworthy capability of the craftwithout flexible skirts was shown to be insufficient; if the craft advancedat maximum speed over wave heights greater than 0.3 meters, it experiencedrolling, sharp bumps, and heavy splashing. Over wave heights greater than0.5 meters, the craft was only able to maintain speeds at displacement rates.The planking in the bow section was made of sheets of aluminium alloys 1-millimeter in thickness and considerable damage was incurred by blows toto the ship moving over high waves at speeds of about 80 kilometers perhour. To avoid this damage, the bow extremity was packed with a layer of
foam.

in iarer testing of the craft with flexible skirts, they showedthat it increased the speed and seaworthy qualities and allowed them toproceed with the designing and construction of a larger passenger ACV --
-- the "Sormovich."

The Sormovich, built in 1965, also used the jet system. Its fullweight, until the installation of flexible skirts, was about 22 tons.It had• a length of 26.5 meters and a width of 10 meters. The draught
afloat .was exactly 0.32 meters. An axial 12-bladed fan driven by
turbines, whi-ch had to ensure a lift height over hard surfaces of about
0.2-0.3 meters, was installed on the Sormovich. As was shown in testoperations, however, this height also was insufficient to ensure highseaworthy.capabilities, and installation of flexible skirts was required andlater completed. The main engines of the Sormovich were AI-20DK gas turbine!
with 2540 h.p., which drove the fan and the two 4-bladed regulated pitchscrews. The passenger salon was iituated in the bow section, isolated
from the machinery compartment, and had an excellent view. Fifty easychairs were placed in the salon. The estimated speed of the craft wasabout 65 knots over calm waters and 27-43 knots over waves. Its range
was believed to be 400 kilometers.
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Figure 42. A 30-Ton Experimental Air Cushion Vehicle.

To provide control of the craft, there were four air rudders with
hydra-drive from the Wheblhouse guspnd4d on the srew's
fitting.

Also in the Sornovich were: a ballast system for control of trim,
a bilge system, and a system of fire extinguishers. In the construction,
of the hull, light alloys and glass reinforced plastic were used extensively.

Today, tests are being continued with trial runs of the Sormovich

cn the Volga.

We have examined several forms of ACV's built in the Soviet Union.
Further research is being carried out on smali, self-propelled and non-
-self-propelled models, in order to create larger ACV's with higher sea-
worthy capabilities and speeds.
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Chapter II. Basic Features in the Hydro-Aeromechanics of A•Vljf

§10. Physical Features and' Characteristics of ACV's

In bringing forth and solving the problems in the hydro-aeromechanics
of ACV's, it is necessary to consider the basic features of these craft
and their distinction from usual vessels and aircraft.

Hydro-aeromechanics of ACV's is one of the complex dividions of
applied mechanics, embracing problems of statics!and dynamics of both
water and iir.

In the majority of problems concerned with hydro-aeromechanics of
vessels and aircraft, the movement of a rigid body in boundless uniform
fluids is examined. In contrast to this, the hydro-aeromechanics of:ACV~s
are determined by the joint solution of 3 problems concerning movbment
in dense environments of varying density in 3 area (water, receiverAnd
cushion, external air space surroundingithe ACV) with complex border con-
ditions of suiface division. The ground speed of water apd the ground
speed of air inside the air cushions are connected by physical.conditions
equal to the normal speeds and pressures of the border division of water
and air.

Theoretical determinationlof gr6und speeds and pressures inside the
air cushions, according to the given law of aistribution for the normal
make-up of the border division, is sufficiently bomplex.

The difficulty of a theoretical solutioh is made worse by the necdssity I

of solving this problem by means of consectitive approximation, since the
ground speed of the moving water and, consequently, thd b.rder conditions
(law of distribution for normal speeds bf border division) depend on fields
of air pressure on the surface of the division. Therefore, to solve the
problem practically, one has to use a purely experimental method of deter-
mining the external forces acting on the ACV - testing~models in a bas'in.
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Ii the majority of. ptoblems concerned with ihe hydro-aeromechanics of
vessels and aircraft, .the movement of 'a body that is-iimpervious to surrounding :1
environments is examined.. One of the basic features of an -ACV is' its
permeability, which leads to the appearance of specific external forces bf
an ingrtial nature: impulse resisitance, Corio~lis forces in movements of
circulation and: rdtations relative to longitudinal and transverse axes.

In the majoiity of pioblems. concerned with the hydro-aeromechanics of
vessels and aircraft, the movement of-Uodies iwith fixed geometric forms,
is examined. A-significant feature 9f an ACV with fle-xible- skirts is the

,1 deformation of these skirts during contact with water, i.e. there afises
the p.oblei of dqtermining the external hydrodyfiamic forces acting on
the body,, the form.of which depends upon the quantity of these hydrodynamic
forces.,

The whole complex of hydro-aeromechanica'l problems may be divided
roughl 7 into three groups.

The first'.group encompasses those problems, resolved in static formula-
tions, in which fixed rates of water and air flow (during suspension of an
ACV over a site) without translational movement-*are examined.

*The second group, includes those.problems in which fixed flow during
an ACV's movementlis examined.

Those problems which require the calculation of transient movementof an1ACV before they may be solved belong to a.-third groupý.

Typical problems of statics of an ACV are those problems for determining
lift characteristics and static stability of an ACV.

in determining the parameters of the air cushions of a planned craft,
it. is necessary, to ensure the c6mpletion of 3 basic conditions:

1) The force maintaihing the craft's air cushions must be equal to the
"weight of the craft. ;This requirement determines the geomettic dimensions
(areý) of the cushions and the quantity of excess pressure inside the cushions.

1 2) The quantity df air, entering the ACV through the fans, must be
equal to. the quantity of air eqcaping from the regions of excess pressure

under the ACV's hull.

3) The scheme, for distribution of excess pressure and air flow inside
the cushions must ensure a stable balance of 'lift height, list angle, and
trim for the ACV.

A solution for these problems has been sought by designers since the
initial appearance of ACV's. Many interesting ideas have emerged
while working on effective wdys of skirting the air cushions to ensure the
greatest lift height'at given expenditures of power.
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A great deal less attentiofewis given to the problems of air moving
alongg: inside the air conductors: in the ACV's hull-, -a ratidna choice of.
types of fans, .Lhei iniluence on expend~d-pressuz-e ch.racteristics'
of static stability of lift heighxt, list anigle, and trim.

Until-recentlyi there has been little investigat~ion of such-
problems as Ithe inf1i-enae .o0'static stability of the basic paramieters of air
cushions: the pressure in thp cushions, air expenditure, overflow of pressure
'between'the receivers and the cushions, as well a"--th6 influence of fhechanical
characteristics and rigidity of materials of'the flexible skirts on the lift
characteristics and stability -of an ACV. Meanwhile, test work with models
and actual ACV's shows that many'of these factors, may-be highly essential.-

Added to -the humber- of problems in the second group are the problems
of maintaining and retaining the ACV's air cushions, and problems connected
with the determination of resistauce to the ACV's movement.

A feature of ACV's, in compazison to other type craft, is the commen-
suration- of external forces of aer,)dynamic and hydrodynamic natures. This

leads to the necessity of having 4.o consider such phenomena as aerodynamic
clearance, of the craft in movemer:t due to aerodynamic lift forces on the
ohull. In a number of instances, the nerodynamic lift force may reach 10-15%
of the craft's weight. This changes the under-dome pressure in the air
cushions, the quantity of air expenditure, wave resistance, etc.

A typical feature of the ACV is its catching and moving great
volumes of air.

The flow of air from the air cushions occurs in the form of streams,
usually distributed along the perimeter unevenly, due .to the actions of
corresponding forces on the craft. The longitudinal make-up of -this
reaction. creates additional resistance to movement or draught. The lateral
make-up of the reaction leads to the craft becoming lopsided, to drift,
which leads to the appearance of hydrodynamic forces of resistance to drift.

One of the essential aerodynamic foatures, arising from the ACV's
movement, is the interaction of the air stream escaping from the air cushions
meeting with the rising flow of air outside. Investigations show that ACV's
with annular, single-duct, flow screens have 3 rates of movement, characterized
'by sharp distinctions in distribution of air fldw escaping from the air
cushions (Figure 43). At low speeds, due to the interactions of skirting
streams of air with the onrushing flow in the bow section, there arose rarefied
zones, air from the air cushions being directed into these zones, and-static
pressure on the bottom part of the ACV's bow was decreased (Figure 43b).

As far as increases in speed of counter-flow, the bow stream is dive. ted
to the sides and back. Subsequently, the speed of pressure becomes equal to
the static pressure in the air cushions. The bow stream is divided in two:
part of the air continues to flow in front, part is diverted back (Figure 43 c).
Finally, at super-critical speeds, when the speed of pressure exceeds the
total pressure of the stream, all of the air from the jet is diverted back,
and the counter-flow is dividgd in two, with part of its flowing between the
vehicle and the base surface (Figure 43d).
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Figure 43. Diagrams of the Interacticns of Streams Flowing From the Air
Cushions with the Onrushing Air Stream: a- 0;,

In the operation of modern ACV's, the second and third rates of flow
are not attained, as a rule) because the pressure'in the cushions greatly
exceeds the speed of pressure. The distfibution of air flow, characteristic
of the first rate, apparently is realized as a result of An apprecihble de-
crease in the static pressure on the bottom, occurring during fifillment
of the nonditions

PVS!

2 3

where Pp - quantity of excess pressure in the receiver;

p - mass density of the air.
i.e. at velocty V, conforming to the speeds of modern ACV's.

It is necessary to view these critical phenomena, in order to avoid the
possibility of emergency situations when the craft is moving at high speeds
with very little under-dome pressure.

The .effect of the zones of increased pressure (cushions) on the freeS~surface of the water is thee appearance of waves on the water's surface. The
intensity of this wave formation essentially depends on two factors: the

excess pressure in the cushions and the 5peed of the ACV.
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Figure 44. Diagrams-o1 Wave'Fcrmation and Fca'pc of Air From the Air
Cushions at Various Froude Nunbers: a - Pr <0.5; b - Fr = 0.56;•., c - Fr > 2.5.

The qualitative characteristic of wave formation, during the movement
of an ACV, leads to the following. During suspension oZ an ACV, without
translational movement (at "stop"), a depression is formed in the water
under the ACV, the mid depth of which is equal to the amount of excess
pressure in the air cushions P /y millimeters (Figure 44).

During translational movement, the depression is deformed, the rear
wall becomes more sloped than the fiont, and a wave system appears behind-
the craft. Just as during movement of displacement-type craft, the wave
system distinctly is marked, varying about 180 in angle to the diametric
planes of the craft, and is a system of transverse waves (Figure 44a).
Where Fr < 0.5 of the length of the air cushions, it is confined to a
few transverse waves. 'iith an increase in speed, the length of the air
cushions is roughly 1/2 the length of the transverse waves. In regard
to this, the bow part of the air cushions concides with the peak of the
first half-wavzs, and the stern part with the depressioh of these half-
-waves. The amplitude of the transverse waves attains maximum meaning,
and the ACV acquires significant trimming of the hull (Figure 44b).

With further increases in speed, the wave amplitude decreases, but
their length increases. '.t large Froude numbers, deformation of the free
surface vanishes, and movement of the ACV over water is the same as over
a hard screen.

As a result oft;Lo deformaticn of th• water's surface during movement,
there is a redistribution of the pressure inside the air cushions which
changes embarkation of the craft (suspension height, list nagle, and trim
difference), and causes additional external forres of hydrodynamic nature.
The longitudinal make-up of these forces is called wave resistance. The
transverse mcAke-up oý forces, together with the longitudinal and trans-
verse make-up of hydrodynamic moments, have considerable influence on the
degree of stability of the craft, effecting list, trim difference, and yaw.

ProýX'cms pertAining to the third group include: rolling of the ACV,
dynamic stability, course stability and maneuverability, as well as some
problems of speed during transient rates of movement (momentum and braking).
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In. -a, majbiity, of cases, during movement of the ACV. -there is
direct contact between various sections of the hull or flexible skirts
and the water. This leads to the appearance: of additional hydrodynamic
forces, which are very substantial at high speeds. In cennection with,
this, it is necessary to note still another feature characteristic of
ACV's with flexible skirts. The force of resistanceto movement depends
on the rigidity of the flexible skirt and its deformation during wash-
-off, i.e. on the mechanical properties of the mat.erial and the con-.
struction of the flexible skirt.

At high speeds, the forces of contact hydrodynamic origin are se
great that in some cases buckling occurs - a loss of stability for the
flekible skirt in the bow and its being sucked under the hull. The center
for the application of forces to maintain the air cushionsis shifted sharply
to the stern, the craft is trimmed in the -bow and. is sharply braked, which
might lead to an emergency situation. If the craft movei along a curvi-
linear trajectory or with drift, the list angle of the olutside also is
sharply increased. There are several known cases of the English SRNS
ACV capsizing during sudden gyrations at high speeds, because thp flexible
skirts.buckled under the contact of water. To prevent similar. occurrences
special structuaL arrangements were worked out which would ensure a de-
crease in hydrodynamic forces during the flexible skirts' contact with
water.

One of the most complex problems of hydroaerodynamics of ACV's is
stabilization of the craft's movement on its course and during maneuvers.
For an amphibious ACV that doesn't have a mechanism for control in the water,
stabilization i§ attained by aerodynamic me~ni i.e.,by using those of aerody-
namic origin (wash-off of the flexible skirts, blows from the waves, etc.).
Considering that the density of water is 800 times greater than air, it is
necessary to counter the perturbation forces by increasing the area of the
stabilizer. However, this leads to an undesirable, increase in the area
of the sails on the whole, intensifying the amount of side drift in zuosz
winds. Beside, 'that, during movement in choppy sea conditions its speed
often is less than with a fair wind. In these conditions, the uanecessarily
defeloped tail unit is a de-stabilizing factor and only hampers control
of the craft.

Control d6 an air cushion vehicle in strong winds is itself a com-

plex problem and requires a certain amount of skill.

On the other hand, many modern ACV's are equipped with a complex of
controls which permit completion of maneuvers too difficult for other type
craft.

To the number of little-studied problems of an ACV's hydroqerodynamics,
the problems 6f rolling in choppy sea conditions must be added. A specific
"distinction of ACV's, in comparison with other type craft, is the relation-
ship of rolling and acceleration in choppy sea conditions to tb, basic
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parameters of the ,air cushions '(pressure and expenditure of air). Therefore,
in designing" an ACV, there ire problems as to choice of the basic parameters
and, consequd~ntly-, the power equipment of the craft responsible for providing
these paraiaeters by the most direct form in connection, with ,seaiworthiness,
which the planndd draft must-haVe. This feature allows regulation, to a
certain degree, of an ACV's seaworthy qualities by altering the expenditure
of air in relation -to the state of the sea's, surface, and may also be used
Sfor automati€ stabilizatioif of an ACV'c movement on choppy seas.

Another specific distinction of an ACV is the relationship of the

rolling charadzeristic to the parameters of the internal system of air
ducts and the expended-pressure characteristic of the fans,

In those instances where the pressure between the cushions and the
receivers is very insignificant in the static condition of overflow, fluctua-
tion of pressure in the cubhions during movement on choppy seas overflows
to the receiver, which leads to a change in the rate of the fan's operation
and may lead to engine overload.

In reviewing the basic features of an ACV's hydroaerodynamics, one
should not omit such phenomena as intensive. spray formation which, in a
number of instances, impedes the operation of the ACV. A large amount of
sp.ay and small water droplets, flying out with the streams of air from
the air cushions, hampers the view from the wheelhouse and makes it necessary
fo install special filter-separators where the air enters the engines, using
special structural. measures to protect the blades of the air screws from
corrosion. Sometimes the force from the interaction of the spray stream
with the hull is quite substantial. 'This is examined in more detail in
Chapter IV.

§11. External Forces Which Act on ACV's

Passing on to the amount of external force which acts on an ACV during
its movement, it is necessary to assume a working hypothesis which allows
a simplified solution of the problem.

The hypothesis assumed in the current chapter consists of the following.
The influence of wave formation on the free surface only leads to deformation
of the water's surface directly in the zone of excess pressure (the cushions)
under the craft, i.e. the wake of the ctaft does not lead to considerable
redistribution of ground speed and the air pressure in the space surrounding
the craft.

This hypothesis proves correct accordini, to the above-stated observatious,
and may be confirmed by experimental means, it allows one to acquire, for
theoretical examination, almost all categorie3; of experimental work with
models 7ýd ACY's.

A diagram of the ACV's movement is set forth in Figure 45.
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Fure 45. Diagram of an ACV's Cross-Sections for Determination of
External Forces.

The air enters the hull of the ACV thiough the fan and flows from
the air cushions in the forhi of streams. Deformation of the water's free
surface, in the regions of increased pressure, is determined by the
equation (Figure 45)

Yo = Y43 V, Z). (i)

Variov- -, ections of th_ hull or flexible skirts are in direct contact
with the water. The speed Va of a craft, like any solid body in a fixed

system of coordinates, is determined by the law

V 5=V(t)+Wx7. (2)

In the observed moment t, the initial points of mobile and fixed

systems of coordinates coincide with the center of gravity of the ACV.
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The quantity of external forces dk( applied to the element da of
the hull's surface with the side-surrounding environs, equals

S(3),

where l- vector of the density of distribution of surface- forces (tension)
[31]. p

The vector P may be presented as the sum of-three vectors

4. .(4)
p' =pn + Apn + .(4

where n - itormal vector to the ACV's surface;
T - a single vector, in linj with the intersection of planes, con-

taining vectors pt and n, with a tangent plane (Figure 46);
p - quantity of aerodynamic pressure, acting on part of the surface

in the absence of viscosity;
Ap - an addition to the quantity of Rressure of conditional viscosity;

e - amount of projection of vector p' to the tangent plane, i.e.
the elementary force of friction.

To calculate the total forces, acting with the side-surrounding environs,
it is necessary to integrate the quantity AR along'all surfaces a of the
ACV's hull, which come into contact with water and air.. Calculation of
this integral is easy:to carry out by breaking the surface integrals into
the following parts:

•'* "• =0 +0g,
a g

where aa - external surface of the ACV and flexible skirts;

a 9- that part of the surface bounded by water.

In its own way, the surface aa also, is divided into two parts

aa I + 023

where oI - external surface of the ACV and flexible skirts;

02 - internal surface of the ACV, bounded by the flow of air, i.e.
the surface of the receiver, the bottom, and the inside surface
of the flexible skirts.
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In addition, there is the surface
of the normal profile of the air stream
a3 , escaping along the perimeter of

the air cushions, and part of the
water's surface bordered by the air
cushions Q.

The external force, acting on
the ACV with side-surrounding environs

S" may be, presented as types of force:
aerodynamic and, hydrodynamic

R =,R, +. (S)

Figure 46. Diagram of the Force,
Acting on the Surfaces of an where R,=-- p'do;
ACV's Element. *a

= ~Rr =- Jp'd•.

The aerodynamic force Ra in its own way, may be presented as two types

of force, acting on the external R* and internal R** parts of the hull's"a a
surface of the ACV,

(6)R., =. -R: + R.', 6

where I p'd~ R. S p'do.

Ol

To calculate the integial of the surface forces, applying to the internal
surfaces of the ACV, one uses the theorem of quantitative movement conforming'
to the control surface, bordered by the volume U0, of air in the receiver and

air cushions. This control surface is stationary in systems of coordinates
connected with vessels. Therefore, the equation of quantitative movement
for relative speeds Vr [31] is in the form of

, ý6 +,P p- ,,SdU
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where R - vector of the mass force of air.
m

Due to this scheme for control surfaces, the normal make-up of Vrn

for relative speeds is

I V =0
rn •

7 anywhere, with, the exception of normal profiles a, of the air streams,

escaping from the cushions, the base surface a, and that part of the
surface a of which the air flows into the ACV's hull, It is assumed

furthermore, that division of the; external and internal parts of the flow
of air along the face of the fan agrees with those parts of the surface
01 and a2. It follows that one should .look upon this as normal to the

surfaces, in each case being directed inside the areas, i.e. to the part
a2 inside the receiver, and to the part a, outside.

A special symbol "av" is used for this part of the surface (a 2 ).

On-the basis of formula (7), the quantity of internal aerodynamic
forces R** may be written asa

--4,
R=-5~da- p'&s(8)

& +pas+ 5

In calculating the external aerodynamic forces I*, it is expedient

to divide it into the forces, acting in ideal fluids Rd and forces Ral'

produced by viscosity of air. With this in mind, the quantity j' appears

in the integral as the sum of three terms, in accordancd with formula (4).
A substitute for this calculation is

R: +,. (9)

where pna p
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To calculate the-first term on the right-hand side of the formula,
one should apply Kirkhof's method for ddtermination of the hydradynamic
reactions in the movement of bodies of arbitrary form ii boundless ideal
fluids [26].. The quantity of force, arising with the-flow of air from the
surrounding area. to the hull-of the moving ACV, is calculated by using
the concepts of N. E, Zhukovski [20] which determine the reactions to the
intake of fluids1 .

We use this Kirkhof-Zhukovski method to calculate the forces, acting
on a body in boundless fluids. In order to consider the influence on a free
surface, we should examine the movement of twin bodies in boundless fluids.
Skirting these bodies are: the'.hard suffaces of a1 (with the exception

of oav, which is a permeable surface) and a3, and the symmetry.of their

surfaces relative to the free surface of the water. Due to the symmetry
of the bodies, the flow will be symmetrical to the points, situated in
symmetry relative to the planes of the free surface of the water. There-
fore, the force acting on the upper half of the twin bodies is equal to

I half the forces acting on the whole body.

Regarding what was just said, it is possible to present the quantity
of forces Rtd as the sum of two quantities

d f po nd d + p vA (10)

where ýO - potential air flow in the area surrounding the craft.

In 4ccordance with this concept, Vrn ý 0 only on surface a " There=

fore, i. r--mula (10)

pSS'VY,,.d3=pSS'VYV~do 11

'Kirkhof's method cannot be applied for determining the reactions of liquids
flowing out, so the formula of Ostrogradski-Gauss is used in the process of
transformation, but it may be applied often on examination of functions
with continuous derivatives. As much as the flow of air from the cushions
bears a stream characteristic and the ground speed of the air is broken
in the confines of the streams, we, following N. E. Zhukovski [20],
determine the reaction of the fluids flowing out with the aid of quantitative
theorems of movement, and the total reaction of air from the sides we find
as the sum of forces applicable to the external and internal surfaces of the
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To calculate the. total qtqantity of forces R, -acting on an ACV, it is
necessary to add. to formulae (5) and (6) the equations (8) and (9) with
the quantity of hydrodyncmic forces R. Substituted next in the right-
-hand side of (9) is-Rd, calculated'by formula (10), with the calculation
of (11), we get (from calculating the normal attitudes on surface a

.. +.S(•2-1!~V,.dj+S.Sp~dz+p.SS'V,vdý+p •'nd'•. .• •2

+ P S S (V 7,)V,.do + + p5SY~d+S 'VdU + S(t2)+,R,-!" . +. --

We.observe the physical meaning of the. integrals received in the
determination of the separate coinponentt of external forces of an
aerodynamic nature:

"S J=(Apn +2t)do,' (13)

al -the aerodynamic force, due to force of viscosity of the air.

By composing it along the axis, the speed system 6f coordinates is:

a) A force of aerodynamic resistance (along axis x), in numbers
of inductive resistance;

b) Aerodynamic lift force on the hull (along axis y);

c) Aerodynamic side force on the hull of an ACV, its rudder, stabilizer,
etc. (along axis z).

2) y'i"'-':P"'• o n da, (14)
9t .

K a force of inertial nature, acting on an ACV in transient

movement.

3) R~S$S ('Vý- VW,)Vda,* (15)

Ra3 - reaction of the incoming air, an additieiial force of inertial

nature, acting on an ACV with side masses of air carried into movement.
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With Va = t+ (movement without torque, w = 0) R = PWo fV dc =ra a3 rnV

= -rIV, the so-called-force of impulse resistance is

Ra4 - the integral of surface forces along the base surface 9.,

Thus, for the e'erodynamic force, in the general movement of an ACV,
this vector has three compoenets: along the axis x - wave resistance, along
axis y - a supporting force for balancing the basic part of the ACV's

.weight, and along axis z - a side force.

5) a5pSVVfd,(17)

Ra5 reaction of the air stream, escaping from the area of the-air

cushions.

This force, in projection of axis x, makes for additional resistance
or draught. The vertical make-up of speed in the streams, with the ACV
suspended over water, is directed upward. This leads to a decrease of
the forces maintaining the ACV on the water-in comparison to the forces
for maintaining an' ACV over a flat hard screen. During movement or
stationary suspension of the ACV with list, the reaction of the air streams
also has a lateral make-up - a projection of axis z.

6) R - p~k SJ SmdU, (18)

Ra6 - the resultant mass of forces, acting on the internal surfaces

of the ACV. From these forces, there are usually significant inertial
forces in the take-off ofan ACV and Coriolis forces in the ACV's movement
in a curved linear trajectory. These forces are calculated for solving
problems of maneruverability of an ACV.

7) R. 7=-P SVV,ndo, (19)

Ra7 - a force, caused by the redistribution of fields of air pressure

in the cushions due to fluctuation of the water's base surface. On the
right-hand side of formula (12), there are two terms, considering the
external aerodynamic forces, acting on the ACV.

8) =- (20)

arises due to the transience of ground speed inside the ACV and in the air

cushions.
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The forces R and R AS show a considerable effect..on rolling of the
"ACV. a7 .f

The force R= { po 'da, in practice, usually is not considered due
V

to the small quantity of surface a compared to the surfaces a l and Q.

9) ~R, 'da (21)

R- the force of the interactions of the ACV with water, duci.to

wash-off' on the-hull or flexible skirts. I

We pass on to examination of those moments- acting from the side
surrounding environs, without making repeated inferences to the list
of external moments and remarks coricerning"them. They all may be stated
as analogous to the basic theorems for moments of quantitative movement:

M- moments of hydrodynamic force

M, r X p') do (22)

Mal - moments of external aerodynamic forces, caused by the 'viscosity

of fluids

S. S -- r X (Apn + e' T)] do;. "(23)

M2 - moments of associated masses of air

a.2
M9, .- P- ? o (r X n)dao; (24)

a3  - moments, acting on an ACV, due to the air being carried into

mcvement with the ACV,

&I=pS(j[rX V,-V,)V,.jdo; (2s)
"+ em ., I

a4 moment of surfacb force on the base surfac'e of the water

33 (r X . , (26)

C. -•8
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Ma - reactive moment- of the air stream

Si (27)

%6 moment o internal mass aerodynamic force

- (28)ý

a7 -moment of force due to the redistribution of air pressure
• Iuring fluctuatibn of the base ,surface

(29)

1a8 - moment of initernal force of a trdnsient nature

VAU 1(30)

I *

The list of forces and moments s~et forth represents the entire number

of external forces of hydroaerodynamid nature which act on an ACV. Methods
for the practical calculation of external forces will be ex, ,ined late in
a special chapter devoted to the problems of speed, control, and stabiiity
of an ACV..

§91W. Sothe Situations Connected With Research on ACV'; With the Aid of

Model Exper-im'nts .

1As was not'ed above, some categories of external forces which act on an•ACV cannot be found at present, theoretically, and to determine them it is

necessary to set up a model experiment.

The means of conducting the model experiment and the laws of &-imilarity
in duplicating the hydtodynamic characteristics of an ACV without flexible
skirts are worked o1 t in suffieient detail.

The use- of flexible skirts for improving the seaworthiness of an ACV
posed a number of new problems connected with duplication of the deformation
of the flexible skirts in the simulation of external forcs, .i.e. the

'question was raided concernitg the duplication of characteristics.and
structural materials of the flexible skirts. This side of the problem stillýas not been solved satisfactorily. Therefore, in speaking about the

influence of mecbanipal properties of flexible skirts on the hydrodynamic
characteristics of an AUV, one may state only those preliminary results
which havi no bearing on its systepmatic character.
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Ih contrast to. the average ,structural materiis, materials-which are
used -in the manufacture-of flexible skirts are not isotropic and do not
obey Heok's law'w

In order to characterize the deformation of materials under stress,
a complex of diagrams are utilized to represent the normal characteristics
of the materials. It includes, first of all, two diagrams showing stress-
(with the dependence of the relative length e, on the linear load RT in
" kilograms of force per meter) in one direction with a fixed linear load in

a -transverse direction; secondly -, a- group of diagrams of stress for a
given size load's shift.

It is easy to see that it is pTrctically impossible to select two
such materials (one fot-models, the other for full-size craft) which would
be suitable for all mechanical parameters: thickness, specific weight,
module of olasticity with tension along the base, module of elasticity
with tension along the cleat, module of elasticity with shift for all
size loads, etc.

Besides this, at least some types of deformation may depend not only
on tha normal characteristics of materials, but also on the structure, i.e.
the number of layers of rubber which line the base of the material, thickness
of the layers and type of adhesive, frequency of the materials, netting, atf.

Therefore, for an approximate calculation of the influence of the
mechanical properties of the flexible skirts' material on the hydrodynamic
characteristics of an ACV, one should strive to duplicate one set form
or another of the deformation of the flexible skirts and to maintain sitilarity
according to the.parameters for determining this type of deformation.

-, " - ' " -
10 WOOtIJ - Pit -- 'c

Figure 47. Diagrams of the Deformation of Flexible Skirts: a - buckling Upon
Contact With Water; b - Shift Upon Contact With Water; c - Straightening-Out
of a Section Upon Increasing Pressure in th,- Receiving; d - Stress of a Section
Upon Increasing Pressure in the Receiver
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Ila=-- =Eu - Eiler number, proportionate in relativity of under-dome
pVSLS pressure in the cushions to the velocity of air pressure.

This parameter determines the similarity of the processes
of air-escaping from the iir cushions and direction of
take-off for the spray-stream, as well as characterizing
the rate of the fan's operation;

- relationship of the mass density of water and air;

- angle of trim. difference;

3VL W eber number, determining the similarity of the process
of spray formations and quantity of spray drop;

g Koska number, determining the similarity of the bending
of the flexible skirt's elements by the forces of water

.* and &ir pressure;

-_parameter, characterizing the-similarity of the deformation
of the flexible skirts by gravitational forces.

During investigation of the lift height of rn ACV with flexible skirts
(suspended over a screen without translational movement), some of the above
parameters proved to be non-e:cistent (speed of movement, physical properties
of the water).

In contrast to this, parameters, characterizing different forms of
deformation of the flexible skirts, acquire great significance.

Non-dimensional lift height may be presented in the form of the following
function: ....

Where EPL: parameter, characterizing the similarity of
•!T= "straightening" the flexible skirts by the forceof pressure of air exhaust for the flexible skirts

(Figure 47c);

- parameter, determining the similarity of the
•,•=-A•-i' processes of air escaping from the air cushions,

i.e. a change in quartitative movement on the
outskirts of the air stream under the effect of
excess pressure in the cushions;

9 .---- parameter, determining the similarity of deformation
of tension without bending the flexible skirts under
the effect of excess pressure in the cushions
(Figure 47d). This parameter is most characteristic
of the sectioning of flexible skirts, since it
determines the quality of condensation for the
air cushions;
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- parameter, charaeterizing the rigidity of the
_ Eflexible skirts, in relation-to the ACV's weight

without flexible skiits;

llBs= -- - parameter, determining the deformation of the
G flexible skirts under the effect of the forces

of weight.

In practice, two of the last parameters usually prove to be immaterial,
as in the-parameter 10 with modelling of resistance.

To investigate lift height over water, it is necessary to introduce
additional parameters: a Weber number, I6' and a Froude number (in moving).

To examine problems of stability for an ACV, with typical, independently-
measured, physical parameters, one must.introduce additionally: pressure in
the receiver P,, variable quantity of pressure in the air cushions Pd (xz),
the area of the air cushions Sd, and the width of the air cushion Bd.

The relationship betwben the quantity of non-dimensional restored
moments and typical non-dimensional parameters is presented in the form
of

M _ 4 Q 21151 14' 1ý 16' 17 18' 116- ill?)p (33)

where, in addition to the known designators, the followirg new designators
are implemented:

* Q
414= - parameter, determining the similarity

"V of the quantity of air expenditure)

,crS : * p(A.) - analog of Eiler numbers;

11; ýO- angle of trim difference for an ACV hovering
without translational movement (at stop);

1,18-00 - list angle for an ACV hovering without
translational movement (at stop);

•T7 0
pgs= •g$ - parameter, determining the similarity of

the load weight of models and actual-size craft.

The influence of the remaining factors (spray formation, mechanical
properties, and rigidity of materials in the flexible skirts) was not taken
into account in examining the problems of stability.

Upon examining.the makeup of the parameters for a model (set forth on
page 114) it was proven that, using modern methods for conducting the ex eriment,
it is impossible to meet the requirement for coistancy of numerical meaning
of all parameters under actual and model conditions simultaneously, i.e. it
is impossible to provide total similarity of the physical processes involved
in model and actual conditions.
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For uxample, to fashion a model using Froude numbers, it is necessary
to decrease the geometric dimensions by decreasing the speed of movement
anrd, using Reynolds numbers - by increasing the speed of movement. This
contradiction is solved by means of isolating the total amount of resista:tce
to movement from forces of friction on water, the main form depending on
Reynolds numbers and the remaining parts on Froude numbers, i.e. by
evaluating the amount of resistance in actfial proportion to the cube of
the linear scale. For calculating the resistance of a fast-movi:,; gilder
craft, the resistance of friction usually is not isolated, but the total
amount of resistance in models is evaluated in actual Froportion to the
cube of the linear scale. In principle, this will lead to an excess of
resistance in an actual-size launch, therefore the Reynolds number is
increased and the coefficient of fricti6n on water is decreased during
transition from model to actual-size.

It has been shown in practice that such evaluation gives satisfactory
results without excesses of natural resistance. This is connected, apparently,
with the fact that some aeditional resistance increases faster than according
to the cube of the scale.

Today, considering the total physical processes, it is expedient to
carry out an evaluation of the hydrodynamic makeup of resistance in both
ACV's and glider-type craft according to the cube of the scale, maintaining
throughout-the test an equality of Froude numbers in the actual-size and
model craft and disregaiding friction on water for the model.

However, modelling according to Froude numbers does not allow one to
determine forces of resistance of aerodynamic nature. The hulls of ACV's
are usually poorly-streaiplinedlbodies, which accounts for a great deal of
profile resistance. To determine this resistance, it is necessary to
conduct tests at great Reynolds numbers, exceeding the critical mark Rekp 10

It is possible-to conduct such a test only in a wind t.nnc 1, beCiale
the speed of a "odel's movement relative to the air in a test basin is
many times less than the speed of air flow in q wind tunnel.

A specific feature in determining resistance to an ACV's movement is
1that, in a model experiment, it is necessary to carry out the test in two
stages: in a test basin and. in a wind tunnel.

Division of the experiment into two stages involves additional outlining
* and distortion of the physical conditionssin movement which, naturally, serves

as a source for additional errors. Testing in a wind tunnel omits consideration
of deformation of the base surface under the craft, wave formation and
aaditional forces involved in the contact with water, changes in the angle
of trim difference a•d the lift height of models. Cpnditions for testing
models in a wind tunnel ave approximate to conditions of an ACV moving
without any contact with ý,,ter dt very high speeds, •-^-eding the average
speeds of modern ACV's.
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In testing model ACV's in a wind tunnel, it is possible to provide
modelling principally according to parameters II , II, II_ i.e. to
model the processes of flow along the external surfacdes of the ACV as
well as insidý. the hull. There is a special interest in this so-called
modelling process concerning the interactioi, of external and internal .,i
flow of air, i.e. the influence of air intake throtigh the fans on resits or, e
to movement and of the lift force on the hull of the ACV, as well as 11%e
interaction of the air stream escaping from the air cushions and the fioll
of air outside. However, this big possibility has not been realized i.-,
current times because of the insurmountable technical difficulties..",
one has succeeded in placing in model ACV's (bound by dimensions) farz. and
engines which would provide the output and air pressure necessary for"
aerodynamic similarities of air flow on the outside and in•side of th-. -:odel's•
hulls. In Table 2 results of calculations are set forth which, illus:•rate
this contradiction in the example of the English SRN3 ACV.

Table 2. Estimation of Reynolds Numbers in Accordance With the Conditions

'• of Modelling External and Internal Air Streamst

" V2 Pn = . -QP , = 0-5,R,
-- V" 0 Q -IT D2V, = 2QV" IP2 =J.P•-, =;.Psa, 4 a 7 -cD., 'I

rl == k .-/em2.o kg m3 s c i h.p.•

I X10

30 56,3 222 "264 2.67 " •7,92 2,98
•40 100 39A, 469 3,56 18,7 3,97

50 16 615 731 4,45 36.5 4.9q.

225 .M8 • lOS 5,34 .63,0 5,95
760 307 1210 1440 6,23 1 00 • 6,9.5

From Table 2 it is clear that, to ensure ctitical Reynolds numbers for
Sthe air flow inside the models, it is necessary to use engines of such

power and weight and loads of such aerodynamic weights that this experiment
< would clur.ently'be unrealistic.

Therefore, mock-ups (without internal air ducts and fvithout fans) are
presently being tested An in wind tun n el s of the ACV's. This permits
measuring rcial ao dingng to determine the main fos of
external aerodynamic flow, without calculating the influence of interactions

wit i internal aerodynamic flow. In addition to these forces there are:
aerodynamic profile resistance, lift force on the hull, moment of pitching,
stabilizing forces and moments when the model is blown to a slanting position,
as well as revolving derivatives.

Besides this, testing of a mock-up permits avoiding the principal
difficulties connected with modelling the reactive makeup of resistance in an

ACV.
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After conducting tests in a wind tunnel and test basin, it is necessary
to sum up the results which were received. If all the forces are of an
aerodynamic nature, including profile and impulse resistance and reaction
forces received during tests niade in the wind tunnel, it is necessary to
eliminate them from the forces of resistance for tow-type models so that
they will not be takon into account twice. The force of impulse resistance
may be calculated according to tho theoretical formula of N. E. Zhukowski [20]

SK in order to find the total amount of measured resistancd. The force of
aerodynamic resistance for tow-type models is determined approximately by
measuring resistance in models suspended on a cart with the fans not
working. Consequently, this force also may.be calculated from the amount• • of tow-type resistance. However, to distinguish the reaction force of the

air stream from the total amount of tow-type resistance is impossible in
principle. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the reaction forces in
the makeup of forces of hydrodynamic resistance and to test a mock-up in
a wind tunnel without modelling the air cushions.

In completing the examination of the problem of carrying out tests on
model ACV's in a wind tunnel, one more circumstance should be noted.
Aerodynamic forces and moments, acting on an ACV, essentially depend on

the proximities of the borders of air flow to the base surface. Therefore,
tests of models often are carried out in the presence of a screen, imitating
the base surface. Due to the manner of movement, the surrounding condition
of the base surface is broken. The flow of air in the wind tunnel moves
in relation to the screen, a surrounding layer forms on the screen - the
thickness of which is commensurate with the height of clearance between
the model's hull and the screen. In actual conditions, the air is stationary
in relation to the base surface and this surrounding layer does not appear.

An investigation was carried out on the influence of this phenomenon
on the distribution of pressure along the hull of a model ACV. To approximate
natural conditions, the base ýurface was in the form;of conveyer belts
which could shift with the speed of the air in the wind tunnel. Comparison
of results'from measuring pressure during movement and at rest of the
conveyer belts shows that breaks in the surrounding condition (on a free

* surface) appear in the base of parts of the hull, converting immediately
* to the screen, but on other parts of its surface this influence is non-

existent.

In carrying out tests of tow-type ACV models in a test basin one must
keep in mind that hydrodynamic resistance in an ACV usually depends very
strongly on the craft's landing, i.e. on the angle of operating trim

difference. However, it is difficult to provide sinfilarity in the landing
of models and actual-size ACV's for the following reason. The angle of
trim difference of an ACV, while moving at a constant speed, is determined
by the balance of the ACV being subjected to all the external forces and
moments caused by the draught of the propelling agent. It was shown above
that, in principle, it is impossible go provide similarity of hydrodynamic
and aerodynamic forces simultaneously. Therefore, the balance of a full-size
ACV differs from the balance of i tow-type model - the angles of operating
trim difference in positions of balance are not equal. Additional and more
considerable error is brought about by attempting to duplicate the influence
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of draught of the propelling agent on the ACV's trim difference by shifting
the center of gravity.

In carrying out a test in basin, the resistance to a full-size ACV's
movement and, consequently, the draught of the propelling agent are unknown
beforehand. Therefore, an accurat;a calculation of the moments of draught
on the screws is impossible. In practice, they usually disregard the change
in the amount of trimming moments of draught and substitute approximate
moments of draught according to the average meaning of the moments, due
to the transfer of cargo which leads to inaccuracy in duplicating the ACV's
landing.

This inaccuracy may be eliminated by means of some increases in volume
for testing tow-type craft. A method for calculating arn ACV's resistance
will be stated below. It permits the trimming moments ol the propelling
agent's draught to be taken into account and calculation of the angle of
operating trim difference for a full-size ACV. To calculate this, it is
necessary to have the results from testing the tow-type model in 3-4 positions
for the center of gravity along the length. The test results are conveniently
presented in the form of the parametric relationship of non-dimensional
coefficients of hydrodynamic resistance and hydrodynamic moments (as well as
the angle of trim difference) to the quantity xd = xd/L, where xd is the

distance along the length from the model's center of gravity to the center
of gravity in the area of the air cushions. These graphs are based on a
fixed amount of Froude numbers.

To carry out testing of the tow-type model ACV in a test basin, it is
necessary to have the possibility of a scale effect combined with a breach
in similarities according to Weber's numbers.

Spray formation may have considerable influence on resistance to movement.
In natural conditions, the physical picture of the interaction of the stream
of water on the hull may differ greatly from that of model conditions.

To observe the geometric similarity in the lingth of the stream during
the transition from model to full-size craft, increases must be proportionate
to a first degree scale. The speed of water particles in the stream, during
duplication according to Froude numbers, is increased in proportion to the
square root of the linear scale.

But from Rayleigh's work [39] it is known that at high speeds the length
of the stream (until its destruction) varies inversely in proportion to
the speed of the water particles in the stream. Consequently, during
transition from models to full-size craft, the length of part of the stream
(up to destruction) is not increased, but decreased.

A riatural stream disintegrates into droplets faster than the stream
of a model. Therefore, there may hot be such a strong influence- on the
hull as is the case when carrying out an experiment. It is necessary to
consider this circumstance when, in conducting a model, experiment, it is
discovered that there is a very strong interaction between the stream of
spray and the hull of the model ACV.
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In the beginning of this section, it was said that the rigidity of the
flexible skirts on an ACV renders an influence on the hydrodynamic characteristics
of lift height, resistance to movement, and stability. Ignorance of this
factor may also lead to the appearance of a scale effect during dupl.cation.
In the excellnt illustration shown in Figure 48, relationships are set forth
which characterize the influence of rigidity of materials on the lift height
of model ACV's with fLexible skirts. Although the structure of the flexible
skirts was constant, the lower part of the flexible skirts was manufactured
from two materials with different thicknesses and possessing a module
of elasticity during tension. Since both materials %ad only a single layer
of material; it may be supposed that the module of elasticity during tension
was sufficient to take into account the bending of rigid materials at
increased pressure during tests.

44: I -- !

Figure 48. Relationship, of Non-Dimensional Lift Heights of ACV's Over a
Screen to Typical Parameters

relationship'of lift height to expenditure of air;

relationship of lift height to combined parameters, allowing for
bcth air expenditure and rigidity of the flexible skirt's material

In Figure 48 we see that the quantity of air expenditure (parameter 112)

does not define merely the lift height of a model over a screen. On the
contrary, the relationship of lift height to the parameter Hl,, considering

the rigidity of the materials, actually has the same value for both materials
in the flexible skirts.

From investigations of the static characteristics of ACV's based on tests
of model and actual-size craft, it may be stated that a first approximation

of the characteristics of static stability for ACV's depends on the following
quantities:
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in the rate of suspension of an ACV over a screen or over water

" h3l

in the rate of movement over water the calculation is made according to
formula (34), but with the addition of a Froude number:

V "

Vg=L= -(35)

All the basic experimental and calculated bits of data for the work

are set forth in the functions of the complexes (34) and (35).

As for the basic non-dimensional static characteristics of ACV's and
models, the following were received:

- coefficient of stability for lift height,

.-- - initial transverse metacentric height (non-dimensional);

_ initial longitudinal metacentric height (non-dimensional).

Comparison of the results of measurements made during the testing of
similar type ACV!s and models verifies the lack of a noticeable scale
effect in the simulated statics of Class A ACV's. Any deviations may be
explained by some differences of non-dimensional parameters 1143 115 and 1l7

for ACV's and models, as well as by differences in the construction and
rigidity of the flexible skirts.

In planning the real-size ACV's, experiments with the models in
choppy sea conditions are considered essential since testing of the models
permits one to study their movements on average and extremely choppy seas
at various speeds and with various courses relative to the waves. In
these tests the influence of wave height and length on the parameters
of moving models is investigated, as well as the relationship of the ACVts
seaworthy qualities to the volume of air expended, the center of the craft,
structure, materials and dimensions of the flexible skirts. Also checked
during testing of the models are the accuracy of the design architectural
solutions and the correlation of the main dimensions.

The scales of models may vary from 1/20 to 1/2. Not only.geometric
similarity is maintained in creating models, but. similarity of distribution of
mass, similarity of air pressure in the receiver and air cushions, and
similarity of the volume of air expended through the fans as well.
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4. 1

Tests are carried out in tow-type or self-piopelled models. The
simulation is carried out with observance of equality of Froude numbers
for models and actual-size craft. A difference in Reynold's numbers is
not particularly significant since the resistance of friction from the
intL'action of the ACV's flexible skirts and the water is small in cbmparison
with the total resistance. Similarity of Weber numbers (characterizing
spray fromation) is not provided for in the simulation.

Since three degrees of.freedom are provided in the testing ofitow-
-type models, there is a possibility of fluctuation along the vertical
and around the axes Ox and 0y Self-propelled models have six degrees
of freedom, therefore their tests are given the most attention.

In conducting seaworthy tests of large-scale, self-propelled models
and actual-size ACV's, specific problems appear which, in order to be solved,
require the creation of special measuring devices ana the development of
particular techniques for measuring. The first problem'is the drop in
speed. An ACV's speed relative to water and relative to air, under actual
conditions,. are different. Since the aerodynamic forces which act on!an
ACV (including impulse resistance) depend on speed relative to air, and
the hydrodynamic forces depend on speed relative to waier, it is necessary
to know the meanings of' these speeds to.determine the• forces. The measdring
device must determine the amount and direction of the wind for speeds
relative to water And air.

In seaworthy tests, speed relative to water is determined according
to the Doppler index, fixing the speed of the ACV'1s progressive movemenrt
along the axes 0 and 0 . The speed also may be determined with the aid
of systems of external 6easuring: coastal motion-picture theodolite posts,
by leading, by synchronous survey of the ACV's trajectory of movement,
or by air-photo survey of the ACV's shift relative to a fixed point on'
the water.

Considering the great influence of an ACV` angle of drift relative,
the water's surface on the amoufit of force which acts on the craft, it is
necessary to execute the drop in the angle of drift with great, precision.
It is generally accepted that, in spped trials, a driver must endure an
angle of drift within the limits of - 2 5'.
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ItChapter Ia!. Statics bf ACV's 1

sk In this chapter we wilrl consider tho metfods 6f approximate determination
ofdthe parameters characterizint the ACV balanced in space (B)der control), th.
S degree 9f static stability of such a position under calculated operating
conditions, and an attempt will be made to estabilish the critical significanceof t•hese parameters.

e wIt is assumed that the ACV has an absolutely rigid hull and a flexible
skirt either along the entire perimeter of the air cushiAn (class A, seeIntroduction), or along part of ~he perirnete.r (glass B).

Included in this calculated instance of ACV operation are assumptions
S of, uniform strahightforward movement of the vehicle aver the surface of calm,deep watei with an absence of wind.

c§13. Equa|izingithe Balance of an ACV
I t . a"SThe calculation of the pararneters determining the' balance of an ACV in

space--the lifft height h, list angle 6 an6 tri•l difference p, as well as
ithe stat~ic stability of; this position - ahi@3G, ae/aWis and amp/aMt i, is

carried out 'by determning the systems for1 equa'lizing the bhlance of forces and
m6fients acting upon the ACV, amoig 'Which are the external' hf-droaerodynamic
forces and momentsicondideTed in Chapter 2, as wpll as forces of another
nature 4 gravity G and piopel.ler dtaught P.

In problems of statics it is more convenient tp arrange in the beginning
, in the. ACV a combined system• of coordinates O1xyz on the fundamental plane.

Thdn characteristic measd'rements (toxr example, h ) will. efiter into the
1r, o

equalization ofibalapce and the rise of the center of the mass abovre the
,fundamentalkplane in the obvious foný, so that it ýimplifis the analysis

S of their influences on tHe staatic c'aricteristics of the
ACV. We will direct axis 01x to the' bow along the base line of the ACV, axis
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O1y upwards in the diametrical plane through the center of the mass of the ACV,
axis 017z normally towards the plane xoly on the starboard side.

We will determine the moments and forces in the mobile system of
coordinates oxoYozo, where the horizontal plane Ox0 z. coincides wit! the

undisturbed surface of the water, axis OX0 is collinear with the speed
vector of the ACV •, and axis Oy is directed vertically and passes through

0
the beginning of the combined system of coordinates Olxyz., but axis Ozo
is noar.l, relative to plane-x Oy and makes up, with the remaining axes,

the right hand system. in designating the projections of forces and
moments the index "0" •:24I be o-mitted in order to simplify the writing.

Equalization 0o balance consists of equalization of forces described by
the balance of tlhe center of the mass and the equalization of moments depicted
by the position o? the ACV relative to the center of the mass.

In conforming to the cozoditions set up in the problem, these equations
are written in the following form:

-- •-R R.1 + R .3 + R ., + P.,6 + , + R. , + P. + a+ do,= 0; (36)

M A11 +MO +M.ý+ MS + -7 .M11+ -P +(37)

+'Mdo +- M' Q,

where d•, and -' represent additional force and moment.

Using the expressions arrived at in Chapter 2 for external forces and
moments acting upon the ACV, we will write these equations in the form:

VJ s * (38)
=~ k (.APn.+ 4c) l do + pV Sr I'='. X da +

-1- X (,. , Xd< V-I- prdi +t p -1- G V'- dG .d + ;

+ S(r X p')d.+ da (r X V,) V,•,+ p (r X V,1) , 0.
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Equations (381 and (39) in their overall form cannot be solved due to
the complexity of dependences involved. Therefore, we'll simplify them
by taking out the part most assential to the engineer's solution of theproblem.

For this purpose we will first write out separately the systems for
equalization of balance for several particular insl'ances. Considering that,
for Class A ACV's, the rate of hovering over the water and over a screen
are in a certain sense limited cases of a rate of movement over water, we
will try to determine the unknown parameters for these two rates specifically,
and then we will find the dppendence of change of the ,unknown parameters on the

speed of the ACV. For a Class B ACV the quality of the initial data in
determining known parameters ii. the calculated rate will be considered
significant of the parameters, found for the rate of hovering over water.

Secondly, in considering the balanced position ot the ACV, we will
isolate the problem of the balance of vertical forces and show thot using the
results of its solution will greatly simplify the solution of the overall
problem.

Thirdly, in considering hovering rates, rather than the spacial problem,
we wll solve the problem for the transverse plane (where * = c6nst), and
the solution of the longitudinal plane problem is analogous, but the solution
of the spacial problem where there are small angles of inclination of the ACV
is arrived at by combining the results of the solutions of transverse and
longitudinal problems. Strictly speaking, such division is impossible for a
rate of movement, but in this case it is possible to arrive at an approximate
solution by a similar method.

In this way we will get the sum total of the following simplified
systems of equalization of balance for an ACV with little significance for

the moment of list M' = Mlist and G = G + dG.

Class A ACM

1. Rate of movement ofer water

X XI + X3 + Xa4 + Xa5 + X 7 XjXp ; (40)

~Y~a+Ya 4Ya 5 +a 7  ~(41)
r Y = YAl +q Y.4 +4 Y-5 +] Y-7 '- Y11 + YP-- 03-• 0; (1

YZZ--aZI+Z.3 +Z-,+Z. 5 +Z -Zr)-Z70; (42)

AjMXMX8 3 ±1I 3+M 4 + MX 5 + Mr. 37 + MXrt +

, + M.o 0 M =OI, (43)
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i '1Y.1 + +My, 4 -Ml a s+ M 7 +*M .aM? --0; (44)
M x -- Mik -Mza 3 + Mzo. + O..s +. l+ ..

(45),

2. Rate of hovering over water (transverse plane problem) - movement
broadside (drift)

my YY4 +'Y,-7 - G=0; = (46)

Z .Z +Z +Zi+Zi. + Z• 7 + Z', O;
Y mx= Mx,, + MX, 4 +Mx, 5 + MI.7 + M(47+

+ Mý,a -- M I ist (48(48)

3. Rate of hovering over a screen while moored (with the absence of
any contact of the screen with the rigid body of the ACV)

my . y- t Yo--r• = O; (49)

._ZZ,4ZaZm0; . (50)

, X=Mx, 4 + Mxs+ + Mxo + Mm--Mi=0. (51)

Class B ACV

4. Rate of movement over water

Y4 = Xal + Xa I+ X,4 + X.S + X.7 S -'XrX + X+2 + XP =0 ; (52)
Sy = Y.1 + Y.4 + Y,• + Y17 + Y,2 + Y.. -- OF = 0; (3

Yz= Za1 + Za3 + Z 94 + Z5 as+ Z.7 + Z,1 + ZI2 + ZP, = 0; (4
~A: ,% = MX6 1 + MXA4 + "4,83 +.M,. 7 + MxrI + M1. 11 + (4

+ Mýo-M 0; (55)
y = Wya + My. 4 + Ys + My, + Myri +

+ My r2 + MYp = 0; (56)
M.,12  Alýat + Al213 + Al1,, + M,. 5 + MWa + M8,1 +

+r M +M 2"Mo = 0." (57)

5. Rate of hovering over water (with drift)

= Y., + Y.,7 + Y12 -- =0 (58)
z = +Z,3 ,+ Z ,•-I + Z.,Z + Z., - 0; (59)

=MX3 1 -VI.o 4 -- a/ + M x3i
+ZMG = 0. (60)
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In equations (40) - (60) is designated (Xi+Yi+Zi=Ri):

•al-7 - aerodynamic forces (see Chapter 2);
Rn-hydrodynamic force, caused by contact ,,f the flexible skirt

with the water;

Rr2 - hydrodynamic force, caused by contact of the rigid hull or
structures with the water;

- mooring reaction eoree, keeping the ACV from shifting
horizontally in its rate cf hovering over a screen;

- draught force of the ACV propeller;

Mlist= MIX = M' - moment of list.

Calculations and experiments show that the lift height as well as the
stability characteristics of an ACV are to a significant degree considered
according to the rate of work of the lifting system of the ACV (but for Class
A, this rate is excluded, therefore we will first consider the parameters
characterizing the rate of work of the ACV's lifting system and their
interdependency.

-§14. Tilt Height and the Degree of Stttic Stability of an ACV Relative to
Vertical Shifts

A typical structural feature of air cushion vehicles is the special lifting
system creating and maintaining under the hull of the vehicle an area of air
under high pre sure. Generally, the lifting system is the sum total of
technical means, which include:

air scoops (air gates);

air superchargers (fans, compressors, injectors, etc.);

air hoses and receivers

nozzle devices in the rigid hull of the ACV;

skirLs for high pressure aeas;

means for controlling the air currents within the lifting system.

The rate of work of the lift 3ystem is usually characterized by the
following values:

Q - expenditure of air;

H P - full pressure for the fan;

h - average lift height of the rigid hull of the ACV over a base surface.
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Depending on the case under consideration, usages indicate the lift
height in the following-manner:

h 3 - lift height of ACV in a hovering rate, oypr a screen;

h - lift height of ACV in a hovering rate, over water;

h - lift height-of ACV in a rate of movement, with velocity V, over water

The values-Q, H , ha-' h v may be designated as the lift characteristics

of an ACV. The lift characteristics depend on the characteri'Ltics of all elements
of the lift system, but the deciding influence on them are the characterist-ics
of the- air superchargers and the air cushion skirts.

During research and development these characteristics usually turn up in
the- form of the following non-dimensional values:

Q - relative expenditure of air;

4S, 0

P ., - pressure coefficient (relation of pressure in receiver
p ---- p to average pressure p. = GIS);• p n

" - -- relative lift height in the ACV's hovering rate, over
a screen.

In designing the fan (supercharger) for an ACV the basic calculated rate
must be set up first of all, i.e., air expenditure and the fall of pressure
are determined, beth of which must. be provided for by the fan. The selection
of air expenditure and the form of expended pressure are characterics of the
fan and locations of "working points" on it are basically determined by the
requirements for seaworthiness. The dependence for seaworthy qualities of an
ACV on the expenditure of air will be examined in Chapter 4.

In determining the calculated fall of pressure, the starting point is the
value of the average static excess air pressure in the air cushion, determined
by the weight of the ACV and the area of the air cushion S

Sn.

In the early stages of development of the ACV, when it was a popularized
nozzle-type vehicle without a flexible air cushion skirt,_the lift characteristics
had the following tentative meanings: O'.05<Q<0.08; 1.5<p<2.5; 0.005<h 3<0.010.

With the devolopment of flexible skirts, the operational qualities of the
ACV were sharply imkroved and'their lift characteristics at present are within
the limits: 0.015<Q<0.03; 1.25<p<.1.5; 0.1<hF<0.2 (class A). Class B air
cushion vehicles with immersible siue barriers (walls, shells, hulls) have
the following lift characteristics:, 0,0015<Q<0.01S; pFl (due to the absence of
a receiver).
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Improvement of the seaworthiness of the class A ACY evidently is leading
to some increase in the relative expenditure of air Q<0.030, but the quantitativelimit of Q has not been net at this time.

The structural form of Fir superchargers dues not influence the hydro-
aerodynamic qualities of an ACV, since the lift characteristics depend solely
on the expended pressure c:;aracteristics of the air supercharger H (Q).
However, in designing, a reasonable selection of structural elements for the
fan plays a substantial role. In the first place, this concerns the selection
of the diameter and the numbe- of revolutions of the fan. As a result of the
general location and the provision for weight characte-istics, it is expedient
to decrease the diameter of the fan and increase the number of rotations,
but doing this causes an increase in the portion of dynamic pressure and a
decrease in the static efficiency.

In those instances where the general arrangement of the air gates in
an ACV entails altering the air stream 90%. it is expedient to use a centrifugal
fan, in which such alteration is accomplished by means of the aerodynamic
set-up and, consequently, succeeds in avoiding complications in hull design.
Recently, effective designs of centrifugal fans have been worked out for ACV's,
(71] permitting the achievement of static efficiency nst4 0.7-0.8 and total

efficiency 7=0.9. The non-dimensional expended pressure characteristics of
such a fan are set forth in Figure 49.

The expended pressure characteristic H (Q) determines the change of the
parameters of the air stream, depending on the given conditions, for example,
the weight of the ACV. The location of it's working points must satisify
"definite conditions. The following must be assured:

conformity of meaning for H and Q according to the maximum relationship
of 7 (Q) (Figure 50);

sufficient margin for Hp and Q where nB = const, which permits preservation

of the designed characteristics of the lift systems in the greatest possible
tange o, external conditions;

a great enough difference in the derivatives ,-,/Q and ap /DQ, which

provides the necessary degree of stability for the ACV.

The first and second conditions are determined by the requirement for
maximum efficiency of the lift systems and stability for the ACV relative to
vertical shift.

The third condition is determined by the requirement for the form of the
fan's characteristics which, as far as possible, must not have an area of
3H/3Q>3p I/Q>O.

p
The overflow of pressure in the fdn must exceed the static pressure in

the cushion by the amount of pressure lost in the ACV's internal air conductors.
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Figure 49. Expended-Pressure Characteristics of the Centrifugal Fan Mounted
on the CC-2 ACV [71]

c+- coefficients of pressure (full and static).; (D " coefficient of
expenditure; n, neCT -efficiency of the fan (full a'nd static)

' - Type El fan;

-o------------of Type GM fan

A graph is set forth in Figure 51 which gives a qualitative illustration of

the distribution of the total .pressure during the movement of air inside the

[i ACV's hull. According to the graph, the overflow of the total pressure is
equal to

[H =1 p, + A~PI + AjiS + AN + Ap4' (61)

where ZApi there are the following losses of pressure:

Spl- at the entrance to the fan's shaft;

- during expansion of the air in the fan's diffusor;l i, AP2

- during expansion of air in the receiver;

A p4 - in passing from the receiver to the air cushion.

Losses for Apl depend on the structure of the air gates and the ratio of
the ACV's speed to the air speed in the fan's shaft (influence of these factors

V' is illustrateu in Figure 102).
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Lasses in the diffusor are determined by the ratio of static to dynamic
makeup of the total .pressure and by the ratio of the area of the shaft's
section at the entrance to the diffusor to its exit-way. A continuous movement
of air in the diffusor-which wc:uld create a minimum loss of pressure may be
provided only by a fixed ratir, of the size of the area of the diffusor section
at the entrance-way to. the exit-way. The purpose of the diffusor is the
transformation of the dynamic makeup of pressure to static with the aim of
decreasing the speed and loss of pressure with air passing from the shaft to
the receiver. In an ideal variant there would be total transformation of
dynamic pressure to static, i.e. an inhibition of air flow at the entrance-way
to the receiver of almost zero. However, the analysis of numerous investigations,
devoted to the problems of air inhibition, leads us to the conclusion that
even in a uni-dimensiknal flow, reduction of speed without removal of the
surrounding layer is possible for only up to 60% of the initial amount. In
such a case, the large degree of success in braking the flow (up to 40% of
the initial spedd) is due to the surrounding layer being very thin during initial
movement. Thus, when deceleration of the flow is added to its turning, the
effectiveness of the diffusor is even less since the turning of the flow
leads to an increase in the ground speed of the flow. Experimental research
of radial and combined diffusors ZDIF -0. 4 DFA in the length showed that the

loss factor of pressure is between 0.6 and 0'8 on the average, in some cases
reaching 1.0 to 1.26 [9]. In [16], a method was set forth to calculate the
loss in a curvilinear diffusor with. detached flow.

7•.

-ca 41 2 I

Figure 50. Diagram of the Selection of Calculated Parameters for the Fan

A- operating point (falcaT alc

BC - operating section

Pressure losses from air movement in the receiver are determined by the
speed of movement, i.e. by the area of a cross-section or size of the receiver
and blockage of the section by Variou3 parts of the hull's structure, which
sets up resistance to air movement. For this reason, the size of the receiver
is determined in consideration of the general design•,

Special consideration is usually given to the choice of the amount of
overflow of pressure between the receiver and the air cushion. To decrease
power expenditure during lift, it is logical to try to decrease this overflow.
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However, a number of other reasons hinder maintaining such an overflow within
certain limits, namely:.

overflow of pressure between the receiver a rd the cushion must PVovide_ t he

necessary stability for a Class A ACV; which is achieved either by sectioning
the cushion with aii streams sufficiently high in kinetic energy or by an increase
in pressure to the sections (with chamber-type air flow), where expenditure
is decreased;

high enough overflow of pressure between the receiver and the cushion
facilitates an even distribution of air to various sections of the air cushion
and pneumatic elements of the flexible skirt;

increase of overflow of pressure, i.e. provision of considerable hydraulic
resistance between the receiver and the cushion, necessary to dampen the fluc_
tuation of pressure in the receiver during considerable changes of pressure in
the cushion while moving in choppy sea conditions. This is necessary to protect
the engine from overload and allows the fan to work with more staiility.

I i f r N 0

I i

Figure 51. Diagram of the Distribution of Surplus P-essure Along the ACV's
Internal Air Ducts.

in meeting the air flow; II - II in front of the fan; III- III leaving
the fan; IV - IV leaving the diffusor; V - V in the recuiver; VI - VI in the
air cushion; VII - VII in meeting the stream flowing from the area of surplus) pressure.

Swithout any loss (ideal)
full pressure

. static pressure

After determining the basic calculated pacameters of the fan (overflow of
pressure Ha and amount of expenditure Q), the problem arises as to choice of

structural elements of the air-supercharger, i.e. its diameter, number of RPMs,
and structural type (centrifugal, axial, etc.).I , 
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The normal operating rate of the air-supercharger represents a constant
number of RPM's of the drive wheel (rotor), therefore, the relationship
between air expenditure and pressure for the fan will be regarded later on,
under expended-pressure characteristics, as the constant number of RPM's of
the fan's drive-wheel.

In addition to the fan's characteristic, the ACV's lift characteristic
considerably influences the expended-pressure characteristics for skirting the
air cushion (including sectioned skirts).

There are many known types of air cishion skirts. One might consider the
following plan for classifying the basic types of skirts, based on various
aerodynamic parameters of air flow (Figure 52).

Skirts, for Which Air Flow is Provided for From an Area of IhrreasedPressure
(During Suspension of the ACV), Figure 52 I

1) Air-stream skirts (Figure 52a): peripheral jets of various
configurations - 1; recirculation systems of various types L 2.

2) Hydro-jet skirts -(and combined, Figure 52b): hydro-jet curtain - 3;

combination hydro and air-jets - 4; combination water curtain and fleihb]epanels - 5.

3) Mechanical skirts (Figure 52c):

rigid, fixed curtains (panels, side walls, shells, etc.) with a chamber-
type setup for air flow - 6;

rigid rotary flaps, a jointed curtain of rigid elements, etc. - 7;

rigid skirts with nozzles of various configurations - 8;

flexible, massive and vertically-arranged skirts (panels, pneumatic fingers
with no air flow, pneumatic keels, etc.) - 9;

flexible, diagonally-arranged skirts (open and closed types) - 10;

and flexible nozzles (massive and diagonally-arranged) - 11.
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Figure 52. Classification of Skirts for Air Cu~shions

Skirts Which Do Not Permit Air Flow From an'Area of Increased Pressure (Duringq
•"Suspension of the ACV), Figure 52 11

1) :Rigid structures (side barriers; walls, hull, shells, working in
continuous contact with watez, etc.) - 12.

2) Flexible structures (massivd panels; pneumatic closed, massive and
diagonally-arranged structures, submer~ged in the water) - 13.

To a great degree, the above,$classitications reflect the variety of-type
of skirts for air cushions. Besides this, it is necessary to take into account

that, first of all, the skirt is usually a combination of various elementsalong the perimeter of the area of increas ed pressure and various designs are
used to separate the air cushions into sections. Secondly, in operating
condit-ions,, one of these elements may switch from one classification categoryto another depending on the angle of the ACV's incline or the interaction of
the skirts with the agitated 3uiface of the water, etc. Thus, it is obvious
that the problem of determining the expended-pressure characteristics of skirts
for airtcishions is complex and many-sided.

To simplify matters, only two variants will be examined in aou aerodynamic
arrangemenr oie skirts: air-stream (nozzle) and cvamber-type, considering that
all the remaining types are in between these two.
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In any type of skirt, approximation of its lower edge to the base surface
(with no incline of the ACV) induces an increase of hydraulic resistance with
air flowing into the atmosphere. This feature explains the increase in lift
forces with increase of the ACV's weight, and ensures its stability with
respect to vertical shift.

The forms which the expended-pressure characteristics of the air-
cushion skirts take depend both on the aerodynamic arrangement of air flow
and deformation of the base surface, over which the ACV is suspended. The
standard base surfaces are an absolutely rigid screen an~d the surface of
calm, deep water.

We note that the basic expended-pressure characteristics of skirts:

the coefficient of pressure

- pp-.sn0 (62)

and the coefficient of ex penditureP Q
q= (63)

(fc equals the area of the ducted section of the nozzle) depend on the height

of suspension of the nozzle's cut-off (or edge c! the chamber) over the base
surface and the kind of base surface involved.

1. Air-stream Curtain Above a Screen

Using theoretical models with air-stream curtains (2-dimensional), flowing
onto the screen from nozzles with parallel walls, and considering that the air
is combined with ideal imcompressible fluid, we are able to discover the
distribution of speed in the streem in relation to the given parameters: the
width of the nozzle b, the distance of cfe nozzle's cut-off from the screen
h.36, and the nozzle's angle of incline.

This problem was completely solved by Strand and Stenton-Jones (exponen-
tial theory [108]). The border conditions were formulated by the following
means. Pressure on the inside and the outside of areas in relation to the
stream began accordingly: pn along CD and po = 0 along BA (Figure 53). Along

BC, the vector speed is co-linear with axis Cy. Then the pocential speed
4o along BC is constant and may be assumed as equal to zero. The angle 0c

is determined by the direction of the vector speed ý in a polar system coordinate,
along BC equals zero, and along DA' - ('*+ 9c). Assuming that the function

of current * = a along BA, one may assume that V0b0 = a, where b0 equals the

thickness of the stream to infinity and V0 equals the constant of speed along

BA0 , determined from Bernoille's equations.

Thus formulated, the border conditions permit us to find the function
of the current and the potential speed by means of the following consecutive
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transformations which were accomplished accordingly. The plane of the complex
variable w = + i (Figure 54) is transferred to the first quadrant'of the.

plane • by means of Shwartz--Kristoffel transformation: i

(64)

Then a rectangle containing the field of flow and -its s~mooth reflection in the
plane of the hodograph Ac = ln (Vo/V + iOc), as well as being reflected in the

first quadrant of the plane g according to the following ..formula of Shwdrtz-
Kristoffel is: ---** '

Q.= MJ']/ dt +
j IfF- -Is)I-- 012,)

0. (65)
+0.

I 
I

where M, N and k equal constant, fixed outcomes of the conditions of "trans-
formation.

By excluding 9 from equations (64) and (65),- one may assume

"2.-C d+" (66)
Q0 .ý (I _Oil)

0

where K' equals the elliptical integral of the first ,kind, appearing in the '
cour:i> • of determining the constants.

l I"

Y'

at ,

I L.TI

I 3 :

3 3

Figure 53. Diagram of the Plane of the Stream's Flow
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adi The ldst e~pression completely characterizes the air fldw in the stream
ndalloqws one to find out "the ground speed according to the potential speed

and" function of the current. As a result, the answer is determined by the

amount of the coefficient,of pressure- and expenditure, as well as some other
amounts. To• get the answer, there are no restrictions in the correlation
between the width of the nozzle, the height of suspension, and the dimonsions
of the bottom of the ACV. It was shown t1lat the answer may be used to
observe the flow created by an axisydimetric nozzle system in a circular-
arrangement.

As a result, the following relationships for the coefficient of pressure
and exp6nditure were obtained:!

" -; (67)

* ' q, v " " (68)

.where .

x.=- (I + sin%); %(69)

C equalsithe coefficient received in accordance with the exponential theory,
equal to two. , 1

Experimental-data [74] shows that, in actuat cases, iore accurate results
are receivedwhen-C 1.67..

An almost accurate answer was givpn by Professor G. Yu. Stepanov [43], who

received the following correlation between the awerige speed'in the jet Vaver.

and the stream bordering a section of the jot.

V,:p /VH *Ve".(70)

lAs a result, the following equation was receaved:

.' 2 + [" P-P-'" -- (71)
..........................."-• •,.-.'. ,".•..... •

Some other approaches, used by M. A. Grechin for determining the correlation
"between b/hc and p (where b/h; < 1) and discovering the coefficient of

S a expendit,,re q3, permitted the following formulae to be obtained [15]:

h' + sin

7, b. i 'In b.

q,=
(72

II
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From L..F; Kalitievski's work on "thin" streams (where b/h <ti), the following3c
expression was obtained [22]:

2 -± 0b + sin i,)h- Cw'PL c;•.

, *-"9 In Figure 55, a comparison 'is set forth
of the results, calculated accord.ng to formulae

- (67) - (73) for 'c = 450, between its own and

the experimental data obtained by V. I.
Khanzhonkov [53]. It is obvious from the graphs
that the results closest to that of the

C .... experimental data.is the calculations of P.

according to formula (67) with C = 1.67 and
of q3 according to formula (68).

Tests showed that the length of the nozzle
S(Figure 53) must be about 2-4 c/b < 2.5.

With a shorter nozzle, the stream does not
e B A develop, and a longer nozzle causes great losses

'A, /of pressure due to the development of a border
: 8i' 0 0 layer.

Thus are the expended-pressure character-
istiss deter,,'ned for an air-stream curtain,
Sand the same geometry applies to a nozzle-type

U.!ý. device, including the height of the nozzle's
-V cut-off above the screen along all perimeters

Fif of the air cushion, assuming that the pressure
Co. found is the average excess pressure in the air

cushion. The possibility is minimal that there
Swill be dissimilar geometry in the nozzle or tie distance of its cut-off from
the screen (along the perimeter) of pressure. For example, with an inclined
position over a screen, the nozzle device is constant along the perimeter of
the configuration and the pressure is determined by the element of the stream,
flowing from the nozzle to the most remote point from the screen (with x = x

Thus, using the hypothesis of the plane of the section (i.e. the cross-current
of air from section to section is not considered), it is possible to determine
the total air expenditure as the total elementary expenditure according to
the geometry of the separate parts of the curtain

Q dQ = (74)
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where Akequals the curvilinear coordinate of that part of the air cushion's

contour which has been noted.

I NI

it, D, i- --

.1 42 4# 45 .48 V0 12 J# .41 to

Figure 55. Expended-Pressure Characteristics of the Air Stream in the ACV's

Skirts in Suspension Above the Screen

Central Institute of Aerohydrodynamics Experiment

Calculations

- - - by formulae (67) and (68) where C = 2;

-, -- by formula (67) where C = 1.67;

-....- by formul& (71);

-*....- by formulae (72) and (73)

A more exact approach is possible, in which the redistribution of expenditure
along the separate pait of the air cushion's contour (due to division of the
stream) is taken into account, but for practical purposes it is sufficicat to
use the method set forth above,

2. Chamber Variant of Air flow Above a Screen

In the chamber variant of air flow from the under-dome area, under the
action of pressure pn, expenditure is also determined by using the hypothesis

of the plane of the section
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where x(Ak) equals the lccal coefficient of the narrowing of the stream and

h k(Xk). equals the clearance between the skirt ana the screen in the
section noted.

The coefficient of thjt narrowing ofthe stream is determined by the
geometry for the edge of the air cushion's skirt.

For rounded edges x(A.) = is.usually adopted, and for sharp edges it

it possible to use the expression (Figure 56)

0.5 + 0.05 -. (76)

which shows t1,; connection between the coefficient of the narrowing and the
angle of incline of the edge toward the screen, where 0 < <

3. Jet Variant of Air Flow Over Water

Let us examine the ifnleakage for a flat air-stream curtain, of a single
width, on the water's surface (Figure 57). We will consider both fluids as
ideal, incompressible, and the stream as not mixing with the surroundings.
We will suppose that the innermost border of the curtain, at the point of
contact with the surface of the depression, has a horizontal direction of
connecting. For simplification of analysis, we will compute the radius of
the internal border of the stream as Rc = const. Then, designating the angle

of takeoff fu. the stream as *B' from a geometric standpoint we get

h* = h., + =,Re (I + sin T) - Asin

where
It* h + b sinw.

1 + sin TC (77)

In accordance with the data set forth by V. V. Klichko (23], one may
consider that the expended-pressure characteristics of the air-stream curtain
are as uniform over water as they are over a screen, but it is nec'.ssary to
take into account the deformation of the base surface which is expressed in
the case given by the additional reason G/yS . Then the coefficient of pressure

-will equal

"PS (78)

and the coefficient of expenditure is

' (79)
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Figure 56. Relationship of the Coefficient of the Narrow Stream During Flow
From a Chamber Over a Screen

By designating the distance from the outside ddge of the jet'3 cutoff to
the internal border of the stream during takeoff from the water as h*B, we

get the expression for the index x*
• •- ~~~~~X* "b[ i (p ,]

I +i,? (80)

The amount h*B is equal to

I'S R 0 [1:inp~+~)j-(81)
-bsln (T+p' ?).

Substituting R according to formula (77) in the expression (81) and then in

"(80), we get

b sin (ye + To) , (82)
1 +sinf I¶ + sin ( + Toa)

The amount *B may also be found as the result of the geometric calculation

-osi +sf- _ 1 (83)Re (I +sin c)O0
Re b•- + sin ?.)b6TSn

The approximate expressions received may be used for numerical calculation with
b/h* 4 1. Besides this, theii structure permits one to establish the inter-
dependency for determining the parameters.

It is obvious from expressions (82) and (83) that deformation of the base

surface is calculated by the factor G/byS , consequently the coefficient of

pressure ,B and the coefficient of expenditure qB' in the case of the ACV

suspended over water, depend on two parameters: b/h* (or the equivalent
parameter of b/hac) and (/b yS . An esample of the relationship of Oc = 450,
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according to the calculations of V. V. Klichko, is set forth in Figure 58.

Figure 57. Diagram of Inlakage of the Air Stream on Surface Waters.

S 44 4 45 1,7 45 43 1- 4T

Figure 58. Expended-Pressure Characteristics of the Air Stream Surrounding
an ACV During Suspension Over Water (Estimated)

14. Chamber Variant of Air Flow Over Water

The plane problem concerning air flow from a chamber over water w.as dealt
with by Jones [69]. It was shown'in his work that the lift characteristics of
a chamber-type ACV are functions of non-dimensional parameters

87Q 8&I.I~(h5, + Ah)'
the designations are shown in Figure 59.

To determine the coefficient of a narrow stream over water (XB), Jones took
into account that

= 0784)
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This assumption was not taken into account by all experimenters but, apparently,
it may be used for engineering calculations.

The amount Ah is calculated according to the formula

AL.flrA..1-ýOýS al:.

2h1'cV (8S)

Calculations showed that when P > 0.2, the amount 'hy 0.6 0.7. All
pn

amounts of interest to us may be determined in this way.

The relationships given make it possible to calculate the ACV's lift
characteristics for a given wbight and size.

Experimental research into the distribution of pressure along the area
of the air cushion provides a basis for calculating the amount pn (x, z) for

even distribution. Sharp'changes in pressure are only observed along the
border of the air cuzhion and in the area where the air is fed in. With
sectioning of the area of increased pressure to provide stability for the A.'V,
overflows of pressure occur in the border sections and is not. distributed
evenly Pn (x, z), but inside each section the pressure is disttibuted evenly.

in Figure 60 the results are set forth of the measurements made during
research into distribution of pressure along the area of a sectioned air cushion.
The sketch of a model (see Figure 71 below) shows an air cushion consisting of
three sections (flexible chamber-type). In the side sections (number 1 and 7)
air was drawn from the receiver and the middle section received air from the
sides. The graph bhows that the amount

ApSe 10.5 (P, + Ps)- P,) Sa

characterizing a degree of unevenness of distribution of pressure along the
area of the cushion, is decreased first of all by the increase in the relative
load

and secondiy due to the suspension of the model over water. This amount is
decreased in comparison with its meaning above a screen, due to the deformation
of the base surface.

The calculated meaning of the average pressure in the air cushion, in
each specific case, is selected according to the design calculations, the
general disposition of the craft and other requirements, but it is possible
to point out general relationships which facilitate the selection of this
amount to the first approximation.
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Figure 59. Diagram of Air Flow From a Chamber During Sustiension of an ACV
Above Water

The well-known English designer of high-speed craft, P. Du Cane [63],
proposed the following method for determining the designed meaning pri,.for

passenger-type ACV's, in which the amount of pressure is calculated as the
sum of the individual parts of pressure:

Pn = Ppass + Phull ' Pmech + P~fel + Pecpt, (86)

here ~pas -~ that part of the pressure necessary for lifting tkl passengers
(or any payload);

Phull - that part of the pressure necessary for lifting the ACV's hull;

neh - that part of the pressure necessary for lifting the ACV's
nmech mechanical gear;

Pfuel - that p&rt of the pressure necessary for lifting the fuel;

Peqpt - that part of the pressure necessary for lifting the equipment,
systems, etc.

These components may be determined thusly. Let us suppose that theweight of
a passenger with his baggage is 100 kilograms, for example, and that he takes

up 0.5 meters2 of space, we get (with regard to the area of the passenger's
accomoation) Sn equal to Kn,

100 = 200Kn kilograms (of force) per meter 2 . (87)

It is possible to get the amount Phull by using the statistical data for the

weight of the hull structure equal to, for example, 100 kilograms (of force) per
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meter

Phull"= 100 kilograms (of force).per meter (88)

Sofhthl (ofe Sur8ac

0~ ________

o

....................................................-- ..... Z-

422

4f

Figure 60. Relationship of the De gree of Unevenness of Distribution of
Pressure Along the Air Cushion to the ACV's Relative Weight and the Nature
of the Base Surface

0

It is suggested that the pressure Pmech' necessary "for lift by the

ACV's mechanical equipment, be written in the form
N

Pmech PI n" PV (89)

where C1 equals the weight of the mechanical equipment and the ACV's trans-

mission, using I h.p. of power.

As a component of the pressure in lift, the fuel is expressed similarly:
N

Pfuel = e R (90)

V where C2 equals the specific fuel expenditure, in kilograms (of force) per

h.pi hour and R' equals the distance of the ACV's voyage.

The weight of the equipment and the systems,- as well as the weight of
the hull, may be determined by calculation or according to statistical data.
For our purposes, let us assume that

p = 50 kilqgrams (of force) per meter 2  (91)Peqpt
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Hence
p. 2003K,+ C1.-ý!- p.V + C2 ~-L-p,,R' + 150.

VG . ,- (92)

Optimum meanings of the parameter N e/VG are determined according to

the data set forth in [63] and the graph (Figure 61), where meanings are
received for the efficiency of the lift system nn.c = 0.7 and 1.0 and the

incline angle of the nozzle 4c = 450" For quality in the relative lift

height, we adopt the parameters h,, l2iP'n/3, = 0,887 h,=. By substituting
the meaning N e/VG, which we found in Figure 61, into the expression (92)

it is possible to get the relationship p, to 'he relative lift height, the

distance of the voyage, the speed, and the relationship Kn-

on n

2 N.

Vo' " y'N "

Figure 61. Relation'hip of the Parameter (-S-) to the Relative Lift

Height of the ACV. opt

Set forth in Figure 62 is a graph of the relationship for Kn = 0.5; C1  2

kilograms (force) per h.p. and C2 = 0.6 kilograms (force) per h.p. hour. Also

set forth is the relationship of the payload to the total weight of the ACV - the
cpefficient of utilization of displacement. With the aid of a similar graph,
it is possible .to find the pressure in the air cushion p.1 in accordance with

the de~igp plan.

A projected estimate of the coefficient of thfe pressure for the lift
system of a Class A ACV*

a Pn

may be accomplished both on the basis of the ca.culation of the sum of the
coefficiernt of loss in pressure according to formula (61) and according to the
statistical data. Analysis of the latter shows that the quantity p is
basically determined by the requirement for static stability of the ACV and,
with ineffective sectioning of the lift system, may reach 1.7 < p 2.5.

Sectioning of the skirt makes for, as a rule, a lower coefficient of pressure
up to 156 - 1.5 and, in a numbero.f cases, even up to 1.2 - 1.3.
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Figure 62. Regarding the Selection of Pressure in the Air Cushion

The height of the ACV's suspension above water (for a workable load of
10 ý G < 30) is less than above a screen. It is possible to roughly determine
hB according to the formula

The quantity G/Y = UBO may be computed as equal to the size of the depression

formed in the water from the increased pressure, where V = 0. It is well-
-known that, as the ACV's speed is increased, the size of the depression
in the water is decreased and where

lres > 1,2 is t5

UB becomes negligible. It follows from this that, with such meanings for the

Froude number, the ACV's lift height (moving over water) becomes almost equal
to the lift height above a screen. Calculation of the relationship of the
size of the depregsion (following the contour of the air cushion) to the
Froude numiber may be accomplished with the help of the formulae set forth
earlier for determination of the ordinate of the water's surface where there
were regions of air at increased pressure (Figure 63). Fi-gurifig, roughly,
that the average change in the ACV's lift height is equal to

=X, ( , z, Fr)dxdz,

A diagram of this theoretical relationship is set forth in Figure 64,
where experimental, relationships are also shown which were published by P.
duCane in his work [70]. For comparison 'of the curved equation, there are the
final meanings (ha and hB). The graph shows that in some decreases of lift
height in the area of the "hump" wave resistance to the ACV, and then - of the
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increase hV, up to a meaning equal to h., which. is attained when Fr 1.2 + 5.
Lesser meanings of critical Froude numbers conform to lesser relative loads

I T~~g _ _(P.; X. , Z , Pr) dxz. (4

"S (i 94)

455

Figure 63. Dependence of the Relative Lift of the Cavities in Shallow Waters
to the Speeds of the ACV

SAccording to formula (94)

$•r

Figure 64. The Change in Lift Heights of an ACV in the Dependence on Speed
of Movement Over Water.



A practical arrangerzent for calculating the power of the lift systems

Nn.c, necessary for miaintainthg the ACV, is set forth in Table 3. Initial
data for the calculation consists in the amounts G, S , nB, Dfan, and the
3eometric dimensions of the air ducts.

TABLE 3. ARRANGEMENT FOR CALCULATING THE POWER N NECESSAPY TO

MAINTAIN AN ACV ONAN AIR CUSHION9.

Numerical
Formula Amount Comment

2) +Calculated according to wo1l-
2) . .. + Apt + Api-known hydraulic methods.

•, 4 ' " "-• " nNon-dimensional expended-pressure

• .. 4 .f•.characteristic is selected by

• -: ,calculating the requirements
S) ."l.•.:"p.' •enumerated in Section 13.

PU

4) N.. P

Some interest has been shown in the method for quantitative estimate of
power loss from the air flow which moves along the air duct of the lift system

i [(74]. Di:.regarding the compressibility of air, the authors of this work sought

to estimate the efficiency of each element of the lift system in the following

aanner.

The efficiency of the .air-gate is

CR-2 (95)
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efficiency of the fan isfan Q
-an -Q96)

N"7 

•
efficiency of the air duct is

CPp
HP - I r-__- (97)

and efficiency of the strieq'm is
Cl (98)So Pp.

The total efficiency of the lift system is

CR fan+ f+C

•.. ..............-= (99).

In these formulae:

(RI Cfan' ( d, C1- equal the coefficients of loss in the air-gate, fan, air
. duct and during flow of air from the area of increased

pressure accordingly; and

ideal,llp - equals the total pressure created by the fan with no.loss
ta. the entrance and exitzway of the fan.

According to the data set forth in Thompson's article [75), the total
.efficiency for the SRN6 ACV wa n3 c = 0.49. These figures may be adopted

as the standard characteristics of the effectiveness ofla well-designed ACV
lift system. They also establish .indices of specific power for a lUft
system, according to the total weight of the ACV: 28 h-'p. per ton lor the
SRN6 and 25 h.p. per-ton for the SRN4.

Experimental-research, carried out by the Aviation Instdiute in '
Bedford (England) (71], showed that even with . high efficiency rate for
the fan (n = 0.9; naT = 0.7) and retention of v, wide range for 'lift height

(2 < h/b < 5), the efficiency of the lift system does ndt exceed 0.'!5 with
h/b = 1.5, but with an increase in lift height--it decreases: nc = 0.4-
with h/b = 3.7 and n = 0.28 with h/b = 6.

Everything above may apply to ACV's with rigid bodies or with flexible
skirts, their deformation from changes in air pressure or during slight'
contact with the water being negligihbl. In the latter case., the ACV's
lift height is determined by calculation of the constant height of' the
flexible skirt (e.g., for Class A ACV's with flexible jets) according td
the formula:
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*towever, the basicicharacteristic of flexible skirts is the capacity for
considerable deformation from comparaVively small forces of a specific
direction. ThQ height of the skirt, therefore,idepends on its structure,
materials and'amounts of external and interral forces.

By analyzing the dimensionsoof the actual skirt height (see Chapter
II), it is possible to establish that there is'a great influende on the
rigidity oA the flexible skirt's miterial,(during suspension over a screen),

* characterized b the non-dimensional parameter.Mll i of Kosb

nthiknes or the t

Snumbers, where 6 r0 equals the thickness.° e e

1 equafs the typical dimension; ahd
. t• I •.:

E equals the module of elasticity of the skirt's material.
I if

Besides this, the parameter connected with air expenditure has a
considerable influence on the ACV's lift hbight above a screen

PQ2

-,G s

During suspension over water, ýthe influence on the skirt's rigidity decreases,
- but the influence on the expenditure increases.

During the Class A ACV's movement over watei; with lengthy contact
between the flexible skirt and the water'd surface, there is cdnsiderable
deformation in the bow.and side sections of the skirt, a decrease in the
skirt's height and, consequently, in the ACV's •lift height. The amount
of deformation dekends both on external cohditions and chhracteristics of
the ACV (stability and control). This phenomenon is'-alled "dumping" and
will be examined in more detail in the appropriate'section.

The methods set forth for determining the ACV's lift height yield
still another important characteristicS-the degree of static stability
for an ACV in relation'to vertical shift, exprdssed in the form'of the
dprivative from the relationship of lift forces to lift height. In non-
-dimensional form, this characterift-c may'be set forth as:

- l30o
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As with the lift height, K basically depends both on the form of the
y

characteristic H (Q) of the air pump and on the characteristic of the
skirted air cushion. Using as the basic equation for balance of a Class
A ACV

'G = p -- Y with the calculation pn-ppfr>

and for Class B

G = PnSn + YU k Y with the calculation F = 1 (Uk equals the

submerged portion of the ACV's hull), we get for

for Class A ap, a-

(101)
":: "",apn +$ a U,:"'

for Class B Sa + ap. + (102),
= .ts "•N =-a. (102).

- 70h Sah-

The derivative ap'/ah is e -rmined according to the skirt characteristics

set forth above.

The derivative 8Uk/ah is determined by methods, familiar in statics

of ships, according to the ACV's cargo space.

j Determination of the derivative apn/ah for Class A ACVs and the

derivative apn/ah for Class B ACV's introduces a number of simplifications

which are set forth below.

Let us consider that the operational part of the expended-pressure
characteristics for the fan is approximately linear, i.e.,

" l e " "O^Q. (103)
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We note that -the pressure in the receiver is composed of static pressure
and parts of dynamic pressure developed by the fan, i.e.,

H . ... (104)

where xH <1; I
H HA 2 2 1, F3

F= •.,-4-( ) access area of the fan.

Hence,

S(105)

By substituting Q here, according to formula (63), we get

•Pp H + xft ('f p;,\

"C? -'- c V +hR7.rIF)% ',

or

Pf (, f),•q + ]l4/=0.

We designate .I A
I.--- L; 1/SP I

Then Lpp VP +,,VM =0;"

MI T + 11"M2 4LlH .

By uncovering the meanings of L and M and differentiating according
to h the relationship pp (h) which was received, we discover the meaning

of the derivative Dpp/ah.

The amount for Class B ACVs apn/Dh is similarly determined.
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SFigure 65e Diagram of the Structure of ACV
Variants', Adopted for Calculation. I, Chamber

* 'variant; II, Jet variant.

The practical application of the correlation received is shown in a
numerical example. We wi'll calculate according to the following data,

B given for a Class A ACV: L = 7.50 meters, B = 8.75 meters, S =

65.6 meters 2  (the form of the air cushion in the plan is right-angled),

and hr. 0 = 0.70 meters (Figure 65). For a first-rate pneumatic super-
charger, we note that there are two fans in two versions: type DV-Ik and
type Ts7-29. The non-dimensional characteristics of these fans are set
forth in Figure 66. As a result of calculating the dimensional relation-
ship of H(Q), we get two groups of characteristics, corresponding to the
"incline", characteristic of the DV-Ik and the "decline" characteristic of
the Ts7-29.

Calculation of lift height during suspension of the ACV above a
screen also is accomplished for the two variations of flexible skirts:

Schamber and flexible jet (b = 0.100 m). For practical purposes, let-s
use a range of relative weights where 15 < GU 30. The skirts are cal-
culated according to nondeformation, but a comparison of the results of
calculations from experimental tests made on model ACVs (chamber variant,
fan-type DV-lk) shows some kind of "extenuating" rqlationship h (G) inI athe models due to skirt deformation, which characteristically approximates
the experimental relationship 'to the calculation made for chamber-type
ACV's with fans--the Ts7-29.
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Figure 66. Flow Rate-Pressure Characteristics
"of Fans Used for Calculation.

Using the relationship h (G) (Figure 67), we discover the function

Ky(G) for all the ACV vaiiants (Figure 68). The graphs cljearly illustrate
the role of each factor in 'creating vertical stability for an ACV:

increased weight leads to a higher degree of vertical stability;

in conforming with formulae (101) and (102), an increase in the
"uphill" characteristic of the fan leads to a comparable increase in degree
of vertical stability;

a chamber-type barrier creates a higher degree of vertical stability
than does the jet-type.

The problems of vertical stability in the ACV were examined by N. K.
Walker [78] (U.S.A.) and P. Quine [102] (France). For the jet-type ACV,
N. K. Walker proposed the formula (in our designations):

a-

__ ~ + (106)

The results acquired from formula '106), and shown in Figure 68, approximate
the characteristic proposed, but quantitatively some are separate due to
the difference between the graphs of V. I. Khanzhonkov and the values of
the derivatives in formula (106) obtained according to exponential theory.
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Figure 67. Relationship of an
ACV's Lift Height to Weight, __14

Type of Fan (Nos. I and 2) and
Type of Air Flow Where N= const.

1, No. 1, Jet-type, estimated;
2, No. 2, jet-type, estimated;
3, No. 1, chamber-type, estimated;
4, No. 2, chamber-type, estimated; Figure 68. Dependence of Degree
5, No. 1, chamber-type, tested. of Vertical Static Stability of an

ACV in Suspension Above a Screen
From a Fan (#I and 2), Variants of
Air Flow and Weight of the Craft:
a, Chamber version; b, Nozzle version.
1,6, #1 Calculated by the formula

(100); 4, #2 calculated by formula (107); 5, Model experiment 'fan
#1); 7, #1 calculated by formula (106); 8, #2 calculated by formula
(100); 9, #2 calculated by formula (106); 10, Model experiment on
the ACV, CC-2.001.

For the chamber-type ACV, Walker and Quine proposed the same formula

21. (107)

Slh,3x
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The results of formula (107) also are set forth in Figure 68, and sub-
stantiate the good qualitative and quantitative convergence of data
acquired by various methods.

A calculated estimate of the degree of vertical static stability for
an ACV suspended over water may be made, in principle, by methods similar
to the above, however, for practical purposes, fairly reliable results may
be obtained by the following simple method.

Let us suppose that, during suspension over water, the derivatives
ap/ah retain their meanings, as well as during suspension above a screen,
but that the flexible skirt has not yet been deformed. Then the ACV's
vertical shift 3h., during changes in loads, will result in only two

types of shift being formed:

a) ACV shift relative to depressions under the bottom

Oh?. _. . ;

b) ACV shift coupled with bottom depressions due to changes of loads
on the water

80
*rSU

_h' Ohl + ah
Hence -8.

K, " (108)

Thus, to estimate the.degree of vertical static stability for an
ACV suspended over water, all one needs to know is this characteristic
for suspension above a screen.

In spite of the roughness of the approach, experimental data coincides
with the calculations (Figure 69).

The relationship of the degree of vertical static stability of an
ACV to its speed in calculating the previous formula for h (Fr) may bev

estimated by the equation

2 ( 4, + K 1) - (il - O(,V) C (10Fr9)

where FTkp • 1.2-5 in accordance with experimental 4ata.
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Figure 69. Relationship of Degree of Vertical Static.
Stability for an ACV Suspended Above Water to Fan-Type
(Nos. I and 2), Type of Air Flow and Weight of the Craft.
1, No. 1, chamber-type, estimated; 2, No. 2, chamber-
-type, estimated; '3, No. 1, chamber-type, model exý-ri-

meht; 4, No. 1, jet-type, estimated; 5. No. 2, ,.:t-type;,
estimated.

§15. Static Stability of an ACV

Stability for an air ctishion vehicle, as understood in ship theory,
is a feature of the craft resulting from external forces for balance
returning again after having stopped [44).

'Stability is provided by forces and moments arising when the craft
deviates from a position of balance, in relation to the amount of
deviation, it is possible to observe stability in non-linear form in. the
final deviation to balance and stability in linear approximation, or
initial stability~when there is little deviation in balance.

As to the amount of deviation from balance (shift), usually list
and trim difference are observed Ctransverse and longitudinal stability).
These shifts may be static, produced for example by changes in the center
of gravity for the ship, or dynkuic, appearing during the shiip's rolling
on the waves, maneuvering, etc.

At first-glance the~physical phenomena characterizing the stability
of the A~s- are similar to the analogous phenomena examined in the

• theory of stability of high speed cutters (floating and on hydrofoils),
In either case a lateral force develops during roll, and the quantita,,ive
characteristics of stability depend largely on the speed of the vessel,
At. the same time the theory of ACV stability is'mo~re complex, since it
examines the various conditions of,operation--hovering and motion above
the water and above a rigid screen, the more complex mechanism of formation
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of recovery forces and moments which include, in addition to hydrodynamic
components, forces and moments produced by the list system of the ACV
through interaction of air currents and air cushion enclosures with the
deformed bearing surface (water).

Since the ACV is a high speed vessel, straight-line uniform travel
at'high speed over the surface of calm, deep water should be considered
as characteristic mode of operation for analysis of its stability. The
external load that acts on the ACV under these conditions may be static
when the time of change of load from zero to the design magnitude is •
several times greater than the period of listing of the ship, and dynamic
when the time of change of the load is commensurate with the period of
listings, or when the action of this load is of a pulsed character. In
accordance with the character of action of external forces and the be-
havior of the ACV stability can be classified as static and dynamic.

In this chapter we will examine only static stability. The basic
problems of the theory of ACV stability are the following:

development of methods of calculation of the quantitative character-
istics of the static stability of the ACV under normal operating conditions
(travel over water, hovering above water and above a screen);

development of a system of design and operational measures related
to insuring optimal stability characteristics of the ACV;

development of stability standards, compliance with which should

insure safe ACV operation without capsizing.

Methods of Insuring ACV Stability

As was shown in Chapter I, the evolution of the design types of ACVs
led to the appearance of a great diversity of designs and constructions
of these vehicles. Examination of ACV stability, however, shows that
nearly all of them can be placed in two basic classes, depending on the
method used for produzing the recovery moment when the vehicle is listing:

Class A--the hull of the ACV separates completely from the bearing
surface. The vessel, as a rule, is equipped with a flexible air cushion
inclos'tre and receiver, which distributes the air flow among the sections
of the cushion.

The recovery moment is created by redistribution of pressure over the
area of the sectioned air cushion when the ACV is in a listing position
(Figure 9).
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Class B--the protruding parts of the ACV, attached to the rigid hull
and designed to insure stability (side bodies, hydrofoils, etc.) come
into patial contact with the water. The recovery moment is created through
the action of hydrostatic or hydrodynamic forces on these parts. As a
rule there is no receiver, air is delivered to a common sub-cupola chamber
and there is practically no pressure redistribution when the ship is
listing (Figure 9).

In individual cases it is possible to have combinations of these two
methods- of producing the recovery moment.

We will examine in greater detail the physical phenomena that occur
during sloping of Classes A and B ACV and the mechanism of influence of
the parameters of the ACV lift system on the magnitude of the recovery
moment.

Class A ACV

The initial stability of the ACV in the over-water travel mode depends
substantially on the velocity of the vehicle, but after some velocity has
been reached the stability ceases to change with further increase in
velocity. It is natural to assume V = 0 as the lower bounds of velocity,
i.e., the case when the vehicle is hovering over the water. The upper bounds
of the examined velocity range can be determined on the basis of a combina-
tion of two conditions. The first condition is the practically total dis-
appearance of deformations of the water surface, caused by high-pressure

air passing ovet it (see Chapter II). This condition is satisfied when

Fr'> Frkp and corresponds to the mode of ACV travel over a solid screen.

The second condition is that the velocity should not exceed the value at
which the air flow begins to have a notable effect on the distribution
of pressures in the air cushion, i:e.,

V< k111 = ki1 vie..

where V. is the velocity at which the air flows from the receiver into the

atmosphere.

It has been established theoretically and experimentally that prkP

S1.2-S, kj t 1/2, and consequently the upper bounds of the examined velocity

range of ACV can be assumed approximately
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Tests have established that when an ACV travels above a screen its static
stability remains practically constant in a broad rar~ge of velocities [5],

Atarefore the travel of an ACV over a. screen can be equated to hovering
over the screen, i.e., the conditions during travel of an ACV over water
at a velocity close to Vm can be assumed to correspond approximately to

the conditions of hovering over a screen.

Thus, during examination of the interaction of the high pressure region
with the water surface, the general case of ACV travel over water can be
considered intermediate between the cases of hovering over water and hover-
ing over a screen. This notion considerably simplifies the methods of
determining ACV stability characteristics, since it is essential to determine
these characteristics only in two cases of hovering,(over water and over a
screen) and also to establish between these' characteristics the relationship
that depends on the velocity of the ACV.

During ACV hovering over a screen, regardless of the type of air
cushion enclosure, the pressure within it changes as a function of the
elevation of the ACV, specifically: pressure increases as the hull of the
ACV approaches thke screen and conversely. This phenomenon is the basis
of the principle of sectioning of the air cushion to create the recovery
moment when the ACV is in a. listing position. In this case the pressure
in each section chapges as a Ftcicf&n-of the distance between the sections
and the screen. Moreover, the air flow rate through the various portions
of the air cushion enclosure also changes as a function of the distance
between the lower edge of the enclosure and the screen. The quantitative
characteristics of change in pressure and flow rate as functions of eleva-
tion depend on the type of air cushion enclosure, operating parameters of
the lift system and hydraulic interaction among the air cushion sections.

There are many variations of air cushion sectionifii, but all of them
can be placed in three substantially different groups (Figure 70):

Experience shows that the second group, which produces the greatest
recovery momeaits, other conditions being equal, is the most effective.

Sectioning of the air cushion is accomplished by means of jets (a
nozzle system) or mechanical (rigid and flexible) enclosures analogous
to the peripheral enclosures.
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"Figure 70. Diagrams of Sectioning of Air Cushions
of Class A ACVs: a, Concentric sectioning; b, c, d,
Radial sectioning; 3, Combined sectioning.
1, Concentric sectioning (type a in Figure 70);
2, Radial sectioning (type b, c, d); 3, Combined
sectioning (type e).

We will list the basic requirements on sectional skirts:

the skirts of maximum pressure.drops among the sections during
listing of the ACV;

required stability of the form of sectional skirts during action

upon them of possible pressure drops;

minimal use of power by the lift system for the creation of boundaries
of the sections;

minimal additional drag.
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Other parameters of the lift system (design of lift system, form of
characteristic H(Q), etc.) also influence pressure change in the sections
when the ACV is tilted in addition to the characteristics of the air cushion
enclosures. By way of example we will examine the pressure change in some
section of the air cushion, attributed to displacement of the nozzle exit
by the magnitude 6h in two different cases:

a) for constant receiver pressure pp = const, which corresponds to

a common receiver, which distributes the air flow among all sections of
the air cushion;

b) for fan operation separately in that section of the receiver
connected exclusively to the examined air cushion section.

In case a) the pressure in the air cushion section approaches a
constant pressure p and its maximum h is increased. Here, the reduction

of the air flow rate through the section of the lower side is compensated
by'an increase in the flow rate through the opposite section, with the
result that p and Q remain constant.

In case b) the reduction of flow rate as the nozzle approaches the
screen causes pp to increase in accordance with fan characteristic H(O) j

Sp p(Q). Consequently, as in case a) the reduction of pressure coefficient

p as h increases, i.e., as x is increased (see equation (69)), leads to a
sharper increase in pressure in the air cushion section.

Consequently, the partitioning of only the air cushion into sections
can insure initial stability of the ACV if the pressure coefficient p is
sufficiently large. In this case, when the ACV is in a listing position
the fan operates practically in a constant mode and the pressure in the
section of the air cushion located beneath the lower side can reach the
magnitude of the pressure in the receiver. This substantially limits the
recovery moment.

In the case, however, of partitioning of the receiver of the ACV into
parts in such a way that each section of the receiver is connected only
to its air cushion section, as the pressure in the air cushion section
increases and as the air flow rate decreases correspondingly, the pressure
in the receiver also rises, i.e., in this case the fan operates according
to this characteristic and the recovery moment at this angle of list is
much larger. Calculations carried out on the basis of data on several
ACVs show that partitioning of the receiver and some alteration of internal
flexible enclosures may yield a 2-2.5 fold increase in initial stability.
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In this case, maximum stability is achieved when fan characteristic

H(Q) has the maximum possible "curvature" of- H/ Q, anid the locktion of
.'he. wzeking point on it ensures sufficient pressure reserve H(Q = 0),
iacalc > 1.15. .In addition, a lift system of this design affords the

possibility of controlling the position of the ACV through actionts on-
the air flow parameters in the sections. Th9" control -devices Are usuafly
various types of rotating flaps located in the air: intakes, receiver and,
rigid nozzles. Certain ACVs, among them SRN5, SRN6 and SRN3, are equipped
with methods of control by flexible enclosures. The means of control of
the operation of components 5f the lift system Pnclude remote cqfntrol
of the position of the vanes of the fan and dried vanes at the fan intake,
and also control of' fan rpm.

Experimental studies of the dependence of the degree ofACV stability-"

-- dimensionless initial metacentric height m (see equation (117))--on the
x

pressure coefficient revealed that this. dependence is, in most casgs,
linear and can be characterized quantitativei;, by the product 3m /•p .x
which determines the increment of netacentric altitude as the pressure
coefficient increases, i.e., the capacity of a specific lift system to
create initial ACV stability. Comparison of various ACVs in terms of0- '
a i ,/D gives a more complete idea of their stability unider identical con-

ditions, but experimental data are often insufficient for evaluation of

aE lap. Therefore comparison of ACV stability" is usually limited to the
-8 0

valuem-.

In the hovering mode of glass A ACV over water, the rdcovery moment
is created in the same way as in the mode of hqvering over a screen, but
the quantitative characteristics differ considerably:from those of the
mode of hovering over a screen. -This is caused primarily by the capacity
of the bearing surface (water) for deformation under the infludnc; of;
surface pressure. It has been established theoretically and experimentally
that at the relatively low air flow rate charact'eristic of contemporary'ACVs
the elevation of the vehicle above the water, assuming other conditiops to
be equal, exceeds the elevation above the screen. At thb same 'time the
character of change of pressure and air flow rate as a function of elevation
remains practically the same as above the icreen.

Consequently, the functiops obtained for the mode of hovering above
the screen, with corrections that allow for deformation of the water
surface, and also experimental data can be used for approximate determina-1
tion of ACV stability characteristics in the mode of hovering over water.
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The plidbility of the bearing surface is easily considered by intro-

ducing th; correspofidibg coefficients obtaineUd either through c•alculations
or experimentally. Calculations and tests of ACVs and models :indicate that
AGV stability in the water-hovering mode is always less •than in the screen.-
-b6vering 'mode. The converse may be true only in the case of exceedingly

- high relative air flbw rates and relatively low altitudes, when large
spray streams packed on tbe ACV'S hull, causing additional forces and moments

_[32].-' " -,

The ,mode of travel of Class A ACVs over water is characterized by the
gradual change in stability parameters as a function of thd travel velo-
"city and change of defodrmations of the bearing surface [63, 72], (see

.Chapthr II). The elastic. properties of the air cushion are considered
'here to be bonstant. Tests of ACVs and models indicate that the initial
stability during~travel changes from the value corresponding to the water-

+overing mode (for V = 0) to the 'value. corresponding to the mode of hovering
over a'screen (for V< V).

Class B ACV

The nature of forces that ehsures a stability of Class B ACVs and the
physical phenbmena related to t•.em differ substantially from those examined
above. For example, the stability o'f a catamaran'type ACV is insured in

the-water-hovering mode basically bi hydrostatic forces, and in the high
speed travellmoe by hydrodynamic forces on the side bodies in contact
with thd water. Consequently, the system of forces that ensure stability

of Class B ACVs is more complex and can be ca'Al-l ted comparatively simply
honly for tle hovering mode. I

Hpvering over water. During heeling of catamaran type ACVs, in
contra~st to -Class A ACV, the hull, as it enters the water, discharges some
of the air cushion,'and therefore pressure in .the s~b-cupola part decreases
as, list increases. In accordance with fan characteristics, as the roll
angle increases air fl6w rate Q increases. The distribution" of pressures
over th6 air cushion area during the process of' list-ing of the ACV remains
pFacticallyi"niform, and therefore the moment from the air cushion comprises
a small fraction of the total rqcovery noment.; Most of the recovery moment
is created by a nfoment of hydrostatic nature, generated by the hull as it

,enters the water.

In .the mode of travel of Class B ACVM over water the hull interacts

with thd wavy surface; which at low speed'(Fr 4 1.0) generally leads to a

15 to 25% decrease in the initial stability of the Vessel from the value
corresponding to hovering over water.

I *1 4
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When Fr 1.0-I.I, the initial stability returns to the originral value;

and when Fr = 1.5-1.7, it becomes maximum. -In this case, obviously, a
combination of the magnitude of hydrodynamic pressures acting on the hull
of the ACV and of-the submerged surfaces of the hulr is optimal.

With a further increase in velocity of the ACV the stability decreases
due to a reduction of the submerged area of the hull and -reduction of the
trim of the ACV. This phenomenon is similar to the loss of longitudinal
stability of-a cutter traveling at high speed and- may occur in those, ACVs
whose hulls have hydroplaning surfaces. If the hulls are built in the
form of side walls with a large keel, changes in stability as a function
of velocity should be less sudden, since the vertical component of thej - hydrodynamic forces is much smaller in this case than in the preceding
case,

Approximation of Static Stability of ACV

0Class.A. Hovering Over Screen

The equations of equilibrium of ACV are
-.. * "-.p*,-J G = ; "" (111)"

""Z=Pr--Z0 =O; (112)
X_ X4~~pO (113)

In these equations:

P -- the-average excess pressure in the i section of the air cushion;
fl2.

Si, zi -- the area and ordinate center of gravity in the area of the i

section of the cushion;

Z', Y -- the force of resistance of the ACV's side drift or reactionw W
to contact, keeping the ACV from horizontal shift during list,

and the coordinate point applicable to the craft;

P6, Y6  -- the side force or reaction to the air stream, flowing from the

area of increased pressure during incline of the ACV, and its

coordinate in connection with the craft's cobrdinate system;

G, YG-- the weight and coordinate of the ACV's center of gravity;

"0 -the ACV's list angle;

Akp the external list moment, applicable to the ACV;
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M0  -- the restored moment, with M = + M6 + MXG;
M -- the moment of weight, with M Gy sin 0;

kG xG =GyGsne

Sxn-- the moment specified by the- redistribution of pressure alonig-

the --ir cbshion

6 -- the moment specified by the action of horizontal reaction

The equations may be solved relative to M= Mkp, if the relation-

"ships are determined beforehand.
To determine p i(O), the following are used: equation (111), the

equation for continuous flow in the lift system, the characteristics of
peripheral and sectioned skirts and the characteristic H(Q) of the fan,

as well as the equation for kinematic coiitact with shift for various
points of the hull and skirt of the ACV affecting, the, list angle and lift
height of the ACV. The non-linearity cliracf6hritic of the skirt (see
formulae (67) and (68) for example) and the characteristics of the fan
force the ACV to seek some kind of balance with vertical shift by means
of the calculation p ni (h) with 0 fixed. To attain this, a number of

meanings for Pni are calculated, with seve~ral meanings for lift heights

of hi6=0 and less, solved each time according to the equation for continuous

flow in the lift system. Thus, we get for the lift height h,, which

satisfies the equation for vertical forces (111). Results of calculations
and experimental data provides evidence that the average lift height for
an ACV, as a rule, has a maximum meaning when 0 = 0 and is decreased with
the increase of list angle. Deviation from this ratio will occur only
when there is a small relative load with Gd 1S and a meaning of a in
the surrounding area. Because of the materials for the test model's lift
system (shown in Figure 71), Figure 72 was constructed to illustrate this
relationship. The quantity of "air expenditure obtained is used throughout
"various parts of the skirted air cushion for determination of reactive
horizontal force P6 according to formula (114), as a projection of the

vector quantity of the movement of the stream, flowing from the area of
increased pressure at axis Oz
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P6i npo~p VJ2dgca%,(14

whei'e h• equals the clearance-between, the screen and the skirted air

cushion. Thus are the components of the restored moment found which,
according to equation (13), equal

,. •0 = + pSbsz ( * o) Cos ,.y 0, sin 0. (15)

4

6'

R .4

Figure 71. Sketch of a Model Lift System for a Class A ACV.
1, Hull of model; 2, Fan; 3, Gauge for pressure in receiver;
4, Steering lever; 5, Pressure gauge; 6, Gauge for pressure in
in air cushion sections; 7, Discharge; 8, Gauge for air ex-
penditure; 9, Lift and list scale; 10, List-ballast; 11,
Sectioned flexibie skirt; 12, Partition in receiver; 13, Flap;
S14, Flexible skirt; 15, Screen-tank.
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Lift Height to Its List Angle. 1, Divided
receiver, above a screen; 2, Non-divided re-
ceiver, above a screen; 3, Divided receiver,
above water; 4, Non-divided receiver, above water.

The calculation is complete with the determination of the transverse
initial metacentric height according to the formula

,• vrl -•"o-o"Met .7,1 ,, (116)

• i For, comparing the primary 'stability of various ACVs, it is convenient
S: ~to express the amount mxO in non-dimensional for~m

/

R., "" (117)

IBO

where B n equals the width of the air cushion.

A similar calculation may be performed by determining the relationship
of the longitudinal restored moment to the angle of trim difference *• arid
the longitudinal primary metacentric height mý. In such a 6ase, the ,

following designations are used:
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"M÷=.p, + P 1,- • y..- cos • -- Gy0 •n ,(118)

(119)

, L,' .. (120)

where x,,= absciss center of gravity of the area i in the air cushion;

In = length of the air cushion; and

p Ynp = longitudinal reactive force and its coordinates.

Let us observe in somewhat more detail the relationship P np(). Since
reactive forces are functions of the amount of movement of air streams,
i.e.,.the flow created in the ACV's lift system, their amount may exceed
some meanings set by expenditure Q and pressure in the receiver pp. The

upper limits of P6 and Pnp may be determined by the following expression

(in conditions where the total air flow is directed to one side):

S/°=Xa-.__

, Ip Y "" - l .
(121)

Using the value Q, set forth earlier, we -get the value for P6 :

(122)

Calculations and experiments show that P56 attains its maximum significance

with a list angle of 2' • 8 ' 8', and then is reduced according to the

,ease in list angle.

9ecause of the smallness of P., its effect on the recovery moment

can only be roughly approximated. During tests of ACVs or models, they
are usually secured with flexible couplings located at the level of the
center of gravity of the vessel. Therefore, we may assume that Y =YG'
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The magnitude of y6 is approximated as follows:

hg-,05B. sinO-h-.o cose
2 L123)

In such an approach, obviously, deformations of the flexible skirts,
caused by pressure changes in the air cushion sections, are not taken
into.account.

The results of calculations carried out by the above-examined method
agree satisfactorily with the experimental data in the case when the
skirts are not deformed during listing of the vessel. If the skirts
have a high capacity for deformations, a special method should be used,
whereby the values can be refined 'and the calculations simplified.

The part of the flexible enclosure that comes into contact with the
bearing surface is assumed to have infinite flexibility, and the part
that does not come into contact is assumed to be rigid. We will consider
the position of an ACV in which these features are most completely
realized, i.e., we will determine the maximum low angle at which the
rigid hull of the ACV does not coifie into contact with the screen:

epic% arctan h (124)

Here the flow of air through one section of the air cushion is terminated
and the pressure within it becomes pp. Proceeding from ihe flow design

in the lift system, we can determine the pressures in the other air
cushion sections that satisfy equation (111). Otherwise the calculation
is carried out by the above-described procedure.

Calculations done by equations (111)-(115), (117) with consideration
of estimate (122), expression (123) and condition (124) for the ACV models
whose diagram is illustrated in Figure 71, for G = 24.6 and YG = YG/

//- S= 0.272 yielded the value rn = 2.57. The experimental value wasnx
-e
mx = 2.48 (see Figure 75).

Calculations for.other ACVs and models with asymmetric shape with
respect to the midframe, "to oval", revealed a certain discrepancy between
the results and experimental data. The calculated values of me are 10-1'5%

x
higher than the experimental, and therefore it is advisable to introduce

the corr&ction factor k, = 0.90-0.85 into equation (117). The final ex-

pression fdr calculation of me is
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.. B• " (125)
Paritond 'ec .:....ii~ G~s.ne.t...; hulo

For the purpose of clarifying the problem we will assume that the

lift system of some hypothetical ACV consists of an even number of
partitioned sections, located on the side (Figure .73). The hull of the

ACV is assumed to be connected to these sections by ball joints located
on the same vertical as the CG of each section, which as the hull of
the ACV~lists causes vertical displacement of the separate sections of
the lift system. Examination of such a conditional model (nearly cor-
responding to one of thel ACVs built by the- French firm Berten) yields.
the following advantages for theoretical analysis of the static stability
of an ACV:

a) There is no lateral reaction due to the asymmetric air flow during
listing of this model;

b) The expressions derived in the preceding section can be used for
analyzing ACV stability;

c) The type of air cushion skirt and the characteristics of the fan
may be arbitrary.

The model has one disadvantage: the numerical results obtained during
its analysis pertain only to a completely sectional lifting system. This
disadvantage can, in principle, be eliminated by introducing some coef-
ficient or function that takes into account the actual means of sectioning
of the lift system.

If we disregard the aerodynamic coupling between the -sections of the
conditional model, caused by the iliteraction of colliding jets from the"
adjacent sections, we can write the equations of equilibrium of the system

for list e

Y Y-- =pS. + P2S, 0: (126)

SMAx = pAS~z, + p2S4z2 2 GyO si •- M 0. (127)

The list angle of the system is determined according to the vertical
displacements of the section

tan : Y--O= -- =Y (128)
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The recovery moment of the system is

where 9P = P 2 = p2.

"-•Section 2

Figure 73. Conventionally Designed Model ACV
With an Entirely Separate Lift System.

The initial metacentric height is

"me* .20PSI,24,2  YO sIn Ozla* P4"=o-=.o= a8yGB " ou°
0G8,0 ayBO OYB,.

or considering that aIOWY:= TK, and 2S2 =S,, we obtain

2 -1021 3n .. . (130)

'*'OBn> * B

for small rist angles ZIs •2 n'U0l0y;1.. • "
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Denoting yG yYG/Bn, we obtain, finallyHG n
The first term in equation (131), correspon.'.s to "stability of form"and the-second to "stability of mass," which are known in'the statics

of the vessel. The expression obtained,

yo K, 0 a (132)

makes it possible to analyze the influence of both structural and
operational factois on initial ACV stability.

The dependences of ie + y' on G, computed for those-versions of thex G
fans and flexible skirts exarined in the preceding section, are depicted
in Figure 74. It is obvious from the graph that maximum stability is
achieved, other conditions remaining equal, with the chamber version of
air flow from the high pressu-e region and with a "steep" fan character-

istic. Other combinations give'smaller values of m + G', and asx G
increases the stability of the chamber version drops somewhat and that
of the nozzle version increases.

Figure 74. Initial Stability of
Conditional Model as Function of
Type of Fan (Nos. 1 and 2), Version

- of Air Flow and Relative Weight of
the Vehicie While Hovering Over

- - Screen. 1, No. 1, chamber version
.1a (theoretical); 2, No. 2, chamber

• version (theoretical); 3, No. 1,
4 -' chamber version} faxperimental);

- -- 4, No. 1, nozzle, version (theoretical);
""- ' 5 5, No. 2, nozzle version (theoretical).

itI
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The appropriate corrections, which to some degree lower the values
obtained, should obviously be introduced to these results, depending on
the "rigidity" of the flexible skirts.

Furthermore, in converting to real lift systems, a number of cor-
rections must be introduced, depending on the actual form of fan char-
acteristics, design and degree of partitioning of the receiver, inter-
action of the air cushion sections, etc., which means that experiments
must be undertaken in order to obtain design data. 71he first laboratory
experiments were conducted on circular and rectangular models with non-
-partitioned receivers and different air cushion'bkirts. After discover-
ing the instability of ACV models freely hovering on an air cushion with
respect to list, the kesearchers began to use various methods of sectioning
the air cushion.

In. the early stages of ACV develonment high air flow rates were used,
which led to a relatively high elevation without the use of flexible air
cushion skirts and also to considerable lateral forces during ACV listing.

* Some lack of of definition in the localization of these lateral forces
forced the researchers to assume that the problems of ACV stability do
not yield to simulated physical testing.

Further ACV development led to design improvements and'to improvements
in their economic characteristics. The relative flow rate was decreased
to Q< 0.03, and therefore the importance of the moment contributed by the
lateral force in the formation of the recovery moment was sharply reduced,
and even the approximation of this value yielded good results during
analysis of experimental data. Moreover, during the first tests a system
of characteristic paces of ACV operation, i.e., those modes for which it
is essential to determine the stability characteristics, was developed.

Tests of the systematized model described below (Figures 71 and 96)
in the mode of hovering over a screen verified the qualitative dependences
obtained above. Graphs of i6 as a function of model way G are illustrated

x
in Figure 75. Although comparison of these results in termi of fan char-
acteristics should be made between the experimental curve and the top
theoretical graph, the effect of final "rigidity" of the flexible skirts
and of interaction of the air cushion sections led to a substantial re-
duction of the initial stability of the model and made the results of the
experiment and calculation carried out for the conditional model with a
comparable "hollow" fan characteristic.
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Figure 75. Transverse Metacentric Height mx as a Function of

Relative Mass ofModel of Lift System for ACV. 1. Sectional
receiver;, throat area of rigid nozzles fc =c/Sn = 0.069;

2, Sectional receiver, f = 0.051 and 0.038; 3, Non-sectional

.receiver, c 069; 4, Non-sectional receiver, fc = 0.051;

5, Non-sectional receiver, fc 0.038.

Class A. Hovering Over Water

Deformations of the water surface have a double-edged effect on ACV
stability characteristics:

The pliability of the bearing surface decreases stability, other
conditions being, equal;

The interaction of the water surface with'the air jets and mechanical
enclosures of the air cushion and its sections causes redistribution of
pressures among the sections compared to pressures in the mode of hovering
over a screen.

The equations of equilibriom in the given case are.formally simplified
somewhat because the effect of horizontal reactive forces P d Pn

practically vanishes. In fact, full scale ACVs are tested for stability
in. the m6de of hovering over water in the free state, and therefore the
r6sfstance to lateral drift, which during slow movement of the ACV along
axis OZ0 is of a hydrodynam.ic'character, can be assumed to be applied

practically an the same level as: the lateral force, 'Consequently, M6

0 and the equations of equilibrium acquire the form
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~Y Y=I p.ISiý-Ga=O0; (133)

+=0, (134)

where Mxn and MG are calculated with the same expressions as for the

solution of the system (111)-(113).

Determination of p ni() in the examined case involves great difficulties,

since pressure p i is affected by deformations of the water surface, which

are themselves functions of pressures pni" AS an example of a calculation

model we will examine an approximate method of determining the initial
stability of a dlfs A ACV, equipped with flexible nozzles, (Figure 76).
We will make the following assumptions:

The flexible skirt in tilted positions retains the shape it acquired
during hovering without list;

Change in air pressure in the side section of the air cushion is
basically the result 6f change in hydrostatic pressure on the jet skirt
of the outboard nozzle;

An increase in hydrostatic pressure on the jet skirt of the descending
side is equivalent to a reduction of the height of this jet skirt by the
magnitude of the column of water corresponding to the in,;,rement of the
depth of submersion of the skirt during list, i.e., by the magnitude 0.5 B n.n
For simplicity we will assume that the pressure prior tb the flow of air
into all the flexible nozzles is pp = const.

Denoting the pressure coefficient in the outboard section of the
descending side plo, and in the section of the rising side p 30 we obtain

pie ;(135)

s ;r (136)

where x* and x* are computed by equation (82).
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4agram p(x,z),

diagram P(

Figure 76. Calculation Model of Air J•'t During
Hovering of ACV With Flexible Nozzles Over Water.

Tests of ACV models indicate that elevation h* is less than ielevation

h* in the mode of hovering without' list, and that it is a function of

weight G, flow rage Q and method of sectioning of the lift system.. Change
of this value as a function o" the list angle 0 is illustrated in Figure
72. Considering the above-expressions for determining theilift created
by the outboard sections of the air cushion, we can use the equations

, pis 1 (137)

= pp*. (138)

The recovery moment created by the air cushion can be represented as
follows:

M. .......... ..p S O S'f 3(P1"-p ) I

•JZ "A ZJ3PS hP (139)e

J(p - p1 )di.
where ikn= is the completeness factor of the ;•ressure

difference diagram through the length of the air cushion. This coefficient
falls within the range [36]
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C In the mAde of. hovering ,and free dr.jft of an ACV overe water the moment from
horizontal forces is negligibly siall, and therefore, f-or. d eterminamtion---- 0 -

;pos to0bypass the following equation can be(used:.

Ya

GB-A "(1401)

WDeteination of the transverse initial mentacentric altitude of a
! Class A ACV while hovering: ove• water by the above-described i•ethod,

i(byca]culating the pr~essure distributio~n among the air cushion sections)

aindolves comjutationaf difficulties,-evdn in the case of rather cofrse
sinmvplifications, and thereforewe will. examineka methdd by which it is
possibl to byas the ditficu tes. Using equations (108), (131) and

(14K0) 'for determination of mXB oof a systematized ACV model, consisting
of two independent lift.sections, 1 connected by a swivel beam, we obtain

; (Pigure 7.3)
"" . A - .q- "

S_. .... ... .. i:. . (141)

- .. . .I. -. :I

.-- • •and analyze ,its dependence on basic factors

-- k -- •, _

I ;I ," *

Inve f.equation (142) we. may conclud.• that 1km <1 n osqety

assuming other conditions 'to be equal, the initial stability of a*Class A

; CV. ii-•t-e mode of.hboeiring over Water is less than in the mode of hovering
o~er a screen.. ,
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The values of k are calculated for two types of H(Q)' characteristics,

two-versions of air flow--chamber and nozzle--and range of values of
.relative Ac mass -15 ; G 5 30, which corresponds. to the range of ý ofS~contemporary 'ACV. '

The results of the calculations are presented in" Figure 77: The
graphs of the dependence k i(G)- show the following. First, as G increases
k decreases:; secondly, the-nozzle version of air flow .retains the initial

stability over water closer to-its value over the screen than. is possible

with the chamber version, although due to the smaller value of m in the

-_ozzle version the absolute value of M for G tt30 only, approximates_ xB
mX of the chamber version.

Fiur 77, RelatoshpoteCefiintkt

m
the Type of Fan, Variant of Air Flow, a~d Relative
Weight of a Class A ACV. 0,,A , Fan No. "; 0,4, Fan
No. 2; 0,0, Chamber variant; A, A , Jet: variant.

The experimental curve plotted in Figure 77 confirms the character
of the function km(u), obtained through calculation and is qatttvl

clos tothetheoretical values obtained from analysis of the chamber
version with fan No. 1, although even in this case the effect of the_

natural rigidity of the flexible inclosures apparently increases as G
increases,, and this results in quantitative discrepancies.
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The analyzed results can be used for approximating the k of an ACV inm
various design stages. Considering that the theoretical graphs illustrated
in Figure 77 pertain to a conditional ACV model with completely isolated
lift chamber sections, the corresponding correction factors must be
introduced to the theoretical value K during calculation of the km ofy

a real ACV. In vis.4 of the lack of experimental data, we recommend at
this time the -following corrections to Ky in the form of the sum bf co-

efficients Xp + Xn

XP= 0.5 for total isolation of receiver sections from each otherl

p 0 for a common receiver;

X = 0 for an integral air cushion;

X- = 0.5 for partitioning of the air cushion by means of flexible

nozzles that extend to the peripheral flexible enclosure with nozzle exits
at the level of the edges of this enclosure.

Then the final form of the equatioft (142) becomes:,

.7,+Xn)ffM! :.' :(143)

Class A. Travel Over Water

The stability of an ACV- both while-hovering over water and in-the
traveling mode, depends largely on the character of interaction of high
pressure region with the water surface. If the elastic properties of the
air cushion in the absence of contacts between the flexible enclosure and
the water is practically independent of speed, deformations of the water
vary notably as a function of the speed of the ACV. In the case of contact
betwee'a the flexible enclosure of the air cushion and the water surface
there are additional hydrodynamic forces that influence ACV stability.

Experimental studies of the change of initial stability of Class A
ACVs as a function of the speed indicated first of all that the ACV has
minimal transve7re and 1ongitudinal stability -hlle hovering over water,
and second, that the initial stability increases monotonically as the,
speed of the ACV increases. Therefore, it is natural to suppose that when
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some speed is reached, when defoiimations of the water surface practically
"dfsappear,. the stability o£fthe ACV approaches the value that it has in
the travel mode or ih•fl-e fiovering over a screen. Hence, the following
conclusions can be made:

1. The initial static stability of Class A ACVs should be
characterized by the following set of values-

initial transverse- fetacentric altitude m0  corresponding to
hovering of the ACV over water;

initial transverse metacentric altitude me corresponding to

hovering of the ACV over screen;

initial transverse metacentric altitude mxv corresponding to

travel of~the ACV over water at velocity V.

The value of mx8 can be determined approximately by calculation, and

I then mxB = kmimx can be determined using equation (143) or on the basis.

of the experimental -characteristics of a similar prqtotype. The last step

is the determination.,of the dependence of 0 on V. The following"XV
empirical formula is presently used for this purpose:

"*- * L7 m÷ '.-- '---. "cs
.18 (144)

"Frkp depends on km, but tests of'ACV models indicate, on the average,

that with some reservation it may be assumed that Fr = 4-5.

The static stability ofja Class, A ACV at finite list angles while hovering
over water is calculated in like manner as. the stability of a floating
vessel, but with corrections that take into account the effect of the
working lift system. These corrections have different significance in
different ranges of list angles of ACVs..

Calculations have shown that most complex is the introduction of
corrections in the range of list angles from approximately S-l5o, when
it is essential to consider both the forces and the moments created by
the air cushion, and the lift in corresponding moments, produced by the
forcing out of water from the receiver as it passes through the actual
water line.
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It is not necessary to consider the effect of the air cushion in the
range of* list angles of 150 < 0 < 250, but when the receiver is lodated
around the periphery of the vessel's hull and has a substantial vblume
it is essential to consider the forcing of water from it by pressure pp.

The calculation is carried out to the angle of flooding of penetrable
hatches 'or air intakes. If the flooding angle is not yet reached for
o > 25' further caai:ation is carried out by the usual method, taking
into account the flooding of the penetrabie parts of the hull.

"Class B. Hovering Over Water

By way of example we will examine the calculation of the diagram of
transverse stability of an ACV of the catamaran type. We will assume one
hull to be submerged in water and the escape of air to be blocked on one
side. The recovery mom3nts produced by partial vacuum on the lower side
is neglected because of its smallness. The bottom edges of all enclosures
of the air cushion (side hulls, bow and stern) are assumed to be located
on the primary plane of the vessel XO1 Z (see Figure 78).

Figure 78. Diagram of Forces Acting on Class B ACV
During LUst.

Consequently the recovery moment is assumed to be produced basically
by the force of buoyancy 9f the hull immersed in water. Here, as the
list angle changes, the distribution of lift between the aerodynamic
and hydrostatic components is altered, which in turn influences the landing
of the ACV (hB, 0).
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The equations of equilibrium of ACVs are(

:Z P6 "r2 =.0; . . . .(145)

" �:js2 + PQ Y )+7 -- a 0- (146)

The equations are based on the following assumptions:

1. Distribution of the under-dome pressure along the area of the
cushion was obtained for all meanings of 8 evenly

p, I p(x, z, O~ds=f,(O). (148)

2. Abatement .of the water-level by the under-dome pressure, the
influence of spray and wave formation, and the increased flow of air areinsignificant in calculating forces and moments. As a matter of fact, the

greatest relative error in this assumption shows very little list angle

(up to 10-120 ).when the forces and moments are small, but with an increase
in list the under-dome pressure falls sharply (Figure 79), decreasing the

Ii' influence of the enumerated factors of the calculated amounts. It is
p6ssible to estimate the influence of-non-calculated drops in the water-
-level under the action of p on the amount of hydrostatic force yUk
according to the formula (see Figure 80):

S(.UK) 2-•5. (149)

To examine the example below, the following relationpship of error in the

amount yUk: YUk/Sn pgto the ACV's list angle (Table 4) was received.

3. Trim difference is considered constant and equal to zero for all
angles of list. Calculation of initial trim difference may result in
considerable corrections to the calculated amounts. Calculation of free
trim difference for an asymmetrical, 'relatively plane, mid-frame type
hull is carried out by methods of ship statics [44].
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Figure:79; Relationship of Side Force and Under-

-Dome Pressure of a Class B ACV to List Angle.

4. The perimeter of air
flow from the under-dome area is
equal to Ln , B., The plausi-

bility of this assumption -".s
conflivsd by the insigni. '4cant
an^,.nt hB received in the cal-

PA147 r.:cation and the small amount of
.irfluence of the aii flow in the
• w and stern on the estimated

"*" .. "forces and moments.

Figure 80. Diagram for Calculating S. The number of rcms of

Errors to Determine the Restored the fan does not change in re-
lation to the list angle, which

SHydrostatic Moment. P /CT = hydro corresponds in operation of the
static moment. ACV and makes it possible to use

this in calculating the similar
relationship H(Q).

6. The amount of undei-dome space is great enough to compute the
air speed in it to almost zero.

7. The ACV's speed of drift in reaction to the air, asymmetrical
in escaping from the under-dome space, is very small.
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TABLE 4. RELATIONSHIP OF ERROR IN CALCULATING DISPLACEMENT OF
A BOAT TO LIST ANGLE OF AN ACV.

List angle Relative Relative Absolute error
00 error, ;, hydrostatic for yUk

6(yUk) lift"force
"Uk 100

. 1,6 4,5 0,52
10 1,4 12,5 0,18
150 ,2 18,1 0,04

0 ,02 20.6 0
2. - -o 22,7 0

Note: Commas indicate decimal points.

8. Forces of resistance to drift are hydrodynamic i.n nature and

are used in half droughts by the hull penetrating the water.

9. The coefficient of the narrowing stream, with the air flowing
from the under-dome space into the atmosphere is equal to the unit, cor-
rected by rounding off the hull's frame.

Calculation is made in the following sequence:

Determination of the components of lift forces accprding to
equation (146) and calculation of the fan's characteristic H(Q) according
to the given list angle 0.

1) Computation of the relationship is

U = u(0, h,).

AsF.a result, we get a set of curves similar to that set forth in

Figure 81, where 0 the parameter.
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2) (Computation of the relatioxzship hB- fh rp) is performed

adcording to the equation for continuity and" makes it possible to
calculate the linearization of the fan's characteristic

rdQ QQ0 :--Pn.* (150)

The calculated formula is

h = O F.. sin 0.- (151)
(Lu + B 2)1/a 2

¥ P

Also as a result is the set of curves hB =f h(p n) where 0 eqfials

the parameter.

3) The structure of the graph's function is hB L- fh(pn) where 0

is the parameter.

4) Determination of the balanced state is in" acordance with the
equation (146), i.e., where Y = G for each value of 0. The values hB

and pn in relation to O are determined with this.

Determination of the relationship M0 = f (6) is according to the

formulaiM, =:KOzNO+

p" (0) S-A 2 sin 0+ h.--. (152)

:.-Gyo0..

As shown by practical calculation and comparison with results of
experiments and with the influence of side forces and moments created
by them, it may be disregarded if the rolative expenditure is Q < 0.05.

The results, calculated according to the data and compared with the
results of actually testing two ACVs, are shown in Figures 82 and 83.
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3 -. -0 Figure 81. Hydrostatic Lifting
•.o o •Ba Ianced Force on Hull Entering Water Versus

state Altitude of ACV and Angle of List.

"-4•-4Ul I- Ogs 4D-J

i • , -- with comt~a'tion M64f -7-1-without coputation M6

?-Figure 82. Diagram of Static Stability of a Class B
ACV (Type 1).

A comparison of the estimated and experimental graphs in Figure 82
shows the following:

a) the calculated relationships of M, = M /GBn, computed with the

0 n.

S~estimated moment, the created side forces, and without estimation of this
moment are practically coincidental;

b) the greatest deviations of the estimated and experimental values
are in the range of 7' < $ < 15'5 which, apparently is produced by someconventional calculation.c

Shown in Figure 83 are the results oa estimated and actual tests of
Sthe "Neva" ACV, made both during suspension of air cushion, and during
navigation of the craft where vao 0.
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Figure 83. Diagram of Static Stability of a Class B ACV

(Type I1). 3, Computation m 8 = 2.64 (afloat, Q = 0);
2, Experiment mxB = 2.06 (afloat, Q = 0); 3, Computation M

(afloat, Q = 0); 4, Computation Me of the air cushion
S= 3.2.102'); 5, Experiment m xB 046 (of the air cushion,

S= 3.2-10"2).

It is clear from the graph that lift of a moving ACV leads to a
sharp decrease of initial stability of the craft and a decrease in area
of designed static stability. The decrease M0 disappears when 0 > 200

i.e., with those list angles when the lift force begins to be completely
provided by a good deal of the hull being immersed in the water, Verifi-
cation of the aIlculated corrections of designed static stability, carried
out by various methods, may serve well for convergence of their results

c. where 0 > 200. Conditions of the experiment did not permit large
enough list angles to be obtained, therefore, a comparison of the estimated
and experimental data is only made for small angles. This comparison shbws
that calculated initial stability of the craft during suspension is close
to the test examples, with the same errors as during navigation (Q = 0).

§16. Features of the Experimental Investigation of Statics and Some
Results of Test Operation of an ACV

Currently, it is possible to use the following set method for
expermental determination of static stability in ACVs or models.
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Sequence for Conducting the ExperimentUI
The ACV is carefully suspended, the center of gravity is determined,

Sand the weight and center of gravity coordinates are adjusted to set
V •values.

Then we determine:

a) the lift characteristics--air expenditure, pressure in the
receiver, lift height at various rpms of the, fan, during suspension
above a screen, With this data, we begin to check the lift system for
all other tests;

b) the ACV's stability charnteristics duzing suspension above a
screen. The results of these test, :7 basic for evaluation of initial
stability for Class A ACVs, since 'ncasi,-ements during suspension above--
ascreen are complete and reliable-

c) the lift characteristics during the ACV's suspension over water;

d) the initial stability characteristics during the ACV's suspension
over water;

* e) a change in the characteristic of static stability and lift
height during the ACV's straight, steady movement over calm water.

Tests, shown in paragraphs a) and b), were made only on Class A

ACVs. These craft are restrained by flexible braces from horizontal
shift. The hawsers are secured so they are not hindered by vertical,
and angular (list, trim) shift of the AC.

List (trim) is provided by means of shifting the ballast and
measurement of the ACV's incline angle. The most accurate results are
obtained when there is an angle change by balance of great cnough length
and by measurement of lift height of the four extreme points of the
ACV's hull batten.

In the tests, shown in paragraphs c, d, and e, the ACV moves freely
along the water's surface, but a non-self-propelled model is kept from
drifting by moorings. Measurement of the angle is carried out with the
aid of balances and gyroscopic instruments.

Errors in measurement of angle by balance and by batten usually
do not exceed 0.05-0.1°, but by gyroscopic means 0.2-0.5° where the
incline angle is - 2-8', i.e., relative errors are in the range of
±5-10%.
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The basic static characteristics of the ACV usually are expressed
in the non-dimensional form:

_ p;S..

K -- = -i- eetc.". ":i" . °" "

A model experiment was conducted on the CC-2 ACV [71, 93]. Tests
of a variant without flexible-skirted air cushion (CC-2.001) were made
with an" average weight of 2.070 kg during suspension above a screen.
The craft was kept from horizontal shift by lines, in which dynamometers
were incorpnrated. The lift characteristics obtained depended on lift
height in relation to the ACV's weight at various rpms of the fan nB

(Figure 84).

Transverse stability was in;
.. .vestigated with h3 = 0.239 meters,

46'a which permitted sufficient list
-- - -angle up to ±5.50, and longitudinal

44 • "with h. = 0.206 meters, which cor-

c .responded with the trim angle up to
2 +•±2.80. During inclination the ACV
71. -rotated on longitudinal and transverse
-.. I L-• :9 axes, lying on a flat plane, therefore

the change in angle of incline had
practically no influence on the

Figure 84. Lift Characteristi average lift height of the ACV.

of the CC-2.001 ACV During Suspen- ,In Figure 85, diagrams of
sion Over a Screen. longitudinal and transverse stability

of an ACV, received during testing,
are set forth as well as relation-

ships of longitudinal and transverse reactive forces to list angle and
trim difference.

Working out the results showed that, due to the relatively great

expenditura of air Q = 8.3-10-2, there was a higher amount of side forces

P6 = 1.64% in degrea.e \ list. The non-dimensional lift height of the

CC-2.001 ACV consisted of h = 0.04.
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Figure 85. Diagrams of Static Stability and the Relationship

of the Horizontal Reactive Forces of the CC-2.O0l ACV to the
Angle of Incline During Suspension Over a Screen, G, 1,1.8:
a, Transverse stability; b, Longitudinal stability; c,
Side force; d, Longitudinal force.

In spite of the presence of jet stability, the latter proved com-
paratively low 4 03;

__ -/•0,30; - I•l

0n-,54.

This may be explained by the relatively small weight of the ACV!

G = 10.0-12.0,

which doesn't provide sufficiently high coefficient for vertical stabii.ity
of the craft

K=0.2,
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while'the coefficient for pressure

. ': p'=1.24

Is sufficiently high. This ACV's lift system was designed apparently,
without conjidering requirements tor stability and therefore had a low
meaning for the derivative

For comparison, we note that the model of another ACV with ai
similar design of sectioned air cushions and a non-divided receiver
had an observed rate of-G 21.2 and Q = (2-3).102 with derivative

A IM

and mx = 1.00 with j = 1.45. 2

I"

The final figures are c6nsiderably close to the conditions of an
' ACV's normal operation. 1

Thq arrhngement of the flexible skirt (type CqT2.002, Figure 86)
on the CC-2 ACV led to a sharp decrease in longitudinal initial .stability
and, as shown in the diagram for static stability, essentially changed
its form (FigUre 87). The longitudinal non-dimensional initial meta-

centric height was equal to i= 0.02, which led to a high response of
I Z II I

trim in the! ACV from the action of the multi-natured differential moment

in the range of -2* < p < 20. For the;extant of this range, the ACV has
a sufficiently high stability.

On the basis of results from testing stability in a number of models
and actual-size ACVs,!it is possible to-get the relationship of the
derivativelaxG/3ý •(or 3zG//O) to thee'relativelift hbight of the ACV

h h/L or h = h/B for ýhe longitudinal and transverse stability, in

that order (Figur6 88 and Table 5). Also plotted in Figure 88 are the
average limits with the truest meaning for these dprivatives and the mean
curve proposed by Stenton-Jonel.
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Figure 86. Diagram of the -01
Flexible Skirts on the
CC-2.002 ACV: ,2;

Figure 87. Diagram of the Longitudinal
Static Stability of the CC-2.002 ACV.

XgXglL., relative shift of the
•- :craft's center of

gravity

In this first class example, we see the test results of the SKMR-1
(U.S.A.) ACV [66, 96]. Testing began in .1963. In the first series of
tests, the peripheral skirt cons-isted of an air-jet curtain. Using a
similar curtain, the cushion was sectioned off into four equidimensional
parts (the jet was arranged in a diametric plane, in the region of the
shi o mid-fram~e--Figur~e.89, type BGO). To test the second series of
ACVs, 0.6 meter high flexible jets were installed-peripheral and
sd6tioned (Figure 90, type GS-0.6).

In testing the third series,_t-he heipht of the flexible jets on the
.ACVs was 1.2 meters (type GS-1.2). The-sectioned cushions were pro-
vided by closed, massive skirts mounted on the sectioned-off jet (Figure
91). Set forth below are some characteristics of the tested SKMR-l
ACV (Table 6).
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TABLE 5. DIAGRAWlED SECTIONS ADOPTED FOR TESTING NATURAL ACVS AND THEIR
MODELS.

Diagrammed Conventional TMype ofsitos designation Firm ACV Model stabilitySect •4ions in Fig. 88stbiY

-. SRNI. ACV Longitudinal

'*• :SRNI, ACV Transverse

I SRNI, model #13 Longitudinal

-. SR, mcdel 130 Longivadinal

X SR. 130 Transverse

. SR, model 51 Longitudinal

' -4 SR, ' 51 Transverse

'1~, _______. El IModes l ______ Longitudinal
; "'- Lang!--y .

-Boeing Model lbrngitudinal

0 C-2.Ol. ACV Longitudinal
'~to" -" to

O CC-2.001,O ACV Transvetse

Brit.en. CC-2.002, ACV Longitudinal
"Norman CC-2,002, ACV Trangverse I ,

* ' CC4, ACV Longitudinal

4" CC-., ACV Transverse
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Figure 88. Matching Diagram of the Relationshp of the
Value ax g/D to h1, = h a/Ln and azg/30 to hB = h a/Bn

According to the Rý.sults of Testing the SRNI ACV, the
"CC-2.001, the CC-2.002, the CC-5, and Several Modýls.

37 /Dý and /30 are in % of one degree of incline

angle. Conventional designators'are set forth in. Table
5. 1, Mean curve accordin~j to Stenton-Jones.

01 __ , . .5rL..O,54. ~3~

hL 89 %,

Figure 89. Layout of the Jet Figure 90. Layout of the Flexible
Apparatus of the SKMR-l ACV Jet of tho SKKR-i ACV (Type BGO).
(Type BGO).
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TABLE 6. BASIC Z"HARAMrERISTICS OF THE SKMR-I TYPE ACV

Characteristic Test Series, --

1st (BGO) 2nd (GS-0.6) 3rd. (GS-1.2)

Weight of the tested ACV
G = tons . 20.4-26.5 328.4 27.1-l.8

Air expenditure Q = meters /sec.- '396.4 350 154

Fan rpms n. = rpm 2,580 2,580 1,406

Air cushion dimensions:
Area Sn = meters2  113 113 (arbitrary) 113

Length Ln = meters 17.4 17.4 17.4
Wi.dth B = meters 7.25 7.2- (a,-x) 7.25

Center of. gravity increase YG' ni 1.55 1.68' 1.6*

Lift height h = meters 0.46 1.0 1.30

Iielative weight G 15.7-20.4 21.9 20.8-24.4

Relative expenditure Q. I 2  8.2- 7.2 6.1 2.8- 2.5

Relative lift height F. 0.043 0.094 0.123

"Figure 91. Layout of the
Flexible Jet and the Inflated

t" Sectioned-Off Keel of the
SKKR-I ACV (Type GS-1.2).

Diagrams of static stability in the BGO type ACV are presenL.d ;-
Figure 92 and one may clearly follow the influence on stability cf wide
sectioned.jets and the nature of the base surface. After increasing the
width inside the jet by 2% B ,.the stability of the ACV above a screen
changes very little.

17
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,Figure 9.. Diagrams of the Transverse Static

Stabilit'les of ,the ACV, SK) RI (BGO Version).
Above the screen; - - - -, Above water;

bBH, Widths of the sectioned nozzles.

SChanges of stability in the diagrams of 0 > 30 actually cause a loss
Sof stability in the form of sectioned streams of air, but during suspension

over water, stability is increased with- the growth of b BH*

connected with the inflaence of the moment created by the stream of spray

hitting against the ACV's bottom.

Diagrams of the static stability noted in actual testing of the

GS-0.6 type ACV are set forth in Figure 93. The tests showed that static

stability in the BGO type craft above water is considerably less than over

le.a .,€%reen, but both diagrams on the GS-0.6 craft's stability are identical.

Tnil,1l-ult, contradicting 
theory in an overwhelming majority of experiments,

may Tn 2, the high air expenditur , the creation of powerful streams of

spray act• e••,, n the ACV's bottom, ana the additional restored moments

which it causes.
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Figure 93. Diagrams of Transve'rse Static Stability
of the SKMR-l ACV (Type GS-0.6). Above a
screen; , Over water.

Along with the SKMR-l, the SK-5 and VA-3 ACVs were tested.
Comparative tests established that, for normal operation of the ACV,
the transverse metacentric height during suspension over water must be
no less than 3 0 > 0.35-0.40, the longitudinal--B > 1.00, and during

zB zB
suspension above a screen--m x > 1.0.

There is a great deal of interest in the results of investigating
the possibility of regulating the ACV's stability by the French firm of
Bertin [61]. The first type of lift system built, consisted of even-
-numbered annular flexible chambers with vertical axes and air fed into
each chamber individually, which corresponds to the conventional ACV
model mentioned above (Figure 73). In relation to the method of feeding
the air, the characteristics of the air pump and the fundamental rigidity

of the material of the flexible skirt, a value of mx = 4.6-8 was obtained

which was close to the value that we calculated earlier. Apparently,
these characteristics were accepted as excessively high and to lower the
stability in the design, an annular panel was introduced, which encompas-
sed a group of four primary rings for a "combined skirt" (Figure 94).

In rega. Lo the shift Ah of the lower edges of the external rings,
being relatively level, passing across the lower edges of the initial.
(internal) rings, the following values were obtained:

Ah, ... ....... 0 5 10

............... 2,9 1,7 1,0
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The tests were conducted in the BC-8 model ACV, with a scale of 1:5.
Brought into this, for comparison, is the characteristic of stability
for an ACV with peripheral annular flexible jets and cross-shaped panels,
and a sectioned-off aii cushion where mx = 0.9.

The data produced from this
confirms the tendency of experimenters
to take the initial metacentric height

of m8 > 1.0 (above a screen), but, at
xxthe same -time, the value m x 2-3" is

recognized as excessively high.

Test operation of a number of
ACVs, with flexible skirts showed
that, with no contact of the edges
of the flexible skirt with water,
the.ACV's stability while moving
doesn't undergo a sharp change (in
the range of speed examined.)

Nevertheless, it is known that
*.* in a number of cases, when the

flexible skirt made contact with the

Figure 9.4. Combined Skirt in the_ water during movement, a peculiar
ofiCombined Annular phenomenon occurred called "diggingForm oin" (plow-in). It occurs when the

Flexible Chambers of Various stability of the ACV during movement
Dn is changed considerably for a

comparativbly short time (just
several seconds): trim becomes negative,

lift height is decreased considerably, and in a number of cases there is
a spontaneous turn and significant list. This is connected with the
drawing closed of parts of the flexible skirt inside the air cushion,
due to the contact with the runn*ing water and the braking forces of the
contacting parts.

The flexi.ble skirt, coming into contact with the water, suffered
c6ns3derable deformation and the ACV, braking, caused additional forces
of contact. As a result, there was a destablizing moment N~1 (Figure 95).

Mn =M;1 + M;1+
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where M' = G6x is the destabilizing moment, causing a shift in the
rl n

center of gravity of the air cushion with a value of Bxn due to deformation

of the flexible skirt;

M1= X(y + h is destabilizing moment, causing braking of
r i Xr~G + r.O i

the ACV from the force XcI.

"Plow-in" of the ACV x-ky
o have two effects: disruptioi.

I#j fl•Kn o.F stability in movement, followed

by restoration of it; the ACV capsiz-
r~otsing.

• • ~nIn spite of relatively
little testing in operating ACVs

4Knots there are well-known cases cur-
,£ rently of capsizing because of

"plow-in," and in a number ofA , instances, of craft just about
#Ko to capsize.

In the "plow-in" process
Figure 95. Change in Diagrams the ACV experiences sharp
of a Class A ACV's Static Stability braking, lift height is consider-
During the Flexible Skirt's Contact ably decreased, and there is
with the Water. 1, Angle of list and trim difference.
contact of the skirt's lower edge
with the water; 2, Angle of contact These phenomena were en-
of the ACV's rigid hull with the countered during testing of the
water. SRNS and SKMR-l ACVs.- There are

three known cases of the SRNS
capsizing and one for the CC-5"
(England).

The Westland Firm, builders of the SRN5, had conducted a broad in-
vestigation of the "plow-in" process, its cause and its associated'phenomena.
Model and' actual tests were conducted during movement and an analysis made
of the cases of capsizing. The operation of the separate elements of
the ACV's lift system during "plow-in" took the following form. In the

o SRN5, air is drawn in by one fan to a large control duct and then to a
flexible "bag," having a compact aperture (jet) in the lower section.
One can see from this that the pressure is in the bag from both sides
almost equally. If the pressure in the bag and the width of the aper-
ture are constant, then the pressure in the cushion depends on the
height of the jet's shear above the base surface. Therefore, under
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[ normal conditions, the craft has favorable stability thanks to
sectioning bf the air cushion-by the pneumatic thick massive skirts
in a diametric plane and in the middle. In the event of a sudden
maneuver, the flexible skirt may make contact with the water, which
causes frictional forces as was noted above.

"Plow-in," as a result of the flexible skiet making cont-as with
the water, occurred at high speed on calm water with all. ACVs with.
flexible skirts, starting with the SRNI. On this basis,, it was con-
cluded that it is necessary to avoid' letting the bow skirt section

* make contact with the water and to trim the bow. The first type of
skirt on the SRNS showed a tendency to "plow-in" at speeds above
55 knots, although it may attain 60 knots safely, if the ACV is
correctly trimmed. However, this was found to be unacceptable and tests

II were made to remove this feature, to remove its formation to limit
the range of speed. The tests showed that installation of an additional
gib in the bow section of the skirt decreased the influence of wash
at high speeds.

Let's look at the basic factor--the influence of wash on the
flexible skirt. Let's suppose that the ACV is moving right along
with constant trim. Then the work being transferred below by the
controls may lead to the bow section's skirt making contact with the
water.

Device for control of pitch screw. An increase in thrust creates
trim of the bow. Usually, this is neutralized by shifting the horizontal
rudder or adjusting the ballast. As a result of increase in screwpitch,
there is a decrease in engine rpms and, consequently, those of the fan.
The general decrease in lift height also causes the skirt edge to dip
close to the water.

The rudder. Operation of the rudder creates not only moments of
yaw, but also moments of list, causing static list and vibration.

Horizontal rudder. It is used when turning to counteract changes
in trim.

Device for lifting the flexible skirt. Each quarter of the skirt
may be lifted by turning the control lever, which permits compensation
for undesirable incline of the craft.

Other causes of "plow-in" or external list during the craft's turning
may be: incorrect adjustm.ent of ballast, a sudden change (reduction)
of passengers, wind from the center of circulation, etc.
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,Let us look at a basic factor for counteracting "plow-in."

Stability, provided by redistribution of pressure in sections of
the air cushion, is determined by its division into four parts. The
pressure in each quarter iiicreases as the sections approach the water,
_which also creates formation of restored moments.

For the flexible skirt design of the SRNS ACV, a thorough evaluation
of a number of design measures was made for preventing deformation of
the skirt from wash. It was estimated that these measures would pro-
vide the necessary values of the restored moments.

Skirt collapses in contact with water. The additional lift force
is approximately equal.to the difference in the pressure produced in
the bags and the air cushion in the area of collapse.

Flexible skirt design. The smooth, even, rounded surface coming
"into contact with the smooth water's surface creates great forces of
resistance to movement. The mounting of gibs on the skirts of the
SMNS.001 and 007 decreased this resistance.

Model tests showed that trimming of the ACV has stable curves of
resistance and momentary curves of up to i1 = -0, when the skirt edge
contacts the water. After this, the curve form M•(i) is changed in

relation to the craft's speed. This relationship has a critical
characteristic. The greater the speed, the more clearly expressed is
the instability of the pattern of moments and the greater the resistance
to movement (see Figure 95). At the "hump" of wave resistance (about
10 knots) usually there is local contact of the skirt with water. The
basic forces blocking "plow-in" are created by increased pressure be-
tween the walls of the flexible skirts and the bow section of theair cushion.

Three types of tests were conducted:

1) At a fixed rate of movement, "plow-in" was caused by changing
the horizontal rudder, lifting of the skirt, and increase in screw
pitch.

2) At a fixed rate of movement, shifting of the rudder created a
drift angle of 20-30*, then "plow-in" Was caused by horizontal rudder
shift., increased screw pitch, and lifting of the skirt.

3) In stable coordinatdd turning at a constant speed (drift angle
up to 200), "plow-in" was caused in turning around by a quick shift
of the horizontal rudder, increasing screw pitch, and lifting of the skirt.
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Over 60 planned "plow-ins" of three models with flexible skirts
were carried out: with vertical strips in the bow section (basic variant);
with vertical ribs and two rows ok openings, situated in enclosed
sectiofns and provided air-expenditure of about 3.5% of the total; with
vertical ribs, two rows of openings, and with additional openings in
the ribs' mid-section. Air expenditure made up about 5% of the total.

Tests showed that, if before the introduction of an air layer turning
in uncoordinated at speeds of V < 35 knots could lead to "plow-in", then,
after introduction of the layer, even at speeds of 40 knots there were safe
drift angles up to 450 with rough control of the craft.

Besides this, tests showed the following:

An ACV with the first type of skirt may be controlled up to V = 55
knots and "plow-in," under these conditions, it is still not a threat. A
simultaneous shifting of all control levers forward leads to trim of
the bow up to 3-3.5* and to contact with the water by the rigid hull.

With V = 36 knots and the control levers for screw pitch, horizontal
rudder, and skirt lift by shifting the rudder in the wrong position,
there was a threat of capsizing with water rising 0.30-0.45 meters
above the rigid hull and immediate correction was required. The drift
angle reached 70-80*.

In a set turn, where V = 25-45 knots and 0 = 20-30o, skirt lift and
turning of the horizontal rudder led to an increase of 60-800, which
also required immediate correction.

In testing the second type of skirt, incorrect position of control
levers created a controlled soft "plow-in", which didn't influence
movement and was considered absolutely safe up to speeds of 36 knots.
In a set turn, where the speed is 36 knots, correction is not mandatory.
The craft continues turning, altbough drift angle is increased to 900.
If the lever positions are incorrect for 4-5 seconds, then correction is
necessary.

A series of tests on the third typ& of skirt showed that "plow-in"
could occur at all speeds and the beneficial influence of additional
devices was decreased. In spite of additional air expenditure, resistance
to movement is increased somewhat because of the additional openings.

Then testing was repeated on the second type of skirt with wind
speeds of 6-9 meters per second and wave height atout 0.3 meters. They
showed that "plow-in" occurs not only on clam water. Moving on rough
seas, there was vibration of the ACV before "plow-in." The speed at the
beginning of "plow-in" was almost the same as on clam water.
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- In testing the SKUR-l ACV, a number of cases of "plow-in" were also
observed [66]. The first four cases were recbrded at speeds of 50-60
knots and with initial trim of +1°. In the process of "plow-in!:, the
bow of the craft is immersed up to -4* for four seconds. Changing. screw'
pitch to zero, the pilot corrected the craft to its initial position in
three seconds. Braking of about 0.5 g's was noted with maximum negativw
trim, which .corresponds to the force X rl = 13.6 tonis. Clearance under

the flexible skirt, before "plow-in," was 75 millimeters.

Let us look at the conditions which resulted in capsizing from
"plow-in" for the SRN5 and CC-S ACVs.

1) The SRNS.001 capsized on 8 April 1965, in the area of Alesund
(Norway) during a sharp maneuver at high speed over calm waters. 1frmediately
prior to the capsizing, there was a rupture of the flez.ble pneumatic-
-stabilized keel. The craft sustained minor dainage. '?he capsizing .
occurred during demonstration of a 1800 turn of the ACV, with vigorous
braking by the screw as the stern moved out front ("pirouette"). In the
first phase of the maneuver, the speed was lowered from 50 to 38 knots and
the rudder was shifted. Reaching a drift angle of about 650, the height
above water was sharply decreased on the left side of the bow. For 2-3
seconds, the speed dropped 8-10 knots,'the list increased to 120 and a
bow wave formed, rising above the rigid hull. The craft then slowly
turned over. At that point the drift angle was 1000. People on the ACV
(10 persons) were thrown through the 3 windows and the bow door was
knocked out during tho accident [81].

2) The SRNS.007. capsized under similar conditions bri 11 May 1965,
in San Francisco Bay (U.S.A.). There was no rupture of the stabilized
keel. The accident occurred during acceleration of the ACV. With a
drift angle of 35-45° and a speed of about 35 knots, "plow-in" began,
resistance to movement increased, and the speed dropped 8 knots, but
the drift angle increased to 60-700. After a sharp increase in list,
the craft slowly capsized [81].

3) The SRN5 capsized on 8 July 1966 in the Solent Spithead (England)
under similar conditions during a demonstration of braking (pirouette) at
a high speed. The craft had a flexible-skirted air cushion, specially
modified to avoid similar phenomena [82].

4) The CC-S capsized on 12 November 1966, in the Solent Spithead
(England) in rough seas, 0.6-1.2 meters high, during the test of-an
improved rudder mechanism. [82].

Similar phenomena also were observed in Class B ACV tests.
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5) During tests in 1961 .of the Aqua-GEM craft; due to alsharp
turn to the side after moving along shallow water (parallel to deep
water) wound up almost capsizing. List reached 450 and one researcher
was thrown from the craft [87].

6) The XR-1 experimental craft (U.S.A.) capsized during testing,
[106].

Class B ACV stability is provided in the form of sidb vessels or
boats having, as a rule, a shallow waterline and minor collapse of .
the frame in the bow section occurs, with considerable collapse in the
stern. In 'testing the ACV at high speeds without drift, or- at moderate
speeds, -but with drift' (in turning around) 4 tendency of the craft to.
tilt "diagonally" was observed, i.e., the bow and side simultaneously.
Coincidental notes of the process of side roll and pitch in rough seas
also show that, on the basis of the rocking, they result in "diagonal"
tilt.

Analysis of these phenomena is complicated, but in ACV tests they
are observed quite often.

Hence, it may be concluded that there is a necessity for detailed
investigation of ACV stability and measures should be worked out in
order to avoid their capsizing during, movement.

One of the most efficient design measures is ihcreasedlinitial
stability of the .ACV. Regarding this idea, interest has been shown in
results of tests of planned model lift systems for ACVs with flexible-'
-skirted air'cushions. A'diaram,'6rf-h-model is 'shown in Figure' 96.
Special construction permitted experiments to be conducted during
suspension above, a screen made of organic glass, and over water (an over-
turned box-like screen filled with water). The maximum value of the
support. moment was 0.2 GBn, maximum list angle,for the model was up to

7777= 777777

* 1 " Figure 96. Diagram of a
.' Model Lift System for Class A

_____ __" _ ..,ACVs.
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The model was made of wood and organic glass, drained along the
bottom and formed by two centrifugal electric fans. In the bottom
section, there were two side and two subdivided jets. At the bottom
was support fbr the massive flexible skirt, made of rubberized material.
The design of the flexible skirt and the receiver allowed tests to be
conducted on two types of lift systems: one'fully:divided into siections
and -one with a common receilver,.as well as with various locations of the
subdivided skirt on the model's bottom.

The total weight bf thea model ankd'support moments were regulated
by the load, acting on the model through flexible lines. List angle and
"lift:height were determined on a millimeter scdle, the pressure-by a
a U-shaped manorieter. 'The model was tested in a riange of relative weight

of 11.8 4 G 13SO.8; lift height was 0.094 < h3 < 0.110 and 0.044"4 hB

4; 0.090.

As.a result of the tests, the relationship of the derived 3m//ap to
I I

the arrangement of the internal skirt section (Figure 97) is obtained.
This relationship shows, first of all, that division of the receiver'
1.5-2 times increases initial stability of the ACVjwith the rest of the
equal conditions and, secondly, that the afrangement of a sectioned-off
skirt inside from the rigid jet J(BH > 0.24 in the given situation).allows

d value for the derived example twice hs high as the usual air supply to
be obtained for all three cushion sections.

' Thus, it might be said that there are cdorsiderable reserves of
surplus initial stability for the :designed ACV that are not used in
known designs of c~aft and a number of design measures may be worked out
ot allow a decrease, of external forces at the onset.of "plow-in" by the

ACV. However, if desigznmeasures are provided for, this does not exclude
the necessity to stipulate in the instructions' (for the craft's pilot)
the conditibns for safe operation an6,a seqpence of maneuvers for the
threat of capsizing. In particular, it is sometimes expedient to intro-
duce restrictions bn permissible drift angles [105] in relation to speed
of£the craft (Figure 98), as well as restrictions on the aýount of yaw.
For control ofithe ACV, on the pilot's panel are: a speed indicator, a
trim meter, drift dnglelindicator and angle of yaw iidicator.

On the basis of results of tests and analysis, the following recom-
mendations mdy be made foi regulating the deqrease in probable capsizing
for Class A ACVs during movement.

1. The ACV r•ust have a high enough initial stability. Minimum
values of non-dimensional initial methcentrictheig~t are
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•>0,35-. 0,40;.:

> 0,90 _0

0 LO •s-".Figure 98. Permissible,Drift Angles for the SK-5

S" in Relation to Speed.

1, Model experiment;Figure 97. Relationship of Derivative i

nl*/ap to a Sectioned-DSkirt Arrangement

in a Class A ACV Model Lift System.
--- X W, Divided receiver; -0O-0• For increase of initial

Common receiver; X O, Suspension above stability in the ACV, the
a screen;.u * , Suspension over water. following measures may be

applied:'

separation of all lift systems into ,sections, beginning with the
fan and receiver;

increase of the coefficient of pressure p, which usually is essential
to an undivided receiver;

use of the-fan with great signifcance placed on the derived character-
istic 9H/9Q;,

use of a plan for sectioned-off air cushicr, with parameters of -BH =

0.4-0.5.

It is possible that the non-dimensional longitudinal initial meta-
centric height of zB 1.0, in future tests will prove inadequate and

not allow a decrease of the probability of "plow-in."
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2. Design of the flexible skirt, because of the action of wash
forices Xrl, must permit surrounding deformation in order tojrovide a

. minimum decrease in stability. In regard to this idea, skirt elements
of type 1 .(Figure 99) have .the advantage, since their deformation from
the action of Xrl is considerably less than deformation in type 2, which

leads to less shift in the center of pressure of the air cushion during
skirt wash.

The value of XrlM may- decrease, providing for the manufacture of

skirt materialjpossessing a lower coefficient of friction during wash by
a stream of water, as well as the use of various design measures (mounting
of the. prop; collapsible, smnooth, streamlined skirt; air'fed to the wash
area; use of transversely-separate design for the side skirt, etc.).

Type i" Type 2

S .- - - - -. ... .. Ar,

Figure 99. Comparison of Deformation of
Two Types of Flex=ble Skirts in the ACV's

Bow Sections, Resulting in Contact with

Water.

3. The probability of capsizing as a result of "plow-in" may be
decreased with a rational design of the ACV's rigid hull. Tightness of
the.hull section and external collapse oi the side bow section must create
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces, whi ch provide ý sharp increase in
stability during the rigid hull's entry into water.

4. The probability of "plow-in" and capsizing depends on its direction
of movement. In the craft's operating instructions, there must be in-
formation on acceptable speeds, drift angle, trin, yaw angle, etc. For
example, for the SRN5 with generation of speeds of 70 knots and higher
in tests, a safe operating speed is 60 knots with drift angles to 150,

but when the drift angle is raore .than 15%, the speed is decreased and
when 8 = 600, V 4 20 knots is permissible. Practical testing established
critical values of neghtive trim IflI' 2.5-30 and yaw angle of aS/at <
4 3-3.50 per second.
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As the test results show, a Class A ACV%, stability increases with

increase in the fan's rpms, therefore, when a dangerous situation odcurs
I it is helpful to increase the fan's rpm, which causes increased rigidity

of the pneumatic sections of the flexible skirt and improves the ACV's
dynamic stability, thanks to an increasQ of hydroscopic moment of the
fan's operation.

. :The probability of a Class B ACV capsizing may be decreased by
using design measures and providing correct control of the craft's
movement.

it is recommended that design measures be applied to the design
of the bow section of the hull in view of the jutting forward of the
hydrofoils, having moderate pitch (Figure 100) which must be increased
for longitudinal and diagonal stability.

4 : . I |

/2 \V\ I. - "

Figure 100. Outline of Class B ACV
Bow Sections, Which Lessen the Proba-
bility of "Plow-In." 1, Bow flexible-
-skirted air cushion.

V Obviously, additional investigation into the influence of the form
of surroundings and the parameters of an operational lift system on the
stability of a Class B ACV will allow more concrete recommendations to
be made.
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Chapter IV. Th• Speed of ACV's

§17. Aerodynamic Components of Resistance

In Chapter III, the basic features of the hydroaerodynamics of
ACV's are set forth and the general formula (12) for determifning the
external moments of force which act on "he ACV's in movement is given.
On the ,basis of this formula, the resi5tance during the ACV's movement
(as well as in other type craft) is determined to be the total of
several combined_f:act6rs'der. ned indevend ntly of eich'othei.

It is known that such a principle gives, in practice, quite.satis-
factory results in calculating the resistance for ACV's, •4 apparently it
is more vital. As, for example, the sucking inside the body of a great
volume of air cannot be reflected in a quantity of the aerodynamic pro-
file resistance. However, in the present chapter, questions concerning
the reciprocal actions of differently composed resistance will be touched
upon, if only superficially, as f.ar as such a reciprocal action ih strong
measures is determined by tho design features of each ACV.,
General regualarities in current times are impossible to ascertain.

The aerodynamic frontal resistance Xa appears as a projection of forces

al [see formula (9)] on axis x

X -- f [Ap cos (n, x) +-e cos (, x)] do. (153)
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For basic parameters, determination of the quantity of the aerodynamic
resistance Xa usually takes into account the coefficient of aerodynamic re-
sistance ca, the speed relative to the air V, and the area of the frontal

sections of thie ACV Symbol

The quantity of resistance Xa is computed by the forii.,la

X4 =_ ca LVS 3•"(154)

Aerodynamic resistance of the ACV appears in basic vertical resistance,
i.e., resistance forms

X.~ -ffAp cot (n, x) do.
(155)

For the illustration below, calculation is made of the value of the
coefficient for the resistance of friction in three models, in comparison
with the coefficient.for the profile resistance, obtained in a wind tunnel
(see Table 7). It is obvious from the table, that, for these models, the
role of friction resistance really isn't much and, consequently, the prin-
ciple portion of profile resistance in the models is due to wind-resistance.

TABLE 7. CALCULATION- OF THE VALUE OFTHEj COEFFIIIENT OF FRICTION
RESISTANCE

SCoeffient of Profile .Coefficient of Friction Resistance

Number of Resistance.of the Equivalent Smooth- Taken to the Co-
Nmer Mofe Hull Without Tall plated Models, Taken 'efficient of the
thep . nua M Units, Taken to the to the Area Amidship Profile Resistance

Area Amidship in ~the 1ný Super-Critical f x p/ca, %
-Models ca Numbers Re(f tp) tPa

a x

1 0.536 0.037 6.9
2 0.536 0.039 7.3
3 O.740 0.072 9.7

The quantity of the coefficient .ca is determined by the results of testing

the models in a wind tunnel. In the early "stages of planning, when tests still
haven't been carried out, advantage may be taken of the results of test model
prototypes or other means of similar transport.
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Below are meanings of coefficients of resistance fo, i data adduced
in various works, in [65] for example.

Coefficients of Aerodynamic Resistance in Some ',aris of Trans-
port

Apparatus ca

The Volkswagen cargo automobile ................................. 0.73
A streamlined train with a special caboose .................... 0.39
A streamlined single-decker bus .................... .............. 0.25
A common, mode rn-day steamship ................................... 0.68
A well-streamlined vessel ................................... 0.17
The SRNI -- England . ........................ ............... 0.50
The SRN3 -- England .................... .................... 0.30
The SRN5 -- England ............................................... 0.30
The VA-3 Englan ... .. ........................................ 0.50

For comparison, it WDWy be recalled that such a poorly streamlined body
as a sphere in super-critical Reynold's numbers hai a coefficient of resistanceca = 0.1 and a squared disc has ca = 1.1 in an air stream. Apparently, the

hulls of all means of transport with the value ca take up an intermediate
position between these two bodi6s.

By such means, an ACV with a common-shaped hull might take the meaning
ca by statistical' materials such as ca = 0.4-0.5.

In calculating the aerodynamic resistance of a scale-tize ACV, it is
recommended that one inmlement a corrbction to the resistance to guard
rails, Jacob's ladders, and other parts which aren't normally installed on
models of ACV's. According to the standards of aircraft construction, the
correction for small pr6jecting parts make up from three to seven percent
of the aerodynamic resistance.

h Following this, individual computations of resistance to aerodynamic
rudders, stabilizers, and other surfaces located in the air-screw's stream
may be ma~e. The speed of the moving air in the screw's stream is significantly
higher than that of thd ACV. Besides that, the quantity of speed in the
screw's stream in many instances is changed very little in comparison to
the mooring rate, even in moving at a speed of V = 50-60 knots. Therefore,
forces of resistance on surfaces located in the blowing air depend little
upon speed. These forces may be computed approximately by the usual formulae
of hydromechanics with a calculation of the summoned speed of the air screw,
resulting from preliminary values of draught, necessary for the movement
of the ACV.

The quantity of impulse resistance appears as a projection of forces

" a3 on axis x [formula (15)]. It is computed by the theoretical formula

A1 = QV.
(156)
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Impulse resistance appears as a strong inertia of air, drawn into
movement along with the craft. The mechanism of the formation o forces
of impulse resistance in a particular case -- in data from the d sign of

the air-gate -- is illustrated in Figure 101. It is apparent fr m the
drawing that the force of the impulse resistance appears because of the
asymmetrical entry of air into the shaft of the fan at half speed --
-- part is responsible for rarefaction in the bow-section shafts and part
increases p.Lessure in the stern-section shafts (Figure 101). On this
basis, it is passible to figure that the point of application of impulise
resistance is found in the region of the air-gate apertures. It is

"niatu','al that it may shift in relation to specially-designed ventilator
shafts.

A more severe point of application of the force of impulse re-
sistance is formed as a result of calculations of all aerodynamic moments
which act on an ACV relative to axis z. Apparently, from fornula (156),
the quantity of this force depends on the expenditure of air and the
speed of the craft. The quantity of air expenditure appears as one of
the parameters determined during the designing of the ACV. However,
this usually means that the quantity of the expenditure in lift without
movement is, by comparison, easy to measure during the building of the
craft. .Ift is consideralby" more complex to determine the quanity of the
expenditure in a moving craft. At the same time, it is known that'the
quantity of the expenditure during movement may change considerably.
This offers, first of all, a change in the characteristics of the net-
work in which the craft's fans work, due to various deformations of
the water's surface under the craft at various speeds, and also the
beginning of the aerodynamic lift forces on the ACV's hull, decreasing
the load on the water, the pressure in the air cushion and in the re-
fans, partially decreases the overall pressure created by the fans,

which also leads to -an increase in air expenditure. The extent to whicht
the velocity of the air pressure is used depends on the design of the
shafts of the air-gates and the correlation of the speed of movement

* and the air speed in the shafts.

Figure 101. Diagram of the
Formation of Impulse Resis

___ tance.
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In Pigure102 a rel.ationship is adduced, characterized by'the degree
of use of the velocity of pressure for several models of ACV's with
airgates of various designs.

In some cases there is an influence due t6 the unloading of the
ACV while moving, in which the design of the aiz-gates leads the quantity-
of air expenditure in the moving ACV to be decreased 20 to 30%.

Currently, in practical designs, these factors of resistance are
not taken into consideration. However, in future investigations, ac-
cumulated tests and improved theories on ACV's, it will be neces-
sary to consider them. Impulse resistance In modern KCV's reaches 30
to 35% of the full amount of resistance while moving at maximum speed.
At low speed, the effect of this force is nil.

One kind of Tesistance lformed in the ACV is the reaction force of
the air strdan; X., escaping from the air cushions." This force is
itself a projection of the axis x forces a5 [see formula (17)]. It

possesses a number of specific properties.

_ /

Figure 102. Effect of the Air-
gates' Design and the Head-on

- /Air Stream of Pressure and the
Production of the Fans of the

Sc-. -- --- " ,ACV.
u1 4 15 Ub, peripheral speed at the tips

of the fans'blades; Dý, diameter

o - of the fans.

8 45 0o t5 V/U0
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First of all, it usually does not equal 0 in lift of the -ACV without
moving (at stop).

Secondly, this force may be adverse or positive, iLe. it appears as
draught or a eorm of resistance.

According to N. Walker [77], the quantity of resistance in model
ACV's, tested over a hard screen in a wind tunnel, was formed with a
relationship to

c = c.+ k+ c,'
(157)

where c -- non-dimensional coefficient of the full quantity of
resistance, measured by a dynometer in the wind tunnel
with the fan on;

c-- coefficient of profile aerodynamic resistance with
a the fan on;
-- coefficient of impulse resistance to the models;

k -- experimental coefficient, changing in range from
-.0.3 to +2.3 depending on the speed of the blowing
wind and the design of the air-gates' shafts.

Cons.quently, according to our terminology, for these models the
quantity of the coefficient of reaction fcrces ci is composed of

1• - < C,< 1.,.

The greatest quantity of reaction force may be acquired in the escape of all
A air from the cushions on one side, in the bow or in the stern, that occurs

close to the implementation in type B craft. In this case, the maximum
possible quantity of reaction is:

Xi = pQVr -- in escape from the stern;

Xi = -pQVr -- in escape from the bow.

In nozzle-type craft and ACV's with flexible skirts, the escape of air
along the perimeter usually occurs uniformly on all sides and this uniformity
is broken only during inclination of the ACV relative to support on the water's
surface or a screen. In case of a significant incline relative to support on
the sdrface, the reactive force may reach 50% or more of the maximum possible
quantity (Figure 103), however, more often it does not exceed 20 to 30%.

In practice, the escape of air from the cushions occurs, basically, on
the side where resistance to es'ape is least. In particular, during lift over
a hard screen, the quantity of reaction force depends considerably on the trim
eifference p, End the force itself on direction to the side of the sunken
extremity, since the escape of air occurs on the side of the raised extremity.
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This result is illustrated by experifnental materials (Figure 103)' For
a craft with a flat bottom to be suspended over a screen with little trim
difference 1) is well confirmed by the formula

X. = G tan a. (1S58j

There is an analogous relationship to its movement along Oa water,
however, in this the quantity of reaction force turns out to be propor-
tional not- to the trim difference P, but to the average incline, angle
relative to the deformation of the water's surface

where a -- average incline angle of support on the water's surface to the

horizon under the influence of a system of transferring pressure to the air
cushion-.

PX

"- - -" 4 0 1 2 " €5

-s2

-,it,

Fi'gura 103. Relationship of the Relative Reaction Force of Air Streams to
the Incline Angle in Support on the Surface In Free Trim Difference of an
ACV.

1, in suspension over a hard screen; 2, In movement over water.
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A practical quantity of wave incline angle may be foundiprodeeding
from the following correlation (Figure 104). Wave resistance

X. =f(p. cs(a. x)do. (159) I
The weight of the craft (without calculating the lift forces on the

hull and jet stream)

s(n, ydd. (16i"

In calculating the small quantity of the angle (n, yo), one gets

L(n, x.) a 4 (+61)

The angle is

where a -- is the local angle of incline to the horizon of the free water's
surface (see Figure 104).

Substituted in the integral (159) by the formula /(n, x,) = +-I.'

and using the theory of averages, we get

XS= -. :p .in:"--(162)

lie

½ 4 , ** 4

So.

Figure 104. Diagram of Wave Formation During Movement i.n a System of Surface
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Fiom this, there'arises aJformuld for'the, practical calculation of the
"average wavR incline angle

x.
'- :(163)

During lift over 1water withput moving, the adduced correlation some-
times is broken becatuse of the appearahce nfl.an additional force, called jet
spray; This problem is examined in more detail in the following paragraph.

Currently, mehods have not b~en devise& for .the calculation of values
bf reactions to the air stream. This resistance was formed solely by ex-
perimental means as a result ofý testing tug-type ACV models. A scheme for
carrying out, the expariment and a method of computing resistance are examined
below.

Although experimental means exist for determining reaction force, a
search for the path of its theoretical values appears urgent and the impor-
tance of resolving these problems especially exists in the early) stages of

'planning. ,I

To get the' values of the reaction force in the air stream, it is neces-
sary to know how the air escapes from the air c~ishibns and by which factors
this phendmenon is formed.

To such' factors, apparently,.,may be attributed:

1) The correlation of pressure quantity in the air cushion and pressure
velocity of the head-on air current; I

i2), A picture of the wave formation on the free water surface, in
particular under "the hull of the ACV., i.e. ,1 in the region of the air cushions;

3) Designed implementhtin of air-,feed to cthe cushion, as well as a
scheme fdr sectioning the air cushions.

The probiems of wave formatiofi and wave resistance are examined in detail
'in the f 9 llowing paragraph. For the characteristics of resistance, ýn the es-
cape of air from the air cushions, the following Itw'a circumstances should suffice-

1) Wave caVity tystems radiating waves appear ts a #ay for - -e ing
air in the direction of the stern under an angle of approcimately 18'" to the
diametrical plene of the ACV. Such away is impossible.

I I I

2) In 'relation to the Froude number system, transverse waves create
favorable conditions for .espaping air either in1 ths stern (Fr < 0.6), or in
the bow (Fr > 1.0), which is illustrated in Figure 44.

t I It is evident that the directdion of:the basic stream of air, to a great
extent, is formed by longitudinal centering and, consequently, by the trim
difference of the ACV in movem-nt. The more an. ACV's trim difference in the
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stern, the greater portion of air escapes in the direction of movement; the
more in the bow, the greater air escapes in the opposite direction. For most,
however, normally the trim difference of the craft, it seems, at low speeds
(Fr < 0.6) creates more favorable conditions .for escape of air in the stern,
and at maximum speeds -- in the bow (see Figure 44).

The influence of still another factor, the scheme of sectioning the air
cushions, in the final analysis also leads to the redistribution of the amount

of air escaping along the perimeter of the air cushion, i.e. a change in the
quantity of reaction force.

A great deal of attention to the given problem of air distribution, in
escaping from the air cushions, isn't by chance. The quantity of resistance
or draught, &rising because of the escape of air, is at times comparable to
the total ro i.,&1 remaining resistance combined. It is known that some of
Professor V. I. Levkov's launches did not have special propelling agents
and cou.Ld go at speeds of up -to V = 70 knots under the action of the jet
draucght.

druJn connection with this, it is interesting to consider the problem

of most expedient direction of the air stream, escaping from the air cushions,
which may be reached, for example, by way of controlling the flexible skirts
by flaps, etc.

The total power expenditure, necessary for the ACV's movement, includes
two basic" items: the maintenance of the air cushions and the overcoming of
resistance to movement.

In the ideal case quantity of engery, used every second for
paintence of the air cushions, equals a second of expenditutre of

-kinetic engery of air.in a circular stream, escaping from the air
cushions

, Tc.= fjj"•', dm= jS.p da (164)

where V - relative speed of air in the stream;r

V - its normal make up (Figure 105).rn

Through theorum of cosines

v2= IVV+ IV, I -2VII VIcos(V, V,). (165)

Taking into account that Ivjlcos(V, V.) = Ivi + Vrx with Ivl < IV.l and

ff V do= Q, we get
.rn
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'Ti- Q + - Q+Vp jV,~.Tf,.da (166)
2 2

where V. - speed of the escaping air from.the cushions during suspension
1

2 (without moving);
pV j/2 - the quantity of full pressure in the receiver.

•The latter item in the formuls (166) is numerically equal in power,
and is necessary for overcoming the force of resistance (or draught) in
the reaction stream

X, = PVrnVVrd6. (167)
P r

In such form, independently of the direction of the air stream
i

T~+VX1  (168)
TC + v1, = (P• 2) Q = const,

i.e. the total ideal power, spent on overcoming resistance of the -eaction
stream X. and on maintaining the air cushions, is the quantity constant,1

not dependent on distribution of air in escaping from the air cushions.

The directed air current from the cushions to meet the running flow,
allows the power consumed to be lowered without decreasing the flight
height of the ACV. In this, however, so much power is developed, necessary
for overcoming resistance during movement, that reaction to the air, es-
caping in the direction of movement, creates additional resistance.

A7

"Figure 105. A Diagram for Addition of Vectors of Air Speed, Esceping from
the Air Cushlons, and the Head-On Stream.
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This conclusion is correct iii ideal conditions, when the efficiencies
both in the fan and screw are equal ii,rits.. In actual conditioný, it ,is

advantageous to distrfbute air in si a form that a large part of the power
is processed by a unit with a higher efficiency. Usually the efficiency of
the fan is higher than the efficiency of the air screw. Therefore, it is
adviseable to lower the resistance during movement by directing the current
of air in the stern, thus releasing power to tranL.er to the fan installation
to ensure the-task of flight height.

In conclusion we note that, in the number making up the forces of
resistance, there appears to be still another force -- wave resistance.
This forco arises because of the redistribution of air pressure in the cushion,
therefore its mechanism of transmission has an aerodynamic character and it
acts on the ACV even in total absence of contact with the water's surface.

"-' To wit, therefore, wave resistance is looked upon as one of the forces which
make up the aerodynamic nature in calculating the integral pressure of all
sections of the hull's surface on an ACV.

However,. the initial cause of redistribution of force of aerodynamic
pressure in the cushion is the pliability of water-surface support in trans-
ferring along its system of surface prbssure. In force, this wave resistance
may be attributed to the category of forces of hydro&?namic nature, especially
as the quantity of these forces are determined by methods of wave theory in

' classical hydrodynamics. In'connection with this, the wave resistance of
an ACV is examined, along with other problems of a hydrodynamic character, inf ithe following paragraphs.

§18. Forces of Resistance of a Hydrodynamic Nature

Forces of a hydrodynamic nature, acting on the ACV may be divided into
three groups:

1) Wave resistance;

2) Resistanc. due to wash, i.e. friction of water and profile resistance
during immersion of part of the hull or the flexible skirts of the ACV;

3) Resistance due to spray formations.

The most studied and widely computed force is the force of wave resistance.
Much research has been devoted to wave resistance of an ACV. Theoretical
research into wave formation, which gave rise to a system of transferrinj surface
pressure, was carried out at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th
centuries by Lamb, Havelock, and Winebloom. The most common solution to

-these problems (for instance in a moving system of pressure along 4.he surface
of a channel, using deep skirts) was provided by M. V. Keldysh and L. I.
Sedov. The investigations were of a mathematical nature and did not lead to
practical, calculated methods.
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In the. early 1900's, in connection with the appearance of the.'first
experimental ACV's, interest Vrew in computing wave resistance of an ACV.
During' thgs -period, practical miethods for computing wave resistance
called transfer systems oft. urface pressure, were develpSed in thel USSR by.
V. P. Bol'shakov -[7] and abroad by Neuman. and -Poole [73] on the basis of
a solution by Vegauzen. Late.-. L. examination of the problem of wave
resistance in mobile systems of rez•ure [17] was begun,

One of the most interesting problems is that of the mechanism of
transmission -of wave resistance on the ACV's hull. In tchis problem,
two basic points of view were for•ad; Ya. I. Vojtkunski [11], following
the method of N. E. Kochin, substitutes the moving ACV's system of sources
and drains and examines the force of wave resistance as a result of the
redistribution of air pressure fields around the ACV due to the rising
of waves on the free water's surface under the craft. In this fotmula
for computing resistance, the structure is similar to the well-known
formula of N. E. Kochin. This method of apprach is quite rigid and,
in'principle, cannot be called objectionable. However, practical use of
this method proves unreliable for two reasons:

1) Before beginning the computations, it is necessary to know the
seating, i.e. the flight height and angle of moving trim difference of
the ACV in actual conditions of movement;

2) Kochin's function succeeds in determining solutions for the present*
only for bodies of sufficiently simple form.

Yu. Yu. Benya and V. P. Bol'shakov suggested another interpretation
of the mechanism of influence of wave resistance on the ACV's hull. In
this scheme, the ACV in movement acquires a trim difference equal to the
average incline angle to the horizon in support of th.e water's surface under
the craft. In this case, the resultant force of pressure in support of
the water's surface n and on the bottom of the ACV is equal in quantity and
direction of mutual opposites. The quantity of resistance, operating on
the ACV, numerically is equal to the horizontal projections of the re-
sultant force of pressure on the surface

i ,, O' do," (169)

In the actual scheme, however, they did not take into account the
circumstances, which in actual conditions means that the angle of trim
difference in the moving ACV could be changed to considerable limits in
relation 'to the posit•ion of the center of gravity along the length and
the quantity of moments of internal force acting on the craft.

This contradiction is cancelled out if the resultant forces of
pressure along parts of the ACV's hull, bordering with the region of
the air cushions, are computed using theorum of change in the amount of
movement conforming to the controlled surface bordering the air cushion,
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as was done in Chapter II. It may be closely computed that the force,
acting on the ACV's hull from the sides of the air cushions, is the
vector (by closing the triangular force) whi,ýh includes the resultant
force of pressure at- the base of the surface and the resultant amount of
movement f r one second in normal sections of the air stream escaping

from the air cushions (Figure 106). Therefore, for an ACV with a flat
bottom the resistance forces, acting from the sides of the air cushions,
sometimes are computed according to the weight of the craft and the angle
of trim difference during movement, giving the force the riame "attitude
resistance." The quantity of the attitude resistance is equal to the
algebraic sum of the wave resistance and the horizontal projections in
reaction to the air stream (Figure 106).

I 

I

iii

Figure 106. Diagram of the Force Which Acts on the Flat Bottom of an ACV.

To compute wave resistance by formula (169), the so-called transfer
system of surface pressure, it is necessary to know the law of distribu-
tion of ordinate wave surfaces in the region of the air. cvshiols, i.e.
the function

Y01=_ Z ). (170)
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This function may be foun• in the resulting solution of marginal problems
of mathematical phy3ics with complex boundary conditions, the conclusion
of which is known in wave thexoy. Using the system of coordinates pre-
sented in Figure 104, these boundary conditions may be recorded for
instances of mobile movement along an unrestricted wide surface in the
foll,'WiIng form:

dV Y _. - g 8p. 4 Vg ap

at Ox, 7 at- T. ax" (171)

wi.th go = O;

ayo

with' Y,=-m,

where qj (xO, YOP Zo, t) - potential speed of perturbed movement of fluid;

Km- depth .E£ reservoir;

y -specific weight of the water.

The physical meaning of the first equation is that the free surface
of fluid consists of one of those fractions and the pressure on this sur-
face is set by the condition

p = Pn(Xo1 YO).

The physical meaning of the second equation is the absence of fluid
flowing through the bottom of the reservoir.

In the case of statLonary movement systems, the equation (171) is
simplified and pbserved in the form of

"X. 20I Oxo

w. wi th Yo=q;
T__ 0 (172)

w ith' A

One way of solving the problem posed consists in the following. The
"unknown quantity of the function *l (x0, yo, zo, t) and the right part of
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the boundary conditions (171) occurs in the form of integrals of Fourier
[17]

q;.1(x0, yO, zO, I)~. S' [A., t)exp( + P~y.)+

X e&xp -![a (Xo -7x ) + zo Q] dCxdzo'.-: (174)

Pau V

L nJL; Pn
o . 2•2

Substitution of integrals (174) in the system equation (171) and solution
systems after a number of transformations leads to a solution of the
differential equation

+M + A2k th kHm - exp (- ik cos O0s) X

I + exp (2kHm)

• X , xi a.exp [- ikC (x' cos O• z sin ')] dxodzeo,

(175)

where

s=SRdt; a =kcosO"; P=ksinO".

The unknown quantity of functions AI (t) and B1 (t) are formed by

relationships

Ai = A2 exp (ik cos 0"s);

81 = A, exp (2kHm).

Set by zero initial conditions (i.e. determining the problems of
dispersal from the rate of suspension)

A = 0; .!. = when t =0;
dt

and determination of the differential equation (175) may be obtained by
the formula, forming the potential speed
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II
~(XO, YO, Z., f= IkdkufdwAý

(176)
X eX•p (ik cos O~s) [txp (- ky.) +.exp k (211m +t .oX (

X exp [ik (xo cos O + z0 sin 0)].

Formula (176) may be used for determining deformation of the water's surface.
It is known that the correlation in theories of small waves Is

You + + (177)

Substitution of formula (177) in the expression (169) after transformation
leads to the concluding forniula for computing wave xesistance

." . , ei it f. , dx.dz-

-. A- . cos0*) 0(k, 0d) Gf (k, ( (k, Pf) 04dO, (178)

Swhere e(k, P*,. f) =exp (k cos G*s)[Icos 8,tt x
X ~exp (--th cosOG*s) cos 81tdt -+. sin ýit X'

X f' P exp (-- t. cos 0*s) sin 810d],

there is k th (179)

a (k, 0*) =1p, exp fph (xO cos o* + z. sin o*)] rxodoo;, (80G*(k, O*)==•JfexpI --tl(xocos'O*-zosinO,)]dx0 d& o (.180)
0* ~ ~ ex $$O1t[-(xO cosýO + z0 sin O *)] dxodz,. (81(A (k, O ' (181)

In formula (178), the first item takes into account static longitudinal forces,
arising from gradient pressure in the cushion; the second item takes into
account the addit-I'onal forces of wave phenomena in the moving ACV.

The problem of wave formation in establishing moving systems of surface
pressure was solved by V. P. Boltshakov by a scheme analogous to the afore-
mentioned.

Wave resistance in pressure-ýsystems, traisferred along the surface of

extremely deep fluids (aq shown in the work of [7]), is expressed by the
relationship
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X. (182)

In systems of constant pressures i.e. in prezssure Pn = const, the coefficients

A, B, C and D consist of

.3A = p,1 Cos (Vtx 0) Cos (,t .if VEiz) cixdcz.;

* B =p, siV tz) dxodz;•:

C =p. ýjs*in (vtx,) cos (vi }' .1 T ZO) dx~dz,; 183

D p, sin (vtx0) sin (Vi 1i-z)dx~dzO

V. P. Bol'shakov's concluding formula for computing wave resistance to
systems of pressure, which are uniformly distributed by rectangle with
correlation of sides V = B /L has the form

n n n

IQ. V' n sin2 k s' '- " I t (184)
7 = 7- 2 .2 (y'- ()1,4

AAA

Fi'are 107. The Relationship of Wave Resistance to Systems of Surface Pressure
in Froude Numbers.

For convient, practical use of the formulae, the meaning of the integral
in formula (1&4) was computed on an electronic digital computer and is
presented i;i Figure 107 in the fopm of a graphic relationship to the argument

k, = 1/Fr2 in the discrete meaning'of the parameter p
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Formula (184) may be obtained immediately from formula (178) by wayA..
of maximum transition at times with

V(t- ÷ const, t J •.

A greater volume of analogous calculations ,was accomplished by
Neuman and P1oole for rectangular and elliptical (in plane) systems of
uniform pressure in moving in a channel.

The solution to such problems of wave formation, during movement'
with extremely wide regions ef surface pressure, may be obtained by
such a form as the. solution to spatial problems. The final formulae
for calculation of wave resistance, following forms.

In unsettled movement of resistance, falling into single widths,

t aq

+ k.-Im - G)] dk, (185)

Swhere 0'(k, t) = 1V] exp 1- iks);

- , "0 . (186)_• a(k) = J, ex p (- iko) do,..-Z 
(1-87)

S= -i-sIn (JS) Jcds (B.t) dt- -L± cos (,t) fsln (st) dt;W, I ' (188)

exp (Is ~k sin (ku) du-i. K J PkRcos ku) 6 189

In fixed movement of resistance in single widths, there is (Lamb's
formula)

- --- ,X - 2 s( 1 9 0 )
s 2V3

The results of the calculations of wave resistance according to
formulae (185) and (190) are shown in Figure 108. In accordance with
Lamb's formua., wave resistance in fixed movement takes a number of

r maximum meanings as far as increasing speeds

XO-m
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with the meaning of Telative speeds

F-- . "n=0;A; 2.

The last "hump" of wave resistance corxeponds to n 0 0, i.e.

Fr = = 0,563.

After exceeding this speed, wave resistance diminishes monotonically.
,let influehce of mobility on the quantity of wave resistance, corresponding

to Figure 108, leads to a lower amount of "hump" wave resistance with the
removal of "hump" at great speeds and with an increase in resistance in
comparison with stationary movement where theu Froude number > 1.0. In
practice; usually no more than 1-2 'humps" of resistance are displayed
in the;•range of speed

0 < Fr < 0.S63.

This, apparently, is explained by the action of the force's viscosity
which is not taken into account in theory.

47*

01*~
a -Dr4

Figure 108. The Relationship of Wave.Resisitance of a Flat System of Surface
Pressure to Froude Numbers.
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The theory of waves allows the possibility to determine the profile
of the deformed water surface in the region where there is higher pressure,
in the air cushion.

According to [29], the profile of the free surface for the concentration
of concentrated sources of pressure equals (Figure 109)

go, [2=sinxxo+ 0rn e x p(nP ) dm]

with X0 < 0.

The profile of the surface in front of the sources of pressure equals
Go

o m ex +(--nx°) dm with Xo > 0. (192)
0

Figure 109. Diagram of Wave Formation During Movement with a Concentration
of Concentratai Sources of Pressure.

At the point of the air cushions with abscissa.i xo.: the quantity of the
ordinate YoB becomes the sum of the influence ot sources set at point X0 where

substituted in fond'ulae (191) and (192) the quantity X in X -a and (191) is
integrated by a in the boundary of (X -1), and then Nhe results of the form-

ula are set down, taking into account the profile of the surface in the region
of the surplus pressure,

po-- = I- cos,. ( --x08 )] --
Pnh!co co

e'xp fifll(I x.O) 'I din + I. x - III Q0, + 0). in

0 0
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Formula (193) may also be written in Pnother form, more convenient
for immediate numerical estimation,

lbs- 2v co€- ' -& r 1 -

-Si I- Xo)] Cos x (l-xo.) +' Cix(L-- X
xsin o.}II.- +S n {[l-+ --S c•s%(, +. (94)

+ xo.) + Cix (I + x.) sin x (1-2o.)}.
where

Ssx) ci (x) LOLL-, .
" 0

The results computed according to formula (194) are given in Figure
110.

The theory of waves is also used to carry out the numerical estimations
of deformation of the free water's surface for large removal of the movinfg
belts. of pressure. Just as in the problem of plane, the values adduced
naturally are attributed only to a system of trahsverse waves stirred 4p
by the moving ACV. According to [29], the equatipn~for free surfaces hat
the form of

Yon = sin ' cos
Y 2Fr- LnFr'

I *

For large removal in the ACV, a system of sinusoidal iwaves is
developed. At a point remote from the center of the air cushions in ,
the quantity i

xO= L.Fr2 1(2n) n= I; 2 ; 3 .

higher water level constitutes

Yon !P_- sin 2 2Frs

i.e. maximum wave amplitude

4pn

IOrI• I

With Fr yo 0, i.e. at great speed of movement, the waves vanish.
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!The length')fthe waves ýqumk X. :-. Fr2 andis increased in light

ofk incre'ases in speed. The maximum angle of wave incline

-= -----s~n--L.O flH Frý-#.o. (196)-ax, n FrS 2 |

Formul-ae (195)* and' (lQ6) -may be utilized for numerical dstimation
of-deformation of free surfaces, the qualitative description of which was
given in. Chapter II.

In practice, n he design e". exploitation of the ACV is onten hampered
by the difficulty in overcoming the "humpl of wave resistance. The selection

iiof power of i mechanical plant.'in the ACV depenids, to a great 'extent, on the
quantity of draught neciessary for over~coming the "hfump" resistance. Reserve

.' draught.,also determines the possibilities for increasing weight, i.e. the
receipt of additional cargo on the ACV.

We note that there exists a potentiail reserve to lower the draught,
necessary to the ACV's momentum iii theý case oflusirng optimum dispersal
rates, e. optimum quantity,_ of acceleration a.

iThe'possibility of~lowering the necessary draught is illustrated by
the following example.

In the momentum of the ACV,; at each moment f is the 'correct differential
S.dequation

I _ (197)

where EX aresistiance td the moVing ACV for ia limination of the wave's
composi istion.

We will figudre that this part of th ro esisthance doesn't depend on
acceleration of momentum. In non-dimen.~onal form, the equatAon (197) has
the form of t

al- P X. X(18

ort, in brief, is Written as

II h oetmo h C, aeahmontt she'retdi fenia

I. PX 
(199)
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Figure 110. Profile of the Deformed Water's Surface in the Air Cushion.

"!lo, - YoaI(PnIV) "

at speed; --------- at "stop;"

0O= X/L where x .3 figured from the front edge of the air cushion.

As shown in equation (199), in the constant meaning EX = const the
quan.ity of the draught necessary for overcoming the "hump" resistance is
greater than the acceleration a and the maximum meaning of the wave resistance

X• . But, in Figure 108, one can see that X is decreased with the increase

of a. Consequently, in the right-hand portion of equation (199) is the sum
of the two functions, from which one increases and the other diminishes with
the increase of the quantity of acceleration. This lends to the possibility
jof the extreme meaning of the quantity necessary for draught P in some
meanings of a, by determining the outcome of the condition

OP a-SOa a -
-2 13- (200)
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We use the acquired correlation in the investigation 0f wavý
resistance of belts of pressure of single widths and lengths of 2Z
(in the direction of movement). The quantity of the lift forces of
such a system equals G = 2p 1, the quantity of non-dimensional wave

resistance is • -- "" k, qo da

We denote D() IX-- 7 -
'P (pa) -

(201)

In. fulfilling the condition of (200)

- 0) (202)

i.e,

a 1, Ca 7' '(203)
Ca 2p,~

A diagrar, of the function 4(`N), reconstructed from the diagram in Figure
108, is shown in Figure 111. Just as the curve of reversion is vivid
below, %,he extreme meaning of draught is at a minimum.

The working out of graphic differentiation function 4(W),using
the condition in (203), may be accomplished in relation to the quantity
of under-dome pressure and length of air cushions of the following quantity
of relative acceleration of momentum. With p = 500 kilograms of force
per m2 , 2Z = 40 meters " = 0.015 and in lowering of the "hump" of wave
resistance,

Xam(f;_
0 , 5) _

XXm (;- 0)

With p = 300 kilometers of force per M2 , 2Z = 14 meters U = 0.025 and

-- m (F-0,o05)

The example illustrates the existence of the optimum rate of momentum
of the. ACV. The quantitative values of gain in draught and the quantity
of optimum accelerations must be formed on the basis of experimental
materials, since a number of factors were hot taken into consideration in
the adduced diagramr'ic example, e.g. the spatial character of wave forma-
tion, the progression XBM from Froude numbers ".A modifying i and the re

lationship of the remaining parts of resistanc-, to acceleration.
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Figure Ill. The Relationship of Maximum
- - Quantity of Wave Resistance to the

-4 •Relative Quantity of Acceleration of
Movement.

The second resistance formed, of a :sydrodynamic nature, is the force
of resistance due to wash-off, i.e. t'i force of water iriction and the
profile resistance from submerging ýUrt of the hull or the flexible skirts
into water. Usually, in designin.g the ACV, all measures are teken to
eliminate the possibility of wash-uff or decrease the harmful after-affects
of wash-off which leads to a drop in speed.

However, soloing this problem doesn't always work out satisfactorily.
First of all, wash-off and additional z esistsnce is practically inevitable,
in an ACV that is moving over waves. Secondly, the quantity of this portion
of- resistance essentially depends on the constructive type of ACV and even
on det.il of construction of the ACV for craft of a single type.

'The best possibilities for lowering iesistance are in the design of an
ACV with a flow of air skirting the cushions, ensuring equally great height
of takeoff in scaring over a hard sc.reen and minimal wash-off over water.

In craft with a chamber principle of air flow from the cushions, sus-
ceptibility of the influence of wash-off is significantly stronger. Finally
in designing Class B ACV's, the designers deliberately keep in balance the
resistance of considerably strong resistance to water, compensating the
power expenditure in its overcoming by decreased expenditure of air and powe:
consumed by the fan.

Third, in practice, this usually succeeds in ensuring total ab-ence
of contact with water only momentarily in limited range of speed of
movemwnt.

Test operation of tug-type model ACV's show that, .at the moment of
overcbmi'ng "hump" of wave resistance or in the area of.speed close to this
rate, ýasl-off fractically -a-"y- occurs in the bow section of the hull or

the flexible slrt- of t-he ACV.

This rate of curve resistance usually confozms to the additional peak
of resistance, connected with the appearance of wash-off. Wash-off in the
bow may be avoided successfully only by very great lift height, i.6. at a
height of suspension over a screen consi, derably exceeding the depth of the
sinking water under the craft, in suspension (without movement) at "stop."
This may be attained essentially by increasing the expenditure in lift and
movement of the ACV.
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Usually, in connectionrwith the overcoming of wash-off, the peak of

-resistance in the region of the "hump" does not require an impossible
power expenditure, since this phenomenon occurs at a low speed of move-
ment. The problem of wash-off of the~hull or flexible skirts 'in the stern

-6 section of the craft, which often occurs at high speeds, is more difficult
to solve. This resistance, by its very nature, appears as profile resis-
tance typical to a poorly-streamlined body, since it appears as phenomenon
"bevelled"-from the water jets on the rigid hull or flexible skirts fac.Lng
toward the oncoming flow of air (Figure 112) or Qther parts of the stern
section's flexible skirts in the absence of air flowing out.

b)

I:.
~~.. . . . ..... .... ......... ;

Figure 112.. Sketch of the Interaction with Water of Various Versions
of Designs of Stern Sections to Skirt Air Sections:
a, rigid sidewall; .b, flexible skirts with cross-sections and rubber
shock absorbers; c, rigid flap with jet, absorbing shock with a
section of the flexible receiver.
1, rubber shock absorbers.

The appearance of this phenomenon usually may be judged by the in-
tensive trail of foam from the stern of a moving model or craft. In the
fight against this, the designers use various constructive solutions, for
example, installing rigid or soft steps in the stern part of the ACV.
The hydrodynamic idea of this measure leads either to an increase in
clearance between' the wator and the hull in the stern, or to the replace-
ment of profile resistance with water friction. Some types of constrw:-
tive designs for the stern parts of the flexible skirts are presentedin Figure 112. For Class B craft with the basic type of resistance dueto wash-off, there is friction in the boat or the skegs on the water.
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To lower resistance in this case, *:ell-tried glider structure methods
of stepping the boat, installation of splash-guards in the bilge, etc.
are used. These measures, combined with a considerable reactive draught
of air, flowing out iin the stern, allow for attainment in a number of
cases of a very high hydrodynamic quality for ACV's of the chamber type
on calm water, G/X = 25-30. However, in moving even over insignificant
waves (about state 2 sea conditions) the resistance to movement is in-
creased sharply due to wash-off on the hull.

For craft with skegs, the resistance from the friction of the hull
to'the water is itself the most essential component in the general balance
of resistance. This part of the resistance, in the end, determines that
rmige of speed which the application to an ACV with skegs is expedient.

Faced with. the power expenditure oK. the ACV, the design of which
provides a great expenditure of air (for example, an ACV of nozzle
structure and flowing air skirting the air cushions), and an ACV with
skegs leads to the concluiion that, in the initial stages of movement
(at low speeds), a significant portion of energy is spent on maintaining
the air cushions and the overcoming of impulse resistance. In connection
with this, the quantity of impulse resistance is relative to the linear
speed and this portion of energy accelerates in increased speed according
to square-law. The quantity of resistance from friction of hull to
water increases with the rise in speed roughly by square-law, and the
power necessary for overcoming this resistance by cube-law.

So, the advantage of an ACV with skegs becomes apparent at low
speeds, and an ACV with flow-through skirts, on the contrary,-dt-_
high speeds. In published data [4], based on experimental research,
the use of an ACV with skegrs proves most expedient in the range of re-
lative speed

0 < Fr < 1.

One of the least-studied forms of resistance is splash resistance
of an ACV. The influeace of spray formation on the quantity of resistance
becomes apparent in two ways. First of all, the splashing water effects
the flow of air from the receiver in the air cushion, which leads to a
redistributed quantity of air :flowing from the cushions at various points
along the perimeter of the air barrier, i.e. to a change in the quantity
of reactions to air flow.

"In this, just as the water splashes, so also a deformation of the
base surface of the water leads to a considerable change in the speed
of air mgyement in the jets co~mpared to the rate of lift over hadscreens.
The experimentai •esults of Everst 167], illustrating this'
phenomenon, ,are shown in Table 8.
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TABLE 8. RESULTS OF'MEASURING THE QUANTITY OF PRESSURE AND.SPEED OF AIR

FLOW IN THE JETS OF MODEL ACV'S

Angle of trim- difference' ÷ -.s', in the stern, the average lift height h = 38 millimeters

O.ye" Over a Poly-
screens Over phene Filmwater on Water

Measured Quantities
0 0

Pressre, ilogram forceper meter": 28,9 24,9 50 48,7 3,55 33,5
17,1 full static, Average speed 3,8 2,5 5,8 17,8 2,5 2,5

of ai flow, metersper 20,1 18,9 26,5 22,2 22,9 22,2
second

Pressure, logram force
73 rrmeter-: - I-- 98,2 91,4 98,0 94,627.3 full static, Aerage speed - 7,6 29,2 2,5 7,6of air flowing, meter - - 37,8 31,7 39,0 37,5_! ~per second. "

On the basis of the materials presented in Table 8, the conclusion
• may be drawn that in lift over hard screens or polyphene films afloat
on the water, the distribution of air along the perimeter of jets is
more uniform than in lift 6ver water. It is possible to assume that
the splashing of water, hitting the stern section's jets, hinders air
flow in the stern.

Secondly, streams of water splash and hit the craft's hull and
may increase or decrease the effect on the ACV of the quantity of
resistance. Such an effect was detected by Everest [67] with the aid
of a periscope, allowing him to observe a picture of the internal air
cushions of a nozzle-type ACV. The results of measuring longitudinal
forces, acting on the ACV, are given in Figure 113. As is obvious
from Figure 113, the quantity of the longitudinal forces in lift over
water is considerably less than in lift over screens or in moving
over water at a speed of Fr = 0.4.

From the visual observations in the periscope, it was ascertained
that this was connected with the action of the spray stream, hitting
on the bottom of .the models and directed to the side of the rising
bow extremity. In the movement of the ACV, the picture of the spray
formation changed, and the forces acting on the ACV over water approxi-
mated the forces in action over a screen.
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This physical phenomenoxi was assumed on the basis of the substi-
tution of water surface by deformed hard screens, established in Chapter
II. An additional argument for the use of the established scheme may
be found in the graph in Figure 114, using-the experimental materials
of Everest [67].

* 2

Figure, 113. Relative Force of Reaction to the Air Stream in Relation
to the Angle of Incline to the Base Surface In Rigidly Strengthened
ACV's.
1, moving over water at Fr = 0.56; 2, suspension over a hard screen;

3, suspension over water; 4, sine p; 5, wave resistance during move-
ment of the craft at Fr = 0.56, computed by the energy of the wave's
wake; 6, angle of trim difference p x /G.

One may be certain that in this graph, at a relative speed of
Fr > 0.4, the quantity of the longitudinal forces acting on a model
ACV in tow with a fixed angle of trim difference is close to the quan-
tity G sine p, i.e. a force acting on an ACV'in movement with such an
angle of trim difference over a hard screen.

In the number Fr < 0.4, the quantity of the resistance differs

considerably, from G sine b, consequently a change of water surface by
the screen iii these conditions is incorrect.
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Figure 114. The Dependence of Relative Resistance in Froude Numbers
in the Tightly Secured ACV Models with the Angle of Trim Difference.

tow resistance,
difference in tow resistance and total aerodynamic and

impulse resistance.

X, Ir

2000

/4
IIIS 10a 40, VYf

Figure 115. Resistance in Movement in Figure 116. Resistance to Move-
Dependence on Speed of the ACV SRN5, ment in Dependence on Speed of
G = 5700 kilograms. an ACV with Side Walls, G = 8500
1, total resistance; 2, total aerody- kilograms.
narmic and hydrodynamic resistance; 1, total resistance; 2, total
3,. aerodynamic resistance. wave, aerodynamic and Impulse

resistance; 3, total aerodynamic
and impulse resistance; 4, aero-
dynamic resistance.
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Just as in the case of reaction to air streams, there aren't any

ovher methods of determining forces of hydrodynamic contact and spray
resistance today, except those used in model experiments in test
bArftns or on open water.

Methods of conducting testing and evaluating results in natural
cbnditions are exam'ned in the following paragraph. In the initial
stages of design,'when the testing of a model ACV still hasn't been
carried out, the results of tests made on a prototype or results from
the systematic testing of a towed model of the ACV may be used for es-
timations of resistance.

Having examined the total composition of the quantities of re-
sistance to movement and the physical nature of the individual components
of resistance, in conclusion we cite the types of curves in the Te-
lationship of resistance 'to movement at speeds for some ACV's and the
graphs which illustrate each of the components in the general balance
of resistance to movement.

These relationships are necessary, in view of the ACV's design,
which permits taking the most rational constructive solutions and im-
plementing the components from the calculations, ensuring high pro-
pulsive quality in the design of the craft (Figures 115 and 116).

§19. Practical Methods of Calculating Resistance to Movement in
ACV' s

In working out the design of an ACV, the resistance to movement and
the speed .a'e calculated, as-a rule, moie than once. The first rough
calculations usually are made at the very beginning of the planning
stage, allowing for resolution of the necessazy power of the engine
and the basic parameters of the designed craft: displacement, area cf
the air.cushions, expenditure of air, and tentative quality of the
attainable speed.

The- calculations are usually made on the basis of tests accumulated
in the process of designing previous ACV's. Resistance to movement is

.estimated by the results of tested prototype models or the systematic
testing of a number of mode] types.

After establishing the first estimation of approximate displace-

ment, main dimensions, forms of the hull, and the basic parameters of
the planned craft, models of the designed ACV are manufactured for testing
in a wind tunnel and,,in a test basin. During the testing phase, an
argument is made for the forms of the hull, designs for flexible skirts,
and the curves of aerodynamic and tow resistance are clarified.

From these results, more precise calculations of resistance to move-
ment and speed are made, permitting the establishment of specific meanings
to tactical-technical elements: speed, range, etc.
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The final correction of the calculations of speed is made after
conducting tests in an actual craft. In conjunction with this, such
factors as interaction of the air screws and the hull of the .ACV, unknown
effects in evaluating the resistance of actual models, and others are

S-specified.

In some instances, during the designing of especially complex
new craft, the building of an actual ACV precedes the building and
conducting of tests on self-propelled models. In this case, the
calculations of the speed of the actual craft may be corrected additionally
by the results of test on self-propelled models. This allows to
spacify some degree beforehand part of the problems connected with
the icaled translation from miel to'actual size, including; the influence
of rigid materialsr for flexible skirts in resistance to movement, the
influence of small waves, wind drift, etc.

Scheme of the Approximate Calculation of Resistance to Movement of an
ACV According to Table 9

1) The speed of movement "V" is given a number of meanings.

2) The quantity of the aerodynamic resistance of the hull is
calculated according to the formula

••-'•"...X. = .-- • p V IS X

where ca -- is formed by the results of prototype models tested in

a w.'nd tunnel.

1) The quantity of the aerodynamic resistance of the tail units,
blown by the stream.from the screws, is formed by the relationship of

XP =cp -.2.p (V + wa)2Sp, (204)

where Cxp -- coefficient of resistance to the rudders, defined by the

atlas as blowing off a number of rudders;
w -- so-called axial speed in the screw's stream, determined by the

quantity of the coefficient of the load on the screw
P

2 -Pv2-4 (205)

P -- expected quantity of the screw's draught;
D -- diameter of the screw.
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TABLE 9. DIAGRAM OF ROUGH CALCULATIONS OF RESISTANCE TO MOVEMENT OF AN'ACV
Initial Data

S '- . P.s .. : ,; CI ° S , JWrl• L. " . .. J.

S ; SL~g~ V..MQ ... p:€) a - BnJ11; r2, -.. '

-No. Formpla, value

"ACV with flexiblej ACV with side Values
skirts ..l

'" Speed of an ACV (meters per se-

gvcnd) a series of meanings areS- .-- given

2 X; Pofileaerodynamic resistance_ -to the hull, Rgs. of force

3 VP Coefficient of loads to the screw

4 w I'Rise in speed In the slip-stream.I. wt , jmetersper second

slip-air-streams, kg. of force

6 X 1 'X Impulse resictance. kg. of force

7 k' ..., k = gL., Parameter
V2 "2V2

8 A .-f(k', pgi). sin-gi2 j~ (set Figure 107)
-22V2
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Table 9-continued

S~Formula. ValueN I Value

"no. ACVwith flexible ACVwith side
-o. s "ortul, walls - Yu

9- :X Wave resistance. kg. of force-'

rr= f Residua. resitance in tow models.
vgn fkilograms of force

xi. = m=rrr Residual resistance in an ACV with
flexible skirts, kg. of torce

12T Rei-_ V Reynold't # of a side wall ACV

13 f- "f (Res) Coefficient of side wall friction from

registered roughness

"" I p = 0,455: (Ig Re)2-5 +

+ Afroughness

14 " .__r Resistance of side wall friction,
kgs. of force

Is *X (2) + (5k;:I
+ ( +( + (11) Value of total resistance X, in kgs. of

force. for an ACV with flr-xible skirts

+6 (9) + (14) fre on wt
+ (9)- (2) + 61) + Value of total resistance X. in k s. of

4 force for an ACV with side was
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4) The quantity of the impulse re;istance is calculated according

to the formula

X, = pQV.

5) The quantity of the coefficient k' is found by the relation-
ship

k' - £

2V*

6) The quantity of the wave resistance is calculated:by the
formula

(206)

Wave resistance to movement of the craft with sidewalls is due to the
flat characteristic of movement of fluids between the sidewalls, ex-
pediently computed according to Lamb's formula

4p•B i2 g
XB= • (207)

7) Th'e quantity of ths remaining resistance, including reaction
to the air-strcam, resistance from wash-off, and spray relistance for *1
a craft with flexible skirts,,_is evaluated by prototypes or is deter-
mined by graphs of systematic testing of tow models with flexible
skirts close to those designed.

The quantity of the resistance to movement of a craft with .side-
walls (water frictioh) is calculated by the formula

X, = f, p ( 2. 2g '8e

where f -- coefficient of friction; is formed by the graph in rela-rption to Reynold's nuombers relative to the water Re2 ;

Q - wetting of -.he hull's surface on the ACV. 2

8) The quantity of the full resistance is calculated by' totaling
up its components X (

SX & +a-I XP+ . X3A 1- X5 - Xr. (209)
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ACV ch ir~fof min thethe Pd secaculation of Resistance from the Results of theil •ow Tests in a Basin and Testing ,Model ACV'• in a Wind Tunnel

! ~The scheme "given 'of the calculation •or construction is the
i : outcome of the necessity of exact computation of the influence of all

S~internal forc~es, including the draught of the .screws, on the trim
-• difference of an ACV at each speed. Equalizat'ion •f balance in the

•- ACV inconforming to• the scheme. 6f forces, presented in Figure 117, has

he formof o

|X. + X. + x rý+ P;
SM..M-+ Mr--G(x.--yjsiný)=PHP. (210)

i• , i I

In non-dimensional form after the division ,of both paits of

l/2pV2S and i/2V2SL2 th? equalization accordingly takes on the form
i I

"" ' c+C.+Cr=cp; i

-=+:n--mA r+- x--,sinl)=cpfp.J (211)

1 * I

I a

Figure 117. Diagram of the Forces Acting on an ACV.

iThe quantity Xr,, in the case given, includes not only the reaction flow

and resistance connectr:d with spray formation and wash-off, but also
wave.resistance.

"2The "quanity of the characteristic of the linear measurement L and the
A Sare selected arbitrarily. %
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The coefficients ca c r ma, mr may be presented in the form of

linear functions of the angle of trim difference VI by. way of ex-
pansion in series of Taylor, in which to sufficiently retain two
of the first terms-

C. = c. ('o) + ~- ,-0-. a' = +a4 ' -..'o);'.
C, . c . + . . as

C~ =~(')+ -(''?oY a8 +di~- 0).(212)

Similarly

m, = a? + a3(-0 );

In substituting (212) for (211) and excluding the unknown
quantity of the coefficient of draught cp, we get the formula for

determining the angle of operating trim difference * at given speeds

.ad - 017p + a&-a,
Y 0S - 1.._ •2 + as- aý _Hp- Ogg

-c+(213)as-- a,• p + inn-- ct, ll + a? -- asi H + OX-11
a•-a,,Hp+a,-a4 11p.--Oyg "

The results of the tow tests are presented in t.he form of the
relationship cr = cr lp), mr = m (ip) or, simpler, in the parametric

form

Crf f(mg); =f (mg); u,'. =fm ().

Similarly, results are worked out by testing-models of the hull
in, a yind tunnel.

The structural relationships permit determination of the quanti-
ties of all coefficients a 1 , a2 ,... a 7 , a8 . Now the 9cheme of cv1-

culating resistance leads to the following (Table 10).
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1) The speed "V' is given a number of meanings.

2) According to formula (213), the angle of operating trim

difference is computed. The quantity ý 0 is assigned arbitrarily,

in anticipating the range of change of the angle of trim difference.

3) By computing the quantity of the angle; p, the quantities
of coefficients ca and-.cr are formed, with graphs, constructed from

the test results.

4) The quantity of the coefficient of draught (equal to the
coefficients of full resistance) is computed by totaling

C' = c, ý-C..+ c,,.- . (214)

5) The quantity of the resistance is found by the formula

Sp(215)

§20. Propell'ing Agents of ACV's

Propelling agents, installed in contemporary ACV's differ con-
siderably both in principle of operation and constructive implemen-
tation. Regarding guality, illustrations may be given in the following
list of exploited propelling agents:

1) Air screws;
2) Shrouded air screws;
3) Air-jet propelling agents;
4) Air-jet propelling agents with air flow:

a) from the receiver;
b) from the air cushions;

5) Water-jet propelling agents; and
6) Screw propellers.

Besides t:his,, for the different surfaces required for automatic
piloted or amphibian craft, propelling agents such as wheels, cater-
pillars, and other means are provided, the examination of which exceeds
the limits provided for the authors for the problem.

The basic features of the propelling agents, characteristic of
most ACV's are:

x= C p-2s.
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First of all, utilizatioi of the envi:onment of air to ensure the
amphibiousness of the ACV;

Secondly, relatively oYw.(compared to aircraft) speeds and ireat

quantities of draught, necessary for overcoming the "hump" of wave
resistance; and

Third, constructive restrictions on the over-all dimensions of the
propelling agents.

TABLE 10. A DIAGRAM OF THE PRECISE CALCULATION OF RESISTANCE TO MOVEMENT

OF AN ACV AS THE RESULT OF TESTING MODELS IN A BASIN AND IN A WIND TUNNEL.

G ... kilograms; Q = ... meters 3 /second; L = ... meters; S = ... meters;
H =...meters; I =...meters;y = ... meters;' X = o..meters; a

... ; a2  ... ; a3 = ... ; a4 5...;a ... ;a 6 = ... ;a = ... ;

S--2Q

Value Method of Calculation

V Setting a series of meanings to speed, meters/

/second

The. angle of actuating trim difference calculated by
Formula (213). The value ý0 is set arbitrarily

c= c a(4) The coefficient of aerodynamic resistance is deter-
a a mined by experimental date

cr = CrW(p) The coefficient of aerody,,amic resistance is deter-
r r mined by experimental data

c = ca + c. + c Coefficient of Full Resistancep a i r

TX = c p.V2/2 S' Value of full resistance1

1The value of resistance on the aerodynamic tail unit, moving in the air
screw's stream, may be calculated separately by foemulae set forth in
Table 9.
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These features', essentially, are summarized by one typical
characteristic of all ACV Propeiggents - high meaning of the

SIcoefficient of load
* P

" •I ?D2 (216)•2 " 4"

In theories on ideal propelling agents, a connection is established
between the, quantity of the coefficient of loads at rest and the quantity
of the efficiency (Vetchinkin's formula).

2
"ni V= ! .a..r..S i Pa +1 (217)

The quantity of the draught of ideal propelling agents may be
determined from the equality of

p, . 5Nn__ t. (218)
V.

These formulae allow determination of the ,the maximum possibl.e (ideal)
meanings of draught, set at 1 h.p. of underwater power, in relation to
the speed of movement and the area of the disc-type propelling agent F.
The intended quantities of the ideal draught are set forth in the gra.,h
of Figure 118. However, the adduced meanings of specific draught turn
out to be practically unattainable because of the additional loss of
so-called strength of viscosity of the air, the vortex formation, and
methods of constructive implementation of the propelling agents.

In connection with these, it is expedient to pass on to the ex-
amini-tion of specific types of propelling-agent designs. The first
items of practical significance are the air screws. Problems of
designing air screws are widely clarified in science-technical literature
Therefore, an examination may begin with the uses of air screws in
quality movement of ACV's compared to aircraft propellers. As a rule,
each air screw designe,3 is the result of mutual technical solutions,
due to streamlined designs, to satisfy a number of contradictory re-
quirements. The diameter of the screw and the number of revolutions
are limited by the quantity of the maximum turning speed at the tip
of the blades, which must not exceed the speed of sound. In a case
where special requirements for the level of air noise of an ACV are
produced, the maximum turning speed at the tip of the blades must not
exceed M = 0.6 (M = Mach number).
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The width of the screw blades
i .usually does not exceed 8-10% of the

#1 ' .1 '.diameter, and is dictatid by the limited
ami. s/c.( •possibilities of the mechanism for

41 turning the blades, which is situated
49m/ sec. in the bushing of the screw. Therefore,

in regard to aerodynamics, the design
of the screw remains two parameters.

. X JX 49 a : modification of which may essentially
• v/r414<- alter the draught characteristics of

Figure 118. Relationship of the screw; the profile of sections of
the blades and angle of the mountings

Ideal Draught to the Con- of the sections, i.e. the curve of the
sumption of Power and the blades. In designing a propeller for
Diameter of the Disc of the an aircraft, these parameters are
Propelling Agent. suitable also for selection by com-

promise optimum profiles and attack
angles for the sections in conditions
of take-off and flight at maximum
speed are different.

In ,contrast to an aircraft, the ACV's screw may be considered
single-rated and the selection of profile and curve of blades is opti-
mum for conditions of take-off. This allows an increase in the draught
characteristics of the screws, designed especially for the ACV, in com-
parison with aircraft propellers.

Other features, required for tivý-&ir screws of an ACV, are the
,necessity of implementating of -reverse and increasing the. durbility-of the
screws. 'Reversing of the screws increases the maneuverability'of the
ACV to such an extent, that reverse appears as a necessary quality
for a propelling-agent of an ACV.

In contrast to aircraft, the screws of an ACV often are obskred by
various superstructures on the ACV's hull, which may lead to beginnings
of dangerous resonance rates of vibration in the blades and must be
determined in the process of designing and elminated before exploitation.

Air screws, as a rule, operate in small amounts of water spray and
splash. Because the blade edge is subject to corrosion,'in sonie
cases tfie blades cease operating for several hours at a time. To prolong
the term of serviceability of the screws, a special coating is applied
to the incoming edges of the blades.

Calculation of draught characteristics of air screws is accomplished
with the aid of diagrams of aerodynamic characteristics, obtained in testing
model screws in a wind tunnel.
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In these diagrams are the relation of the coefficienIt of the screw's

draught

and the coefficient of power

75N

to the relative step

050

4tN. 41f

407.

2 4-

- • "" - __0

4/ 4 I D \k 41 0

Figure 119. Aerodynamic Characteristics of Air Screw 2 SMV-3.

In some cases, there is a convenient use of the diagrams reconstructed

in other co-ordinate axes. In Figure 119, the relationship of coefficient

a1 to 81 is constructed, with constant meanings of the parameters of step

X and angle A arrangement of sections (steps) in radius r 1 = 0.75D/2
P

for screw 3 SMV-3 [27].

In calculating draught, it is necessary to take into account the

influence of the engine gondolas and the air compression in aiding the

construction of additional diagrams (Figure 119). Detailed schemes for

calculation of draught characteristics lead to special technical literature

[27]. The scheme for calculating draught is set forth in Table 11.
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TABLE 11. DIAGRAM OF THE COMPUTATION OF DRAUGHT OF THE AIR SCREWS
Initial data: series of screws ... ...

D = ... meters; V = ... meters/second; N = ... horsepower.

Formula' Designation of Value

"% n Number of revolutions/second in the screw

Relative step, where V is meters/second; n,.se-c; d, meters

,=- 2".1 ;Circumferential speed at end of blades, meters/second

Final Mach number. Speed of sound a' =340 meters/second

75K= Coefficient of power N, horsepo..-r.

*,=a 75g Angle of air flow in radius R = 0.75

- =(0. kI) Angle of blade.setting. Determined according to graph
"* "(Fig. 119).

.. •...:....-.¢: Angle of attack of the blades in. radius R =0.7S.R_

M ' Power correction factor. Determined according to graph
"(Fig. 119)

Computed coefficient of power

- IDesignation of Value

a,=f(Ap, Calculated angle of fixed blades in radius R = 0.75 2
AV _Set forth in graph (Fig. 119)

Coefficient of draught

M) Calculated angle of attack

Correction factor, Set forth in graph (F17. 119)

P Draught of screw 1

1

For a more precise calculation, the correction of relative dimensions of the screw and gondolas is
taken into account, see [22].
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A great deal of experience, accumulated by aircraft builders in
the area of designing air screws, permits obtaining, in some instances,
the meanings of specific draught, which are sufficiently close to the
draught of proposed propelling agents (attaining quantities of 90%
ideal draught). However, xhis has a-place only in relatively small
quantities of power supplied to the screw. In Figure 118 it is obstvVed
that, with quantities of ratio N/D2 > 200, the specific proposed
draught PiIN aims toward constant quantity. In regard to this,,the

quantity of draught must be increased proportionally to the power
supplied. However, any practical screw may reprocess effectively only
within the limits of the quantity of supplied power. In Figure 119
it is observed that, in quantities of coefficient of power above 81 =

= 0.3, the coefficient of draught ca ceases to increase and later on

even begins to decrease, i.e. an increase in power doesn't lead to an
increase of the screw's draught.

The physical logic of this phenomenon consists of the following.
In the construction of a screw-type propelling agent, the principle

of lift forces from wing-type blades is used for creating draught.
In limiting the area of the wing (diameter and width of blades) and the
turning speed (number of revolutions), the lift forces may be increased
only-as a consequence of increased coefficient of lift forces cy, which

is attained by means of increasing the angle of attack of the wing.
Howezer, the possibilities of increasing lift forces of the wing are
not unlimited. In some critical meanings of the attack angle akp,

the quantity of c reaches maximum meaning after the apprearance of ay
breaking-off of the bordering layers, interrupting the flow of the
wing and the lift forces begin to decrease. A similar phenomenon
arises with the increase of attack angle of the screw's blades.

After a considerable part of the blades' sweep is interrupted,
the screw's draught begins to diminish, in spite of an increase in
bringing power to the screw.

Today, very powerful aviation gas-turbines, which are small in
size and light in weight, may be used on ACV's. However, with their
use there arises a familiar problem of propelling agents, i.e. the
method of reprocessing the power in draught.

The only thing to be done is to divide the power between several
screws. It is natural that, .in doing this, new difficulties arise:
the complexity in the general arrangement of the craft in a given size,

the necessity of using a large number of reduction gears and transmissions,
and the calculation of mutual influences of the propelling agents.
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: - by"A successful solution, discovered
by aircraft bikilders for large trans-

"12 port aircraft like the Tu-114 and the
"An' series, involves coaxial screws
with opposite directions of rotation.
In the operation of coaxial screws in
twin activity, each of the screws induces
in the disc of its twin screw additional

" • axial w'a, w"a and circumferential
a a

2xur. ,'t w"t-speeds, in comparison with speeds

- w and wt in the operation of the screw

by itself. (Figure 120), which leads to
alteration of the.angles of attack of
the blade elements.

In the first place, the inter-
* ruption of the flow of a considerable

part of the blades' sweep is eliminated.
Secondly, because of the opposite directions
of rotation, circumferential speeds in-
duced.by the front and rear screws are
mutually cancelled, and the flow from the

Figure 120. Polygons of Speed disc of the rear screw creates a con-
of Coaxial Screws with Opposite siderable degree of torque. Consequently,
Rotations. the kinetic energy of that eliminated by

the propelling agent's aii mass is de-
creased, which increases the efficiency of
the coaxial-screw complex.

The specific draught of a well-designed coaxial-screw complex is
-almost equal to the total draught of screws working.individually, but in
practive it remains smaller than this total. It has been concluded that
the reason for such a descrepancy is that the mass of air, flowing through
the disc of each of the coaxial screws, considerably exceeds the mass which
flows through each of the scress in singular activity, and because of this
speeds are increased for the air flow through the discs "nd the calculated
meaning of operable steps of the screws, which leads to lower draught.

This circumstance, essentially, is considered according to the ideal
efficiency of the coaxial screw complex. To illustrate the effectiveness
of the division of power or use of coaxial screws, several diagrams are set
forth in Figure 119.

Let us assume that the coefficient of power in the operating screw is
a speed of V = 15 meters/second, X = 0.2, = 0.2. Consequently, the

p
coefficient of draught of this screw is = 0.143. In dividing the power

between the two screws, the diameter and. the number of revolutions 1 = 0.1.
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For each of the screws, the coefficient is a1 = Q.122, consequently,

the total draught is increased to m' = 0.244/0/143 = 1.7 times. In
the case of dividing the power-betveen the two coaxial screws in
operable steps, the front screw will equal X = 0.4 and the rear

screw X2 = 0.27 [1]. The coefficient of draught of the front screw

of the coaxial combination is a' 1 = 0M.I"S, and the rear is a"1 = 0.118.

-. The total draught is increased,
- in comparison with the initial variant,

- 1 1.63 times (0.233:0.143), but is lower
than the total draught of the two

N screws acting individually.

S.i-An important means of increasing
"". I draught of propelling agents for ACV's

___,__ ,-.is the use of circular shrouds.

Propelling agent complexes, in the
form of propeller screws confined inFi~gure.121. Relati *onship ci*rcula~r shrouds, are widely used in

of the Ideal Efficiency shipbuilding to increase the draught
of the Screw Complex /shroud- of'tow-type and other craft with heavy-
tdandiolatd soeficien) .-duty screws. For shipbuilding tests,
to the Load Coefficient, the use of circular shrouds stands to

gain from the meaning of the load
coefficient of the propelling agents a > 1.Q (Figure 121).

p
For a= ACV,, the quantity ap in the area of speed, in accordance with

the "hump" of resistance, reached 10-20 and more. Consequently, the use
of a shroud in this case is even more justifiable than in a tow-type
craft.

The basic reasons for the increase in draught of a shrouded screw,
in comparison with an isolated screw, lie in the following. In theories
of ideal propelling agents, Rankin's formula is well-known - it determines
the efficiency of ideal propelling agents in that

(219)

where V - speed of the craft's movement;
V- speed of the air stream of the propelling agents to infinity

foi craft in system-coordinates connected-with the movement of the craft.

The quantity of the draught of propelling agents is determined by the
formula _. -.-.

(220)
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where. m - a second's expenditure of air in the propelling agent's stream,
calculated by this system of coordinates.

An analysis of formulae (219) and (220) shows that, to increase
efficiency for maintaining given quantities of draught, it is always
expedient to increase the mass m anddecrease the speed in the streai of
the propelling agents.

In the. operation of an isolated screwq, the stream is narrow after
passing through the disc and the speed to infinity for the screw is in-
creased by the law

VC.

S(221)

In the case of the shrouded screw, the stream is widened after
passing through the disc, following the profile of the shroud (Figure.
122). For the shroud, as with the circular foils, there arises a force
of draught. Usually, that pressure in the stream flowing from the
shroud is equal to the pressure to infinity, i.e. the stream of air,
flowing from the propelling-agent complex, has a constant transverse

F2 = F (see [28]).

Figure 122. "Diagram of the Line of Current in Operating a Shrouded Screw.
I - Uninterrupted flow in the shroud; II - Interrupted flow in the shroud.

- ----- In operation of an isolated screw.

If the designation F - area of the screw's disc and 82 = FJ/F, then
in this case
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Secondly, the air screw (appearing as the working agent operating

in a shroud) is replaced by a fan, calling for a large quantitýyof the
coefficient of thrust a, [28].

Calculation of draught of the air-jet propelling agent may be
accomplished by the well-known scheme of calculations for water-jet
propelling agents [28]. For the completion of a sufficiently reliable
calculation, as is also the case of water-jet propelling agents, it is
necessary to arrange this by the following experimental materials:

a) Characteristic of the agent operating in isolated activity;

b) Characteristic of the air-conductor route.

A special air-conductor route for the propelling agent does not
appear according to the necessary conditions. In Figure 124, b and c
views.of ACV's in the hulls of which air (going toward the creation
of jet draught) moves along a duct of the systems maintaining the
ACV's. In the case of b, the jet force is created in the air flow from
the receiver of the ACV; in the case of c, the air flows directly from-
the air cushions. These principles, in ACV configurations, are well
known in practice.

The propelling agent in scheme b was used in the creation of the
first English ACV, the SRNl, as well as in many other craft.
the CC-5, etc.

The propelling agent c was used much earlier w~ith great success in
the first native full-size craft of chamber type, created by Prof. V.
I. Levkov [4]. There are many well-known ACV's using air-jet propelling
agents, the dreations:of which utilized schemes b and c.

"Figure 124. Constructive Type Con-
figurations of Air-Jet Propelling Agents
in the Hulls of ACV's: a, Air-jet pro-
pelling agent; b, Air flow from the
receiver; c, Air flow from the air
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2. p, (222)

where " - load coefficient from the calculated draught of the shroud.

The quantities of ideal efficiency, calculated accbrding to formula
.(2.19) with the calculations of formulae (221) and (222)., are set forth
in Figure 121 [28]. Apppxently, in the operation of a shrouded screw,
the ideal efficiency is higher than in the operatioii of an isolated
screw. However, the advantages of a shrouded-screw complex) r'n com-
parison iith an isolated screw, do not lead to gains in ideal efficiency.

If the designation Vs - speed of air flow thiough the screw's

disc, then on. the basis of equalization of indissolubility of the
environs it•.s1possb.e towrite the following equality:

v - i--;for ai isolated screw -

2c ,

If the ideal efficiencies "of the propelling agent are equaf, i.e.

() =. .-,.V,, . • ,,, .)

The lower limit of the quantities i• lrn c = 1, and the quantityB2 >

>1., Therefore, .,

2ta•Vsiacz -Ps~..•.,

Consequently, in "the equality of ideal efficiencies, the speed'of
air flow through the screw's disc in a shroud is greaiter than the speedof air flow through the disc of an isolated screw.

In this, as well as in the case of coaxial screws, a part :of the t
blades' sweep is blocked and the draught ,increases. In such a way, the
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use of a shrouded screw not only increases the ideal, but also the
"desiged efficiency. For aiicraft screws, the total increase 6f
draught from a shrouded-screw complex is 100% in some instances. If
the screw if specia.lly designed for the ACV, the increase." of draught
.of the shrouded screw is colnsiderably le~s.

The possibilitiep of expansion of the streams, after passing
through the screw's disc (shrouded) is not without limits, and are
formed by conditions of uninterrupted flow according-to the profile
of the shroud. In agiven length of the ýhioud, the increase of'the
coefficient of-exapnsion 82 is equivaldnt to the increase of the &ngle

of attack of the shioud's winged profile (Figure 122).

As was al5eady. noted, after reaching somelof the critical lmeanings
of the angle of attack, the flow of air is blbcked and further expansion
of thb stream does not occur. In this, both the lift force of the pro-

"file and, consequently, the draught bf the shroud are decreased.

Determination of optimum rates) and 'the profile oý the shrouds are
connected by thorough Aerodyn.amic calculation. After carrying 'ut such
a calculation, it usually is'expedient to condct tests of the designed
shrouded-screw* c6mpliax in a wind tunnel and to introduce 1ihe necessary
corrections 'to the given parameters.

Today, application of.circular-shrouds has been suspended because
Sof the considerable design and technological difficulties of their

completion, The length of the shrouds usually is 0.5-1.0 of the
screw's diameters. Thickness of, the pr6file is "from 1S to 25% of the
dhord profile (shroud lengths). ,

For effective operation of the complex, it is necessary to ensure
minimal clearance between the blade tips and the profile of the shroud,
equal to 0.3-0.5% of the screw's diapeter. :-. this, it is necessary
!to ensure a tight system of securing the screws and shrouds, whicli would
exlcude the possibility of blpws from the edges of the blades along the
profile of the shroud during conditions of dynamic load in the design
for wind and'.rolling of th6 ACV in sea conditibns.:

The shrouds of a draft with propeller screws sometimes are cast
%r reinforced by rigid internal framework. However, this is possible
only fqr screws with small diameters. Diaheters of'air screws reach 3
to 6 miters. Naturally, the use of a qast shroud leads to an intolerable
increase in weight. Itl is necessary, fherfore, to look for the most
successful design solution which would ensure rigidity at a minimal
weight in construction. . ,

hbove, it was shwon that the basic gain in drhught of the propelling
agent, using •an air-screw complex' nd circular shr6uds, is connected with
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the large quantity of load coefficient of the propelling agent. At
high speeds, the load coefficient is decreased, as is the effectiveness
of the shroud (Figure 125). At maximum-speeds of modern ACV's th'e
effect of using shrouds is practically nil. Therefore, to acquire

the necessary reserve draught in the area of the "hump" of wave re-
sistance for ACV's, the use of shrouds is :ot expedient, especially if
the design difficulties in creating propelling agents of such a type
are taken into account.

As was indicated earlier, the basic deficiency of air screws,
used as quality propelling agents of ACV's, is that they are of large
dimensions. Therefore, from the very o~tset, the efforts of designers
were directed to'fard looking for prope ling agents of other types,
which could be integrated into the components of the ACV. The basic
direction of this search was the use of the air-jet propelling agent
in different ways. The principal diagrams for three basic design-
-types of ACV's, which employ the air-jet propelling agent, are set
forth in Figure 124.

In the first case, the pro-
.------------ pelling agent of the ACV is not

• / connected with the system of

47J lo maintainence of the ACV. Special
-. G - -air conductors were provided in

the construction of the craft,
S, in which the velocity of the air
4•0 SO 0 1o4V mass occurs, acting from without,

due to the supply of energ/ neces-
sary for operation of the propelling

Figure 123. The Relationship agent, e.g., the fan at the site
of Draught of an Isolated In- of the air conductor. This construc-
dividual screw to the Draught tion, in principle, is similar to
of a Shrouded-scrot Jomplex water-jet propelling agents, which- are'in Relationshiip to the Spe'ed -widely used in shipbb/ilding , and

of Movement. may be called an air-jet propelling
agent. Today, there still is not an
ACV eq-ipped with propelling agents

of such a type, but great attention has been given to study by the
designers, with the exception of such an ACV emerging in the .near fature.

Streamrining to lower the transverse dimensions of the propelling.
-agent, in maintaining the possibility for a great quantity of djaught,
leads to the use of air-jet propelling agents instead of shrouded air
screws. This transitionk is connected with two character-design traits.

First of all, the longitudinal, axial measurements of the propelling
agent, necessary for the effective translormation of the energy carried
to the working organ (the kinetic energy stream flowing from -Ghe pro-
pelling agent) are lengthened.
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The merits of the propelling agents c£ the types examined are
obvious: simplicity of-constructid'i organic combination of systems
of air conductors, in ,th6 pr6pel-rigigagents and lift systems of the

-ACV's.

The basic dificiency 6f air-jet propelling agents lies in that.
they may be effectively used only on small ACV's with small ,quantities
of under-dome pressure in the cushion. The quantity of draught, neces-
saxy for the ACV's movement, is formed usually by the quantity of
"1hump" of wa•ve iesistance. By measuring the increase in pressure in
the cushion, the quantity of "hump" of wave resistance increases pro-
po•-tionately to the square of pressure, while the jet'draught P. is

increased proportionately to the firs.t steps of pressure.

(223)

where F - area of outlet of the propelling agent.

To illustrate this, a graph of the calculated meanings of power
necessary for overcoming the "hump" of resistante in air flowing from
the receiver, in relation to the pressure in the cushion,, is, set
forth-in Figure 125.

Figure 125. Comparative Curves of Power N, Necessary for Overcoming
Wave "'Hump", in Relation to Pressure P (Kilograms of force per meter 2 )
in the Air Cushion.
-- Air-Jet Propelling Agent;

...... Air Screw, Developing a specific draught of 1 kilogram force
Per h.p.;
I - G = 1000 in.ters; 2 - G = 300 meters; 3 - G = 50 meters; 4 -G

10 meters.
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The following assumptions were obtained in this calculatiofi:

1) The "hump!' 6f resistance X = 3,.25 P2B /y; Fr = 0.5;
n n

2) N = QP /75, where nc 0..75;
p

3) Pp/P l.3;

4) L =/B 2.0; G =2PnB2

n n nth'

The results of the computation are plotted by solid lines.

In increasing pressure, the quantity of power necessary for over-
'coming the "hump" of resistance increased sharply. in this graph, the
dotted lines mark the power necessary for use of quality propelling
agents of the air screw type, developing a draught of 1 kilogram force

at 1 hýp. of supplied power. The advantage of the screw is seen in
the large quantity of pressure, where the dotted lines go below the
solid lines.,

As the ,graph shows, the use of air-jet propelling agents is ex-
pedient only in pressure Ig Pn < 2.2-2.4, i.e. Pn < !60-250 kilograms

of force per meter 2 , being the lower limit corresponding to a craft
of large dimensions..

Due to the condionality of the calculation in this graph, one
cannot use it for quantitative value in selecting a type of propelling
agent. In practice, the advantages of air screws are seen to be more
considerable both in the small quantities of pressure, and in the
development of draught of more than I kilogram force at I h.p.

Aviation turbojet and tufrofan engines, also use as quality pro-
pelling agents for ACV's, deserve some attention. The aviation industiy
has organized the production of a large number of jet engines,,which are precise,
reliable, and widely adapted by native and foreign passenger and
military aircraft.

The advantages of a propelling agent of this type are regarded as
[18]i small dimensions; low weight with great power; and an insigni-
fi'cant drop in draught at increased speeds, compared to screws.

Regarding quality, the following deficiencies are noted: a great
fuel expenditure at 1 kilogram force of draught, compared to engines
of internal combustiLn or gas-turbine type; and the necessity of using
special construction materials to prevent corrosion and salt buildup
of sea conditions.
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C, kg. of thrust per hr.

/ ~of Dual Induction. "

SSpecial interest has been shown in turbofan engiiies and particularly
in iwin-ducted jei~engines with a great degree of dual induction P4

The relationship of the-basic parameters of engines of specific
fuel expenaitures and specific draugh$ to the degree of dual induction
and to the temperature of the gases in front of the turbines is shown
in Figure 126. The quantity of air, flowing through the engine, equals

Go = "-DO

where G' quantiiy'of fuel su~pplied per hour;

10 -quantity of air, theoretically necessary foi total combustion

of the fuel;
a* -coefficient of air surlus.

It is obvious that the dimensions of the engine must be larger, the
larger the e6penditure of air passing throua the engine. In order to

decrease the dimensions, in, conditions for maintaining the required
draught constit, it is necessary to increase the specific draught.

In Figure 126 it is shown that, for each coefficient of dual.in-
duction there exists an optimum temperature rate corresponding to the
minimum specific fel expenditure, i.e. the most expedient rate of

movement is that of economy. This rate simply corresponds to thedetermined quintity of specifi draught, ile. tha determined dimensions
of the engine. wte high degree of dual induction V. = 2.0 the specific

fuel expenditure is low, ce = 0.84 kilogras of kilogree force of

draught per hour, but in retuh the dimensions of the engine are great.
he minimum coefficient of dual induction pir = 0 (turbojetsengine) meas
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that the dimensions of the engine are small, but there is great amounts
of specific fuel expenditure ce = 0.92 kilograms of kilogram force of

draught per hour.

The optimum meanings of pT lie in the limits of v. = 0.7-1.2.

STurbofan engines,,compared' to the average turbojets, have the following
advantages: iesý specific fuel expenditure; less weight at a given draught;
a higher relation of take-off draught to cruise, which particularly is
essential foi ACV's; and a lower (10-15 decibels) noise level because
of less speed of how in the jet stream.

Special construction is necessary in turbofan engines to reverse
draught. In this case, when the engine's fans are situated in the tail
,or there is a common exhaust nozzle for both ducts, they fiiay be situated
in common alignment (tarning simultaneously both the air and the bases
inside the duct to create reverse draught) or in moved cones [18].

A final review of the propelling agents of ACV's follows the
notation concerning the special non-amphibious type craft.- craft
with sidewalls, in American terminology "craft usink the principle
of the captured air bubble" (CAB).

The elimiifation of amphibiousness permits the use of quality
propelling agents, operating wtih water instead of air. An increase
in the density of the operating environs (800 times) allow a sharp
dec'rease in the dimensions of the propelling agent and to lower the
load coefficient, i~e. to raise the efficiency of the propelling
agent.

Propeller screws, semi-submerged propeller screws, and water-
-jet propelling agents are. also used in ACV's. 'One ACV with propeller
screws is the English D-2 craft krom the Denny Hovercraftfirm, pic-

'tured in Figure 25. Computations for propeller screws and water jet
prop61ling agents of ACV's may be carried out by the well-known methods

-[1], [18].
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CHAPTER V. THE ACV'S MANEUVERING QUALIT.IES

"21. General Information About the ACV's Maneuvering Qualities

Air cushion irehicles are a means of transportation, occupying'an
intermediate position between ordinary craft and flying machines.

AC'Is must possess maneuvering qualities inherent both in flying
machines (for example, altitude maneuvers, movement on an air cushion
and on an air bubble, and in a water displacement position) and in
ordinary craft (for example, backwards movement.)

Maneuvering qualities are those which enable an ACV to change its
position (at all three coordinates) at a definite period of time and
speed vector (by amount and direction.)

The ACV's maneuvering qualities may be attributed to control and
proper maneuverability.

An air cushion vehicle., having six stages of freedom along each of
three fixed coordinates of axes which coincide in a suspended mode with
rigidly constrained-axes, the beginning of which we assume in the center
of gravity1 may perform translational (lift height,, longitudinal and
side drive) and fluctuiating §hifts, turning dsplacements (list, difference
and yaw) and angles of fluctuating shift are possible relative to the
ceniter of gravity around three coordinates of axes.

The ability of the ACV to change its position in space and speed
vector as a result of rotating around the center of gravity we shall
call "controllability."

The ability of the ACV to change its position in space and speed
vectory due to translational, displacement, we shall call "maneuverability."

As has already been stated in Chapter I, the ACV may be one of two
types, suitable for movement:

a) with total separation from the water and

b) with an incomplete separation from the water. i.e., craft with
partial discharge.

IWe also assume that the center of gravity coincides with the center

of the mass.
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Two extreme positions in reference to height are possible- for both
types of ACVs:

1) during movement without utilizing, for one reason or another,
an air cushion;

2) during movement at maximum lift height.

In the first case (and for the ACV with partial discharge in the
second case also), the-movement of an ACV is not much different from
movements of a conventional craft and its maneuvering qualities should
be analyzed by methods acquired from examination of water-displaced craft.
The ACV's movement with total separation from the water (in the second
case) will occur in the air -(with h = 0 - hx , where\hm u is

maximum 'maximum
maximum lift height above water). This particular rate of the ACV.s
movement with total separation, will be fully covered in Chapter V.

As already stated above, the control devices are the mechanisms
which allow for the creation of forces and moments, necessary-to "cohtrol
the ACV.

The ACV's control devices are expediently divided into basic and
auxiliary, taking into account the great amount of literature on patents
and equipment used in experimental air cushion craft. By way of analogy,
with water-displaced craft it is necessary to regard the steering gear,

- which provides a steady or changing course, as a basic control devices.

To the auxiliary control devices (steering gear)-may be attributed
equipment for creating forces and moments in a horizontal plane for
controlling drift and yaw (and according to course-in supplementing
the steerink gear), as well as equipment for creating forces and moments
in longitudinal and transverse-vertical planes for controlling suspension
height by list and trim difference.

.* On the majority of designed craft, to have first rate steering gear,
vertical aerodynamic rudders (vertical tail units) are provided.

At the present time the most widely used tail-unit arrangements on
Sthe ACV are the following:-

1) The mobile part of the tail unit (rudder) is directly behind
the stationary part (stabilizers) and is a direct continuation of it.
The tail unit is situated to the rear of the air screws and -is-'olown up6i
by a stream of air escaping from the operating propelling agent (VA-3)."

2) The rudders are sitauted to the rear of the air screws in a ring
("Neva") or in a nozzle (SKMR-l) or to the rear of open air screws
("Raduga").
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Besicdes this, different combinarfUn• "and combined arrangements are
possible.

In addition to the first arrangement, stabilizers may be provided,
situated outside the air stream zone from the propelling agents (SRN3),
and in addition to the second arrangement, stabilizers situated in the
stream or outside the stream from the screws ("Sormovich").

Auxiliary surfaces may be set up besides the basic rudder and
stabilizer, for example rotary (SRN2, SRN3) or stationary pylons of the
propeller agents (SRN5).

Individual peculiarities may also be evident in different ACV tail
unit arrangements,, for example the bow stabilizer and an additional stream
of air from the receiver (SRNS) over the rudders; the VA-3 bow free
orienting rudders witl--trimmers (removed afterwards), and otherb.

Thb following primary tail unit complex may be isolated from among

the numerous variants:

isolated rudder in combination with an isolated stabilizer;

a stabilizer in combinationvwith a rudder behind the stabilizer
(with a flap or without it).

The complex, as-a rule, is placed in the air stream from the propel-
ling agent.

'Rotary propelling agents are employed on the English ACV, SRN4 for
-a first rate rudder system. Besides this, the well-known first rate
rudder system of louvered propelling agents and independent jet nozzles
,j;t stream rudders) is used.

The size of the momefit in relation to the vertical axis Oy may be
modified utilizing-the jet stream rudders by changing the area of the
nozzle hole passage (or the speed of the jet. flow). With this method
of control, the following variants are possible:

1) feeding air'to he jet stream rudders originates in the common
receiver. In this case, effective control is possible only with great
pressure in the receiver, when high speeds of air flow -may be received
from the nozzles and, correspondingly, great enough side force and its
moments.

2) Supply of air (gas) to the jet stream rudders originates from
independent fans or jet engines. In this case, changing the jet stream
parameters, creating forces and moments which are necessary for control,
is accomplished irrespective of the power plant operating rate to create the
air cushion.
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Qualitative comparison of controls of ACV models with the help of
rotary screws (propelling agent) and jet-stream rudders (jet-nozzles)
is illustrated in Figure 127. 4

M ') ir

ITb) "

Figure 127. ACV Control with the Aid of Rotary Screws and Jet-Stream
Rudders: a, Turning with the Aid of Rotary Screws; b, Turning with
the Aid of Jet-Stream %udders. 1, Necessary course, turning with the
•id of rotary propelling agents; 2, Necessary course, turning with
the'aid of lateral jet forces; T, Direction of thrust of the screws;
"D, Direction of aerodynamic forces; F, Direction of thrust of jet-
-stream rudders; I-IV; Position of theACV at various consecutive
/modments of time.

S•While the blades are rotating to the left for executing a right
turn, inertia is crzated for turning the ACV clockwise. After a while
(Figure 127 a) the ACV model is set 45' to the right and is ready to
shift to a newly given course, however, the inertai turning the ship in
a clockwise direction is still there. In order for the model to cease
further rotation, it is necessary to turn the blade to the left from the
DP and thus remove the turning inertia around the center of gravity.
But when the model's angular rotating speed around the center of gravity
decreases to zero, the vector of thrust is not in the direction of the
course and it is necessary to turn the blade's axis again. Thus, in
order to maintain the model on course it is necessary to change the
direction of the propelling agent's thrust often (for several seconds).
In Figure 127 b, the model's control system is illustrated where the
clockwise turn occurs due to the action of the left bow and right stern
jet nozzles. It is evideiut from Figure 127 b that any inertia may be
neutralized in this manner, creating a force of resistance during the
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turn without changing the direction of thrust which immediately'after
the turn proceeds to a new course.

The method of control with the help of jet-stream rudders having an
independent air supply is considered, theoretically, the most effective
since it permits, without changing the operating mode of the main engines,
provision for necessary control both during suspension and while the
ship is in motion. However, adopting this method in practice has its
drawbacks connected with equipment difficulties and independent systems
operation not warranted in the ACV's small displacement. Of the two
methods, the preference now is for control with the aid of rotary engines
(SRN2, SRN3 and SRN4). Water rudders are possible for use on ACVs with
chamber and other systems which create an air cushion, providing an
insignificant or less than total separation from the water.

The necessity for placing additional equipment on the ACV, creating
forces and moments in a horizontal plane for controlling side drift and
yaw is developed on the one hand, because of absence of stability of the
ACV during suspension in relation to the disturbance effected by the shift
of the mass center along the longitudinal and lateral axes and rotation
in relation to the mass center around the vertical axis. On the other
hand, such installation is due to the appearance of horizontal forces
because of the resultant reaction in air tilting of the ACV relative to
the longitudinal and lateral axes causing their drift toward the incline.
Besides, steering on course with aerodynamic rudders is effective only
at high speeds when the inflowing air stream is great enough.

These circumstances, under certain Zhonditions, may sevdrely handicap
the ship's steering in a horizontal plane, especially in wind and swells.
That is why it is advantageous to utilize special equipment for creating
forces and moments in a horizontal.plane, in addition to the basic steer-
ing devices. Jet nozzles (jet streams) in particular may be utilized as
first rate devices. Jet power from exhaust gas streams of gas turbine
engines may be utilized along with jet nozzles for creating moments to
compensate for yaw. To this effect, one may use control devices in the
form of deflectors, set up in exhaust gas stream of a gas turbine engine.
On an ACV having two air screws arranged symmetrically in regards to the
surface diameter, the utilization of draught variances is the most ef-
fective. If they are variable pitch screws, then the draught variance
may be produced in two ways: by changing the screw pitch and by changing
the engine rpms of one side in relation to the screw pitch and number of
engine rpms of the other side.

Of course, by mounting several rotary engines all the problems of
controlling the ship in a horizontal plane. may be solved, however, it is
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not always advantageous to complicate the ship's design with rotary engine
pylons. In this case, several methods of control in a horizontal plane
are employed simultaneously on the ship.

Devices in various combinations are also specified on almost all
the ACVs, for creating forces and moments in longitudinal and transverse
vertical planes for controlling suspension height by list and trim dif-
ference.

Controlling-.suspension height may be achieved most simply and
economically by changing the quantity of air being supplied to the air
cushion by regulating the operating rate of the fans, the fan's blade
angle or the blade_ angle of the controlling device.

Furthermore, in a nozzle arrangement this problem may be solved by
symmetrically changing the geometric parameters of the nozzle device due
to the change in nozzle width (moving one of the walls forming the nozzle,
to maintain the nozzle's profile) or the incline angle of the symmetrical
nozzle parts separated at the bottom into individual parts (for the ACV
without flexible skirts. However, it'must be noted that changing the
suspension height or movement is possible within extremely insignificant
limits. Shifting from a displacement position into a suspended mode
above the water, the craft -is raised to a height equal to the sum of
immersion height of the flexible skirts, and height of clearance of the
air space between the base surface and lower edge of the flexible skirts.
The clearance of an ACV with a flexible-skirted air cushion changes very
little and usually consists of 510 centimeters.

fist and trim difference control may be achieved at the expense of
asymmetrical changing of the geometric parameters of-the nozzle device
(for nozzle arrangement) and the aerodynamic parameters of the air stream
directed to it. Using this method, the following variants are possible:

width control of separate parts of the nozzle device;

regulating the incline angle of asymmetrical parts of the nozzle
(in the absence of flexible-skirts);

controlling the supply of air-to the asymmetrical nozzle parts
under a uniform nozzle width and their unchangeable incline angle;

asymmetrical change of height of the flexible skirts, etc.

Independent trim difference control, when the control devices do
not affect the-aerodynamic properties of the air cushion, is possible
at the expense of applying horizontal aerodynamic rudders-or, for example
ballast-trim difference systems, etc.
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Thus, as we see, there are various devices for controlling air
cushion vehicles. The devices are varied and complex on constructed
experimental air cushion craft. By way of an illustration, we will cite
a description of devices on three ACVs, essentially different from each
other: the CC-2.001, the SRN3 and the SRN5.

The ACV CC-2.001 was developed for testing ijithout flexible skirts.
The forced air equipment consists of two counter-rotating fans (bow and
stern). On the ACV, there is a right-angle shaped peripheral nozzle with
two longitudinal stability nozzles. ACV control devices consist of
directional blades and rotating panels, mounted in the nozzles.

The rotating panels are mounted directly on the bow and stern parts
of the transverse nozzles. They are able to support the width changes
and nozzle covering in these parts. These same panels are provided for
in the longitudinal nozzles.

Moveable control blades are mounted in both nozzles 4-o ensure
stability. They can generate an air current incline fr )* in the bow
to 500 in the stern (from the vertical). Stationar, L. , with a constant
300 incline angle in the stern are on a large part of the longitudinal
periphery of the nozzles.

Draught force for the craft and its control either in the bow or
stern is developed by:

utilizing stationary blades;

shifting- the blades in the nozzles thereby ensuring" stability;

covering the bow or stern transverse currents with panels;

trim difference ihrough ballast.

Yaw control was intended to be ensured by tilting the moveable
blades of the right and left sides in opposite directions, however, their
effect proved to be insufficient. It was revealed that rotating panels
in longitudinal peripheral nozzles could be utilized for yaw control.
Furthermore,, there wds a certain tendency to yaw when using the rotating
panels in transverse nozzles. All these methods were utilized while the
craft was undorway and in every instance an almost identical moment of
yaw was provided., The craft's movement in a lateral direction was pro-
vided by the rotating panels in the longitudinal peripheral nozzles,
which, when covered on one side, produced a bank toward that side.
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iW1 'th the necessity of ensuring the craft's suspension, a large part
of the force designated for control was utilized for compensating reacting
draught, m2king control of the craft impossible.

I

It appeared expedient to pitch the ship toward the stern to compen-
* sate for the draught developed by the stationary blades while in a

suspended mode and while maneuvering at low speeds. Bat this had an
adverse effect on the speed.

Control of the ACV SRN3 is achieved by th6 action of the screws on
rotating pylons, movea,, le and immovable stabilizers, rudder :and screw-ý
*-rudder;complexes (submerged in the water). The moveable stabilizer
turns automatically as the stern pylon, connected mechani'cally to the
stabilizer, rotates. The maximum turn angle of the stabilizer is -$2O
and the maximum turn angle of the rudder is -40 0 . To deviatp from course
while in a forward motion, the pylons are rotated in various directions,
and the transverse draught of the screws develops a pair of forces which
turns the craft. To turn the craft while the craft ..s stationary, the
helmsman, must impart to one screw forward draught and to the other' reverse
draught to rotate the pylons to one side.

While the pylons rotate in one direction and the screws work in
one direction, the transverse draught of the screws and the reaction of
the stabilizer and rudder cause the craft to list and drift. This method
of control may be utilized for counteracting a headwind or for compen-
sating an asymmetrical load. The flexible skirt may also be raised and
lowered.

The SRIN5 craft is controlled with the aid of two-stabilizer, as well
as vertical aid horizontal rudders. Horizontal rudders serve to alter
the trim difference of the ship. At the first ACV trials it was estab-
lished that the static stability on course was excessive. Therefore,
the height of the'stern stabilizers was lowered, and additional stabilizer .
(on the deck cabin) was mounted to the bow from the ship's center of
gravity and in the stern-jet rudders consisting of two flat air ducts
connected to a receiver and a portion of the external surfaces of the
vertical rudders rotating with them. This additional equipment ensures
yaw control at low speeds. The air flow from the air ducts does not
bring about any noticeable decrease in the lift forces of the craft andi
develops a reacting draught (base) significantly lower than the screw base.
When. it becomes necessary to r p the craft fully, the reaction draught
is compensated for by reversir. :he screw pitch. Th preVent side' drift:,
a device is mounted'on the craft for lifting the fl.exible skift. The I
lift of two sections of the flexible skirt on the cbrcesponding side
creates list and and produces a side force, impJding side drift while
in a turn. The rudders are sufficiently effective during movement at
high speeds, but the force developed at the bow stabilizer while in a
turn produces an adequate internal list for input into a circulation which
has been set up.
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The test results of these three craft demonstrated that such a
complex as that used fdr controlling the ACV CC-2.001 cannot provide
the necessary control and maneuverability, especially in wind and swells.
The remaining two models offer satisfactory maneuvering qualities and
are roughly the same.

We shall turn to Figure 128 (the two-'digit numbers -in the chart =

=time in seconds) for a qualitative evaluation "of ACV controllability
,without flexible skirts in comparison with other faAt moving craft.

S S x- . .I- ,. a

4J ... .

n ,. Figure 128. Comparison of Maneuver
I& Characteristics of ACVs and Hydrofoils.

.Q - ) . ,*40 knots; 2, 40 knots; 3, 60 knots;S),4.i 80 kos5,10knots..--
_ 2 hydrofoil craft; ACVs.
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. The cdrve I in Figure 128 shows that ordinary hydrofoil craft at

speeds bf 40 knots make 4 1800 turfi in GO seconds, having'a turning
"* circle 400 meters in diameter and a side acceleration of 0.2 gs. .Curves

2 to S art plotted for an ACV moving with a drift of 3.0 (which creates
a-centripetal force from the strew on the tuining circle equal to P/G =

= 0.06) and while using lateral jet nozzles with a relative thrust of
P/G = 0.05. It is evident from Figure 128 that 90-180o turns for an
ACV at speeds of 60-100,knots1 requires an extremely large amount of space
and time, and a reduction in speed'is recommended when these turns are

'made. Attempts to improve an ACV's maneuverability with a nozzle arrange-
ment by lowering a keel (rudder) into the water are met by difficulties
because it would be necessary to install keels of excessive lengths, and
also because of excbssive outboard list in turns.

Using extended keels is considdred expedient while operating an ACV
on leyel water surfaces and as an emergency measpre for 'improving the:
maneuverability wh'ile passing areas with ,large volumes of traffic.
Figiue 129 depicts the relationship of' the turning radius of certain
ACVs to speed. It follows from this figure in par icular, that added
control with flexible skirts significantly lowers the established turning
radius (for the SRN6 more than 5Of%). Cprtaip maneuverability elements
0f constructed ACVs ate given id Table, 12.
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._ • 1 0 V,gu.

Figure 129. Relationship of an ACV's Turning
Radius to Speed. 9, SRN6; A, SRN6 (with
c6ntrol by flexible skirts); 0, SRN5.

TABLE 12. SOME ELEMENTS OF MANEUVERABILITY OF SRN5 AND
SRN6 ACVs.

ACV 4'J Overshoot Surmountable
o a (relative) incline

CU.-' - -€,Q Of o- O

: .- O Ou4J to

.. C U

0 C

""U E U'

SRN5 76 0-70 33 41.6 L 11.3 L 1:6 in a suspended
mode.

1:3 in lift at an
incline with primary
sp-eed of 23 knots

SRN6 41 0-50 16.1 L 7.4 L 1:9

It is considered difficult to design an ACV which can maneuver
in a lateral direction with an acceleration of moie than 0.lg and
while braking 0.15-0.20g. It must be also taken into consideration
that acceleration to attain a speed of 80-100 knots must not be very
great (0.05-0.10 g).
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-- " ~ Going over to the basic theory of studying the ACV's maneuvering
qualities, we will notice that primary attention in the future will
be devoted to ACY controllability inasmuch as ensuring control is
precisely the tost important and complex question in ACV operation.

The study of controllability, as uith ordinary craft, is based on
the differential equation of movement and. the study, of external forces,
which will be examined in the following paragraphs.

For studying the ACVi's behavior, we will adopt the starboard
coordinate system (Figure 130).

Figure 130. Systems of Fixed (OxgygZg), Rigidly

Constrained by the Craft (0XlyiZ 1 ) Coordinate
Axes.

"*Fixed coordinates, of axes (Oxg, Oyg, Ozg) are connected by calm

water surfaces, whereas axis Ox is arranged in a calm water surface
g

plane in an arbitrary direction, axis Oyg is directed upward vertically,

and axis Oz is normal to the first two to produce a starboard coordinate
g

* system of axes.
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For a first rate mobile coordinate system, the Oxyz system is
assured. t1 e beginning of which coincides with the ACV's center of
gravity.

Axis Ox is directed toward the bow parallel to the base and is
called the longitudinal axis, axis Oy is directed upwards, perpendicular
to the axis Ox in a diametric plane and is called the~normal axis. Axis
,Oz is normally diiected to the symmetrical plane xOy to starboard
and is called the transverse axis.

In addition we will introduce the speed (flowing axes) coordinate
axes Ox ly The initial coordinates of this system also coincide

with the ACV's center of gravity. Axis Ox1 , directed along a mobile

speed vector oi the ACV's center of gravity (i.e., opposite the speed
of air flow), is called the speed axis. Axis OyI is directed per-

pendicular to the OxI axis directed upwards and is called the lift

force axis.

Axis Ozl, normal to the x1OyI plane, also depicts a starboard

coordinate system.

In order for the ACV movement to be fully known, it is necessary to
know:

a) the ACV's pole position (center of gravity) relative to the
system of fixed coordinates of axes Oxgyg Z (translational movement);

b) the position of the axes Oxyz, rigidly constrained by the ACV
in relation to the fixed axes (rotary movement).

To determine ACV turning in relation to axes Oxgygzg, it.is

necessary, as is well-known, to know the nine angles between the mobile
and fixed axes. However, of the nine angles only three are independent.
That is why, in order to assign the position of axes Oxyz in relation
to axes Ox y z g, the three independent angles (Euler's) are designated

p, • and 0. It is convenient to designate them, employing three con-
secutive turns of axes Oxyz [35]:

first turn--around a•is Oy to angle v (yaw angle);
g

second turn--around axis Ozx to angle p (trim angle);

-hird turn--around axis Ox to angle 6 (list angle).
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Parameters v, 4 and 0 are kinematic parameters of rotary movement.

Translational movement is assigned a speed vector of the ACV's
center of gravity ori.ented in relation to axes Oxyz, where this vector
is determined by two angles a and 8, where a is ,the angle of attack,
the angle bzi;ween the projected vector speed of the ACV's center of
gravity cn the plane xOy (Ox"11) and the direction of the longitudinal
axis Ox; B is the drift angle, the angle between the direction of the
speed vector of the ACV's center of gravity and the projected vector
on the plane xOy. Parameters a and a, as well as speed vector V are
the kinematic parameters of translational movement.

We shall examine the forces acting on the ACV in projections of
axes of systems of coordinate Oxyz, rigidly constrained by the craft.

In transitory motion the projection of external forces on these
axes and their moments depend on the kinematic parameters of movement
examined above and on all these parameters carried out in time, however,
this dependence, in the average case, is nonlinear.

In order to give the linearized analytical expressions for the
questioned projections of forces onto connected axes and their moments,
we will use the steady state hypothesis, i.e., we will assume that the
forces and moments at some moment of time are the same during non-
steady state motion as during steady state motion with the same kine-
matic parameters.

In the ensuing discussion, we will examine the sums of the pro-
jections of all forces and their moments acting on the ACV, i.e.,

SX, ,; = YM; _Z = Z;

In the general case forces and their moments, among which are the
main, auxiliary or those preventing hovering or motion of the ACV, and'
artificial (control), used for altering or overriding the main forces,
act on ACV with.a flexible air cushion skirt.

We will examine the following main forces and moments.

1) aerodynamic forces and moments;

a) forces and moments created by the headwind on the hull
of the vessel and its flexible enclosure (forces and moments of the
external aerodynamics of the ACV), Ra and Ma;
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b) forces and moments created by the pressure of the air
cushion on the bottom of the ACV, R and M ;

c) forces and moments created by tht, reaction of the intake
and exhaust air, R r and NIr ;I

d) forces and moments dreated by the flowing of good air

through the internal ducts (forces and moments of internal aerodynamics),
R. and M..1 1

2) Hydrodynamic forces and moments:

a) forces and moments caused by the interaction of the air
cushion and water surface, Rv, My;

b) forces and moments caused by the interaction of the flexible
skirt and air jets with the water surface, Rf.s. and Mf.s.

3) Weight of the vehicle G.

We will examine, moreover, the controlling forces and moments,
including:

a) forces aad moments created by the rudder, Rru and Mru;

b) forces and moments created by the working engines, Re and M e

§22. Forces and Moments Unrelated to Air Cushion

We will examine the forces and moments acting on a moving ACV and
unrelated to the air cushion. These forces and moments include the
following:

aerodynamic forces and moments on the hull;

forces and moments created by the rudder;

forces and moments created by the engines;

weight of vehicle.

The force of weight G of the vehicle on the Oxyz axis produces the
projections:

25
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,X 0 =G sn•; (224)
Yo =- Gcos +cosO;

Zo= Gcos4 sinO.
Here

Aerodynamic Forces and Moments 'on Hull and Rudder of ACV

The presence of the air cushion beneath the hull in ACV leads to
asymmetric distribution of that component of normal stresses which de-
velops on the hull of the ACV due to the oncoming air flow and is
attributed to static air pressure.

The forces produced by this component are related to one of the
basic categories of external forces acting on ACV. They comprise the
principal part of external forces applied to ACV on the air cushion
side, Ra4 and Ma4 (see §11, Chapter II).

The second, component of normal stress" caused by excdss dynamic
pressure, and also tangential stresses ý.hat develop only during motion
of the air in relation to the b-,dy, govern the acti .•r of ordinary
aerodynamic forces and moments "Ial' Mal see §11, Chapter II).

The problem of detormi-atAg the normai and tangential stresses on
the surface of a moving bod- has not yet been solved by hydromechanics,
even for relatively simp:d bodies. Therefore we will use the expres-
.sions for aerodynamic forces and moments in a form reflecting geometric
and dynamic similarity and making it possible to use the experiment:

Longitudinal aerodynamic force

X= qs ;.(225)

Normal aerodynamic force

Y a =cqS.; (226)
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:2.

Transverse aerodynamic force
CZ. czq &!. (227)

Aerodynamic moment of roll

M.,=mrqS.L; (228)

Aerodynamic moment of yaw

My. =:ny qS60oL; (229)

Aerodynamic moment of trim

M_ 2 = m .qS,.xL, (230)

where q = 1/2 pV2"is dynamic pressure;

L is the length of the vehicle;

Sbok is the area of lateral projection of the hull and skirt

projections onto diametralplane;

S•k is the area of projection of hull onto midplane;

S is area of air cushion;
n

Cx is the coefficient of longitudinal aerodynamic force;
a

C is the coefficient of normal aerodynamic force;
Yaa is the coefficient of transver.se aerodynamic force;

xais the coefficient of roll moment;

- a
mmYa is the coefficient of yaw moment;

m is the coefficient of trim moment.z a

Using the method of small perturbations, we will expand the aero-

dynamic forces and moments into Maclaurin series in terms of angular
velocities and we will retain only the first terms in them
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WX Z ..°
Ix,-- ax,- .- , +--

""a.t, - o +',- Ma, -z;

• Z- aza 8-. aZ,-.
,,~Z- a~ '- a~a- (231)

M111 8M-- M.,, +,-0 +Mg --- , .

amy,,-- _ amy _ amy.

dM2zA- OMza- aMz,
Mz, = zM (•-.) + a-- +-, a- 0y + O

where W. = w L/V are dimensionless angular velocities.1

The first terms in the right-hand side of (231) are positional.
(translational) forces and moments, and the other terms are their
rotational derivatives.

For further simplification of the problem, disregarding magnitudes
of the second order of smallness, we may write these expressions in the
following form:.

Y,= Ya (C-0) ;

S Zo' -

MX M Ya(10-0) +-T(232)
M ~ ~ Yx M a-.0M•, = Mya.0 (o--O) 22

M,, M,..o

The positional forces and moments are written in the following form:

Xa (.-o) = X,. + MP + Xt;
Y. (.-o) Ya. + ya?; (233)

MX, (W.0o = z) p;

m-2, (2-) = Map;Mz , (W-0) Mz' P
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"Later on we will examine individually the aerodynamic characteristics
of the hull and aerodynamic characteristics-of the rudder.

•Aerodynamic Characteristics of Hull

Proceeding to the coefficients and considering the preceding equations,
we obtain I

cjcc == C. + "~. + -+ c•, (234)

ay..
,~ c, ,+ c•..- •;

The dependences of aerodynamic coefficients of ACV on the various
parameters are more complex than those, for example, of aircraft, since
in addition to everything else, the screen and artificially created air
cushion have an effect on the aerodynamic characteristics of ACVs.

As shown by experience, however, the coefficient of moment of yaw
S,, created by the air cushion, is small in'value. Therefore we may

evaluate the aerodynamic characteristics in the first approximation
without considering the influence of the air cushion, i.e., on the basis
of the results of ordinary aerodynamic tests.

Aerodynamic Characteristics of Hull ca mak c•WY, and mwY

For approximate analytical determination of these aerodyanmic
characteristics of the hull, we may use the theory of bodies of minimum
elongation, the aerodynamic characteristics of which, given small angles
of attack (drift), are proporti6nal to the elongatin X of the body,
equal to

where H is the maximum height of the body.
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Three models of the flow of air past the body were examined during
the. analysis of isolated bodies of minimum elongation, with rectangular
shape in projection on the diametral plane:

non-circulating flow around body;

circulating flow around body with elliptical distribution of
circulation with respect to span (K. Vigkhardt's linear theory) [51];

circulating flow around body with constant distribution of circula-
tion with respect to span [46].

Using the basic requisites of the last two problems, we obtain the
following expressions for the aerodynamic characteristics of the hull:

m----K=)x;" (235)
•Y

where x is the dimensionless coordinate of the center of gravity fromg
the wing tip.

According to linear theory the coefficient is K = 0.5.

In accordance with the circulation theory, the outcome of constant
distribution of'circulation with respect to span, coefficient K = 1.
In known investigations of ACV controllability [62], the aerodynamic
characteristics of the hull are evaluated on the basis of linear theory
of a detached wing of minimum elongation, in which the influence of the
screen on the characteristics is not taken into account. We feel that
it is more scientific to allow for the influence of the screen effect.

It should be borne in mind that the theoretical solution [47] of
the problem of fo.rces acting on the submerged part of the hull of a
floating vessel, as on a body of minimum elongation in the form of an
elliptical cylindei, yields the same analytical expression for linear
load1 as derived in [46] for a thin detached wing of minimum elongation,

1A linear load is transverse load (elementary hydrodynamic reaction in
the transverse plane) per unit of length of the diametral plane
Az/Ax for Ax ÷ 0.
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if the span of the body, equivalent to the hull, is assumed equal to two
draughts. This is indirect proof of the validity of viewing the sub-
merged portion of the hull of a floating vessel as a body of minimum
elongation-with a span equal to double draught 2T and elongation X =
= 2T/L, admitting the assumption that flowt over a wing of minimum
elongation, standing on its end, is analogous to flow over a detached
wing with a conditional height 2H and conditional elongation X = 2H/L.

Further, we will use a second assumption that an ACV with a flexible
air cushion enclosuie can be replaced approximately with a wing or body
of minimum elongation, standing on end on a solid screen..

As elevation h increases the condition of absence of flow of the
incident airstream between the screen and bottom is satisfied because
of the air cushion.- Therefore, obviously, such an assumption can be
made by examining motion at non-zero elevations of the vessel above the
screen. Here, obviously, as elongation of the ACV we may use the value

L *,: (236)

Under such assumptions it is possible to use the linear theory of
A J(lateral) flow around a detached wing of minimum elongation, developed

"in [50].

We will examine the effect of the incident air flow or, the lateral
surface of the ACV hull as it travels in a circular trajectory. In ti~is
case the drift angles O(x) change'in length. The drift angle is 8 at
the center of gravity of the vehicle. Then the normal component of
flow velocity at the center of gravity will be (-V sin 8). As a result
of rotation of the hull at angular velocity w, an additional normal

velocity, equal to xwy appears at points on the side of the hull (Figure

131).

- -VC"Figure 131. Effect of Incident
Air Flow on Side of ACV Hull
Moving in Circular Trajectory.
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Then the summary normal component of velocity at arbitrary point x
will be equal in absolute value to V sin 0 -xw, and the longitudinal

component will be V cos 8.

Hence, the local drift angle can be found from the expression

tan (X) tan Y-_ (237)

In the theory of probability of a surface vessel it is assumed
approximately that

sin3 [P3; cos' i; tan a • 8, (238)

Unce drift ingles do not exceed 12-150. Therefore the character of
change of the drift angle as a surface vessel, travels is expressed by the

• following simplified relation:

W=. P _x)- ý' (239)

For consideration of this law of change of drift angle, the linear
load on a wing of minimum elongation can be represented by the following
expression, beariifg irt mind that the wing span of an ACV is equal to
twice the hull height Z (x) = 2H (x):

4X (X (z))=- [2 Hs H(x)-(20
4 t . ... .

(240)

dx .v H'x.}J

Tests have shown that compared to floating vessdls, the ACV have
substAntially greater drift angles which, for example, in the case of
steady state circulation can reach 30*.

We will examine how great will be the error in the determination
of local drift if approximate expressions equation (238) are used for
analysis of angles up to 300. The greatest local drift angle will occur
at the bow tip, i.e., for x = -L/2.
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Assuming thatF --- V

.. (241]

Then with a radius of circulation equal to hull length, exprebsions (237)

and (239) become:

tan O(xj = tan p+ -
S(242)

• (x)= p+
"(243)

Calculation by equations (242) and (243) is presented in Table 13.

TABLE 13. COMPILA#iON OF DRIFT AtIGLES CALCULATED USING
EQUATIONS (242)--AND (243). ,

No. of At angle .$
NFunctions 15 1 30 135

row,6
d .0,262 0,524 0,611
0, ad| . I-.

2 tan 0 C8,z5 ?,577 0,700_ _

3 cos a 0,966 0,866 0,819

4 tan W(x) [0,770 1,133 1,311.

.5 a (x), rad 0762 .1,024 1,111

6 '8°(x) = arctan O(x) 370 6' 48.35' 5r 40;

7 10 (x) .fB(x) rad 13o41, 58[40, I'63,40'

8 (7) in % of (6) 116 120 121

We see in Table 13 that the use of approximate relations (.238) kor-
angles a reaching 30-3So gives, in the worst case, an error 4-5%
greater than that obtained in the case of angles a of about 15,.

Considering that usually R > L, such an incre:-.e in error can'be
regarded as minor, and approximate expression (240) dan be used, in those
cases when the angles go up to 300. "

As the result of integration of linear load through the length of
the hull we may calculate the coefficient of summary transverseforce t
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3 Io- ; -

,R , - -:E-- '4 - d'" x •'

": • :", ' xSoj - 2 m(x ) "..• - --

3 I• i since

=•".(x)4X..:.
I - .•

To find the.solutions corres;-onding to flow past a wing of minimum
elongation in the presence of circulation, it is necessary, as we know;

-to" sdtisf•' the Chaplygin-Zhukov postulate of smooth flow past the trail-
ing edge of the,wingl Jones'. theory states that.for this' purpdse- the
load must be located only onithe leading part of'the wing, between the
'leading edge and the sectiqn corresponding to maximumn span. Therefore
the integralJ containing dH(x)/dk entering into expression (244) ar6

I taken up to the section H(x)'= H' . In fact, the integral containing
-•max

H (x),is taken in terms of the length 'of the vessel, since i-t represents
a load of inertial character 1 .

By anal6gy we may also find the coefficient of the moment of yaw

•-: --- Z-•, - 2 H ... ..

'OSL : 1So, .. . (245),Sxd --•-- - -- W(x)x-"j-
.-. 2 H-x)." H (L V01 d.

With the cpnsideration of the. expression

p~ V-

the following. expressions can be derived from- (244) and (245) for trans-
lational and rotational derivatives of the coefficients of transverse
fqrce and moment of yaw:,

llnertial lo'ad is load during non-circulating motion of wing un perfect
fluid.
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d'p dX= ~ ~I. :-- " ' - ".. ,';* .- ,-+ -
L, - 6 . SL'- . . .-. .. ,

"4" : " H (X• X d'•""•) -"

-W "S =-1-k, 'd • •

SOS

. . * " .- .O ,3- :.'. - + . .

From these expressions we will remove 'the correction factors that
allow for the effect of forim change in plan (in projection 6nto the
diamet5al plane of the vessel). For this purpose we will represent the
expressions for the aerodynamic characteristics in the following form:

..- z .. vie

S(247)

M;g ".- I. --. +[ { 1 --• ) f
-- ="rJgmL

'where x =x I is the dimensionless coordinate of the center of gravity

from the bow of the ACV.

Hence, the correction factors that allow for the influence of change

of height of the hull through the length of the vessel can be calculated
as" follows:

H- k --

O.s (248)

.,, = - L : "-"
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. -5 (248)

Z dli (x) .(x ' fr
"H d4

1 L2
1 [+ (l _27_f. / , IP(x" j

L.1

The dependences of coefficients c1 and m1 on the product of the

coefficient of completeness of the bow part of the diametral plane (DP)
of ACV models 8 /o(L/2 H*) by the relative length of the bow taper

L*/(L/2) ate represented in Figure 132. Here'SHo * is the area of diametral

plane of the model from midships to the bow; L* is the length of the bow

taper, the distance from the bow tip of the model to the rib with maximum
hull height H*.

Analysis of the data in
Figure 132 indicates that the

el coefficients cI and rI diminish

as L /(L/2)*tSHOD

__, iincreases. This tendency is
Z12' iz72. weaker for the coefficient c

than fc, i I. The numerical
Figure 132. 'Coefficients c1  values oi: coefficients c 1 and

and mi, Which Take Into Account mI differ little from each oth6r

the Influence of Change of and are closer to K = 1/2 than
Height of the Hull Through K 1 1. This means that the
the Length of the Vehilce on its linear theory of a detachedwing
Aerodynamic Characteristics, as of minimum elongation can be used
SFunctions of,the Product of for approximation of the aero-
the Completeness Coefficient dynamic characteristics of the
of the Bow Section of the ACV hull, but elongation of the
Diametral Plane of the ACV hl utb eemndwthull must be determined with
S (HOCL/2.H*) When Relative consideration of its doubled

Length of Bow Taper L*/(L/2). height, i.e., it must be assumed
that

,,X= 2X. , (249)

where 1.t denotes linear theory.
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Equations (247) with the consideratiqn of expressions (24&) can be

used for more accurate calculations of ,the aerodynamic characteristics I
of a hull as a wing of minimum elongation.

As in the theory of a wing of mtnimux elongation, the corporeality
of the hull is not. taken into account. Meanwhile,' the ACVs have a large
relative width .(L/B - 1.8-2.5, which should have a considerable effect
on flw., around the hull, and ,.;onsequenrly its characteristics. In order
to evaluate this phenomenon w: thin the frameworks of linear theory we

will represent aerodynamic characteristics c , m CY, mWY, withS Zk2 Yk Zk Yk
consideration of corporeality, in the following form:

0~ =C? C Ac=j~cc2; m~mi ft: ,inp in-m- xg; I
• ,. • , , '. K., "P ' "; :" "''(250).............-,.-. -"-,. ..-- ,.-.

ff.li , 4- ; [ 2.X+g- 2  ~.

Because they have less effect on the' final result than coefficients
c2 and m2, we will assume d2 and f 2 to be equal to 1. Coefficients c2
and mi2 1 in fact, can be determined with consideration of the results of

wind tunnel tests of modols.

The coefficient c2 is shown in Figure .133 as a function of the

product of the two parameters ,4/ and -

where L/j/'•S- is coefficient of completeness of the bow portion of

the model;
.'tB_ is the relative length of the stern curve.ture of the model
L/2

in plan, measured from the stern point of the model toward the bow to the
-rib at which the beam of the modeo is maximum.

The coefficient c2, 3 we will see, has a tendenby to decrease as

the product of these parameters increases.
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Figure 133. Coefficient c2, Which

S-Considers the Influence of the Cor-
poreality of the Hull on the Value

a as a Function 6f the Product of

the Coefficient of Completeness of the
41 1", ,2 " 0Q: L:•k "Bow Part of the ACV , and

7•7iI-/y Relative Lenoth of the Stern Curvature
of the Vehicle in PlanL BK/(L/2).

Figure 134 represents the coefficient m2 as a function of the coef-

ficient of completeness of .the bow section of the model L . ,

Figure 134. Coefficient m Which Considers

the Effect of the Corporeality of the Hull

on the Value meyK s a Function of the

144,5 8 47 •a 41 .Q u Coefficient of Completeness of the Bow

"Section -L, Vx

We see in Figure 134 that as the coefficient of completeness in-
creases, the coefficient m2 has a tendency to diminish.

Experience in hydrodynamic classification of bodies of minimum
elongation [49] indicates that if the hull of an ACV is used not as a
wing, but as a body of minimum elongation, then it is essential to
consider other factors, in addition to corporeality, which influence
the character of flow around the body. One of these factors, which
largely determines the turbulence structure of the body, is cross-section
shape.

Dodies with rectangplar cross-sections fall into the category of
strong lifters, whereas bodies with rounded cross-sections fall into
the category of normal lifters.

"Here bodies for which

0 < < 24

(where l.t denotes linear theory) ,are called weak lifters, bodies for which
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T~(. )JI T

are called normal lifters and, finally, bodies for which

are called strong lifters.

Applying this classification to bodies located above a screen,
assuming the condition of absence of flow between the body and the
screen to be satisfied and considering condition (249), we may call
bodies for which equation

x . . x T( 2 5 1 )

weak lifters, bodies for which equation

•-) < _-L() (252)

normal lifters and bodies for which

~2 C

I\ .T' (253)

strong lifters. However (4)./.,T 2 and hence conditions (251)-(253)
can be written as follows, respectively:

0 < T <0,524; (254)

C" (455)o,524 .<- < 1,o5;

C• (256)S• -x->1,o5.

The hull models of many ACVs are strong lifters. This complicates
conditions of contrrlability: a very sophisticated rudder unit is required
to ensure cruise stability. On the basis of controllability it is advis-
able to strive for an ACV hull that has the least lifting capacity. One
of the ways of achieving this goal is rounding off the lines in
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cross-section and giving the ACV a streamlined shape. In additionZ.s
indicated by experience in hydrodynamic classification of bodies of"
minimum elongation [49], this goal can also be achieved by smoothing off
the lines in the stern section and by decreasing the beam of the hull.

As regards the rotational derivatives m Y/ and c , in connection
Yk Zkincneto

with the absence of experimental determination of these values near the
screen, such analysis of the dependence of coefficients fl, f2 3 dl, d2

is difficult. The coefficients m and c2 can be approximated, as
"Yk k

mentioned above, on the basis of linear theory, i.e., assuming f 1f 2 =

= d1d2 = k = 0,5 with consideration of (249).

Coefficient of Aerodynamic Longitudinal Force ck. The aerodynamic

longitudinal force of ACV traveling without a drift angle and angle of

attack coincides numerically with the force of aerodynamic drag.

The results of wind tunnel tests of models are used for determining
the coefficient of aerodynamic longitudinal force cx

We will examine coefficient c in accordance with expression (234)X k
in the following form:

c C + C

xC Xx XX

where cx is the coefficient of aerodynamic longitudinal force at zero

drift angle.(coincides numerically with the coefficient of aerodynamic
I profile drag);

cIx ck are its derivatives in terms of drift angle and trim.

i The processing of wind tunnel test results indicates that the
dependence of the coefficient c on the drift angle is cleaily nonlinear.

Ix
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As a whole, c as a function of the angle of drift is analogous

to the change of this coefficient established for the surface ships: as
a increases, it first increases and then diminishes.

The relative maximums of the coefficient c differ for various

models, and moreover these maximums are scattered in terms of drift angle.

Linearization makes it possible to construct, on the basis of wind
tunnel tests of models, the approximate dependence of the coefficient
0 • LEK L88 " (Figure 135).

c onthe product of three paaetr LBK LBB Fgr 3)

The error from. linearization for an angle of drift of 300 is about 20%
of the value c

xk

t* Figure 1.35. Derivative of Coefficient
-5 of Aerodynamic Drag of Hull in Terms

of Drift Angle c8 as a Function of
k

the Product of Three Parameters:

s7 ' 4Coefficient of Completeness of Bow
L, Ib Section oHulLHI/S.j*

V3W Z12 4/2 o ul VX L..
Relative Length of Stern "'L1

and Bow -LB-" Curvature of Hull in

Plan.

Coefficient m . In accordance with expression (234), the coefficient

Xk

of the aerodynamic moment of roll that acts on the hull is

0- mý". y a X

The derivatives of this coefficient are least known., The results

obtained *rom wind tunnel tests' of models indicate that coefficient
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m may be both positive and negative, apparently depending on the position

Xk

of the center of gravity of the model with respect to height. Derivative

Sm,, for practical purposes, is not determined for ACVs like the other
ICC coefficients in equations (234).

Aerodynamic Characteristics of Tail Gioup

Wie will examine the. forces and moments acting on the tail by means
of expressions of the form (231).

Converting to coefficients related to S', Sn and SH , we will have
X':Sn HOC'

'byanalogy with functions (2:34), equations

3= cJp + cP-o;

CI n '&S~~. Y.=Con• +Y:ou*
C- o• -•o .+ y (257)

X on 0On X*-1%

. ,o- & + M,•o + m, .

The aerodynamic characteristics of the detached tail assembly
(vertical and horizontal) will be analyzed in the form of two components:

C,=-6. C', + C-r

X P X

CP CT,
-= my + C'

.*m = m Xp + m ; 
(2 5 8 )

mn=,np C rm;mycr =nyp Jr/+-2 ycr6
!n"mn =minzP'+ mZ Cr'
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where ', Cy C, MP, , %y/ m2  are the aerodynamic characteristics

of detached rudders;
C

c c-"- cy., mri mz are the aerodynamic characteristics

of detached stabilizers or other stabilizing surfaces (pylons, engine

housings, etc.)

By way of example of the vertical member of the tail group we will
examine the approximate equations that determine these coefficients.

After determining the coefficient cx we obtain the following

formulas for its components:

% : = S&,. (259)

el r 5P (260)

Here and in the ensuing discussion the values with the index i

pertain to the area of the i-th rudder or stabilizer S. and Sst

p . (261)

Usually

XC -•f (262)

1 O Scil

C~T S, (263)

Determining coefficient cz using relations (258), we obtain
on

C" & + C! +.c 7 , (264)
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where - (25
C- • --• > -= -- r , (265i

"(266)

and also

.~ ' •(267)

where
C, 1 %- 9 (268)

.............. .......... ".1',I/ '; C 'C= -. . (269)

Determining coefficients mx and m using relations (258), we
obtain

Ma . Mp (271)
* .P. epp LIP (271)

~~~~O ... -' in P; ,... .. • /":; (272)

-.m', = . *P (273)

m .up - !P .. L- (274)
M'p £'L

Furthermore,

V. ) -- (x..p),r T .u C y (275)
where " . (276)

" "' . (277)

" .- , L ( 2 7 8 )j': m = . x_ " (279)
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He.-e x , x y , y are the average distance from the center of
T. St. r r vg isne ra ee

pressure on the rudders and stabilizer to the center of gravity of the
vehicle.

Thus, in order to determine the aerodynamic characteristics c

z. m, ,1 P m of a detached tail group it is necessary to know co-
n Xon Yon c=B " 6 cS , which pertain to the

i • efficients c6 c8 ; ; Cz

xr x r xSt zr t
, xr xri Xst.r. st.

1 1 1 1

areas of the stabilizer and rudder, respectively.

lWe know, however, that resultant R of aerodynamic forces applied
to the detached rudder or stabilizer, to simplify its determination,
is usually broken down into components either on axes rigidly connected
to the tail group itself (normal Rn and tangential R. components) or,

n ~ 1
in most cases, on axes connected to the air current flowing around the
gail group (lift R and drag R x). Therefore, it is helpful to show

y 6 = 0 a 6 0 c
the' relaxionship between coefficients c x c X ;Xst z. = cZ

r. r. St. r. r.S1 1 1 1 i

c and the coefficients that characterize lift R and drag R on the
ZSt. y x

I

tail group.

For this purpose we will examine the forces acting on the tail
group during lateral motion of the ACV in the general case, using flowing
coordinate system xOy for the tail group (Figure 136).

SFigure 136. Components of Aerodynamic Force Acting on

i•Tail Group During Lateral Motion of the ACV on Axesof Flowing Coordinate System (xOy) and Coordinate

. system (xlOzI Rigidly Connected to Fixed Tail Group.
"-279-
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We see in Figure 136 that the air flow strikes the rudder at an

angle of attack a = Sp - a, and the stabilizer at angle of attack a =

On the basis of this figure we obtain equations

X =R -'cosa--R sine; (280)

---z ~=.R. *. sina-RY cosi'" (281)
• ,. "F ,Cr Y(p.e (281

In order to linearize expressions (280)-(281), the functions of
the angles must be replaced by the angles themselves and the values of
the second order of smallness must be discarded. Then we obtain equations

. "' - ýZ-RYP; (282)

XcR, -- ZC? RI (283)

or, converting to the coefficients

ca "(284)

-. h P, .p t 9- (Pi'.

Pj. C7~(285)

The analogous results can also be obtained for the horizontal
stabilizer.

In the absence of data concerning wind tunnel tests of profiles of
the required elongation, the coefficients of the forces acting on the
tail group can be determined using the approximate analytical expressions
presented below. Thus, the derivatives of the coefficient of lift on
the rudder or stabilizer at angle of attack ca can be approximated

y
according to the so-called Prandtl interpolation equation:

CYI 2'(286)

This equation was derived for large elongations and elliptical wing.
For X < 3 it overstates the coefficients. For elongations of the tail
group greater than 2, the following empirical equation is also used:

¢• =, + 2 (287)
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As seen in Figure 137, this equation also does not cqmpletfely
reflect the experiment, particularly in Soviet experience. Therefore
the given value may be determined according to the.empirical equation

= Q"(288)

We see in Figure 137 that this'
;.0 equation more accurately refledts

I ,the Soviet experiment on wings
Fl.ksbar± with = 1-4.

Fl ' ..... It follows from [24] that the
.o-Sh-lt-tz • critical angle of attack, after

1 .1o i" VYini7t- which flow breakaway occurs andi
1/ -TsAGI [45] the coefficient of lift drops

X sharply, is. approximately 28-30*
- J for X and about 21 for X = 3.

.2" " Considering that this angle
is somewhat iargdr for full scale
wings, we may use these angles as

Figure 137. Derivative of reference points with a safe margin
Coefficient of Lift on the of error. A further increase of
Attached Tail Group in Terms 6-8' in angle of attack leads to
of Angle of Attack ca on the a 35-40% reduction of the coef-

Y ficient of lift c for X;= 1 and
Elongation -, in y

Equation (286); ~ in 45-48% reduction foi X = 3.

Equation (287); , in The dependence of coefficient
Equation (288). cx on the angle of attack is sub-

stantially nonlinear. Linearization
of these dependences for a profile with X = 1, with a safe margin of error
up to angles of about 28-300, yields an average of ca = 0.67, and for a

X
profile with A = 3, up to angle:; of approximately 20-21°, yields co ; 0.53.

By way of illustration, the aerodynamic characteristics of one variant
of hull and tail group of the American ACV SKMR-l [62] are shown in
Figures 138 through 140. The aerodynamic characteristics of the hull
were calculated according to linear theory, and the aerodynamic character-
istics of the tail group by equation (286). The effect of the shrouds
and blowing of the tail group (rudder) by the props was noi taken in~to
account. The lateral force on the ruduer was assumed to be applied at
1/4 chord from the leading edge of the rudder through length and at one-
-half the height.
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I" ______ 'Figure 138.. Effect of Relative Area of
Tail GroupS /S on the Derivativeof th Sc 6ok La[a

of the Coefficient of Aerodynamic Latera]
, Force at Drift Angle c- c6 + c

z ~z
• 4 . • Z k, k. on

2S ..... for ACV ,SKMR-i.

I - benIL - 0.0323. 2-- b /.L-
S0.0046; 3 - bon/L %. 00968

S S

1:1

•o ,S, l

Figure )139. The Effect of Relative
Tail Group Area So/S on Figure 140. The EOfe t of Relative .

op 6ok Tail Group Area S /S onDerivative of.!Aerodynamic Moment • eTai of on 6ok

of Yaw at Angle of Drift.m= De'ivat.ve of Aerodynamic Moment-
m 0 - , of Yaw at Angular Yaw Velocity m y

+ ',forl SKtlR-l. ofYk Yon, =my + m y for SKMR-l.
xtorL.-££b,45; 2 - x L= b.35; 3 - xOL -0 25 Yk Yon

- bo0 ,L =0,02. 0.0-3-o
-bon/L - 0.646' 1 - Xon/L = 0.45 2 - x ...L 0.35; 3 x" I 0.25

.~~~ .I -.b 1 L 0,0323;-.-.bojiL'=c0,646

* I •

S I ! ! ; .

iFigure 138 illustrates the effect'of the relative chord bon/L of

the tai 1 'group on the derivative of the qoefficient of aerodynamic
lateral force at drift angle c0 = cO: + ca as a function of relative1 .ZkI Zon
area of tail group S /S It follows from this figure that for the

on dok'
same tail group area an increase in its heightl will lead to an increase
in the coefficient 'cO in connection with the lengthening of the tail group.

z I

* -282-
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Figure 139 illustrates the effect of the location of the tail'group
in terms of length x onL as a function of relative chord b on/L and
relative tail group area S ISr on the derivative of the aerodynamic

on 6OF13
moment of yaw at angle of drift m = m + m . It follows from this

Y k Yon
figure that the coefficient m• for the same tail group area increases as

the height of the tail group increases and as the tail group is placed
farther toward the stern from the center of gravity of the vessel.

Figure 140 shows the effect of the location of the tail group in
terms of length xon/L as a function of the relative chord b on/L and

relative tail group area Son/S6oK on the derivative of aerodynamir yaw
•y y

moment at-angular yaw-velocity myy = + M6 . This coefficient changes

similar to coefficient mP Bk Yon

Also seen in these figures is the range of change of relative tail
group area, which is of practical importance in ACV design.

The tail group, consisting of a stabilizer and rudder, is usually
installed symmetrically relative to the axis of rotation of the prop.
The aerodynamic characteristics of such a tail group are determined
through equations. (237). The usual expression for the angle of attack
of a detached rudder is not valid for rudders behind the stabilizers.
In tie case bf a cross-beam rudder, wing consisting of a rudder and
stabilizer changes shape, and therefore the effect of the angle of
rudder placement and the angle of drift can vary, and this must be taken
into account in the expressions for the aerodynamic characteristics of
this type of tail group.

R. Ya. Pershits analyzed several rectangular rudders placed behind
the stabilizers and blown through the qntirel height by the propeller
wash.

The coefficient of propeller thrust load a varied during the tests

from 0 to S.

Using the results of these tests it is posgible to establish that
the doeivative of the coefficient of lateral force on the tail group
were the angle of cross-over of the 1-th rudder depends on the thrust
load coefficient a and is equal toI; p

S V% (289)
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The derivative of the coefficient of lateral force on the tail group
at angle 8 is

(292)

S S + S is the area of the complex;0i Pi Sst i

cosies n h alXbt=¢•t is the coefficient that considers change in the angle

of attack on the tail group due to drift, and Kb is its average value for

the entire tail group.

The value of the coefficient Kb. is equivalent to data fiujn the- test

conducted by. R. Ya. Pershits, bs represented in Figure 142.

Eli j Figure 142. Coefficient Kb that Considers
Ub

- the Influence of the Change of Angle of

Attack on the Tail Group, Caused by
"Drift, on Derivative of the Coefficient
"of Lateral Force on Tail Group at Angle

1,5 Rudder.Crossover c6  , as a Function of
z0

the Coefficient of Propeller Thrust
row- Load a . The broken curves were

obtained by extrapolation.
p

• ~Th'is coefficient is a function both of ap and of relative rudder

chord P. It is clear from Figure 142 that the ratio between rudder chord
p

and stabilizer chord has a strong influence on the coefficient Kb. and,
b

consequently, on the lift of the rudder behind the stabilizer in the
presence of an angle of drift. As b decreases, i.e., as the stabilizer

p
chord increases, the coefficient K increases. When Kb > 1 the angle

b. 1

of drift has a greater influence on the lift than the angle of rudder
crossover. As the coefficient a1 increases the coefficient K decreases,

but the effect of the relative rudder chord b remains the same.
p
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The range of change of the coefficient of the load of ACV engines

is much greater than that found experimentally (37] and can go up to
a = 10 and above.
p

In addition, the relative rudder chord F for ACV is also beyond
p

the experimental range 0.56-0.33 and usually has values b < 0.5.
p p

For ,approximate calculations the curves in Figure 142 were extrapolated
into the range of change of a and b customary for ACV. For adcurate

p p
calculations it is necessary to find the analogous dependences on the
basis of special tests of the tail group in the propeller wash.

The expression for the derivative of the coefficient of lateral
force on the tai' group according to dimensionless angular velocity of
yaw has the form

C. -7n - or" (293)

The coefficient of the moment of roll on the t,:il group tx is
on

found using the dependences obtained on the basis of equations (257):

on zon L ' (294)

! ,,W X - (295)

on (296)

where xon' yon are the coordinates of the center of gravity of the tail

group area.
v4

For the coefficient of the moment of yaw on the tail group m
Yon"

we obtain the expressions (see equations(257)]

ryon : L ' (297)

Y m ol (298)

,Mo L (299)
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If the height of the tail group is greater than the diameter of

the propeller, or the tail group is displaced from the propeller axis,

then for determination of the coefficients cS and c3 we mnay use
on. on.1 1

the recommendations set forth in [12].

"For the coefficient c , in accordance with equations (257), vie

will have.equations

-, l e',j S- x(300)

____ 
(301)

The coefficient c6  can be approximated using the graph illustrated

pi

in Figure 143.

-•_~ ~ ,4.p oc,."e-

- - - -.- - , *.Figure 143. Derivative of
Coefficient of Drag of

9 Tail Group at Angle of

1. 2 ', Rudder Crossover c as
pi

- " a Function of Propeller
2 Thrust Load Factor a

for =0.
0,56' X 1.8. 2 - ; .1; b 061

.P :: 2,9
SI

). .. 8; "--).on -,1,08; bp - 0.83; Xp _. 1.3; 4 -- )-on -*-~~~~ -2.. .9o~o

Linearization to the safe
limit up to Sp 250..
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In this graph are represented the results of processing of he tests
[4b] of rudders behind stabilizers. Linearization of the deperi4nce of
c on the angle of crossover 6p was carried out to the safe "rit up to

-" pi

angLes 6p = 250.

The coefficient Jx can be approximated using the grdl c asown in
on.

Figure 144. In this graph are shown the results of processiig of tests
[24] and [45] of rudders behind stabilizers for a thrust loa0d factor a

p
0= . Unfortunately, the dependence of c x on a Pfor the 'rquiredXoni. P

forms and elongations of the tail groups is not available.

GO, - - Figure 144. Derivative of Coef-

---- ' " I ficient of Drag of Tail Group

" - - -at Angle of Drift cB ; as a

Function of Relative Rudder
-; - - Chord b . *,TsAGI'[45]

p
O,LGU [24]; X =1.

on,.

Forces and Moments Created by Engines

Forces and Moments Created by Propeller-Shroud Engine Complex

If we denote the summary thrust of the propeller-shroud complex
through P, then for the projections o• the forces and moments of interest
to us, created by the working engine complexes, we may write the following
expressions:

:.•! "Y,,= O; X = X,'•..0);

:•._..• z,= z -•)i- T •,• oz. -. (302)

M., = ,Z..o+ E•,• -

'aA

-8 + (
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S OMyT

*M =MHer
X =P-X =P+XP7T =-O a:)u

(303)

, =-M =-M + p;

M zP-M wZ P-Mh

where z t is the arm. of action of the summary thrust from the DP;

ytis the arm of action of the summary thrust from the CG
" I (center of gravity);

P='c,.BAqSx; (304)

-C is the thrust coefficient;
o
0

6A is the propeller pitch;

X.=cxeqSX is the drag of the shrouds. (305)

Converting to the coefficients we obtain equations

c = c-,F-tp .+ '

(306)

m XZr = " fi __.!

Myt cr . ..- ' + ***w-** y

S.

8 •X SoK L"
K
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Thus, for determination of the forces and moments that are of
interest to us, in addition to the thrust of the engines, it is necessary
to know the coefficients cB and . Actually, by knowing the

X H. z H.
3. 1

coefficient c0  the other coefficients of the lateral forces and moments
ZH.

1
on the shroud can be determined using the following approximate expressions:

cog I~ XN.,CZ _cz. •.
(307)

where DH. is the minimal shroud di.aneter;
1

z H. is shroud length;

l S"

2 *,-. T (308)

X z H L '~(309)

m'-rip X"*- -- -- L " ( 3 1 0 )

ye .u L (311)

Y. L (312)

where xH, -H are the averaged coordinates of the center of effort of the

sail area of the shrouds.

Figure 145 represents c as a function of v
ZH.
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Figure 1ri5. Derivatie of Coefficient-
of Lateral Force on the Shroud

,c as a Function of the Coefficient
ZH.

s 6 5r of the. Coefficient of Thrust Load of

the Propeller a .
p

- . Figure 146. Coefficient of Drag of

Shroud cxH as a Function of Drift

Angle 6 for Various Relative Shroud

ii Elongations 1H and Various Propeller

f/i!'Thrust Load Coefficients a

4 _0; 2 -0-=I; 3--a= 3 ; 4-!- p p,, 5-P 5 --ý = 7 P

=0.84; - --- is 7 0,61;

I...7. 0,50

If 2 X . - The value of
?/ The value of c was obtained bv

ZH.

: Jprocessing data from the tests of a
series of rotating shrouds [12].

The experimental series of shrouds
had an aperture coefficient equal to
1.25 and an expansion coefficient of

1.12. Therefore the dependence of c0 on a represented in Figure 145
' H. P

should be used only for geometrical elements of shrouds close to the
"experimental.

The test results of shrouds for propellers (12] indicated a sub-
stahtial dependence of the coefficient c not only on the angle of

xH

drift 8 but also on the coefficient. of load of the propeller a . Up toP
drift angles 6 = 22-23", however, the dependence of c on 8 can be used
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according to the curve for a = 0, assuming a safe margin of error.p
The dependence of the coefficient c for a = 0-7 on shroud elongationxH p
T and 0, determined by the processing of test results [12], .is illustratedH
in Figure 146.

Forces and Moments Created by .Rotating Engines

The thrust of rotating engines, in the presence of angle of
deflection y of the direction of thrust from the diametral plane, yields

the following forces and moments:

-X . ... C O T , .:
:.Z, =P sin 7j;

M= zX,.--ZX; .. (313)

Additional forces and moments act on rotating propellers at drift
angle 0, which can be expressed through the following equations:

Z'. = 0 pqS&": (314)

M = m9, PqS L." (315)
YT, YT, 6K 35

Expressions are presented in [41] for the derivatives of the coef-
ficient of lateral force for drift angle cO and coefficient of yaw

* ZT

moment for drift angle m which can be used for approximate calculations.

These forces and moments are mutually offsetting on counter-rotating

propellers.

§23. Forces and Moments Created by Air Cushion and Its Flexible Skirts

We will examine the influence of the flexible skirts on the aero-
dynamic forces and moments acting on an ACV hull, the forces and moments
created by the pressure of the air cushion on the hull of the ACV,
reaction of the intake and exhaust air and its passage through the inner
channels of the ACV, and also the forces and moments of hydrodynamic
origin.
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I *

The flexible air cushion skirt changes thepatroflw
around the ACV hull: atnoflo

1) With a flexible skirt the clearance, i.e,., air space between
the bearing surface and the lower edge of the flexible skirt, is
sharply reduced, and this means that the area of interaction between
the oncoming flow and the air cushion is reduced;

I'

2) the height of the flexible skirt, as a* rule, is much greater
than the clearance of the ACV without a flexible skirt, which increases
the area of the lateral projection and changes the position of the center
of effort' of the sail area;

3) the flexible skirt changes the area and shape of the cross
-sections of the ACV, particularly at the extr~emities, which leads to.
a change in the flow around the ACV's hull as a whole;

4) the flexible skirt, compared to an air screen, is more rigid,
and therefore less subject to deformations as-the dynamic prestsure of
the oncoming air flow is increased. Visual obsqrvations of flexible
skirts have not shown any substantial changes in the shape of the
flexible skirt during motion, compared to the shape in the hove r ng
mode;

5) flow from beneath the flexible skirt differs fwom that frome
beneath the b6ttom with an air curtain and is irretular around the
perimeter, since the bottom edge of the flexible skirt has i•"regular
rigidity.

Consideration of the influence of all these factors on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of ACV hulls is diffieult due to the complexity
of their interaction.

Comparison of the dependenoes of c and m on drift angle 0,
Zk >'k

obtained for a hull model with flexible skirts, for changee in the angle
andfrom 0 to 200, with values obtained for a model without a plexible skirt,
suggesth s the following conclusion concerning the different character of
the effect of the flexible skirt on the various coefficiunts. Thuse the
flexible skirt increases the coefficient of lateral force c and the

z k

coefficient of lateral moment on the hull in this case can be decreased
or increased, depending on the specific shape and design of the flexible
skirt.

-293-
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An increase in the coefficient of lateral force c is represented
k

by the genbral law in the ýresenceof a flexible skirt, and, therefore a
flexible skirt has an jinfavorable effect on the bearing capacity of the
hull. Analysis of the results of tests of moldels with flexible skirts
and without a flexible skirt indicates !that a change in ;the coefficient

c8  for models with a flexible skirt is approximately proportional to the
"Zk

change of elongation X if X and S is calculAted with consideration of

-" the atea of the flexible skirt and its height. Therefore, for approximate
calculations, consideration of the effect of;the flexibtle skirt on the
aerodynamic characteristits of the' hull can be cc-•fined to the inclusion
of the~area of the lateral surface of the flexible skirt and its height
in the calculation df So and A.

Forces and Mc.ments Created by Pressure of Air Cushion on Bottom of ACV

As was 1sbown earlier, the prdsence of the air cushion beneath the
* hull of the ACV leads" to asymmetric distribution of the component of

normal stresses caused by its stpticpressure and aciing on the hull due
to the action of the botundary layer of air. The forces from this com-
pon~nt represent the painicipal part of the .lift of the ACV. They can
be related to the center of the gravity of the ACV (origin of the fixed
coordinate system) and represented ih th'e form of resultant force

Ra. and moment Aai. Of their projections dntb the fixed axes we are

minterested in this section only. in the lift and ihe ihoments of roll andStrim created by it: I

Y q, GB,;

M n in,, = G B ,;"-- ' "(316)

, m.= m1G.B~.;

We will examine the creation of moments by the air cushion by way
of the example of the noment of roll.. Ile will analyze the moment of roll
from the forces of pressure in the cushion in ýhe1 form of two components:

I I

," (0 !. 37
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where

M.£(O) = n4~oGB3 ; (318)

M'. (0) (319)

Here Mx (0) and Mx (0) are the recovery and damping moments of roll,
n n

respectively, from the forces of pressure in the air cushion;

M and Mn are the derivatives of the coefficients of the recovery
x n

and moments of roll in ýns of 0 aid wx respectively.

The recovery moment of roll from the air cushion can be determined
in accordance wi th equations presented in the chapter concerning the
stability of ACV. We will examine below the problem of damping the
moment of roll.

In the presence of an angular velocity of motion of the ACV in the
direction of roll, the pressure in the air cushion beneath the lower
side of the vessel increases, and the pressure beneath the higher side
decreases. This circumstance leads to the development of a damping
moment.of roll from the air cushion.

If the air cushion is divided into individual sections, the method
of calculation Lf the additional component of width from the vertical
oscillations of a single contour nozzle apparatus can be employed
for the approximate determination of the damping moment of roll, using
it individually for each side section of the ACV.

The additional component of lift of the air cushion in the presence
of vertical oscillations of the ACV arises due to the change of pressure
within the air cushion, and also the change in the amount of motion of
the jet of the air curtain and of the air flowing in and out of the air
cushion. It depends basically on the vertical velocity and acts in the
direction opposite the velocity vector. In this connection we will assume
that this component is independent of the character of the screen and the
presence of the flexible skirt.

We will examine the problem of vertical oscillations of an apparatusS with a single contour nozzle, without a flexible skirt, hovering above asolid screen. In solving the problem we will consider the exponential
distribution of velocities and pressures through the thickness of the jet.
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Additionally we will make the following assumptions:

The compressibility of air is not considered;

the inertial forces are not considered (steady state motion is
examined);

the principle of superposition is valid for determination of
pressure increments.

As the vehicle descends at velocity V the volume of the air cushion
y

decreases, and the pressure within it increases. Here the enclosing
properties of'the air screen change in the following manner (Figure 147).
The mean velocity of.the air screen jet increases at nozzle exit in
relation to the bearing surface, and the me-in angle of inclination of
the discharge velocity vector decreases. The increase in thu velocity
of the air screen jet leads to an increase in the amount of its motion
and thereby facilitates maintenance of higher pressure in the air cushion.
A reduction of the angle of inclination of the discharge velocity vector
has the opposite effect, but its influence on pressure in thd air cushion
is much smaller. The opposite processes take place during notion upward.

D ,D
"Figure 147. Summation of Velocities

• , • in a Jet During Descent of ACV.

In consideration of the above statement, the force of damping can
be analyzed in the following form:

1' 8 ,= ApS ,. (320)

The pressure increment Ap is, found as follows:

Ap == Pn' a. (321)
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where Pn' is the pressure in the air cushier, resulting from the change,

in the amount of air it contains.

This pressure can be determined on the basis of the amount of motion
of the air flowing from the air cushion (during downward motio'n of the
ACV). In order to -determine the quantity of motion it is essential to
know flow rate Q and discharge velocity V.,of the air from the cushion.

J
The flow rate is determined on the basis of the velocity of vertical
motion of the ACV

Q = SlV,.. (322)

The air escape velocity is determined by the excess pressure in the
cushion. In this case, when a reduction of altitude is accompanied by
a change in .the amount of air in the cushion, pn can be used as the excess

pressure. Hence,

22p
V, P1'. (323)

and the per-second rate of travel is

Sv,=ps/,vv ~. (324)

Further, constructing the 'equation o£ equilibrium of the jet, with con-
sideration of (324) we obtain the following expression:

.= pn+T -'Y* (325)

Hence p _i.:' y• = ~pS. 2 p

-hV"V'-" "(326)

Using this equation we can calculate in the first approximation
the damping force created during angular oscillations of the ACV accord-
ing to the role of each section of the lowered and elevated sides.
These forces will create a damping moment of roll, representing the
moment• of a pair of forces, equal to

n.,(w:) 2Y~z it V(327)
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where 1c is part of the perimeter of a section from which .the air is

discharged into the atmosphere;

S is the area of the section.

Further conversions lead to the following expression for Mx (w x)

Mn( = - -.. S' "'.I g (328)

with consideration of the dependence

2SýV,,;A2.it

where

"U1 is the volume occupied by the air under the section of the

lowered side;

U2 is the volume occupied by the air under the section of the

elevated side,
S dU _dU dO~ d, i

du dO do dO

The value of dU/dO fo- a single contour jet screen with two
longitudinal nozzles is expres.zed az follows (according to the data
of V. V. Kramev and V. G. Tabachnikov):

""ýU 2Szr " "dl- 2Scz- a- 2S'h
A 0; ri(329)-•dO 'rI cost r 1

where X = Sc + Sb; Sb is one-half the area of the internal section;

Z' is the base of the area.

Equationi (329) shows that when I ý 0, derivative dU/de at high'
hove'ing altitudes h becomes positive and the moment becomes an oscil-

k lating moment and not a damping moment.
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This occurs for the value of h

h> 71 (S'sin+ VL s s2 z,-. 2Sj ). (330)

Comparing expression (319) with (328) we obtain

Sczx 1c- ' dU
-n hT LBPG dO (331)

The coefficient mX , obtained on the basis of expression (331), isxn

compared in Figure 148 with the coefficient obtained in [25] experimentally
for an ACV model with a single contour nozzle and two longitudinal
nozzles while hovering ovar a solid screen, Shown also is the curve
obtained in [25] according to tho analytical expression based on linear
theory. 1 It is clear from Figure 148 that "the theoretical curve, cal-
culated according to-expression (331), is much closer to the experimental
.curve than that obtained on the basis of the analytical expression based

on linear theory..

: Figure 148. Derivative of Roll
-. . Moment Coefficient From Air

Curtain for Angular Roll Velocity
J' mwx as a Function of Relative

x

Hovering Altitude h/Bn.

"Theoretical data [25] ;
"" 41 .42 A 0-0-o-, Theoretical data [equation

* Q-0-c-, Experimental data [25).

* Moments and Forces Created by Reaction of Intake and Exhaust Air

The force created by the reaction of the air drawn into the air
receiver of the fan is,

1 Linear theory is the outcome of linear drop of velocities and pressures
to the width of the nozzle.
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R - = PQV, (332)

where Q is the flow rate of the air moved by the fan.

The projections of this force of interest to us onto the coordinate
axes, .rigidly fixed to the ship,, with the fan .located symmetrically in
relation to the DP, are:

pQ.Xp,. = V-z; -- PQV; (333)
" ZR PQV,.PQVP.

If x and z are the coordinates of the point of application
R1 R1 YR

1
of the force relative to the center of gravity of the vessel, then its
moments in relation to all the coordinate axes will be of the form

MIR, =jJRZ,;, (334)

M,,R, = XRZR..

If the ACV is rotated in relation to the center of gravity the
amount of motion of the air passing through the fan air receiver will
change, with the result that on.the air receiver will also occur forces
and moments proportional to the velocity of its angular displacements

ElP. ,
AYR, =&&I

- 'ZR,ýQ (XRWYR.;;) (335

A MXR = Q [YRiXRS. -)

q . + Z) wý + pZR,0] -F;

AMYR, pQ [XRYR,,-
i -(•~~~~, + R3)o +.j+,+,1-;

"-- (x, + ,),+ AR)XS f;
ll,?Q-=;,•[z ,+x,(,,,-,-(XR +y ),1 - Zl,,,,Ij, I
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In the case of several fans Q = • Q.
1

Ii

XR- Q

4 QLYR,
.YR.-+"(336)

I

Of the forces and moments created by the reaction of the air discharged
from beneath the lower edge of the flexible skirt •a and Aa5 there exists

only longitudinal and lateral forces created by the horizontal cemponent
of the force of reaction during roll and trim XR2 ? ZR and also moments

relative to axes Ox and Oz, created by forces X and Z
R- R

In the presence of a flexible skirt, the reactive component of
lateral force can be represented in the following form:

.Z,= GzO, (337)

where

For approximate calculations ZR2 during hovering of the ACV above

water can be assumed equal to the value of Z during hovering over a

solid screen.

The moment MX from this force has arm of application YR equal to

the distance between the center of gravity and the middle of the slit
through which the air is discharged during rolling of the ship. This
arm of application is practically equal to the elevation of the center
of gravity above the level of the undisturbed water

MR, ZXR+,. (338)
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Longitudinal force XR2, with positive trim (on the stern) represents

a reactive component of drag, which cea be depicted graphically (Figure
149). Flexible skirts, because of their wash during motion, prohibit
representation of reactive drag in pure form, and therefore the reactive
drag of ACV models with flexible air cushion skirts is part of the
residual drag. Thus, we obtain

XRXR + AX,+ R .

.YR Y&, + AYR.*' "

ZR= ZA+ Z, :

MR M.R. +A-R MRs;(339)

.44, =MvR + WAm ,

MR R1 R

Figure 149. Relative Reactive Componentt of Drag X/G as Function of Effective•!

Trim Angle R - R/G. RB is wave drag;

i, is trim angle.

Forces and Moments from Inertia of Air Flowing Through Air Channels
of ACV t

The air that flows through the air channels of ACVs is a continuous
medium, to which apply the laws of dynamics of a rigid system of material
points [48].

If during motion of a rigid s>stem of material points their trajectories
are predeterimed by the constraints applied to the system, then to
the system is applied the action from the applied constraints. The con-
straints that constrict movements of the material points of the system
act on them by means of forces called the forces of constraint reactions.

Indeed, any force of inertia is a reaction of a system of material
points applied to the constraints and developing when some acceleration
is imparted to the system as a result of the constraints.

It follows from the above that in the general case of unsteady motion
the ACV experiences the effect of air passing through the air channels,
which should be taken into account in the differential equations of
motion as one of the categories of external forces.
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Determination of these fov-zes is based on the laws of dynamics of
complex motion. Por the air pa-,sing through the aii channels of ma
ALV, motion performed by an AC'" in relation to systems of fixed Earth
coorti1ate axes is translatory, and motion accomplished in relation to
the v.. .el is relative motion; -the passage of air through air ducts in
relatioux to the system of fixed coordinate axes is absolute motion.

"Ihl.e forces of inertia of air flowing through -,he air ducts of an

ACV belong to the category of forces and moments Ra3 and M (see §11
a.) a3'

Chapter II) and in the general case are reduced to a force equivalent
to the principal vector of inertial forces RH and to d pair of forces

whose moment relative to the center af reduction is ,.quivalent to the

principal moment of inertial forces MH.

In turn,
RI--An + -Ros .

(340)

where n is the principal vector of translatory forces of irertia;
m-n'I"4 is the principal moment of translatory forces of ,.nertia;

"HK is the principal vdctor of Coriolis forces of inertia;

HK is the principal moment of Coriolis forces of inoTtia of air.

If the flow-through part of the ACV is symmetrical with respect to
its longitudinal and transverse axes, even if the air intake, of the
fans are arranged somewhat asymmetrically in relation to the center of
gravity, the forces and moments of inertia that develop during trans-
latory movement of the air can be disregarded because of their smallness.

Coriolis acceleration of air occurs during rotational translatory
motion of the ACV and characterizes the change of relative velocity in
translatory motion and of translatory velocity in relative motion and

it is equal to twice the vector product of angular velocity of trans-
latory motion of the ACV and relative velocity of the air in the air
ducts

S=2 ,% x
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o0 in terms of the modulus

2 2[(w,.,p) (Voru)j sin j,:

where a* is the angle between the vectors of the angular velocity of
rotational translatory motion and relative velocity of the air in the
air channels.

Coriolis acceleration is perpendicular to the plane formed by the
vectors of angular velocity of rotational translational motion and the
relative velocity of the air and is applied in the direction to which
the vector of relative velocity is deflected due to rotation.

If to the air passing through the air channels of an ACV is imparted
Coriolis acceleration, then the air will develop a Coriolis force of
inertia.

The Coriolis force is numerically equal to

(341).

is applied in the direction opposite to Coriolis acceleration and, like
any force of inertia, is applied to the constraints, i.e., directly to
the ACV hull.

For an ACY with a nozzle in the form of a single contour peripheral
nozzle with two longitudinal stabilizer nozzles, the projections of the
Coriolis forces and moments of inertia of interest to us on rigid axes
can be represented in the -following form:

Z..K2pQHjWo.X--;
Ly (342)

2. _ 6L " _! L 3 '-. o + t -r + B 2.) A
. , -..Qx,, --- Q 6L Bn .+ (- K, + K)B2 +
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S-(342)
+('K i T) 14 i:T PQiz V

, g .. ,2 K ;-. V

where K1" and K2 are form factors of the nozzle in plan;

hR is the vertical distance between the center of gravity

of the ACV and the top edge of the intake (of the air duct);

H,

The form factors are shown in Figure 150. In the case of steady
state circulation wx = 0. Moreover, translatory movement of air in the

air ducts (motion of the ACV itself) consists of two rotations at the
same angular velocity wy, in the same direction. In this case the

resultant motion of the ACV will be instantaneous rotation an angular
velocity

around an instantaneous axis parallel to the Oy axis. Only M is not

equal to zero: MX

= pQ V 16LBn+(L4+ Ka)B+
- • (345)

Figure 150. Form Factors in Plan Kl

"1-rm •and K2 as Functions of Relative Hull

/1 Width B/L (According to K. P. Vashkevich).

It is clear from the above expressions that the Coriolis forces and
moments of inertia of air, other conditions being equal, depend on the
geometrical shape and distribution of the air ducts and ratio of the
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principal dimensions of the ACV. Assuming that the Coriolis forces and
moments of inertia depend little on the presence of a .flexible skirt and
that, this dependence can be disregarded, then they can also be determined
for;ACV with a flexible skirt according to equations (342), (343]

Hydrodynamic Forces and Moments

Hydrodynamic forces and moments, as.stated earlier, can be broken
down into two categories:

The first category includes forces and moments caused by the inter-
action of the air cushion, as a system of distributed surface-pressures,
with the surface of the water;

The second category includes forces and moments cuasee 1y the inter-
action of the flexible skirt with the water surface.

The first category of hydrodynamic forces yields to theoretical
analysis-, whereas the second, in turn, consisting of components different
in nature, cannot be subjected to theoretical analysis and can be de-
termined" approximately on the basis of test results.

Forces and Moments Created by the Interaction of the Air Cushion With
the Water Surface (Belong to Category of Fo-ces and Moments R A, M a'
See §11, Chapter II).

The hovering of an ACV, as we know, is accompanied by continuous
forcing of air into the high pressure region under the bottom. Air
simultaneously escapes from the high pressure region. The escaping
air, finding its way into the surrounding space (along the boundary
between the two media--air and water) continuously transmits some of its
energy to the water surrounding it

In the hoverinig mode, consequently, there is continuous perturbation
of the water, which leads to the appearance of wave motions of the fluid.
Thus, part of the power of the mechanical plant is expended in the hover-
ing mode on the formation of waves.

During forward motion the interaction of the air in the air cushion
with the surrounding water becomes complicated. In this case, wave
drag appears (see Chapter IV), which can be represented as a force
equivalent to the horizontal component of the pressure acting on the
water surface in the direction of travel.

In our investigation of controllability we were interested in the
forces of wave origin, which occur in the most complex case of ACV travel--
-- during travel with drift angle 0.
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In connection with the fact that wave drag is a component~of the
forces of wave origin, acting in the direction of.,travel, in the sytem
of coordinate axes rigidly connected to the vessel it will have the
following components:

X. :RCos P;

Z.=---R sinp. (344)

I •

where R xis wave resistance at the angle of drift.
xI

We will assume that the force of wave drag is -applied at the center
of gravity of the projection of the air cushion area onto the horizontal
plane, and with respect to height, at the nozzle 'exit.

If Xco o Br zB. arx the coordinates of thel pointlof application f

the force of wave resistance, the moments of this force of interest to
us will be expressed through the following equctions: I:

Mx8 = Z"- '

P, " Z~(345)

Thus, in order to determine the forces hund moments of wave orilgin
it is essential to know the magnitude of wave resistance R during ACY

xx

travel with an angle of drift. I I I

The wave resistance of a floating vessel as it travels withhdriftl
angle , at the interface of the two media has not yet been analyzed,
Therefore, and also because of the smallness of the p ngles of drift
during travel of floating vessels, the influence of the angle of drift
on wave resistance is usually either disregarded [2] or determined ac-1

cording to an approximate empirical formula [12].

The drift angles of ACVs during maneuvering., as we know, are con-
siderably greater than those of floating vessels. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to determine the magnitude and character of the range of
wave resistance of ACVs during travel with a drift angle...

in examining the problem of wave resistance of a rectangular system I
of constant pressure, moying on the open water surface with drift angle
0 [8], the expression foir R remains the game as before (see Table ly),,

xl
although the values of coefficients A, a, C and D ah different.

.37
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In order to deterbine these coqfficiients in the case of travel of
a rectangular .constant pres'sure system with drift angle 8 we will intro-
duce two sy~stemsý of coordIinate axces:

system of axes rigidly attached to rectangle Oxy and system of
velocity axes Ox~yl (Figure 151).

Fidure 151. Systems of Axes Connected
is to Rectangle (XOY) and Velocity Axes

(x 0y;) in the Probf'em of Wave Re-

sisitance of'Rectangular Constant
-Pressure SvtmMoving wt rf

!Angle

We will substitute th nerto aibe nteexpressions for
AB, Cland D on the basis of the following equiations (Figure 151):

* I

XtXC S~-~ O~i H'-(346)
I ___ YiLCos-X siak -

Using o rt definitions t

ct e o* c d te t Cos: *.

dos;
*: *~ ?t 1/3- 1 -o 37

we have

Coseloci cosaa*x cosb*1 .shaixgunb*Ye (348)

sin vxix sin'a*xcoqb*y +cosa xsin b'Y;

cosvi}t'- yx = cosc*y.cosd~x +sin~c*y.slnd~x;

sin vt 1/s~ Y, =si 6-o ~ o ?y i ~.

I 38
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After substituting these values into expressions-(183) and integrat-
ing, we obtain

rV -

"sin (a*. + d) .sin(b -C) .

D p, -2 2  .

a* + ds be
- B=O; C=~O; ~

sin(a*--d') sin (b -+-0) B.'

-[a -f-d* * -

Substitution of the expressions for the coefficients of (349) ii..o
equation (182) yields

8,sintn(a* + d)L sint(b$-_ ce)
R I pVC (a* "I d) 2 (b* - c*)2 +

S~(350)

2 (v* - ,a.)Ž . sin(b" + c')A ]+ ( = -d-2 b • e , V T 7

(a(-b''Wi-C is-

Using relations (347), we obtain the following expressin for Rx

00l

sin' Co i,+tan~)
RX= V' (0+ 11,01 tan 0)'

sin[ . !cos3 (tan a- t2- (351)
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After substituting g/V 2 for v, where g is acceleration and V is
velocity, and also using the definitions

where Fr is Fi-oude's number and B and L. are the width and length of
n n

"the pressure rectangle, we will obtain for R the following:

- Osg (..i/7C itg?)'

sin's r n'c'sp( .(352)
+ LX

X - .

(n VA 1-V. I

Further, we will examine specific wave ,resistance

T u o -AB (k, I " (3S3;

The curves of coefficient A as a function of Froude's number are

shown in Figures 152-157 for different drift angles a and doefficients
tn, constructed on the basis of the results of calculations using

equation (353). It follows prom these graphs that the angle of drift
a has a substantial influence of coefficient AB, causing it not only to

increase, but also to decrease.
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Figure 152. Wave Resistance Coefficient. A8 as a Function of
1-roude's Number for Various Drift Angles a and Ln 5.34

*.45 so

Figure 154. Wave Resistance Coefficient AO as a Functi~on of

Froude's Number for Various Drift Angles 8 and L B 2.5.
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'Fiqure 155. Wave Resistanc- Coefficient A~ as Function of

Froude's Number for Various Drift Angles 0and L /B =2.

Figure 156. Wave Resistance Coefficient A as a Function of

Froude's Number for Various Drift Angles 0and L nlB n 1.67.

100,3 0.5 40 45 40 ?.s rr

-Figure 157. Wave Resistance Coefficient Aas a Function of

Froude's Number for Various Drift Angles 0and L n/B n 1.0.
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The graphs (Figures 152.157), constructed for the most common air
cushion elongations, show that wave resistance on the "hump" is much
less for angle 0 = 0 than for other angles of drift; the exceptions
are drift angles 0 = 30, 35 and 400. This is evidence that the hump
should be overcome by strictly holding to zero drift. At high speeds
(Fr = 1.3-1.5) angle of drift a > 100 leads to reduced wave resistance,
and only at angle of drift 5o is the resistance higher than during
travel without drift.

Thus, we obtain

XZ,=-A .•-P°a.
Z. A- GP, (354)

PM = 7"
I•- •mys = AP -LP-- GPX".T ,

"Forces an6 Moments Created by Interaction of a Flexible Air Cushion

Skirt with Water Surface (Belong to Category of Forces and Moments

and -" , See §11, Chapter 11)

Visual observations of the movement of ACV models with the various
types of flexible skirts, and comparative analysis of the curves of
tow drag, indicate that the fixible skirt qualitatively alters the
tow characteristics of models.

A flexible skirt comes into direct contact with the water surface,
with the result that components of the flexible skirt are awash in the
stern part. The intensity of the washing of flexible skirt components
depends on the following basic factors:

aesign and material of flexible skirt;

weight of ACV;

centering of ACV;

ai: flow rate;

speed of travel.
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An extra component--skirt drag, is added to the drag of the model
as a result of skirt washing. Moreover, spray resistance develops as a
result of interaction of the escaping air jets with the water and re-
action of water spray with the flexible skirt and hull of the vessel.

As pointed out in Chapter IV, there are presently no theoretical
or experimental data for determination of the role of each component
ini the overall balance of this portion of hydrodynamic resistance.
Therefore, it is determined as a wthole as residual resistance

Rr o RrRa•Ro, (355)

where R r is the hydrodynamic drag according to the results of model tow

tests, also including reactive drag.

During ACV travel-with an angle of drift,, especially at an angular
velocity, the processes of reaction of the flexible skirt and air jets
flowing from beneath it, with the surface of the water is substantially
complicated, as we cannot determine the forces and moments created by
this reaction, either component-wise or as a whole.

In order to approximate this force we may assume that residual
resistmice does not change at small angles of drift. In this case the
residual resistance may be broken down into two components: longitudinal
and lateral

Z = Rro sin. (356)

If xr.op yr. 0 are the coordinates of the point of application of

the force, then the moments of interest to us are

MXr o r.ow r.o

S -~ zr.oX .o. (357)M Yr. o .0.0

Thus, in order to determine the forces and moments created by the
interaction of the flexible skirt with the water surface it is essential
to know residual drag Roct and the coordinates of its point of application.

In this case we obtain
* X-,- - •(358)
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Zr.o = -Roc?;

S.0- -7..

my. = (3S8)

§24. Differential Equations of Motion

In the most general case, the motion of an ACV as a freely moving
§olid body is determined by a system of six equations of the second
order or by a system of twelve' equations of the first order. Of these
twelve equations, six repTesent kinematic equations and the other six
are differential equations of solid dynamics, related to a system of
coordinates axes rigidly attached to the vessel.

Kinematic Equations of Motion

The spatial motion of an ACV as a .free body can be broken down into
two simple components: translational--along with-the pole (center of
gravity) and rotational--around the pole. The rotational portion of
ACV motion is completely defined if Euler's angles •, ' and e are given
(see §21). Therefore the equations

are equations of rotation. From these are found the vector of angular
velocity, equal to the geometric sum of three components:

Each of these components characterizes the rate of change of Euler's
angle and is directed along the corresponding axis of rotation. The
projections of the angular velocity of rotation of the ACV around the
center of gravity onto the axes are of the form

lox O n sin,?;

(y = Isinll + cos5. cos0;
(359)

"Cos 0 - Cos 5', sin 0(3 
9

or, solving the equations in terms of ýp, t and 0,

caycos0-.o~sin!O
Cos

= wsin 0 + ocos0; (360)

o) = -- t(g (cos 0 - sin 0).
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MY. =-Ro••Xo. (358)

§24. Differential Equations of Motion

In the most general case, the motion of an ACV as a freely moving
solid body is determined by a system of six equations of the second
order or by a system of twelve' equations of the first order. Of these
twelve equations, six represent kinematic equations and the other six
are differential equations of solid dynamics, related to a system of
coordinates axes rigidly attached to the vessel.

Kinematic Equations of Motion

The spatial motion of an ACV as a free body can be broken down into
two simple components: translational--along with the pole (center of
gravity) and rotational--around the pole. The rotational portion of
ACV motion is completely defined if Euler's angles 'p, ' and 0 are given
(see §21). Therefore the equations

T =ý(0; ý-'V(; 0=0(0

'are equations of rotation. From these are found the vector vi angular
velocity, equal to the geometric sum of three components:

Each of these components characterizes the rate of change of Euler's
angle and is directed along the corresponding axis of rotation. The
projections of the angular velocity of rotation of the ACV around the
center of gravity onto the axes are of the form

,= ,•sillO + .cos5. cos O;
(359)

W,= ,cos 0 .- cos . sin 0

or, solving the equations in terms of ', ' and 0,
wyecosO-•sinOD

Cos 4'

1-- sin 0 + o, cos O; (360)

w, = w-tg, (e), cos 0 (-- sin 0).
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Translational motion would best be determined, for clarity, with the aid-
of the coordinates of the center of graw'ity (xg, yg, Zg), called the

principal parameters of translational motion, although this complicates
the calculation of the aerodynamic forces. Therefore, translational
motion is assigned by the vector of velocity of the center of gravity
of the ACV, approximated relative to the axes Ox, Oy, Oz.

The parameters V = V(t), a = a(t), 8 = 8(t) (see §21) define the
translational motion of the ACV and are auxiliary parameters of trans-
lational motion.

Here a and .8 are the angles of attack and drift, examined above.

The projections of the vector of velocity of translational motion
of the center of gravity of the ACV onto the Ox, Oy, Oz axes are.-of the
form

V = V cos Cos";

V - Vcospsina;
• (361)

V. "V sinp.

Hcrever, the parameters V, a and 8, suitable for determination of the
iafrodynamic forces (for instance, in a wind tunnel or tank) give no
*,,epresentation of the character of translational motion. Hence it is
;hiecessary to relate the auxiliary parameters of translational motion to

,*the principal parameters. This relation is found on the basis of the
) equations of point kinematics:I

S.±_1 = dyg.

d- ' U d-- S dt (362)

where Xg, y , z are the coordinates of the center of gravity of

the ACV;

Vth Veg Vz are the projections of the vector of translational

velocity of the center of gravity of the ACV onto fixed axes.

These expressions are the fundamental equations of translational
motion of ACV.

From expressions (362) wo obtain:
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~Y dl;

(363)
z ZO

The projections df the vector of translational velocity of the
center of gravity of the ACV onto fixed axes (V , V , V ) are found

by converting the projections of the vector of translational velocity

of the center of gravity to rigidly connected axes (Vx, Vy, Vz) using

the so-called direction cosines [34].

Differential Equations of Unsteady Unperturbed Motion of ACV in
General Form

The derivation of the differential equations of spatial motion of
ACVs in the system of coordinate-axes Oxyz is generally based on the
laws of the quantity of motion and moments cf the quantity of motion.
We know from hydrodynamics that motion of the region of high air pressure,
which creates a depression in the water beneath the hull of the ACV (in
the hovering mode, equal in volumo to the volumetric displacement of
water) under certain conditions, for ijstance, during travel a'. slow
speeds, is practically the same as the motion of a solid in a liquid.
Therefore, in order to derive the differential equpi.ions of motior of
ACV in the most general form, we will regard it as a body moving in a
fluid. As the differential equations of motion in a fluid, we can use
the respective equations for a solid in a vacuum, but instead of kinetic
energy TI,, we will consider the summary kinetic energy of the body--fluid

system:

T. = TI + T2,

where T is the kinetic energy of the fluid.

From theoretical mechanics we know [30], that in equations of motion
of a solid in a vacuum, related to axes connected to the solid, can be
written in the following vector form:

dt • (364)

dt.
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where • is the principal vector of the quantity of motion.of the body;

is the principal moment of the quantity oi motion;

is the principal vector of extefnal forces;

is the principal moment of external forces;

V is the vector of velocity of translational motion of the origin
in coordinates system Oxyz, connected to the body;.

w is the vector of velocity of rotational motion of coordinate

system Oxyz, connected to the body.

Equations (364), in projections onto the axes of the coordinate
system, connected to the body, are of the form

dB- + wB,--•,By = X;

dB!"+ + B$-w B-,= Y; (36S)

dBi

dN-d" +°" -- •,N + VMB, - VB,B =+M+;

+N .°.N.- w.N. + V.B¶,- V.B, MY;

dI__ + o()NI- e11A, I, V;B .- VUB5 = M 2..
dt

The projections-of the vectors and ý onto the fixed axes are expressed
through kinetic energy Tc of the body--ambient medium system as follows:

B.=T• N. .

B aTe. * o (366)

B2 = 6T, N ,= or-,,
2  -av1-
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}With consideration of expressions (366), equations system (365)
acquires the following form:

V i

K d /atoT=' .. T, - UT ,•'

S(367)

thenfo the principal axs of te co nte s e c

dtb i os thecntri ugal,, moen of. inri rea• v tote" xs

T i t eTner + o h eT+ V ard c of t krhe k

ofih irad OTch kiei en ofThe waTer The kint enr
ai ic e , w s awa i, the precedin v, sA ig

Considering that the ACV has a longitudinal vertical plane of
symm etiy, then for the principal axes of the coordinate system connected
to the ACV and having its origin at the central point, ths kinetic energy
of the ACV Pan be written in the following form:

7, ".T[In,(VI + V2+ j.02+_ j+s.&+s.. V-s.+ ..(4 (368)

where m. is the m&-,s of the ACV;

SJJxk Jy, Jz are the principal moments of inertia of the ACV Imass, taken

S~relative to the axis with the appropriate subscript;

[" jb is the centrifugal moment of inertia relative to the Oz axis.

The kinetic energy of the medium can consist of the kinetic energy
of the air and the kinetic energy of the water. The kinetic energy of
air is-considered, as we saw in the preceding sections, in the right-hand
side of the equations in the form of various "categories of forces and

:- moments (Coriolis forces of inertia, forces and moments of reacZ.•on of

intake air, etc.) and the kinetic energy of water in this case is determined
by the following,-expression [2]1:



i !

U - +""" 2 +V +=V2+ 2)aV.V,+As 2+
T2 Y-Z. _VO

+ )65(q+ 2X4e.;zy + 2£t1VzO +4J2. 5 Vz(y +* (36D)

%U..". o . *-j .

i here Aik are coefficients, called connected masses. They chdracterize

the amount of motion and the moment of the amount of motion of the fluid
(water) as the high air pressure region travels in it. Coeffi'cients
A11 A 12 ' A2 2 ' A3 3 have the dimension of mass, X16 , A 26 , ' 35 , '34 the '

dimension of static moment, A A45 x55, X66 the mbment of inertia.

If now we take partial derivatives Tc in accordance with &xpiessions

(368) and (369) and substitute them into relations .(367), we obtain:

(m + U+ + + W +
didi di

+ (0,O.v134 + ,1.'35 (0vi (M + •)Q (V22 ,-L ,o o . =

- +wV,.±o -oV(+~-~ oc)~=V5 - (370) :
, -"7.•_ ( + )•+v A-'-),,•-•'' + -L& ,s + (O.Vx (rM + x.0• +:

dt dt dl

.+ -(Vy,, 12 + ,0.2) - %,v- (M + k,) - ,o y,).,- =

dc (M + , .o X", _ - ,, )+L.,) + '-o, +
° dt d+v - , d. , : +.)x .

" .-"1 T + (Vj-w1  NYI•,, - M +)-1) • .O•+ , +x~~5 Vx +14 ++(4-40+6"

+ ,,,+ 10V,,Q - J16 + 'V,.v'2 - ,(OP,, V, + k.1) - (Xov3 - waYz) +is -

= . ~ ~ ~~~- v w,A,, - • o. ,- V. = " ,. ,dto di

S+ V(V,,-'.') + v .- ( + 3 .)+- (?,-J+,)-, '
-- ,o., ,+ -,"

V -. Vy3 s-- V~ s =M.
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.5 1 : * ; ... •

Equations (359),i-(362) and (370) jointly represent a system of
twelve differential equations of the spatial motion of the ACV. In
this system ther'e are twelve unknowns:

li, V;, y2 , a • w6, Xg, kg Z2.

* * In the aerodynamics of, aircraft, the order of the equation, system
that describqs the spatial inotion of an aircra~ft is usually reduced by

* discarding equations (362). These equations can be disregarded in aircraft
aerodynamics because coordinates Xg, yg, z play no imporiant role in

the analysis of aireraft stability, siifce the aerodynamic forces and
moments are generally independent of coordinates x and zg, and the

I g
.,effect of chanke of coordinate y on the. aerodynamic forces.and moments

can be disregarded. ,

In analyzing ACV, however, the effect of change of the coordinate

yg on the aerodynamic forces and moments obviously cannot be disregarded,
I 1

and thprefore the order of the. equation system can be reduced only byexcluding from thb examin4tion..the first and third equations of (362).

Thus, lin analyzing the dynamics of ACV we arrive at a system of
ten differential equations. In vieli of the symmetry of ACV with respect
pto xOy, we can derive from thý system.of equations of spatial motion a
system containing~only those terms that char.acterize motion in plane
of symmetry x.Oy, and which does not contain parameters of motion in the
two other' planes. The equations of motion in the Plane ofisymmetry xOy,
called longitudinal motion, ican be derived from system (359), (362) and

! (370) assuming w = y = V= 0= 0:
I ! .

S(in '-tl -j- dry'; ,, _ d, - " z-' " ( "

.dt . + 2 "2+ ).m - ,ZVI, (I + ;).

dlt
' ,.

. .V--V2, -),' =P2 X;

do

!•(in + +I, V 1 "- (0y f, +dt- di dt _ 4 (371)

- V-,J + Xto) + 4 11 ,+ l + V .(o . -- iy,= -

'd+

+ - -32])* "-
I td

I " I

*I !

IY2._f
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The kinematic parameters of longitudinal motion are wz' V, a, ip, h.

ACV motion in planes xOz and yOz, when the center of gravity of
the ACV remains in the horizontal plane, is called,lateral motion.

From aircraft aerodynamics we know that during small changes in
the kinematic parameters of lateral motion (w-' y , 0 ), the .per-

turbed motion of the aircraft occurs in such a way that the kinematic
parameters of longitudinal motion are not altered. Therefore the
lateral motion of an aircraft can be examined separately from longi-
tudinal, and the system of equations of spatial motion is divided
into two independent systems.

In ACV analysis, such division is less justified, since the per-
turbation of lateral parameters, for instance the angle of roll e leads
to a change in certain longitudinal parameters, such as hovering altitude
h.

If we assume -hat a change in the parameters of lateral motion
causes no substantial change in the parameters of longitudinal motion,
then we may derive the equations -of lateral motion from systems (3S9),
(362) and (370).

The differential equations of lateral motion correspond to the
conditions V = const; a = const; p = const; wz = 0, h const and are

of the following form:

(:n + ).33) + -- ' -.31 + a/ V + -
di di dt

' -% x(m ,- ).11)' = Z; "'"
d •ox " •)+A•u ,, j dV (372)

•,(4. , + NS- ^,- J"Y) + ! -. + ;.,,v). M.;
dt dt-

do + A sin ;

o~ •tcos' Cos 0.
.32di
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For further simplification of the equation system we turn our
attention to the fact that with an increase in Froude's number during
travel of the AcV, the water depression, moving along with the vessel,
does not remain constant, but is deformed. At the limit for Froude's
numbets of about 2.5, the water surface beneath the high pressure region
-during travel on calm, water capnot be deformed and the water depression
is not formed. In this case (in the absence of pressure oscillations
in the air cushion), there is also no inertial action of the water on
the traveling ACV, i.e., all connected masses are equal to zero.

Therefore, we may assume in the first approximation that all co-
efficients of connected masses are equal to zero. Moreover, assuming
that the coordinate axes coincide with the principal axes of inertia
of ACVs, J = 0.xyx

In consideration of these assumptions the equations of lateral
motion of ACVs acquire the form

in-dV Z;

X = (373)

W to'" tg Cos C;

-T = sec 'cos•N..

The equation system (373) is inadequate for the solution of many
problems of lateral ACV motion related to unsteady translatory motion,
In this case it is necessary to add to it the first equation of system
(370), which in consideration of the assumptions made acquires the form:

MIdVX~ + Z -X.(dm (374)

Equations (373) and (374) represent the starting equations of
unsteady, unperturbed ACV motion in the general form.

%%
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Equations of Perturbed Motion in Expanded Form

Perturbed motion of any dynamic system is motion caused by pulses
which to some degree disrupt the dynanic equilibrium of the system.
In order to derive the equations if perturbed motion, following the
method of small perturbations, we will represent the kinematic character-
istics of perturbed motion as the sum ef values of these characteristics
in the basic (unperturbed) motion and of perturbations, for example

. V,= V.,+ AV.;
"P= PO + AP.

In accordance with the method of small perturbations, assuming
deviations AVx, AVy to be small and disregarding terms of a higher order

of smallness (AV2 A Vy etc.), we obtain the equations [for example the

equation (374)] in the following form:

(dVo. + dAY, .
"(•,- +"AK-.+ r[V, (0. + Aw) + Av (375)
\di /d 35

Xo +AX.

In the initial unperturbed motion, indeed, the following equation

is valid:
•, ~dV rodl In V W =x. (376)

in dAvx + [Vzwy" + AVyW] Aý(;

M d, -- tit [AV V,.,,,,.. + VA Z;

(377)

J. AAM,;

dit
dAOA

d- - = -lg% [coA Vo, - 0 OoaO] - %. cos OoA+;
dArf
d,-- sec. [cS OoA- Y- w#osin Oo'O] + f9 see +O(oy, cos 06A+.
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Thus, on the basis of the method of small perturbations, we have
obtained differential equations with variable coefficients of relative
unknown perturbations. Following the example of [35], we assume that
the duration of transition processes during the action of perturbations
is short, so that during the time of a transition process the kinematic
parameters of the basic (unperturbed) motion change comparatively little.
Under this asswaption, during analysis of perturbed motion we may dis-
-regard change in the kinematic parameters of unperturbed motion compared
to the change, of the kinematic characteristics--perturbations (method
of "frozen" coefficients). Here, the parameters of unperturbed motion
are assumed to be 6onstant and equal to their values at the beginning
"of perturbed motion. This permits us in the first ap.roximation to
consider system (377) a system of differential equations with constant
coefficients. If we assume that the initial mode of travel is straight
line, steady state motion without roll, but with constant drift, then

00 - 0, (378)

and considering the smallness of angle 8 we obtain on the basis of
expressions (371)

AV., V A p;(379)

Substituting expressions (379) into equations (377) and considering
the function (378), we obtain

Smiddy dAwl

-lO[ dld -- A '• ~ (380)

"dt
1ZA AM,,

.•', y--dt MR

dAO
d- = - tg 40AW9;

---- sec % .Aw.
dt-35
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The increments of forces and moments in these equations depend,
among other things, on change in "the rate of travel AV.

Nonlinearity cannot be avoided in these equations (in the given
case of the products of the va ables).. Thus, the problems related
to consideration ,Df the influence of change of rate of travel on the
parameters of lateral motion must be solved in nonlinear form.

If we use the assumption that the initi$l mode is travel without
roll and drift, then

P o=0 • == ,-v Oi=,

In this case .-V

AV.=A (381)

and the second term in the left-hand side of the first equation of (380)
is equal to zero. In this case, the perturbations acting on the longi-
tudinal plane of symmetry of the ACV cannot be reduced to the appearance
of lateral forces and moments, and therefore the increments of lateral
forces and moments are practically independent of perturbation of the
kinematic parameters of lofigitudinal motion (in particular, of AV).
For convenience we will omit the symbol A (with the exception of AV).
Then, considering the expression w = w(V/L), equation system (380) can
be converted to the following form:

dy, n,,P.'=+ n,6
1p + n18AV + n17tA;"..

(38.+ nwo-, + n3
dox+ + n"-

7~z- nj + nnw +i N968 + nte, n~p

dn 1 + n6,u1, + naox + n35sp + naBA;

dO -

-n , + n 7o,;

dt

Here the first digits of the subscripts of the coefficients n
correspond to the ordinal number of the equation in the equation system
of spatial motion of ACVs.
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The coefficient's ix. have the following values:

n, C (383)

n VS :2X:C

V.S P VxL~ = - "-)-
my (C- m mV, m

qSS

zx znV L 74

m I~ LxroL

44 46K2 q~~ ' ( i+ n i + n ) ± &~~

GBNL [I-,+Mep + Mu Y +hr ±--.L +1 xr
3 x E IV J

mwxf (Mý Idy -f)llx (YR
n42n thx _
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: ~~n4s ASr - =p k" L2

qS6oLS (. t)"

R. xL Rox.Lx

•TV, JOV. ;

SqS6KL2

11L,, + K, 1() BU K2 +K2)(383)

n.s4 T-XR -- ,2Hx4

nqS~n•xL' ". .JI.rv -,

n~r JYV~
m q$6oKLI .

2- - tg t~n14;

n7, = n8= sec,?n 74 .L

It follows from the expressions (382) and (383) that the left and
right-hand sides of equations (382) are linear functions of perturbations;
this means that functions (382) are linear differential equations of
perturbed motion of the ACV with constant coefficients.

Equations of Perturbed Motion in Consideration of Wind Action

Let V be the velocity vector of motion of the center of gravity of
the ACV;

V B is the wind velocity vector.

The relative air velocity in relation to-the ACV (velocity of the
incident flow) is determined by vector V1 (see Figure 158). We will

define PB as the angle between vectors V and VB; y is the heading of

the wind, measured, for instance, by a compass; 'PK is the compass heading

of the ACV; OB is the angle of incidence of the air flow (true angle of

air drift); %T is the increment of the air drift angle due to wind; 0 is

the angle of drift in relation to the water surface.
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Figure 158. Summation of ACV Speed (V) and
Wind Speed VB.

Then, on the basis of Figure 158, we obtain

P. P P•".L , VI V( 
3 8 4 )

T, V,_.V I V 2.1 O-1os T,;
VIV

Vssin y* p~= arcsin[1

[ v ( )S2Vdl 1 (385)

By substituting angle 0 in equations (380) by its value in expression
(384), we obtain for zhe equation of lateral forces

it mV" -T d (386)
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The other equations in this case retain their prior form (see equations
(380)].

Not all the lateral forces and moments are functions of air drift.
Thus, the hydrodynamic forces and moments -depend on the angle of drift
relative to water 8.

Recalling this circumstance- the equations of motion considering
the action of the wind, can be reduced to'the following form:

d-- h1I% + "15°P + n16AV + n,7 A + (n • + n o P,;

n?-.f~~ + fl3 t(), + n3( + nap),x + IlnsJ +

+ + (n3ag + "31 ~~di" - (387)

-IP fl_ y +3 44WX +f + n4-* + 04B + (387
dt

d~v --
dw-- =n6ls + ns2wy + ns1 w' + n.&P + n, 'A +

+ (ns1 + os )
dO -

d9-•= fli +na •"),

"Equation system (387) is a system of differential equations of the
induced perturbed motion of ACV. By equating Sp, SA and aT in equations

(387) to zero we place the ACV in conditions under which no external
perturbations act upon it and its motion is free perturbed motion. This
occurs when pulse forces act upon the vessel in steady state motion. We
will assune instantaneous initial perturbation A8 in terms of angle of
drift and instantaneous initial perturbation AO0 in terms of angle of

roll to be the source of free perturbed motion. The appearance of 60

00
i~icauses angle of drift A800=_A00, which must be taken into account.

These initial perturbations can be regarded as the result of pulse
actions at the initial moment of time t = 0

where S (t) is the Dirac pulse function [35].
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The action of perturbations in nonlinear plan can be analyzed by
substituting in equations (387) the coefficients of these equations by
nonlinearities. Analysis of the coefficient indicates that the category
of forces and moments such as those that occur on the fan air intakes
can be disregarded, since the coefficients n iJR do not exceed 5% qf the
magnitude of the summary coefficients. The exceptions are the coefficients
n34 R and n54R. Coefficients n34 and n54 are themselves small, however;,

and they can also be ignored. We may also- ignore the coefficient n3 2K +

+ n32on in the coefficient n32.

In the category of hydrodynamic forces and moments, even when using
an imperfect method of analysis, yields a coefficient that should not be
ignored.

§25. Dynamic Stability of Lateral Motion of ACV

Transfer Functions of ACVs as Controlled Object in Lateral Perturbed
Motion

We will examine a system of differential equations of lateral motion,
discarding the first equation of (387). For the solution of these
equations, we will use the methods of operational calculus. Applying
the known laws of transition from the originals to the transforms, we
write these equations in operator form

Pa(P- -f°l31 3 2-no--"3O-n 2 o-z--"n3 8p=

G,, (p. + "al r) +

o (p - n44) - -nfl-u. - n,.O - n46p._, rP3 ;

Sp- n,2) - n -.,,lt - n.,;p - n.78A n s.p,; (388)

P0 -n f 72 (0- nz74(0,. 00 ;

S~~~p?-- n8s• = 0; ......

where p is a parameter of the Laplace transform.

The unknowns in these equations are the following transforms of
the functions:
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(p) -L fAP.A(t1; (39S• i •. P)= L fAp (0];.
.A (p) =[AB .(0]; (389

i ,L • -L IAW. (01;
, 0 .(p) - LIAO (01;

where L [y(t)] is the integral Laplace transform.

Written in the right-hand side of equation (388) are the transforms
of perturbations, their derivatives and initial perturbations A$'8

a= 0 + AO0 and A00, introduced with the aid of the Dirac pulse function

6(t), the transform of which [351'is L [6(t)] = .1.

Therefore, the right-hand sides of equations (388) can al3o be

regarded as transforms. From these equations we will exclude the unknowns

Sandw.x y

After the corresponding transformations (considering expression
a =B - 8T we obtain

S'%fP-"!n + Pq.-•u' -- n-. 0- [r ,,
Pu---7 • n" i

.f?'J

(390)

n43 P + '+

S.I n7,, .
=n. +p + n•A f,n,: +- po"u

=l-&3p+n 32-A+P~n~lrAOO 2 a
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Moreover, we will introduce the definitions

ni4 n nu

1•napl noS
n=7a 33;

njan Lds= m4.;nnn74 nu

n" = in43; (391)

Snsin~a W52

nfl4

Then equation system (390) becomes:

M [p- nnl + P? [m321 -- ( [nka + m3p]= Z (p);

P,1 [- n41j + p? [mi-n4 .n- P]+O[-- n4 3-Pm 4 3 + ".,-A•Ax (p); (392)

I.--n1 ] + pT, n.+ 7 -O[.13p]= Mfl).

The right-hand sides of equation (392). are represented as the sums

"Z (p) =Zo (p)+ Zp)P . (393)

M(p) =M.(p) + M. (P) p;

MY (p) = MY. (p) + M, (p) p,

where
Zo (p) = n3.5P+ Pln •-- -00mn, + APo;

.. ~~z' (P) =•;. .

Mx. (p) = n4&p 4. •fl 4 ,r- A om43 + AP;; (394)
A1', (p) = aoo

M. (p) = n.,p + n6,'A + nl r - A0053;

AMl;(p) =0.

In terms of unknowns 8, 0 and ýi these equations represent a system of

the fourth order.
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The complete solution of equation system (392) appears as follws:.
r:: - - -. . . I

.. . -(3§5);o 0(p)--".";

A . '|

I P

where A is the determinant of system (392) and A$, AO and App are the
partial determinants.

The determinant of system (392) is

.fp -n3IJ fln3Il - Prn3+3 >~

SI

r,. aan P

I- na 1J Ift + M M3P

By expanding the determinant, we obtain its eipanded expression in the
following form:

A =Ap' + Bp -+ Cp2 + Dp + E. (397)

,- Aa=:a.,

where %h "

B .nsn Iu •.-Its , °.=S2

M& *S n l4s 7IMt 2  fl5 17 fl7~.C =m'-ns. + n7,. 4 -- n.Um. .
. + u m11m,;-n11m , (398) ,

n3D - n33 aD a M32 (nzgn81?3- no) -maltn~n"; a

.E = no (nsIms - fl6 32) + n33 ( 5 i 4p n4*1 1 2).

The expressions for the partial determinants, which are the
numerators of transforms 0(p), pp(p) and 0(p) [sc'e functions (395))
are obtained on the basis of the determinafit of system (396) by sub-
stituting the corresponding columns with the right-hand parts pf equations
(392).
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. A1

Considering expressions (393) and (394), we can find the values of

the partial determinants, given below; Determinant A is found from the

following expression:

a S A 4 . . +~.. 2 ., "(399)
r4 3:"0 +rr..~•.,f r2..P+r .;+ro,

where "2 '. .
S=Z;(p: m3-Z (P" MZ' (p); +M"

I ~ ~~ .r ,P) +. Z; (P) mj;

"':•"+'"' "+ '-'+" - " ""(400)

_7' M7 
in, +n -Z () M3m+" "rip ::• (P) ItZ' (p)m n A (~~qMoP~t;

43 52 + MI (P M4'+... (P nlý

1 7

In these expressions .5

_2Its . a1 n-. 11_ _*j pnz 5?4nfle

- n7aU .l n?

, - m.hin62- .l..4L_ (401.)

no"" 'rUin 1 -M;n"n;

• me = mmnn:'--numaj.

To determine A0 wel obtairm the e(ression

,r03 + r2p"+ r1 9p + rll (402)

where ,
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an + 4l (P) n3 + Mp)-..?LD .p (403)
S=Z(p) n2 + z, (p) n.+ M+ . tp) i + MA, (p) nn;+ M().";

r.,= Zo (P) r, + M. (P) n, +-Mo(i•

In these expressions

n2 + Al-"nu ns2j'74-n.

n m=n.,2 - ( (404)

n)7t#2 t

,•, n511 -- 14 nms- mn

Sn.m , -- nI

"n7 ----- 2 nm-- m321n41.

For determinant A we find

-AP = r3 PP3 r + p + r,,jp + r..., (445)

where = (p) q+ q2 - M) (P) q'.;

:- r~pp = Zo (p) q, + -1Z (p) q, 4- + Xro.pq2 +- M"', (p) qs .5r My. (p) q.3;

rP- Zo (p) q4 -Z' (p) nl +03 + (p) q5 + M. (p) nAn- + (406)
• +/if.Vo ý(P}\;.

ro,;=- 0Zo(P)n.3n4 3 + M+ ) Ii•nZl + My. (P),ql.

In these expressions
. _ n i._l ;

q2 ma.;

q -- n7,--4 (407)

q6 = M3gz-1 -. mn.1,31;
qG = n81mA - fIZ4 - m33njL;

q? ".= ln,13Z -- n331741.•
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Thus, the transforms of the desired kinematic parameters of lateral
perturbed motion acquire the form of rational expressions

,.* "_ rtp 4  rip t + r 1p + re (408)
Ap 4 + BpS+-Cp2 + Dp +_ (

To facilitate the transition from such complex transforms to the originals
we will expand this fraction into the sum of two simpler transforms:

D Ko+IP + Kp + Do + Djp

P+2hKP+~ P'+a, ap+; (409)

The coefficients 2h W2, 2hF w2 are expressed through the roots of theK' K ý hruhDhcharac.teristic equation of system (392) as follows:

. 2Ktj = "(p3 + P,);
(410)

Coefficients K0, KIs KK2, DO, D1 are found from the equation system

obtained by equating (408) and (409). If we write the conditions of
equality of the coefficients for identical powers of p in expressions
(408) and (409), this system will acquire the form

K, + D, = r LA- 2W-
AA

2haKo + KO+ 2Doo +ohD , (41
A~A'

;;2Ko + ;;2 -. r-*

Above, we derived the transforms of the desired kinematic parameters
of motion (output values) in the general case when perturbations 8p and

I occurred simultaneously and when initial perturbatiohs A0% and A0
differed from zero. Perturbed motion that occurs as a result of any one
perturbation is an important special case.in practice. To each form of
-perturbation (input value) and each output value correspond cer~tain
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expressions of the trans"fer function. The ratio of the transform.of
the output value to the transform of-the -input value .t zero initial
conditions is defined 'as th6.-tiA!sfe6r function and it is denoted throughW~p).

The expressiohs of the transfer functions can be found if we

retain any one perturbation in the general expressions of the transforms
(399), (402) and (405), and then separate the expression obtained into
the transform of this perturbation.

The transfer functions are of the following general form:

W P (412)

where

Specific values of the coefficients of the polynomials in the
numerator of (412) are listed in Tables f4-16 for various perturbations.

The coefficients of the denominator in function (412) are determined
through equations (398). The transforms of the kinamatic values expres-
sed through the transfer functions are found using the equation

y(p) )

where x(p) symbolizes the perturbation transform in general form.

The presence of the expressions for the transfer functions makes
it possible to solve a broad class of problems of ACV dynamics. In
order, however, to use the transfer functions it is essential to find
the roots of the characteristic equation of system (392). An example
of the use of the transfer functions will be illustrated below.

Analysis of Dynamic Stability and Character of Natural Lateral Perturbed
Motion of ACV

A. M. Lyapunov demoiistrated [33], [55], that analysis of the problem
of stability of motion in the first approximation, i.e., on the basis
of the solution of a linearizd differential equation system relative
to variations, is permissible only under the condition that not one of
the roots of the characteristic equation of the system be equal to zero
or, if the roots are complex, not one of the roots have a real part
equal to zero. Otherwise, in order to judge the stability of motion
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it is essential to analyze a system of differential equations with higher
powers of variations.

In solving the problem of stability bf perturb(..,d motion, and also
of the suitability of a .inearized system of differential equations for
this purpose, it is possible also not to determine the roots of the
characteristic equation, but to use the Raus-G:irvits criteria. In order
that motion be dynamically stable it is essential and sufficient to
have negative real parts in all roots of the characteristic equation.

The characteristic equation of laterzl perturbed motion of ACV
A = 0 is an equation of the fourth power of the form

*pl + V3P +.qpt + ip+ ao 0
(413)

where .B
- = I- n70m4 -- mi8n72 + n)1 m82  nsi';

a2 A.2( n13 n74 (M43n.1  N, tn4 m,~n4 ) +
+ + ;t82 (n6jin32 - ntn%,m) + n24nsama (- ma); (414)

a, = D- = [n7 (n31n&3 .. nn, + n74N, 2 (Mr8n, 1 - n4S-- mwnU) +"

+ n;4;8i6m42 (nalm33 - m.0jj1 + mi~n;tn82 (m5nsna - mn4,nj)I;

ao [n-7 n.n (n31rn.2 ns1rno + h-,4n 82n33 (n61tn4, - jO]
A

In the case of free perturbed motion

" 8p = &p = 0; (415)

In addition the coefficients are

n3&ýhn5 0.

Under these conditions, coefficients (391) acquire the following
values:

flu.

M33 m ' 0i (416)

l-334& 2 no
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,,- .- (416)

and coefficients .(414) of characteristic equation (413) will have the
following form [in consideration of the values of (416)] :

a. --n6 ,na n
a.= nf -- n: ,, -- -n nsin ' + nfnlW , + 46044"' (417.)

a, = nann, - n74ni.n 4 , - n6'2ngz4n4 + njnslnm + n3+.l~nnal;

a* = n 4 4 n j + fljiO 43fl11fl1  + n3,n inufla
n74•nsn•jn3 +- n+lnf3 n8 tnj.

The approximate values of the coefficients of the characteristic
equation are written as follows:

a=--n-n --n3 1  (in prior form);

order• .. (418).
a; ,n nA3

74l 74-- 3'4 1. 4!, ",

In order that ll roots of the characteristic equation have negative
real parts it is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the following con-
ditions [38], [S5]:

a 0>O; a,> 0; a2 > 0; a> 0;
R = a~a~a.-a.a-a-> 0; (419)

Failure to iatisfy the first conditions means aperiodic instability
of the systeit, and failure to satisfy the last condition (plus sign of
discriminate R) means oscillating instability of the system; furthermore,
failure to satisfy any of the conditions may mean that one ,(or more) of
the roots is equsl to zero and has a real part equal to zero, and in this
case' it is essential to determine the roots of the characteristic equation.

Characteristic equation (413) for the ACV SKMR-I, for instance, has
the " 62]

p" + O,5.05p3 + 2,857p' + 0;1 175p- + 0,0897 -0. (420)
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As seen from expression (420) all coefficients of the characteristic
equation are positive. Furthermore, the Raus-discriminant

, 2=3-.--. aa adid -da?

is also positive. This means that free perturbed motion of the ACV
SKMR-l is dynamically stable in relation to perturbations of the parameters
S, 0 and pp.

To find the roots of the characteristic equation (413) we may use
the method that is suitable in thos& cases when the roots of equation
(413) are separated into two groups which differ substantially in terms
of absolute value. [35], as is the case during lateral perturbed motion
of ACV.

The solution of equation (420) gives the following values of the
roots:

p= q,6208 + Ot772;p, = -0,0208 - 0,17721;

Ps 0.0045 + 1.681i; p=,-0,0045- 1,681i.

The roots of the characteristic equation are complex, and each pair
is mutually conjugate. This means the following character of free
perturbed motion:,two attenuatinig oscillatoryprocesses. Each pair of
roots characterizes a certain oscillatory process, a certain form of
motion, with its own frequency and degree of attenuation of oscillations.

If we denote a complex pair of roots, as follows:

p = ,-h •i•*,(421)

then period T of oscillations is determined by the expression

T '*(see),

where

cc)
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The time during .which the perturbation is cut in half is given by

the expression

The cycle of oscillations during which the perturbed value is cut in
half is given by the equation

For an approximate evaluation of the influence of dyn.mic coef-
ficients on the roots of the characteristic equation we will simplify
equation (413), omitting the first two terms. Ile will also use the
approximat, values of the coefficients according to the expressions
(418).

Then one pair of roots will be determined by the equation

P 2 + --, -p + --% 0 .
a2  aj

Hence

(422)
1,j~/ a,; ab

but
t4 o (a ,)

Therefore the first term of the radicand in equation (422) can be dis-
carded. On the other hand, the value a•/a' = -n3 1 + n3 3/n 43 (n41 - n

the product of coefficients n3 3/n 4 3 n41 is comparatively small so that

it can also be discarded. Then

a2
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I
and the first pair of roots wiIl be given as follows:

P;.2 In31 + n.,21 " L 1~nistns-n, (423)

The equation for the approximate determination of roots P1 . 2 gives

an average of about 7% error, although i.t gives a graphic representation
of the character of the oscillatoryf process it reflects. As shown by
the set o;! dynamic coefficients in expression (423), roots p. 2 reflect

oscillations that depend on the dynamic coefficients characterizing yaw
and drift, not related to oscillations in terms of roll. These oscil-
lations are analogous to longitudinal short-period oscillations on
aircraft, with the difference, however, that both the frequency of the
oscillations and the degree of their attenuation are considerably
smaller than for an aircraft.

Thus the values that typify the longitudinal short-period oscil-
lations •of an aircraft [59] are

"T =4,37 sec; ty, = 0,624,sec;
N) =O,143"./sec;S=\-' -- 2,2;

,. (1,5 4,5)1.

The second pair of roots is found by expanding the characteristic
polynomial for equation (413) into two quadratic expressions

P+ap+a 2 +a(2p +V2 (424)

By equating the coefficients for p we obtain

*ao= p)•;.4I6 + N; (425)
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Here-4= r P1-, ar from equatiu, tS (425). We obtain from

expressions (418) and (425)

Therefore we may assume [see function (425)] -

We now write

P, +- 4P +- 2 ='0, (426)

Hence

.4• = - T -.. -• .• "7)

•,2. 4.

Since N> - we obtain

, n,.,' i -- n•':•a.(428)

The set of dynamic coefficients in function (428) shows that this
pair of roots characterizes its oscillations t 'hat depend• on dynamiccoefficients which determine roll and are not related to yaw. In lateral

motion of an aircraft the combined pair of roots characterizes lateral
Sos.llations or the "Dutch step," which does not occur in ACV motion.

The analogous result was bbtained in [62] from analysis of the
lateral motion of ACVs without flexible skirts over a solid screen.

For a more detailed analysis of natural perturbed motion we wili
-determine what effect pulse perturbation of drift angle AO0 has on the

kinematic parameters of lateral motion.

The sequence of calculatibns is shown for the example of the cal-
culation of the transition process with respect to angle of drift 0:
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1. Using Tables 14-16, we find the values of the coefficients r.1
of the transfer function Wa during perturbation A$0 , which with -consider-

ation of functLons (391) and (416) take on the following values:
1"- --3• = - . ... = I.

"S --- n S

(429)

rl•- : nu F82

r n 43

2. Further, we determine the roots of the characteristic equation
(413) or, for example, their approximate values according to expressions
(423) and (428).

3. Then b' using equations (410) we determine the values of 21T.

-2, 2h - ="

4. From equations (411) we determine the co'efficients D, DI, KO,

KI, K2 '

S. Using expression (409) we determine the transfer function of
*the drift angle during perturbatioa AB0%

p ip)_ =
A% - (430).

6. Using a glossary of transforms, we convert from the transforms
to the originals:

The results of typical calculation of the natural perturbed motion
of ACVs with respect to drift angle B during pul perturbation of drift
angle A8O with consideration of the exact and apj ximate roots o4 the

characteristic equation are presented in Figure 159. We see from this
figure that in examining the period of time sufficient for the corpletion
of the transition processes the approximate equations yield coinparatiyely
small errors.
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I 2 ',. • _,, e-1-l l i l-,44- 1L~ i
Figure 159.. Natural Perturbed Motion-of ACV with

Respect to Angle of Drlift During.Pulse Perturbation

of Drift Angle AO I, Short-peiriod motion; II,
I ,Long period motlion; 0, Exact formula. X, Approximate

: i formulIa.

Te results" of analogous calculations for perturbation of angleof roll and,angular veloci•ty of yaw are presented in Figure 160 and
161.

-4011.114K I I

Fiue160. Natural Perturbe~d Motion of ACV with
Respect to Angle of Roll During Pulsed Perturbation
of 'Drift An~gle As 0* -0-, Short period motion;

-- ,Long period moiion.
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1.~~~. IT.IIIIL
Figure 161. Natural Perturbed Motion of AC"' with

I. Respect to Angular Velocity of Yaw During Pulsed
"Perturbation of Drift Angle A$0* -0-, Short-period

•motion; - , Long-period motion.

As follows from examination of Figiires 159 through 161, natural
perturbed motion with respect to each of the parameters of lateral
motion during ,perturbation of angle of drift AO, represents a combina-

tion of two oscillatory processes that differ substantially from each
other with respect to period and time of attenuation of the oscillations.

By analogy with the terms used in aircraft dynamics these processes
can be called long-period and short-period processes., Thus, the first
term in equation (409) and in the equations derived from it expresses the
short-period motion and the second term,:the long-period motion.

The denominators of the first and second terms in equation (409)
are the characteristic polynomials of short-period and long-period
motion, respectively. Equating it to zero and comparing with data in
Table 17 and equations (423) and (428), we obtain the iiots in 'the
following, form:

-ha i 1(431)

P1 =- + (432)
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TABLE .17. VALUES CHARACTERIZING SHORT-PERIOD AND LONG-PERIOD
FORMS OF MOTION OF SKHR-I.

Forms of rT=3 2= sec t-{t,6 Ny.1=0,i
motion i•1 -" =---i

_ _of oscillaticils
Frst2) 0,0208 '0,093 35,4 17,4 0,49

Second 0,0045 0,882 3,7 80,5 21,6
(P),4)

Note: Commas indicate decimal points.

in equation (431) the value

L to
V . --- (433)

is natural (dimensionless) frequency of long-periodic motion (in the

absence of damping); it is expressed through the dynamic coefficientsas follows:

as"fc w-:(ns, + n,2)2 + (n3ln52.-- n5 ,n32). (434)

The value of equation

2ha 2h, = (435)

is the coefficient of damping of long-period motion, and it can be expressed

through the dynamic coefficients as follows:

71j- [,, + n?21,.2 (436)

for short-periodic oscillations we obtain

- -(437)
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,, 7- f2n31nht7 . (438)

Comparing expressions (421),, (431) and (432), we see that

-. • (439)

2--
( a h-- ,(440)

where W*, w are the frequencies of oscillations in the transition

process. They are lower than the frequencies of natural oscillations in
the absence of damping.

With consideration of functions (439) and (440), the approximate
expressions for tie roots can be written as follows:

P1.2 = -- ha 10)a (41

P3.4 = -- -+ . (442) I

The expressions for the roots in this form were used in [62] for

approximate analysis of the effect of the size and location of the tail
assembly and nozzle width on the character of natural perturbed motion
of ACV.

Figures 162 and 163 show, on the basis of calculations, how the
elongation of the tail unit and location of the tail unit w.\ respect to
length, depending on the relative tail area, affect frequen•y w* and

damping coefficient ha of long-periodic oscillations of ACV SKNR-I.

These figures show that the change in the examined parameters has
an effect on roots pl 2, although this effect is slight, since these

parameters cannot change in broad limits.
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Figure 162. Effect of Relative Chord of Tail Group b on/L and

Position of Tail Group with Respect to Length x /L as
on

Function of Change of Relative ARea of Tail Group S on/S 60K

on Frequency w* of Long-Periodic Oscillations of ACV SKMR-I.
, " -, ,"jL 0,•45; , -- oL - 0,35; 3 _ - -" 0.25.

." "-- b fn/L , 0.0323;
-.. . -- - -. . b6 L- 3.0646;• _ . ... -=._ bo~./,..0.098S.

Figure 163. Effect of Relative

-- " - - - - - Chord of Tail Group bon/L and

Position of Tail Group in Terms
"of Length x onL as Function of

Change of Relative Area of Tail
Group So A on Damping Coef-_-, N .- -" on/SsoK

- -ficient h of Long-Periodic

1" 2 -. 25 27 V Oscillations of ACV SKMR-l.
I - - 0.45: 1 xo1. L - 0•. 3; 3 -.

xor/L - 0,25.
- •b bL - 0.0323;

-- - - -bon/L'm 0,0646:
. .o,/L - 0.0968

Figure 164 shows the effect of relativi nozzle width as a function
of relative hovering altitude of ACV SKIR-l over solid screen on
frequency ; of short-periodic oscillations. It is clear from Figure 164

that the frequency of oscillations * changes as a function of h and

width b of nozzle, and here the change in the width of the vessel has
negligible influence. When h and b decrease the frequency of oscillation

increases.
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Figure 164. Effect of Relative Nozzle
".5 ,Width on Frequency w* of Short-Periodic

k
-Oscillat ions as a Function of Relative

"V# .Hovering Altitude h/b of ACV SKMR-l
Over a Solid Screen.

Figure 165 shows the effect of elongation of the tail group and
width of nozzle as a function of relative tail group area on thedamping coefficient hk of short-periodic oscillations. It follows from

the figure that the oscillations attenuate to a considerable extent when
the area Of the tail group is increased, and also when nozzle width and
the chord of' the tail group are reduced. It can be said, however, that
the effect of the stated parameters on the character of motion both of
short-periodic and long-periodic form, is small: very large changes in
the •geometrical parameters of the nozzle and tail group of the vessel
are .required in order to alter substantially the values of the roots1 .

We will see what conditions should be satisfied in order that both
forms of motion be dynamically stable. For this purpose it is essential,
as was stated earlier, that the roots of the characteristic equations
(431), (432) be negative or have a negative real part.

Actually, the general solution of system (392) for four roots can
be written in the following form:

P = {e-'+ Pae"+ pet + ±
i' (443)

6 •ue-I- + Oep" + O• A ('443

S= e + 42ept + ;,sepl + cp4P".

1The calculation does not take ir;to account the coefficient of the damping

momeht of roll from the air cushion mx, but does consider the coefficient
x

of damping moment of roll from the tail group m.
on
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0 X x5.• 8I,

Figure 165. Effect of Elongation of Tail Group and Width of
ACV SKMR-l as Function of Relative Tail Group Area on
Coefficient of Damping hL of Short-Periodic Oscillations.

I - xo,1L = 0.45; 2- x0onlL = 0.35: a - xo,1L - 0.25
-bnb/L 0.0323;
_..I. I;L - 0.0646.S........... .on 1 ,= 0.0968.

Pi t

If the roots are negative, all pa-tial solutions contain factor e

that diminishes with time and for t - -will diminish without bounds.

For four combined paired con•..'- e roots the general solution of
system (392) can be written in the following form:

I = A - -=

Sill (',,-hat +,2J]

. B_ e asin (444)

+ 73+ Be7s-3'sin [V)/ -,2 + 41;

i -5sin[15- +j+

+C ~sin[V'%Oa a + 'C61
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The sinusoidal values in expressions (444) are harmonic functions
of time t, so that the motion described by two pairs of complex roots
will be attenuating or intensifying as a function of whether they are

negative or positive values -hk and -h--, representing the real parts

of the combined roots.

Thus, -7 h- < 0; --:h <
-. --. \(445)

or considering functions (423), (428), (431), (432)

• ,< o; . +4,, <o. (446)

can be called the conditions of oscillatory dynamic stability.

The coefficient n4 4 is independent of hydrodynamic forces. Hence

we conclude that the hydrodynamic forces have no effect on the coefficient
of damping of short-periodic.form of motion. The damping moment of roll
created by the air cushion, plays the decisive role in this case. As
regards coefficient of damping of long-periodic form of motion, the
inequality

n3" + n&2 < 0

can be satisfied only under certain conditions.

The coefficient n52 is not a function of the forces of hydrodynamic

origin. It is determined basically by the forces of external, and even
internal aerodynamics, and its sign cannot change for ACV. The coef-
ficient n3 1 is a function of the forces of hydrodynamic origin. In

connection with the fact that both aerodynamic n 31a and hydrodynamic

n3 1h components of the coefficient n 1 have the same sign and are de-

termining with respect to magnitude, the sign of the coefficient n31
cannot he changed for ACV. This means that alteration of the magnitude
(and also point of application) of hydrodynamic forces cannot lead to
oscillatory dynamic instability of long-periodic form of motion. It
may be said, by and large, ,that the forces of hydrodynamic origin have a
favorable effect on the oscillatory dynamic stability of lateral motion,
since they increase the coefficient of damping of the long-periodic form
of motion.
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Conditions (446) are essential, but not sufficient for ensuring
oscillatory dynamic stability. It is also necessary that roots (431)
and (432) be combined conjugate. In order that roots (431) and (432)
be combined conjugate with a negpative real part, the following inequali-
ties must be satisfied:

-2. > -; 2 _72 O
•",€--h• 5"O; ,a-- a .(447)

or in consideration of expressions (434), (436), (437) and (438)

n• < 0; -(448)

nf3lnL2 - nfln3 a> 0.- (449)

The coefficient n43 is the coefficient of transverse static stability.

Thus, in order that the short-periodic form of motion be dynamically
stable the ACV must have transverse static stability- mo < 0.

x

Inequality (449) has a positive term nsln52, and moreover coefficient

n32 is also positive. Thus, if the ACV .1s statically stable on course

(coefficient of static stability on course n51 < 0), then inequality

(449) is automatically satisfied, i.e., an ACV that is statically stable
on course has a dynamicAlly stable long-periodic form of motion. A slight
degree of static instability on course does not necessarily mean that
this form of motion is dynamically unstable.

The physical essence of condition (449) becomes clear if we write
this inequality in the following form:

"Fn < " (450)

or, considering the expanded values of the coefficients (see §22 and 24),

MY M<• (451)
-'• czyl
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The value - Aeuan is a dimensionless arm of'action of reduced

C,

forces of damping. The value is the dimensionless arm of

action of the transverse force. Heice the physical sense of condition
(449) amoufkts to the requirement that the arm of action of the transverse
force be longer than the arm of action of reduced damping forces.

We will also consider under what conditions the ACV will have
aperiodic dynamic stability. In this case all roots should be real
and negative. With positive values of hk and h- this can occur-only

if the following inequalities are satisfied:

-ha < 0; (452)

for M > 0; '>o (453)

or, considering the preceding expressions,

Ly > for (n3, + n,2> 4"(nxn - (454)

mO >0 for n
'ran 44 > n43,:74..

Finally, we will examine under what conditions there will be n')
dynamic stability of lateral motion. This will occur, ,obviously, even
in the case when only one 6f roots (431)) (432) is positive. As we
established earlier, the values hk and h•a are always positive for ACV.

This means that ACV cannot have oscillatory dynamic instability.
Dynamic instability of ACV may be only of an aperiodic character.

The conditions of dynamic instability are the inequalities

; < 0 (455)

or, considering the expanded values,

44 < 4njý

031s + flSý* < 4 (n. 11n33' tz31n620 (456)
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§26. Static Stability on Course

The equations of straight-line steady state lateral motion, in
which the forces acting. on the ACV are in equilibrium, and the kinematic
parameters of motion are constant, will be of the following form:

n.4 n -.n3O + np =0;

•61 ?+ nzs'P + n7 --.A (457)

We will determine the location of the point of application of the
resultant of aerodynamic forces acting on the ACV in straight-line
steady state motion.

The moment of the resultant relative to the vertical axis passing
through the center of gravity of the vessel (moment of. yaw) is

My = Za, (458)

where a is the distance between the center of application of the resultant
of aerodynamic forces through the length of the vessel and the center
of gravity of the vessel.

Steady state motion of ACV will be statically stable if during change
of the angle of drift the moment of yaw tries to restore it to the
initial angle of drift.

We know that the condition of static stability on course of a float-
ing vessel means that the center- of hydromechanical forces should be
located sternward from the center of gravity of the vessel. By analogy,
the condition of static stability on course of ACV will mean that the
center of aerohydromechanical forces should be located sternward from
its center of gravity.

From equations (457) and (458), assuming 6A =Sp = 0, we obtain

(459)

Assuming arm a to be 16cated sternward from the center of gravity,
i.e., with a minus sign, the condition of static stability of ACV on
course can be written as follows:
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a a<0 or n5 1 <0. (460)

This inequality can be written in expanded form as follows:

(461)

fl I =mn +M +m0 (462)YR Yr'

m -. (463)MPR qS6oxL

m?~y = 10z 4- m) +- mP

y X-- Y.X You (464)
MP ý + MPZ Rr.oXr.o

Yr yo Yr.o0 qS(,,KL qS6,,L(45

For aircraft the condition of static stability on course, as we
know, is written a* follows:

in.' < 0,

and for floating craft

mP < 0.

If we assume that m8 = 0, and that the ACV does not make contact
YR

with .the water surface (Rr.o = 0) and moves at high speed (ZB = 0),

as has been assumed in investigations known to this date, then the
condition of static stability of ACV on course can be written in the
same way as for aircraft.

As follows from §25, the coefficient of static stability on course
8mi plays an important role in insuring dynamic stability of the long-

-periodic form of motion, directly influencing the reserve of dynamic
stability. It follows from expression (462) that in order to insure
static stability on course it is advisable in ACV design to try to make
the signs of all terms of expression (462) negative, and the values of
the relative arms of application of each of the components of coefficient

ma maximum.y

We will look at each component of inequality (461) individually.
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Coefficient m1 . The sign of coefficient m a is determined by the
YR YR

location of the reduced arm x R!L in relation to the center of gravity.

This fact can be used: coefficient ma may change in the required direction,
y

ensuring the distribution of the fans through the length of the vessel
for which the reduced arm will be located sternward from the center of
gravity.

Coefficient m n . In examining the hydrodynamic coefficient of the

moment of yaw m8 the requirements set forth above lead to some contra-
yr

diction. The lateral force of wave origin ZB is applied at the center

of the area of the air cushion, the location of which under normal
operating conditions is rather stable. The center of gravity of the

.air cushion should be located ahead of the center of gravity of the
vehicle, since through it passes the line of action of the lift from the
air cushion, which creates in this location a positive (toward the stern)
travel trim. The point of application of the lateral force of wave
origin ZB, and consequently coefficient m4 are independent of change inS~YB

-trim if it does not involve a change in the centering of the -essel

x - x n/L. Coefficient ma is directly dependent on centering. Thus,
g YB

my is additive to the coefficient of the moment of yaw, which has aYB

negative effect on static stability on course.

In contrast, the point of application of the lateral force of hydro-
dynamic interaction of the flexible skirt with water Zr.o is extremely

sensitive to change not only of the centering x - x n/L but also of the

travel trim of the ACV. Thus, a change in travel trim from positive to
negative with a constant centering may change not only the magniitude,
but also the sign of the coefficient m8 , whereas the value of mBBYr.o Y

here may remain the same as before.

Not only the arm, but also the magnitude of force Zr.0 are exceedingly

sensitive to changes in these parameters, since this has an effect on the
wash area cf the flexible skirt.
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During travel at a constant positive travel trim, ensuring satisfactory
travel qualities,* the point of application of force Z is located

. I
sternward from the center of gravity and thereby compensates' (partially
or completely, depending on the Froude number) the negative effect of
the lateral force of wave origin on the static stability on course.

Coefficient m The aerodynamic coefficient !of static stability -Ya

can Le broken down into two parts:

-- Y" + £0 ' .(466)

where m is aerodynamic coefficient of static stability, not a functionYao 
:

of the thrust load factor of the power plant;

maf(o ) is an additive to it, a function of a p

The coefficient ma can be expressed through the following equation:Ya0.

YS YX yu = +0ON

m%:: m;.+ 0 f~ ) +nz f o; )

P u n P (467)

This is the same coefficient of static stability on course that is foundin the wind tunnel in testing of an ordinary schematic model wl.thout
simulating the operation of the engine-fan complex.

The value m 8f(op can be expressed as follows:

cI . .. . -Lol A +I

Yon/P~n 5.1j S60K L b

~ (469)

z"• (O , () , 0). (470)
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The additive from the" shrouds is

f S609• (471).

This additive is determined according to the ejuations presented

in §22. i

The coefficient m8 on a proposed vessel with the selected tailYI; , Yal

0

"grpup depends only on the centering afid trim. By and large, the depend-
ence of the components' of coefficient m on the principal parameters can

I y
be written as follows:

:, I 4,

lip' RJV)Ci' ~ ~ ~ M R mo=:v,, h); .
II "(472)

,, .h)
I

- n

for f L a).

- As we will see, the coefficient of the moment of yaw depends
largely ,on the kinematic parameters of longitudinal motion--lift h and
tri.m p. Herein is manifested .the relationship between longitudinal and
lateral motion of 1ACV. Hence 'it follows' that analysis of the equations
oflaterallmotion will not yield exhaustive information concerning the
mechanism of phenomena related to static stability on course.

Imagine an ACV 'traveling on the open sea on calm water at infinitely
increasing velocity. This motion will be accompanied by a slight keel,
vertical jump and a reducti6n of travel trim due to increasing engine
thrust. '

The reduct'ion of trim, and also each trim oscillation is primarily
a change in the magnitude, and also the sign of me ., When a certain

-Yr.o

velocity is leached this change of mr may change. the sign of the entire
8r.O

coekficient my and its magnitude to such an extent that the reserve of
y $dynamic stability my of the long-periodic form of motion of the ACV willI y

vanish and the vehicle will go into an involuntary spin.
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With a poorly designed flexible skirt, the bow portions of the
flexible skirts will begin to disintegrate before this moment, and
from the point of view of lateral motion this involves a substantially

sharper change of m8 due to a sharp increase in the area of wash of

the flexible skirt. Part of the air cushion, toward the bow will break
down and centering will be changed due to displacement of the center of
gravity of the air cushion toward the stexn. Here• too, the restoring
moment of roll me will decrease or vanish all together.X

Thus, immediately following disintegration of the flexible skirt
dynami: stability both of the long-periodic and short-periodic forms
of motion will begin, to be lost. Further behavior of the vessel will be
determined by the nonlinearity of the hydrodynamic characteristics of
spatial motion.

As shown by the expe'cience of English researchers (81], breakdown
of the flexible skirt dur'ng travel with drift can result in capsizing
of the ACV.

To avoid emergency -ituations related to a loss of dynamic stability,
attempts are made to standardize static stability and to determine ex-
perimentally the margin of static stability on course required for safe
ACV operation.

The margin of static stability on course (value of m0) will be

minimal at top speed. This minimal margir, is the criterion of static
stability during ACV travel not only on calm water, but also on water
of the prescribed degree of waviness, since top speed is reduced as the
water becomes rougher as the coefficient of static stability on course
increases as the speed is reduced.

Consequently, the basic factor adversely affecting the static
stability on course of a traveling ACV is reduction of the travel trim
as the speed of the vessel is increased. Different techniques are used
to combat this phenomenon, chief among which are the use of horizontal
aerodynamic rudders and control of centering.

As we have seen from (472), a change in centering effects both

M and m8 . Centering itself x - x /L may change the function of bothF Ya Yrg

arms xg/L and xn/L.
g n
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A change of arm xn/L, as we shall see, can occur only in an emergency
situation; arm x /L changes regularly during the process of ACV operation.

Therefore change of centering is considered to be a function of arm x /L.

Displacrment of the center of gravity of an ACV toward the stern leads to
"a reduction of m0 , but increases the trim on the stern, which leads to

y BoO 

I"a twofold change of m reduction of m0  due to a reduction of the
yr.o0 yr.0

arm and an increase due to an increase in the area of washing of the
flexible skirt. This complex dependence of mO on centering leads to a

y
situation where normal operation of ACV is possible only during strict
observance of A certain range of change of centering, within which the
ACV is not threatened by a loss of static stability on course.

In connection with the tremendous effect of centering and coefficient

m on static stability on course it is advisable to determine the co-
yr.o

efficient m through polling tests of ACV models with fans operating
Yr.o

for different drift angles.

We will represent further the value m in the following form:
y

The possibility during ACV operation of a combination of conditions
of motion such that all comp9nents change for the worse (i.e., their
change leads to a reduction of static stability)., for example in the
case of a tail wind, unfavorable trim and roll (or sudden disappearance
of) thrust is not excluded. In this case the only value that is capable
of insuring static stability on course is 08 , therefore it is advisable

0Yao

in the given stage to ensure a negative m , i.e., the ACV and its model'
a 0

should be statically stable in the aerodynamic sense.
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If the vehicle is equipped with an automatic control system the
absence of static stability can be compensated, but if the control
system breaks down instability will be impossible with a positive mYR

§27. Circulation of ACV

We will examine controlled lateral motion of ACV created by rudder
movemn-t 6 .

p
•Ie know from theoretical mechanics that in order to achieve a

curvilinear trajectory of moticn in a horizoncal plane it is necessary
to create a centripetal force that also lies in the horizontal plar.a.
Such a force can be obtained for ACV in three ways:

by rolling (without drift);

by creating drift;

by means of simultaneous drift and r.-l.

Circulation as a Result of Rolling Without D-ift

Let us examine the steady state. circulation of an ACV in the
horizontal planie, when the angle of rol:'. is not changed and there is
no drift. In aviation this maneuver is called "correct turning" [14]
(Figure 166). The radius of curvature of the *rajectory of the center
of gravity of the vessel in this case is determined by the relation:

where P is ce.rt.ripetal force;
m is th-. mass of the ACV;

i is the normal acceleration.I n
Since in = V2  AR and P, = Y sin $, then Y sin0 = mV 2 /R'.

It follows from Figure 166 that lift in this case is Y = G/cos Q.,

Hepce the radius of circulation is

t0

"6(473)
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iI
Figure 166. Diagram of Action of

Forces During Steady State
Circulation of ACV as a Result
of Rolling Without Drift.

In steady state circulation the speed should be constant. Thereforeit is essential that during the time Of circulation the available thrust

equal the thrust required for overcoming drag.

In order that the ACV enter into circu!;tion in a given case it is
essential to create roll to the side corresponding to the direction of
circulation (internal roll). As soon as the vehicle begins to roll, the
center of gravity begins to move in a curvilinear trajectory. If here
the vessel is not made to turn in relation to the center of gravity at
the same angular velocity at which the velocity vector of the center
of gravity moves, then drift occurs.

To prevent this from happening it is necessary to deflect the
vertical rudder to within circulation or to create the corresponding
".oment by some other means.

Figure 167 shows the curves, obtained by calculation using equation
(473), of the radius of circulation achieved with roll only as a function
of the angle of roll.

5 - , ,Figure 167. Radius of
I A Circulation Performed

-1 -. , - -With Roll Only as a
54 -- -S Funct*ion of Angle of

-_• k - g, - . . Roll 0.

\ MA
- --- - -
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To investigate circulation performed without drift, it is necessary
to assume in equation (392) 0 (p) = 0, and also to consider that the
sum of moments relative to the Oy axis .is identically equal in this
case to zero. Then system (392) will acquire the form

.-. Pma=Z(p); (474)

.=M,().,

The determinant of this system with consideration of the values of
the dynamic coefficients according to'expression (391) is equation

= Cp' + Dp + E,. (475)

where " D +. mPmi•

E = m32n-- m 42nU."" (476)

Partial determinants are found, as before, by substituting the
corresponding coldmns with the right-hand sides of system (392).

For A0

- 2- Z Z(p); (477)
,IIIZ (p)-, n32M1. (P).

For A

AP7= r2 •pp2 + r, Pp 7o;-"

r2 P. (478)
rI P? = 3.Z (P);

= n43Z (P) -- naM (P).
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The t ans!lorz, of angle of roll e and angular velocity of yaw p'
are found-using tho expressions for

A0 ( - (479)

p? (p) (480)

Expressions (479) and (480) permit analysis of the dynamic stability
and transition processes of circulation without drift. We will be
interested only in the parameters of steady state circulbation.

If we assume that rotation of the rudder is accomplished instantaneously
to some angle 6p, then by converting from the transforms to the original
for t + =, then we obtain

re &=r=p n7nhn + n3s (n~n7-- nan). (481). n33 (n42n7i -- agi.) -- .anshut

• , n s 3 (n ga n l s -- n 4 &n 2) -- n 3n 4 3n 74 ( 4 2
T L rop? nizn7a (nn3% - nn) p(482)

where R/L is the relative radius of circulation.

In connection with the fact that rolling of the vessel in the given
case is created only by reaction of lateral forces on the rudder, the
balanced regime on circulation is insured by outside deflection of the
rudder.

Circulation During Travel Only with Drift, Without Roll

In the given case there are two possible variants of curvilinear
motion: with inside (toward the center of curvature of the trajectory)
and with outside drift (away from the center of curvature of the trajectory).

We will examine motion of ACV in" a curvilinear trajectory with inside
drift. We see in Figure 168 that in the case of motion with inside drift
a lateral force 7 and the projections of the force of thrust of the engines
onto the norma. o the trajectory of travel Z_ do not create centripetal

forces, and travel with inside drift is not acceptable. During travel with
outside drift, as seen in the Figure, the centripet~al force develops and
consists of lateral force Z and the projection of the engine thrust onto
the normal to the trajectory of motion if the direction of the thrust does

not coincide with the direction of the velocity of the center of gravity
of the ACV.
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What role does the vertical rudder of the ACV play in this case?
Rotation of the vertical rudder precedes steering of the ACV at some
angle to the incident flow, at which the centripetal force is developed..
As the vertical rudder is rotated in order to create outside drift
(rotation of the rudder toward the center of curvature of the trajectory)
a force is created on it, directed away from the center of curvature of
the trajectory of the center of gravity. This force reduces the centri-
petal force, but the moment of this force insures ACV travel with drift.
with the result that a lateral force builds up on the hull, which chiefly
governs the development of centripetal force.

However, if the vessel, during motion of the center of gravity of
the ACV on the curvilinear trajectory, should complete only translatory
motion, then the rotation of the trajectory of the center of gravity by
angle a would change the drift of the ACV by the same angle 0--drift
would disappear and the centripetal force would also vanish. In order
that the angle of drift caused by the centripetal force remained constant
the vessel, in turn, must rotate around the center of gravity at the
szme angular velocity as does the tangent to the trajectory of the center
of gravity of the ACV.

Vb

z

Figure 168. Diagram of Action of Forces in Steady State Circulation
of ACV in the Case of Motion with Drift Only: a, with inside drift;
b, with outside drift.

In order for an angular velocity of rotation around the center of
gravity to be developed the operator mupt create an angular acceleration
of the relative center of gravity until the angular velocity of rotation
around the center of gravity becomes equal to the angular velocity of
rotation of the center of gravity.
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If the centripetal force is constant, then the angular velocity of
rotation of the center of gravity relative to the center of curvature
of the trajectory should also remain constant at constant translatory
speed. During curvilinear motion with a constant angular velocity
(steady state circulation) the ACV should be rotated around the center
of gravity, also at constant angular velocity.'

During rotational motion the ACV experiences resistance to motion
from the medium--the effect of the damping moment. If the damping moment
is not equalized, for instance, by deflecting the rudder, then rotation
at a constant angular velocity is impossible. The angular velocity will
decrease, approaching zero.

Thus, deflection of the rudder while bringing the ACV into steady
state circulation is essential at first in order to create angular
acceleration, and then in order that the magnitude of the ang-lar
velocity attained remains constant (i.e., in order that the &.aping moment
be equalized). Here the rudder deflection required for createing angular
velocity is the same in terms of.rdirection as that which insures creation
of the moment that equalizes the damping moment.

To analyze circulation accomplished without roll we must assume
o = 0 in equation system (392), and also discard the equation of moments
relative to the Ox axis. System (392) will acquire the following form:

s[-- n, + pj + p? [m,,J1 Z p);

ý -. Z.(483)

The determinant of this system in consideration of the dynamic coefficients
according to dependence (391) is:

A = Cp2 +- Dp + E,. (484)

where C

ns=--2' " (485)

E = ron-- tstta.

The partial determinants are expressed through the following equations:
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.= r,p + r.;

Zpz (486)

SZ(p)m 52-My (p)m3;

- - --. M7 (p); (487)

ror;-', 111Z (P) -- fl31MW. (P).

The transforms of angle of drift a and angular velocity of yaw
are found through the expressions

--- "=- {3(p). = ' (488)

•, ~~~P?(P) =T 49
(489)

Expressions (488) and (489) enable us to analyze the dynamic
stability and transition processes during circulation accomplished
without roll. The parameters of steady state circulation will be
determined by the expressions

as- l"f- nu" ap; (490)
%r2%n3 - n49ns

R nh2n8l - n~ins I
T n2 (n51 nM-- hl3 nU) , 6p (491)

Circulation as a Result of Simultaneous Drift and Roll

Circulation with inside drift, as seen in Figure 169a, will be
accomplished in the horizontal plane, when

icos (0

Circulation with outside drift, as seen in Figure 169b will be accomplished
in the horizontal plane when

SRcos (O+O'= G.
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o_ ....... ~ ~ , .. .. . .

•" Figure 169. Diagram of Action of Forces in Steady
-"• State Circulation of ACV as a Result of Simultaneous

Drift and Roll: a, Circulation with inside drift;
b", Circulation with outside drift. n6, Starboard;
n6, Port side.

It follows from the above that the same aerodynamic force R
equalizes with its projection onto the vertical, the weight of the ACV,
accomplishing circulation without side drift, with an angle of roll
sm aller than in the case of circulation without drift. If circulation•, isaccomplished with inside drift, then the same magnitude of force R
equalizes the force of the weight with an angle of roll larger than in
the case of circulation without drift.

•" Thus, circulation with outside drift is also more suitable in this
case. To arrive at a quantitative evaluation of steady state circulation
during ACV travel with drift and roll we will write the transfer functions
for the kinematic parameters of lateral motion 8, e and • with

•, perturbation 6p.
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ieobtain from fore 4-6 with considerations of expressions

r-I +- l n nnig

rep3? + a e - .ad * 3

flas n44ns

forW.: * fl11 (493)n3, 4a= -r- ý-5 -i) +

ro n ,,[~n~- n,,43 + ,5 ,tS 4 -nn 4 )

+ n"[n.72-3).-374-)



j In accordance with expression (408) we will determine the transfer
functions WV, e, and W, for perturbation 6p and using expression (412)

•e will find the transforms themselves:

P () = op.k);
(495)

p. (p) = W, 8p(p)..

here, in expression (408) the approximate coefficients of determinants
(397) are:

SA=

B=--ns2+nf+Rn", ia+ lh. "'. " (496)

•D - (13nd.n3- ".3114 + n62114);'
D = - ,"t. ,",.

expressions~ taar ~ (n43 n~in 32 n - 43 1300~. mnevrig

After finding the originals according to the transforms, we obtain
expressions that are suitable for analyzing all three (maneuvering,
evolutionary and steady state) periods of ACV circulation.

We will demonstrate the possibility of using these equations by
way of example of analysis of the steady state circulation of ACV.
During steady state circulation the kinematic parameters of motion acquire
limiting values if, as before, time t approaches -. Here, toward the end
of the transition process the kinematic parameters approach the following

limiting values:

P(CO) = Bp-,

AO (co) = ;p-

A',•(ao) :- opO. -2-

By substituting into expressions (497) the values entering into them
we obtain
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4si (an3 - 'nafliý) + ns (ns3fl4z - ~s- .732n3  (498)-
; "L n " r j ""

r..(n.u-• -- '2sn )+r) (ns+- - 1 n ) - Sin) -

"•Ints (nslnn + Rana) ; (199)
no Nss(5 n - naing)

-'--=.R -.'• "(5•'':#"") ' 00-

I. B, nigh,-. u,.,;) + n,; (n -. - ."

Analysis of the result obtained by calculating the elements of
circulation of ACV of ordinary forms according to the equatiols presented
above indicates that the augle of drift in steady state circulation is
practical.y the same as during circulation with'drift only and circulati~on
with roll and drift, and the radius of steady state circilation in the
former case is greater than in the latter. Despite the fact that the
angle of roll during circulation with roll only is somewhat stialler than
during circulation with roll and drift, the radius of the steady state
circulation in the latter case is considerably smaller than in the
former.

Circulation with drift only, and also' with ,drift and rolf, occurs
in the direction of rudder deflection; circulation with 'roll only is in
the direction opposite rudder deflection, since rolling in the given case
"occurs under the influence of lateral forces on the deflected xudder.

By an large the angle of roll on circulation is sm.all. Allowance
for the forces of hydrodynamic interaction leads to some enlavgpment
"of tLe radius of steady state circulation and reduction of the angle of
roll and angle of drift on circulation.
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It is kn6wn that se617o ' th'iness is the total of all characteristics
;whi.ch ensure smoothness and a small degre~e Of Toll (a favorable
characteristic considering the overflow and splashing of waves), and
also the suit~ability for long s~ea voyages.

Seaworthiness df ACV's is charact~erized by: vertical rolling,
Pitching,_ side r6lling, and by its so-called accele~ations; loss of
speed in choppy-sea conditions:'i yaw and drift; splashing on decks,
super~tructur~es, and pr6pelling agents; durability of the hull and
its specific construction; the pogsibility for m~intenance of technical
equipmqnt-of the ACV while m oving in choppy sea conditions; and the
general suitability of the ACV.~s to navigation in conditions of in-
creased choppy sea Iand winds.

byTo a considerable deg'=ee, the seaworthiness of an ACV is determined
ybits rolling,' which is itsel-f the basic cause of lower operational

quality in moving over choppy seas. A number of these negative occur-
rences, called rolling, are attributed to:

A-.considerable loss of speed due to an increase of hydrodynamic
resistance with wa'sh-ofi' on the-flexible skirts and' hull and an increase
of reactively formed resistance wilth a great deal of pitching;

Itoand 9verall durability, 2becduse of the appearance of additional
forces, called accelerations of vertical roll 'and pitch:
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The possibility of the ACV overturning (especially while moving
broadside to the waves with a great deal of drift, when the "slide"
of the ACV on the waves may lead to blows on the lee side; and if the
craft has considerable amplitude of side roll, then capsizing isn't
excluded);

A deterioration of. living conditions;

A sharp increase of overflow, hampering operation of the air screws
and fans and promoting an intensive ice covering of the ACV at low
temperatures; and a deterioration of control.

An ACV of the nozzle type, as already was noted, in the first phase
of its development (until the invention and installation of flexible

skirts) proved to be totally un-
seawothy because of intensive pitching
and vertical rolling, accompanied by
great accelerations and wash-off on
the hull, sharply decreased its speed

•-- and made it unfit for operation in

choppy sea conditions. Flexible
= - - - T -- skirts in the zone of the air cushions

a long the hull's perimeter (Class A)
or in the extremities (Class B)

• . permitted a considerable inc,:•ase in
Speed in knots clearance between the bottom of the

ACV and the water's surface, which
Figure 170. The Change in Sea- led to a considerable decrease in roll,
worthiness of the SKMR-l ACV a reduction of vertical acceleration,
with the Installation of and a higher degree of seaworthiness.
Flexible Skirts; 1, Wi.nout To the force of waves, the flexible
flexible skirts; 2, With skirts simply give way, resulting in
flexible skirts 1.2 meters considerably less wave resistance than
high. an ACV without flexible skirts (Figire

170).

In such a *ay, flexible skirts opened new avenues of practical
applications for ACV's in regions of increased choppiness of seacondi-
tions. However, although flexible skirts decreased the subjection of an
ACV to rolling, they could not eliminate it altogether. Every ACV is
,subject to rolling, and this remains a major problem for ACV's.

We note that, if the theory of rolling during the shift of a craft
(one of the most complex disciplines of ship theory) has not been
sufficiently worked out by now, then the theory of roll for ACV's only
makes investigation of rolling in ACV's more difficult, since the inter-
action of the hull of the craft and the water across the air cushion
is extremely complex and moments of force, acting on the ACV during rolling,
appear, as a rule, as non-linear functions of the parameters of rolling
and movement. The strict engineering organization of problems of rolling
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2NO - damping moments.

In dividing the equation (501) by Jx + Ax we get

" +2v,O W Ioo -0, (502)

where v= N/Jx + AJ - coefficient of damping for side rolls.

Equations (501) and (502) are analogous equations for side roll in
displacement-type craft on calm water, With resistance proportionate to
the first degree of cornering speed with roll. The solution to this
equation may be found in the form of

0wr. O,.e c 1 (503)

where• •

a =; c •ps l

-The expression (503) determines the dampening of fluctuation of
movement with constant periods

and witb variabie amplitude .e -a.

In Figure 171, the curve of the dampened
side fluctuations in a model of the ACV SKMR-l
"is set forth. As the drawing shows, the
character of the side fluctuations agrees with
equation (503).

V JIn investigating an ACV's roll in averageS Time Ii, choppy sea conditions, one might take advantages
seconds of the method offered in a number of works, and

substitute the wave surface with the surface of
Figure 171. Damping of a hard screen moving at the speed of the waves,
Side Fluctuations in the and the curve of the wave's profile. Then the
SKMR-1. perturbation forces, which act on the ACV, may

be divided into two parts: the basic, deter-
mined by the supposition that the wave is not deformed by the ACV; and the
hydrodynamic, with the stipulation of perturbation in introduction of the
ACV to the dashing waves.

Perturbation moments, determined by the supposition that the wave is
not deformed by the craft, the relative incline does not depart from the
limits of linear length of the diagram Me = f(0) and the width of the ACV,
is small in comparison with the length of the waves, making
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"W , r033- - o sin at,

where a- greatest angle of wave slope; and

a - wave frequency.

In commensurability of the width of the ACV with wave length, the
steepness of the wave to the full width of the craft will be altered.
In theories on rolling in craft, this is accounted for .by the introduction
of the reduction coefficient x0 in the expression of the amplituae of
perturbation forces.

The hydrodynamic structure of the perturbation forces, in the first
approximation, may also be accounted for by introduction of the correction
fact.-. kI in the expression of the amplitude of perturbation forces. Then

the simplified equation for side roll in average %-hoppy seas may be written
as

V.,+ 4.. 1 " = ,I, - k sin -;t,.
z,- ) " (504)

where k. = xe" k1 - correction factor, depending on the expenditure of air,

the height of the flexible skirts, the air pressure in the receiver and the
cushions, the forns and relative measurements of the air cushions, and the
relationship of the ACV's width to the length of the waves.

Testing of the models allows determination of the meaning of the
correction factor. Ile noi.e that equation (504) is correct, if the ampli-
tudes of the rolling do not exceed the limits of the linear lengths of

the diagram MN = f(O). In large amplitudes of rolling, the relationship

of Me = f(O) may prove to be essentially non-linear and the differential

equation of roll becomes complicated.

By dividing equation (504) by the coefficient, as a second derivative
we get

U+2v.O+n'Q-k 0 n~sinat.(5)0 a ' (505)

Equations (504) and (505) are e.aalogous to the shortened equations for

side rolling, acquired in ship theory. A solution of equation (505) may be
presented in the form of the sum of free and forced fluctuations

0 = e (c1 Cosw wt + C2 siu w0t) + Om sin (at -",•), (506)
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where 0= (507)

-tan 8 
v

c and c - arbitrary constants, determined by ;.eii,.-y conditions.

Free fluctuations in an ACV on actual choppy seas quickly fade, while
forced fluctuations originate with frequency of perturtation forces: while
moored, from wave frequency a; and while moving, from so-called "apparent
frequency," frequeuicy of meeting with waves;

o- = + - V cos'?,

where V - speed of the ACV in meters per second; and
' - c6urse angle of the waves 1 .

In Figure 172, data is iet forth concerning the meanings of results
of testing models for sweeps of side roll for a launch on air cushions,
the SKMR-1, in-moving broadside to waves at speeds up to 20-35 knots.
As one can see from the drawing, the speed in practice does not influence
the sweeps of roll. In higher waves (from 0.6-0.9 meters to 1.8 meters)

the sweeps of side roll increase 1.5-
"-2.2 times (from 10 to 16-220 ). A
change in wave lengths at hv = 0.6-0.9

. 1length of waves l M meters by 1.5 times does not lead to
length of waves 32 m a considerable change in the sweeps of

- _ _roll. At wave heights of 1.8 meters, an
X20 1=1,S increase in their lengths from 20 to

_....___..__ h -30 meters leads to a decrease in the
•tD o 7sweeps of roll by approximately 30%

(from 22-23* to 16-18o).

speed, in knots The amplitudes of side roll in. an
ACV on average choppy seas reach maximum

Figure 172. Side Roll in meaning in moving broadside to waves
the SKMR-l ACV in Average (course wave angle = 900), as well as at
Choppy Sea Conditions. sharp angles while moving at a speed, at

which the period of meeting waves is close
to the period" of actual side fluctuations
iin-the ACV.

Roll .n an ACV on irregular choppy seas considerably differs from roll
on average cioppy seas and is characterized by a lack of visible regularity

llWe note that Class A ACV's in crosswinds move with considerable drift
angle, therefore, the angle under which waves are met by the ACV's differs-
from the course angle of the quantity of drift angle.
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inalteration of amplitudes and periods of consl'.ant fluctuations.

In theories on roll in craft, it is establ,,-ied that in frequency
of perturbation moments, close to resonance, ir egularity during periods
of choppy sea cond' .ons may lead to a decreas- in total amplitude in
comparison with computations ini accordance w~tl. •neories of forced
fluctuations or those measured in average cho',y sea conditions. In
frequency of perturbation moments, distant from resonance, irregularity of
choppy seas may lead to an increase in total val.litude in comparison
with that computed or medsured in average cha,,Ay sea conditions.

It may be conjectured that this proposi-;'inn is correct also in.
computing roll in ACV's.

Regarding investigations of roll in irregular choppy sea. conditions,
in current theories on rn•1 methods in theory of stationary causal pro-
cesses are being widely used. The craft is considered as a linear fluctuating
systenl, the choppy sea conditions - as the ea;tering causal process, resulting
in the departing process of roll.

The basic tenets of the probability calculations of roll in craft
apply also to calculations of roll in ACV's. We recall these tenets from
[58]. As is known from vhe theories dealing with stationary causal pro-
cesses, the entrance and departure processes, the depicted linear equations
are bound by-the theory of A. Ya. Khinchin relative to

where o ((518)

S. - spectral density of the entraace process (choppy seain conditions);

S- intermediate functions (dynamic reactionf of the ship to a single
harmonious perturbation).

As far as spectral density of choppy sea conditions, it has been
well studied and may be expressed by well-kn6wn formulae (of Voznesenski,
Firsov, Neiman, Derbyshire and others), with the probability calculation
of roll problems leading to the determination of the intermediate functions.
Tie intermediate function for side roll in an ACV moving broadside to
waves may be acquired with the help of the expressions for amplitude of
forced fluctuations (507), if one substitutes in the formula a= G2/g'h /2

and it is assumed that h /2 , 1.0,
V

gi'(ne- o2)2++4A4o2
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With the movement of a craft at an angle 0 toward the front of the
waves, the intermediate function may be conceived relative to

00 n502siniy
g / (/ 2 .2 2"

f V•8-. 4"6

Consequently, the expression for the freqtiincy spectrums of side
roll in an ACV at all rates of movement may be written in the form of

k2 40 knoSin2y ,, 8 ',(59
e (a)" - 2[ n2 22 (09)

According to the spectrum, dispersion D0 and amplituWes of roll may

be calculated, given the provision

0 (5l0)

• =±i4 1n-..% ' (511)

where n% - the given provision.

Furtaler, by the known relative theory of stationary causal processes,
the spectral density of dispersion and amplitude meanings for speed and
acceleration of roll'(as well as the average frequencies and periods of
roll) may be acquired.

Today, probability calculations of roll in an ACV malt be ý.onsidered
only as highly conditional. It was already noted above that probability
calculitions are'suitable only for examining the processes, depicted by
linear differential equations. Regarding side roll in an ACV with con-
sid*erable amplitudes, it is possible to have considerable non-linearity
of the restored and damping moments, therefore, the lst its of suitability
for probability calcnlations require special investigation.

Of interest is becoming acquainted with the results of measurements
of the parameters of roll for actual-size ACV's, during movement in
irregular choppy sea conditions.

"In the analysis of the craft's roll, two probability methods are
employed: statistical and spectral
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gdegrees

"�" Figure 173. The Relationship of Maximum and
Average Cycles of Side Roll in an ACV to
the Course Angle of the Wavss.

4% 12 •"1, Without flexible skirts, waves of h3 =

/L). = 0A6 mmeters, V - 25 knots; 2, With flexible
skirts, hg.o = 0.4 meters, waves of h 3%

S-0.7-1.0 meters, V = 30 knots; 3, With flexible
Sskirts, hg. = I meter, waves of h3% = I meter,

" V = 30 knots; - -maximum sweeps;
Course wave angle ------------ average sweeps.

2D, degrees

2 • •

S~~~~, " •' , •

S IV IV X 4*0 s o. W t X
Recurrence, in 5

Figure 174. Curved Distributions of the Cycles of Side Roll, Course Wave
Angle = 450

1, Without flexible skirts, waves of h = 0.6 meters, V = 25 knots;

2, With flexible skirts, h 0.4 meters, waves of h = 0.7-1.0 meters,

V -30 knots; 3, With flexible skirts, hg.o .1 meter, waves of h =

1 meter, V = 30-35 knots.
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In the statistical method, cycles and half-cycles of roll are

considered as a system of dual-correlated causal quantities. In
quality of probability characteristics, these quantities are received
as: the average and greatest meanings of cycles and half-cycles; the
dispersion of cycles and half-cycles; the coefficient variations
(variables) of cycles and half-cycles; the coefficient of the correla-
tion between the cycles and the corresponding half-cycles.

Knowledge of these quantities, as a rule, is svfficient for quanti-
tative estimations of the processes of rolling; In those cases, where
it is necessary to. present the choppl sea conditions and the roll as
non-statistical totals of fluctuation elements, and in a form of a
continuous physical process conforming to the spectral method of
describing causal processes, the'calculations are labor-consuming.

In Table 18, results are set forth for the determination of empirical
functions for the distribution of cycles and half-cycles of side rolling,
as well as showing calculations of the statistical characteristics of
an air cushion launch with a displacemnent of 30 tons, moving broadside
to the waves.

TABLE 18. CORRELATION TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION OF SWEEPS AND HALF-CYCLES
IN SIDE-ROLL OF .CV's G = 30 TONS

Force and wave type h3% - 20 . wind
Speed and wind force v = 8-10 meters per second

I __________ ___________ Intervals AllR______

Intervals AT D-0. 0,1-0,2 0.2-0.3 eC-0.4 C.4-0,6

0__ _ ,0 0.1_ _0,5 0.25 0.35 .0.45

0-0.1 0.05
0.1-0.2 0.15
0.2-0.3 0.25 !
0.3-0,.4 0,35 11 2
0.4-0,5 0.45 2 7 6 2 2
0.5-0.6 0.16 . 8 , 7 8 4
0,6-0.7 0.65 .a. 4 8 . 3
0,7-s I 0,75 4

:..-.10 0.95
1,0-2,2 2.05

0n _. _" _ 1u 17 22 10

PH 1. 0.084 0.168 0.1 0.25 0o.0
"Pt.l 111 0.0042 0.0262 •.0398 0,072 0.(42.

H- TP#.#. IV -0.321 -0.221 -0,.22 .- 0, .079

( _.x' .,) v o.Io+ 0.04 0.0147 I 0.0046 0.0064

S(1,- TPi.. vi V00Oo87 0,0082o.0a 0 0,0

V 1 3.25 8, 9,21 13.7 5.90

E ,1  Vill 0,36S 0.45 0,54 0.623 "0.5

-n//./ IX 0,18 1.22 2.29 4.80 2.66
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continuation of Table 18

Force and wave type h3 = 1. 0- etees, -wind Speed V 60 Ian per hour

Speed and w¢ind force v = 8-10 meters/second Codrse angle of waves 90&

Intervals n-. . 0.-

0 5 0 .6 0. .7 , . ' 0 ,1- 0 . 2Intervals o. av j
0--01.7 0.65 0 0 9 13 6 4 2

0.15
0.1-0.2 0.75 2 1 0.06•0.2-o0-3 0,.2I5"
0.3-0.49 0.35 3 9 0.0438
0.-0.0 05 2 " 1 2 23 0.21S
0.5-0.6 .055 2 2 29I 0.270.6--0.7 0.65 ' . 3 3 24 0.224

0.7--08 0.75 2 1 7 10.0650.8-0.9. 0,85 3 5 0.0468,
0.9--1.0 0.95 2 1 5 ' 0.0463

... iI1.0,5 2 11 4 10.0374-

. I W I 1 107

PH AI o.131 0.084 0.0467 "0.0094" 0.0094 0.0094

PHpH 111 0.072 0.0545 0.035 0.0072 0,00 0.0099 0.371

H--:Pjj-. IV 0.179 0,279 .3 0.49 0579 0.679 o1
(1-%Pwj) 2  V 0.0321 0.078 0.144 0.23 "U,35 o.,46

PH1 (i - EP'N.li) VI q.o0421 o.oD68 0,0067 0.0022 0.00314 0.004 0.052

VII 11.10 6.15 2.85 0.45 0,95 "1,05.

Vill 0.8 " 0.885 0.672 0.45 -0.95 1.0s

!•oIIH.H IX 6.20 4.0 2.I3 0.18 1 2.10 .2.8

Force.and wave type h3. = 1. 0 meters, wind Greatest sweep Hmax = 13.60

Speed 3nd wind force v 8-10 meters/second Greatest half-cycle-t max = 6 seconds

Intervals at ._ _ .... a-
S 3 4 "i 667 89

0--0.1 0,05
0.1--0.2 0.15

0. 0 25 0023 -- 0.336 0.113 0.00105 0.05 0.05 0.01
0.3-0.4 0.35 0.0295 -0,236 0.053 0.0047 0.95 0.105 0.33
0.4-0.5 0.45 • 0.0965 A0. 136 0.0128 .0,0039 7.25 0.333 3.26
0.5-0.6 0.55 0.15 -0.036 0.0013 0.0063 9.65 0.326 5.3
(1.6-0.7 0.65 0.145 0.064 0.0041 0.0009 10.40 0.435 6.76
0.7-0,8 0.75 0.048 0.164 0.027 0.0017 3.15 0.45 2.35
0.8-0.9 0.85 0.040 0.264 0.070 0.0033 2.45 0.49 2.08
0,9-1,0 0.95 0.0445 0.364 0.133' 0.0062 3.05 0.61 2.90

1.O--,1 - 2.05 0.0375 0.463 0.214 0.006 2,80 0.70 2.94

nI i0.693 0.028 25.80

PH'i

PH-.JI III Parameters of Distribution Sweeps H Half-cycles $

It -- •PH"H IV
(H -,1 .n)__ V Average Meaning H - 5.3 "...3,.5

PH (11 - TP 1 .. )2  
Vi Dispersion DH - 9,70 - 2.01

V Coefficient uH - 0.)5 U, - 0.28.T Rn H V i l l

yn.nH.H IX, Coefficient Correlations I / - 0,24
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Data concerning the relationships of mhxiLm'- Lnd average'cycles of
side roll in this laufich to the coVrse wave angle is in Figure 173, and
in Figure 174 - the curves of their distribution.

An analysis of the recorded side ýrolling of the ACV in irregular
choppy sea conditions allows one to make the following basic conclu-
sions:

I *

a) At wave heights of 3%, exactly equal to the height of the
flexible skirts, the sweeps of side roll, reach a maximum 10-150 with!
course wave angle = 45-900. In moving against the waves (course wave
angle = 00) and along the waves in conditions of 32dimensional windy
sea conditions, the sweeps of -side roll do not exceed 5-60;

b) In contrast to displacement-type craft, periods of si'de
roll in ACV's almost coincide with periods of pitching:

c) Cycles of side roll'in displacement-type craft may exceed the
cycles in ACV's.

§29. Vertical Rolling

Acting in vertical fluctuations of an ACV are- 1aertial resilient
forces of the.air cushions, formed as a result of the inertial influence
of the water; damping forces of the air cushions, proportionate speeds*
of linear shifts; res~ilient forces of: the air cushions, proportionate
quantities of linear shifts.

I I

As experiments of model ACV's show,' vertical rolling.does not
have a substantial influence on the keeT, so that it is.possible to
examine vertical roll-ing clearly.

i:I I

An equation for vertical rolling on calm water may be written
in the form of

ay 0

+ AM) y +,2N y'+ = 0 Y (512)

I i

or

.Y - (513)

Equation (513) is analogous to equation (502). Its solution may
be written as

Y=Y C COS( " (514):
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'Equation (514) determines the damping of the fuctuating movement
with the period 21,/wz~

Tn Figure 175, the 'curves of damlping of vertical fluctuations in
models of the ACV SKMR-l on cal-m ;water and over hard screens are set
forth. From the mrawing, one sees that vertical fluctuations over
a hard screen dampdn faster than over water, and the true period of
fluctuation ecver the hakd scr~een is less. This is- explained by thegreat mea5iing ofn the coefficient of damping of vertical roll over a
hard screen,

Observations of vertical 'lollina in an ACV on average choppy
seas also may profit by assumption of substitution of wave systems
with undeformed wae y surfaceste and subsequently in the acquiredu'mea'anings of the perturbation forces to bring about the correction
factor, taking into h acciunt the distinction between the water's sur-
face and the undefored surface.

Then'the equation for.vertical rolling on average choppy seas,
with the ACV moving broadside to the waves, may be written as

AM)" 29,I ý + f 2 K-y- y iL ko2 (515)

where h -. wavehegt
k correction factor, taking into account the limit of the
y relationship of the ACV's dimensions to the length of

the waves.

51~
Timne. in seconds

1'| I

Figure 175. Damping of Vertical' Fluctuations In the ACV SKM0 . a, ver
,a hardiscreen; b, over water.

I Aalogous to eqpation (505), the solution of equation (515) may be

written as

k reYlaios (ci Cos die +c sin 9) + YCOS (371 +h). (516)
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In such a form, vsrtical rolling in an ACV on average choppy seas
consists of free and forced fluctuations. Forced fluctuations occur
with frequency rerturbation forces.

In Figures 176b and 176c, data concerning the cycles of vertical
roll in the SKMR-1, moving broadside to the waves, is set forth. An
examination of the graphs "allows.one to conclude that, at increased
wave heights the cycles of vertical roll increase proportionately to
the wave height. An increase in wave lengths also leads to some in-
crease in cycles of vertical roll, but up to a limit*. The growth of
speed j,4 aiplitude of roll is changed very little. In Figure 176a,
the zurves of cycles of vertical roll for a craft moving at 30 knots
and zt various course angles in relationship to.waves, as well as
filae mceanings of wave length, are set forth. From the graphs one
sees that, in moving at sharp course angles, the amplitudes of verti-
cal rolliing may somewhat exceed the amplitudes during movements broad-
side to the waves.

125 .... "..,..atn=2580RP/M

"% too n of the fanSt2 f0 --- --at n =3216 -RPM -

to - 75-

10 X 45 0X X
CO Course wave angle Speed, knots

a)>

125. A
70 - A-2 IN

7100 -. . " 2tA-
Figure 176. Vertical Roll in the ACV 75 ,
SKMR-l over Regular' Waves: a, relation • 50. • =,
of sweep rolls to course waveangle; •--
b, relation of sweep rolls 1.) wave length
and volume of expended air; c, relation 20

of sweep rolls to wave height. Speed, knots

In Figure 177, the relationships of maximum cycles of vertical
roll to wave height are set forth, and in Figure 178 - curves of the dis-
tribution of cycles of vertical roll in an experimental craft on extremely
rough seas. It might be noted that maximum cycles of vertical roll do
not excred 0.6-0.65 h3%.
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46 . ~ ~ f Curse wave
- a.• ngle=

I' ,V V.,. .N. IU. .

' -"Recurrence, 5 "

Figure 177. Relation of Maximum Figure 178. Uneven Distribution
Sweep Vertical Rolls to Wave of Sweep Vertical Rolls at h3%
Height. = 0.8 meters.

§30. Pitching

Acting "in angular fluctuations, relative to the axis 0 of an

ACV, are: inertial moments of force, including moments of force of
the inertial influence of water transferred to the-hull on account
of the redistributiot of air pressure in the cushion (the inertial
makeup of resilient forces); moments of force conditional to the air
cushiops (recovered moments proportionate to the angle of trim dif-
ference, and damping moments proportionate to the angle of speed of
the longitudinal fluctuations); moments of force from the interactions
of the pneumatic elements of the flexible skirts (or even the hull)
with the water's surface; moments of force from the reactions of the
intake of the fans and the escaping air, as well as the inertial influence of
air flowing through the air ducts of the ACV; moments of force arising
in the stern's horizontal tail unit; the gyroscopic moments from the
revolutions of .the screws and the fans.

As tests in models show, pitching in an ACV influences it vertically,
therefore only conditionally may the equations for pitching be examined

.* in a "clear" view.

The equation for pitching in calm waters has the following form:

y, + Ai,) 2N., + 0, (517)

where AJz - inertial makeup of the resilient forces of the air cushions;

2N• - damping- mdments;

aM•/a• p - recovered moments.
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The division, of (J4 + &Y') in equatiun (517) 1 eads to the fonr-

"Equation (518) is analogous to (502) and appears equal in damping
N fluctuations with. constant *periods and.variaoles of amplitude. The

solution for it --iy be written in the form

,= ,, co (- ,(519)

where

In Figure 179, results are set forth for a basic experiment for curves
of damping fluctuations in models of the ACV SK!R.-I over a hard screen
and in calm wafers. From the drawing one sees that, the characteristic
of damping Sluctuations in the models corresponds to equation (519).
Fluctuations over a hard screen are dampened considerably faster than
in calm waters. The true period of fluctuation over a hard screen is
somewhat less than the period in calm waters. In comparing Figures 171,,
175 and 179, it may be noted that the true period of pitching in calm
waters is larger'than the periods of side roll and vertical roll.

a) b)•: I" ~....." -

S , - 1 '5. .

Time, sec

Figure 179. Damp:ng of Fluctuations in the SKMR-l, Relative to
the Transverse Axis:

a, Over a hard screen- b, over water.

In examining pitching of an ACV in average sea conditions, at rest
or moving, against or along waves, one may again resort to the substitu-
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tion of wave systems with undeformed wavy surfaces and come up with
perturbation forces on the ACV made up of two components: basic per-
turbation forces, cttributed to the assumption that the wave is not
deformed by the craft (the ACV moves along the undeformed wavy surface);
hydrodynamic perturbation forces, conditional perturbation by intro-
ducing the ACV to the dashing of the waves.

Th*e perturbation moments, attributed to the assumption that
the wave is not deformed by the craft and the length of the ACV is
small compared to the wave length, then will equal

M,•M = a sin at.

Commensurability of the length of the ACV with thn wave length may be
computed by introducing the reduction factor x in the expression for

the amplitude of perturbation forces.

The hydrodynamic composition of the perturbation forces also may
be computed by introducing the correction factor k2 in the expression

for the amplitude of perturbation forces.

The *simplified equation for pitching in normal sea conditions is
written as

-J- + +.-4,.-ke sin of (520)

or

?+ v+ n,-, a.sin at, (521)

where k4 = k2 x• - correction factor, the meaning of which may be

determined from a test of the known meanings of the coefficients in
the lift-hand part of the equations and the recorded pitch of the
models. The coefficient k depends upon the quantities of air expen-

diture, the pressure of air in the cushions and the flexible receiver,
And the forms and dimensions of the air cushions.

Equation (521) is correct as long as the amplitudes of pitching
do not deviate from the limits of the linear part of the diagram M (p) =
= f(t). The solution to equation (521) may be presented in the form
of the total free and forced fluctuations
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- ('.3 (c cos(,t r+ 04 s'n (t), ; rn (o-r ); (522

-0 ' " .(522)

2_

True fluctuations of pitching quickly are eliminated and the ACV
experiences only forced fluctuations, with periods equal to the periods
of perturbation forces.

In Figure 180, graphs showing the cycles of pitch in the ACV SKMR-i
in normal sea conditions are set forth. An examination of the graphs allows
one to make the following conclusions: the greatest cycles of pitch are
found in moving against the waves (course wave angle = 00) ; an increase
in wave height leads to an i',tensive increase in amplitude of pitching;
in increasing wave'lengths to a certain limit, an increase in the ampli-
tude of roll occurs, and in further lengthening of the waves, the ampli-
tude of pitch is decreased. The greatest: amplitude of pitching is
attained in wave lengths, whis:h exceed the length of the ACV by 1.5 times
an increased expenditure of air leads t.o a considerable decrease of
cycles of pitch. The influence of the changes in air expenditure is
especially perceptible .in moving over waves of "critical lengths (X 2 !.5
L ); cycles of pitching depend on speeds of movement, but for waves of

p
diverse lengths this relationship is different.

Testing of model ACV's in a basin allowed the establishment of the
linear characteristics of recovered moments of force in a sufficiently
wide-range angle of trim difference'in an ACV with flexible skirts. Con-
nected with this is the correct applicability of the probability computations
of the parameters of pitching in the ACV in extremely rough sea conditions.

As was noted in §28, making probability computations of a problem leads
to the determination of the intermediate function ý, expressed by the dynamic
reaction of the craft to singular harmonious perturbation. The intermediate
function for pitching in an ACV with course wave angle = 00 and without
movement may be written in the form of

g n ( -2)2 + 442 2 (524)

In the movement of a craft at an angle of 4 toward the front of the waves,

the intermediate function may be presented relative to

k.n2 o2 cos p

(D- n2 2)2+9_ + 444"
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ai b)
41421a RPM4s•. .-- -

" cou. wav vn:; ° speed, in knot'

1J5.d)

-0

030 ,...-.0.3-4,

speed, in knots' speed, in knots

Figure 180. Pitch in the SKMIR-1 in Normal Sea Conditions: a, The relation-
ship of the amplitude of roll to the course wave angle; b, The relationship

of the amplitude of roll to the output of the fans; c, The relationship of
the amplitude of roll to wave height; d, The relatiornship of the amplitude
of roll to speed and wave length.'

According to Khinchin's theory, the expression for the frequency spec-
trum of pitch in an ACV, moving on an arbitrary course at a given speed,
mpay be wiitten in the form

g2 2 2.1.s4 , s(a), " (525)

where S (a) - spectrum of the sea conditions.

According to the spectrum of (525), as was shown above, the following
may be computed: dispersion D and amplitude of roll of a given provision,
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amplitude meanings for speed and accelerations of roll, and the average
frequencies and periods of roll.

In such a way, from the results received from testing models in a
basin (with meanings of coefficients k,, nv, v•) the probability compu-

tation of the parameters of pitch in an ACV on extremely choppy seas
mak be accomplished.

Ob~ervations show that pitch in an
actual-size ACV on extremely choppy seas
has its own peculiarities. Thus, in moving
in a private reservoir, with short, steep
waves, the amplitude of roll is insignificant,
but the periods are short and this creates an

- effect of constant fluctuation.

In the open sea, rolling changes con-
siderably. In moving over waves of critical
lengths (A - 1.2-2.C L ) with course wave

,- 12J angle = 00, rolling becomes sharp, arousing
lassitude and loss of capacity for work.
Vertical blows are observed in some parts.

, , , A considerably abatement of the amplitude
QV. Course of rolling may be attained with increased

Wave Angle air expenditure. In graat wave lengths,
in Degrees their influence is decr:eased. With A = 6L

in the ACV, the waves are hardly felt. Move-
Figure 1811 The Relation- ment-along the waves (course wave angle =
ship of Maximum and Average = 1800) is the smoothest, however, theCycles of Pitch to Course control devices become almost ineffective.

Wave Angle; 1, without
flexible skirts, waves of In regard to the essential differences
h = 0.6 meters, V = 25 in the character of pitch of an ACV in a
knots3 2, with flexible skirt private reservoir and on the open sea, it isskits2, h .4eters necessary to obtain from the probability com-

k rt, hputations first-rate calculations of the
waves of h = 0.7-l.0 spectrum of the sea conditions, characteristic

3%
meters, V - 30 knots; for its area, where the planned ACV will bemetes, = 3 knts;operated.
3, with flexible skirts,
h r.° 1 meter, waves of To some degree, pitch in an ACV in

h I meter, V = 30- extremely choppy sea conditions may be
-35 knots; - maximum characterized by that data set forth in-35yknots; ---- mraxe Table 19 for statistical analysis, as well
cycles; as by the relationships of maximum and average

cycles to course wave angle (Figure 181) and

by the curves for distribution of the c).cles
(Figure 182).
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TABLE 19. CORRELATION TABLE 0F DISTRIBUTION OF SWEEPS AND HALF-CYCLES
IN PITCHING OF ACV'S G = .30 TONS

. . Force and wave type h3 ,4 .. 3,0 x, 'ind
- Speed and wind force v = 8-10 meters per second ,'

Intervalsi am

interals, &I o-o01 0.1-0.2 .0.2-o.3 o._3--o. -0.4-os
i_ý 0.05 T 0.1-5 0,2$ 0.35 "" 0.4s

1-0.1 0.I50.1--0.2 0.15 1 1
0.2-0.3 0.25 2 - 1. 1
0.3-0.4 0,35 5 4 20.--0.5 0.46 5 5 5 30.5-0.6 0,55 7 5 4 40.6-0.7 0.65 2 6 40.7-0.8 0.75 3 20.8-0.9 0.85 1 10.9-1.0 0.95 .* ,0--I.i 1.05 1

"2I 13 20 20 W6

pit I I 0D.06 0.104 0.160 0.160 0.128
P,.H 113 1.0008 0.015, 0.04 0 0.0576

If -- !,PH IV -0.425 -0.325 -0.12S -o.02
(,,..) 2  

0 o.1800 0.190 0.0502 0.0o56 0.0007
Pm (if - 2P0H) I oo0029 0.03112 0,00M0 0,0025.

" -'('n1 ) ViI .0,50. 4.9 10.20 .10.30, 10.50
'V ill V0. 25 0.37 0o .1 0.45 0 .67

T :n.//. "x 0.03 q.74" 1 2.65 1 3.6 4.72

Force and wave type h3:,o - A.0 .,. wind Speed v. = 60 kilometers per hour
Speed and wind force v = 8-10 meters per second Course angle of waves 1800

Intervals a-n
Ir.tervals .= 0.5-0.6 -0.7 I 0.7-0.8 0.8-0.9"l .0.9-1.0 I -I,-1.3

0,55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 1 2
0-0.. 0.05

0.1-0.2 .1,15 ! 2 0.0160.2-0,3 0.25 ' 6 0.0480.3--.4 0;35 1 2 12 0,0960.4-0.5 0.45 4 4 ! 3 25 0:200O,5-O.b 0.55 9 5 I 2 3 32 0.2570.6--0.7 0.65 5 3 1 1 29 0:2320.7-0.8 0.75 2 3 2 9 0.0720.8-0.9 0.85 1 1 6 0.0480.9P-J.O 0.95 2 0.018
.- 11-05 1 2 0.016

Inj."23 13 7 [ 8 1 21 125

pit I I .0,184 0,104 0.056 0.064 0,016'.. 0.008
PH1 .IH III 40,1010 0.0676 0.0408 0,0544 0.0228 0.0084 0,475

I/-- 2P1 .H IV 0,078S 0.175 0,275 0,375 0,475 0.757

(n-TP1..) 2  .v, o.ooM 0,0n, 0,076 0.12400 0.2m50 0,o
Pit(if- YPHn)2 VI 0.0010 0.003o0 0.0042 o.0o9 0,0028 0.0026 0.0470

V(I:-.,) V 3l 1.75 b. , 4,4S 4.80 1.200 0.65

VIll 0,73 0.64 0,64 0.60 oo0 0.68

Sz.nH.H IX 7,6 5,86 3.34 4,08 1314 0.68 33.0
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continuation of Table 19

"Forceanwae� type-� • -•. id.0. wind Greatest swep Hnax5

Speed and wind force" v= 8-10 rieters/senond IGreatesn half-cycle 1'= -6 seconds

I I
--- I -,!O%

___ __-3,a' ( 4 j S . 9

0-0.2 0,15 O.CM4 --. SN -0.2540 - 0,0041 0.60 0,25 0.06

0.2-0.3 0.25 0.012 -044 0.3740 O. 0.04 1.50 0.25 0.38
0.3-0.4 04M3 0 --0.CVU 0.0930 0.0089 3,00, 0.6 1,05
0.4-0.5 0.05 0.0900 -0.204 0,0116 . 0.0083 9.75 0.31. 4.,4
0.5-0.6 0.55 0.1430 -0.204 0.0108 0.00m 16.40 0.51 9.15
0.6-0.7 0.65- 0.1510 -0.004 ".0.000- 16.35 0,57 10.65
0.7--0.6. 0.75 0.05W0 0.096 0.0093 0.0007 4.30 0.48 3.22.
S0,8--0.9 O,65 0,0408 0.196 0,036 0,0019 3.30 0U.5 2,80'
0.9.-1.0 0,96 0.0025 0296. • 0.08W 0,0014 1.30 0,65 1.23
1.0-31 . 1:05 0.01N .0,396 OA 0,O .0025 10 00D.0

- • . I 11 - I
.iii Parameters of disribution Sweep H Half-cycles

U-SP8 .-H , IV -

(M H .- iPi.uIV Average meaning rr- 2.75 ';-%3.30

PY (9-. p.)fi) V Dispersfon D1- 3I.S D,, - 1.40

'i (.n Coefficient variance THv 0,4Z. U, -0.38
"P":aHVilll

U Ix Coefficienj correlations 0 ." o

These statistical relationships are set forth for ACV's with
displacements of approximately 30 tons and are attributed to tests made

in high waves with 3% provision, equal 'to 0.8-1.0 meters.

Of interest is the equation for the parameters of roll in an ACV
without flexible skirts and with skirts of various heights. A craft
without flexible skirts, even in moving over calm waters at a set rate
of speed, had pitching with cycles of 3-4*, accompanied by damping in the
air cushions of the blows to the hull by the water. At increased speeds,
the roll vanished. In conditions of very little choppiness, rates of
movement along the waves were shown to be highly unfrvorable for a craft
without flexible skirts when, at insignificant speeds, the frequency of
perturbation was close to the true frequency and the craft experienced a
drop in resonance, accompanied by partial blows to the bow extremity by
the water, Insta1llation of flexible skirts, even at small heights

. (up to 0.5 meters) led to considerable decreases in pitching in highly
choppy sea conditions. In moving over gently sloping and long waves,
the characteristics of roll were different from those in highly choppy
sea conditions. In moving against waves with lengths of A- 1.2-1.5 L

and within a f3xed range of speed, the launch fell sharply in rate of
resonance of pitching with great'sweeps and often by actions of con-
siderable vertical accelerations. In moving along the waves, the craft
went smoothly, not falling in rate of resonance.
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Figure 182. Curves of the Distribution of Cycles of Pitching, Course
Wave Angle = 00.

1, Without flexible skirts, waves of h3% = 0.6 meters, V = 25 knots;
2, With flexible skirts, h o = 0.4 meters, waves of h3% = 0.7-1.0

meters, V = 30 knots; 3, With flexible skirts, hr.° = 1 meter, waves
of h3% = I meter, V = 30-35 knots.

By further increasing the height of the flexible skirts (up to
1 meter), the characteristic of pitching in'extremely choppy sea condi-
tions did not change, but the vertical'accelerations were decreased
appreciably. The greatest amplitudes of pitching are observed in
moving against waves at low speeds. The cycles of pitch may reach• 15-180 in this case. At increased speeds, the rolling becomes less

intensive with the cycles not exceeding 50.

In moving along the waves, the cycles of rolling are considerably
less, however, poor construction of the bow elements of the flexible skirts
nay lead to the "bending under" or buckling" of these elements which
in turn, leads to a quick increase to trim difference in the bow of
dangerous proportions (loss of longitudinal stability). Buckling of
the bow elements of the flexible skirts may also occur in moving against
the waves at high speeds when the elements, bent under by the waves,
do not have time to smooth out before the approach of the next wave.
In order to avoid this, constructive measures must be provided for
eliminating the possibility of the bow elements buckling anywhere in
the speed range and the centering of the ACV in moving both on calm
waters and in choppy sea conditions.

Division of vertical rolling and pitching of an ACV and examination
of them, independent of each other, is possible only to the first approxi-
mation. Large angles of trim difference usually reveal a loss of lift

C forces and, as a result, a decrease in lift height, as well as a shift
of the center of gravity in the ACV. Thus, pitching is effected vertically
as a rule, and it is more correct, therefore, to examine longitudinal
rolling of an ACV, determined by the equation:
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Calculations of the parametera of longitudinal rolling and their
amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency characteristics may-be accomplished
on the basis of the experimental data acquired in the testing of models.

First, a tew words about the problem of stabilization of an ACV
in choppy sea conditions. The statistics concerning the parameters of
rolling in an ACV-are set forth above and are convincing enough to prove
that an air cushion vehicle, moving in choppy sea conditions, experiences
intensive side and longitudinal rolling. It is entirely logicafi1~at a
statement of the problems of restriining roll in an ACV should arise in
confiection with this.

There are three known methods for stabilization of craft: con-
•structive stabilization, attained by the selection of rational dimensions
and forms; natural stabilization, ensured by maneuvering the craft (by
changing the speed and course angle); and artificial stabilization or
the calming of roll.

Constructive stabilization of an ACV, to a great degree, depends
on the dimensions of the craft, its displacement, the height and con-
struction of the flexible skirts, as well ai the means of sectioning
the cushions and the volume of air expenditure. The range of variance
of these elements and the parameters in the design are highly limited,
therefore, constructive stabilization also has limited possibilities. The
most reliable way of resolving the problem is the calming of roll.

Calming of roll in an ACV does not exist in the navigation and building
of the crdft, however, familiarization with patent information provides a
basis for maintaining that the problems of stabilization for ACV's are
being studied seriously.

In accordance with classification [58], calming of roll is divided
into: active or passive, in relation to the possibilities of their

control .and their consumption of external energy; gravitational, hydro-
dynamic, and gyroscopic - in relation to the source of forces implementing
the stabilization; damping (increase of damping forces), equilizing
(balancing of perturbation forceý), and frequency (change in frequency of
free fluctuations of the craft) - in relation to the change in receptivity
of the craft to petturbation; and calming of side and vertical rolling and
pitching - in relation to the planes of activity.

It may be assumed that, in ACV's, there are applications for active
and, to a lesser degree, passive calming of roll. It is unlikely that a
use for gravitational calming, utilizing liquid tanks, will arise. The
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greatest prospect, apparently, is the use of the following ibeans of
calming rolling:

1) Aerodynamically controlled horizontal rudders, prescribed for
air screws and working in the stresm of air from the screws. In symmetry,
relatively diametric planed aerodyniamic rudders are able tv ensure effective
restraint .of side rolling, In placing the aerodynamic ruddezs in the
stern, they may also be used for first-rate calming of pitch.

Aerodynamic horizontal rudders, in rational dispositibons tnd in
keeping with a system of control, may become universal calmiD_ agents,
ensuring the restraint of cycles of side rolling and pitching.

2) Calming of roll, based on the regulation of pressure in various
sections. of the air. cushions. Regulation of the feeding of air from the
fans to the sections of the air cushions may create recovered moments,
compensating moments'of external forces acting bothin longitudinal
and transverse planes.

This type of calming agent 1 appears universal .and also
1provide9 i6r restraint of side rolling and-pitching. The basis for its
advantage appears to be-its use in first-rate operation of an established
supercharger. External energy is required only for the drive of the
regulating damper in the air-distribution ducts.

3) Hydrodynamic calming of roll -controlled or uncontrolled rudders,
appearing as foils of small lengths, working in the running stream of
liquid. These calming agents may be used in special ACV combined schemes,
with the basic part of the lift forces used for creating the air cushions
and the foil system used for improving stability in moving and abatement
'of roll.

Hydrodynamic cilming agents for rolling may also be applied to ACV's
in Class B, with their drive placed in the side of the craft. In this
case; the design of the rudder may be close to that of the side rudder
in displacement-type craft.

It is expected that, in the next few years, stabilization of ACV's
will be given a great deal of attention.

§31. Increase in Resistance and Decrease in Speed in Moving Over Waves

An increase in resistance, while moving in choppy.sea conditions,
depends on the interaction of the ACV's hull and its flexible skirts coming
into contact with waves, as well as the circunstance of the reactive
composition of the resistance to movement (appearing in the form of horizon-
tal projection of the resultant pressure of air on the bottom) with great
cycles of pitch periodically changing the mark, determining the irregularity

1The first of this type of calming agent for rolling in an ACV was proposed
by Yu. Y¥,. Benya. Also, see the French patent classification B60 #1476633,
1967.
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of translational movement. The interaction of the ACV's rigid hull
with the waves may occur in moving over waves of great height or in
undergoing a drop in resonance of rolling, as is the ca:se also when,
because of the flexible skirts' small~heights, their design is a
failure or due to insufficient output of th• craft's fans while
passinkg over waves, "losing" the cushion and causing escape of air
along the perimeter and especially in the area at the foot .of the waves,
considerably exceed: the 4uantity of air b.eing received from the fans.
In such cases, strong blows are possible on the hull from the water's
surface and a sharp increase in resistance to movement.

The height of the flexible skirts and the output of the fans are
selected for a design, with such calculations which exclude, blows on
the hull by water and its .interaction with waves in given sea conditions.
Then an increase in-resistance occurs only by interactions of the flexible
skirts with waves and the characteristic influence of the reactive com-
position. I ,

Moving in choppy sea conditions, the flexible skirts are deformed
elastically under the action of the waves. It is practically impossible
to avoid mechanical contact of the flexiblq skirts with theiwaves, but ,
with the right design .t is possible to significantly decrease the arising
of such interacting forces of resistance to movement. "TheOretically,
resistance arising from the interaction of the flexible skirts with the
water isn't determined, therefore, during planning this resistance is
considered as made up of the rema.ining hydrodynamic resistan~ce, evaluated
in the transition froifl models -to actual ACV'§ according to the law of
mechanical similarities in equallties of Froude.numbers,

In o--)lated cases; with sufficient experimental material on hand,
one mii single out the resistance of interactions between the flexible
skirI LZr4 the water from the overall resistancd. Thus; in 1964-165 bn
the basis of testing the VA-3 ACV, the Republic firm set forth' the em-
pirical formula for determinint the coefficient of resistance to the
flexible skirts

I

The formula was suitable in "conditions of

0,005 <-L<T ,,-o <o,19,
Ln ~L Ln

where hv - wave height, in meters;-

t - midpoin'; clearance between the flexible skirts and the screen,
in meters;

L - length of'air,cushions, in meters.
p
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: of translational movement. -The interaction of the ACV's rigid hull-
with the waves :may otcur in moving1 over waves of great height or in

* undergoing a drop in resonance of rolling, as is the case also when,
beeause of the flexible skirts' small heights, their design is a
S failure or due to insufficieni output of the craft's fans while

- passing over waves, 1"losing"Ithe cishion and causing escape of air
along the perimeter and especially in the area at the foot of the waves,

* considerably exceed the quantity of air b.eing received from the fans.
In sich.cases, strong blows are possible on the hull from the wateris

i surface and a sharp increase in resistance to movement.

The height of the flexible skirts and the output of the fans are
' selected for a design, with such calculations which exclude blows on

the hzll by water and:its interaction with waves in given sea conditions.
Then an intre±se in resistance occurs only by interactions of the flexible
skirts with waves and the characteristic influence of the reactive com-

S* position.

Moving in- choppy sea conditions, the flexible skirts are deformed
elastically under the action of the waves. It is practically impossible
to avoid'mechanical contact of the flexible skirts with the waves, but
"wfth t e right.Ves.ign it is possible to significantly decrease the arising
of such interacting forces of resistance to movement. Theoretically,
resistance arising from the interaction of the flexible skirts with the
water isn.'t determined, therefore, during planning this resistance is

Sconsidered as made up of the remaipiing hydrodynamic resistance, evaluated
in the transitioh from models to actual ACV's according to the law of
mechanicý]. similarfities iA equalities of Froude numbers.

In isolated cases,.:with sufficient experimental material on hand,
one may single out the resistpnce of interactions between the flexible
skirts and the water from the overall resistance. Thus, in 1964-65 on
the basis of testing the VA-3 ACV,'the Republic firm set forth the em-
pirical formula for determining the coefficient of resistance to the
flexible skirts

cv "= 6,6 (1ha-21 ) '.
- C I

SThe formula w.as suitable in conditions of

05 < <<0,1,
L 2 Lq Ln

whbre hv - wave height, in meters;

- midpointclearance between the flexible skirts and the screen,
in meters;

L pl- length of air cuihions, in meters.
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For the VA-3 L = 15 meters, t = 0.02 meters, and h = 1.0 meters
P v

c = 0.25. fhe speed of the VA-3 equalled 115 kilometers per hour

(31 meters per second), corresp6nding to an increase in the forces of
resistance of 1170 kilograms.

In research for designing of a foreign ACV, another formula was
applied

Ropg(Fr9.3,3 ~ (n'
G r2 LUJ PLn

where Pr - Froude number;
pp - pressure in the air cushion, in foot pounds 2;

G - weight of the ACV, in tons;
.L - length of air cushions, in feet;

hv - wave height in feet.

Resistance to movement of an ACV on choppy seas depends on the length
and height of the waves, the course angle, the speed, and quantity of air
expenditure. In Figure 183, the relation of resistance in the SKMR-l ACV
in average sea conditions to the calculated parameters (obtained as a re-
sult of tests made in a basin) is set forth. An examination of this rela-
tionship allows one to make the following conclusions: a sharp increase
in resistance occurs in moving against waves and at sharp course angles;
the greatest amount of resistance cvmes in moving waves with lengths of
S= 1-2 L ; by increasing the wave length, the resistance to mbving is

decreased and becomes roughly equa? to the resistance encountered in
moving broadside to the waves; in moving over waves, where X = 1-2 Lp,

resistance increases intensively at increased speeds; an increase in wave
height leads to proportionate growth of resistance; an increase in air
expenditure permits a sharp decrease in resistance to movement on choppy
seas.

Resistance to movement on choppy seas, to a great degree, depends on both
tihe construction of the flexible skirts and the centering in the ACV. In
Figure 184, designs for experimental ACV's with relationships cf relative
additional resistance on choppy seas to wave heights at various Froude
numbers are set forth. These relationship are characteristic only for a
definite design of flexible skirts, a definite volume of air expenditure,
and where the relationship of pressure in the flexible receiver to the
pressure in the cushion is -1.2.

An increase in resistance leads to significantly lower speeds in choppy
sea conditions.
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Figure 184. Relationship of Rela- Figure 185. Seaworthiness of
tCve AddStional Resistance in Choppy Air Cushion Vehicles.
Sea Conditions to Wave Height and

Speed .-
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Set forth in Figure 185 are the relatiGnships of speei of an ACV
Sto the intensity of choppy sea conditions, showing that, in State 3 sea
conditions, speed in the SRN5 and SRN6 drops 20-30%. In State 3-4 sea
conditic.s, speed in the SRNP4 (largest of the foreign ACVis) also is
lowered con3iderably.

In Figure 186a, tho relationships of resistance in moving to
speed And wave height are-set forth' calculated for prospectiye ACV's
with displacements of 1000 tofis, and in Figure 186b the relationships
of resistance for prospective ACVs with displacements of up to 10,000 tons.

§32. VerticalVAccelerafions Which Act on ACV's in Moving Over Waves

In moving over even short waves, making up only part of the length
of the air cushions, ACV's are tested for the influence of acceleration
of small amplitudes and large frequencies. The air cushion, Ps was men-
tioned, must dampen small perturbations and absorb the baccelerations of
small amplitudds, transferring them to the hull. This somewhat unexpected
phenomenon was explained by Cockerell (64].

We observe, for example, movement of the craft at right angles, when
the pressure of the cushion consists of 300 kilograms force per meter 2..
The craft is moving against waves with lengths of X = 0.4 L . One moment

p
theremight be three crests and two feet of waves along the air cushion
under the craft, and the next moment of wave system might consist of two
ciezts and three feet. If, duriiig this shift, the volume in the cushions
is changed only by 1%, then this leads to a change of absolute pressure in
the cushions of 1% (we compute the contour of the air cushions with reserve),
i.e. by 106 kilograms force/meter 2 10330 + 300/100. But 106 kilograms force/
/meter 2 consists of 1/3 the pressure in the cushion, and the appearance of
this pressure leads to accelerations arising and acting on the craft, equal
to 1/3 G. By changing the form of the ACV, making the transition from a
right-angled to a sharp bow extremity and rounded stern, perceptibility of
the craft to perturbation, giving rise to short waves, is decreased. In
moving over longer waves, the changes in volume of the air cushions is some
instances may be great, and the accelerations increase. Accelerations,
acting on an ACV, depend on not only changes in volume of the cushions and,
subsequently, pressure, but also on the parameters of longitudinal roll.

As is known, there are physiological thresholds for sensations of
accelerations of roll, when a person begins to develop symptoms of sea-
sickness which grow progressively worse. Usually, intensive seasickness
*develops during vertical accelerations of more than 0..IG and rotary accelera-
tions of more than 3' per second2 . The quantity of possible vertical
accelerations is set in relation to the extent of the route and frequency of
accelerations. In England, the possible level of accelerations for a passen-
ger ACV were equal to 0.1 G at a frequency of 2 hertz and not more than 0.2 G
at a frequency of less than 1 hertz. If the extent of the route does not
exceed 8 miles, possible vertical accelerations are calculated up to 2 G's.
For military-type ACV's, the possible level of accelerations may also be
raised up to 2 G's.
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a,, An ACV with displacement of 1000 tons, b, An-:ACV with disp~lacement of
from 1000 to 10,000 tons.

The prospect of passenger air cushion vehicles, to a great degree,
depends on the success.ful resolution of the problem of rolling in these

S craft and the ensuring of normal accelerations, making for conditions of
•', ' comfort. In England, in connection with this, investigations were carried

out concerning the relationships of accelerations to the displacements and
dimensions of craft, heights of the flexible skirts, power of the fans,
and speed [64]. The results of these investigations are set forth inFigure 187, as well ds Figure 18841"92.

In Figure 187, the lift height of the hull's bottom from the base
surface, in relation to speed and parameters of waves in conditions where
veitical accelerations of the ACV msst not exceed 0.5 G, is shown.

It may be concluded that, to ensure a given level of accelerations,
the minimum 'ifa height in moving over any waves with lengths up to 300
meters must be 3 meters at speeds of 100 knots, 1.8 meters at speeds of 50
knots, and 1.2 Peters at speeds of 25 knots. Just as in conditions for
ensuring stability the lift height may not exceed c/6 the width of the ACV,
taen the heights of 3, 1.8, and 1.2 meters will correspond to the width of
the ACV accordingly - 18, ii, and 7.2 meters. In a first-rate ACV protot)re
with regard to L:r = 2, it is not difficult to determine the length of the
ACV and, according to law, subsequently to find the similarities and displace-

. ment.
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Figure 187. Lift Height of the ACV's Hull from the Water's Surface,
Necessary to Ensure Normal Accelerations W < 0.5 G's.

As a result, it was established that a permissible leve~l of vertical
accelerations of roll of 0.5 G may be ensured: at speeds up to 100 knots
for ACV's with displacements of 250 tons'at lift heights of 3 meters; at
speeds up to S0 knots for ACV's with displacements of 60 tons at lift
heights of 1.8 meters; and at speeds up to 25 knots for ACV's with displace-
ments of 20 tons at lift heights of 1.2 meters.

maximum --
wave height I .

1iO0 knots (against waves) q ,
"1' ~ ~ 1 \}/ kno, ,,

0knos (along waves)•~ u

A knootI "

so~ -nt• / i~-A~,,
--. I , I wa . I f ,O I ,!1 I

wave length, in n,

Figure 188. Lift Height of the Hull of'an ACV'from the Water's Surface,
Necessary to Ensure Normal Accelerations W < 0.1 G's.
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In Figure 188, the relationships are the calculated results of the
possible level of accelerations of 0.1 G's. In ACV's with displacements
of over 1000 tons, this level of accelerations may be ensured at speeds up
to 100 knots with lift heights of the hulls above 5 meters; in ACV's with
displacements of more than 500 tons - at speeds up to 50 knots with lift
heights of about 4 treters; and in ACV's with displacements of about 150
tons - at speeds of 25 knbts.

However, to reach given levels of vertical accelerations, it isn't
enough to select the dimensions of the ACV and the lift height in accordancewith the recommendations set forth in Fugures 187 and 188.

The form of the hull, the internal air ducts, the correlation of

pressure in the receiver and in the cushion, and the design and materials
of the flexible skirts must be selected so as to ensure sufficient rigidity
and, at the same time, pliability of all lift systems. What'is really impor-
tant, is ensuring a sufficiently large volume df air expenditure to com-
pensate for the loss during rolling.

* In the first stage of designing
an ACV, the volume of air expenditure
was determined as a result of ensuring

greatestexpenditure bet-ter quality of operation of the craft
greatest "over calm waters.

ao verage - As was mentioned in Chapter IV,

0 peraonal expenJtr . the curve in the relationship of the

resistance to moveme,it of a craft over
cal.m waters to the expenditure of air
has its own optimum. Experimentally,
it was established that this optimum,

Figure 189. Relationship of Rela- for an ACV with flexible skirts (where
tive Air Expenditure to Displacement the flexible jet conforms to the mid-
of the Craft. point of the perimeter), in quantity

of clearance between the base surface
dnd the flexible skirts was equal to

0.004 L . For ACV's with transverse, open-formation elements, the optimum
p

relative quantity of clearance to the bottom of the ACV may prove considerably
less, therefore, to ensure first-rate operation of the ACV it is not necessary
to increase the clearance to increase displacement.

Following the selection of the force-pump equipment, it then becomes
necessary to ensure the volume of air expenditure to meet the conditions
of seaworthiness. This expenditure must be sufficient to compensate the
periodic escape of air during rolling of the ACV.

In Figure 189, data is set forth, characterizing the volume of air
expenditure for ACV's of various displacements. It may be noted that,
non-dimensional parameters are themselves, in the relationship of the
volume of air expended to the volume of the air cushions, divided into
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periods of true vertical fluctuations of the ACV, independent of the dis-
placement. The greatest volume of air expenditure may be determined by the
following formula:

Q=1lSSnk o 20,75S' lhz.o. (527).Q = 2/ hr0(

Investigations, carried out in England, permitted the establishment of
the relationships between the output of the fans and the level of vertical
accelerations in the movement of an ACV in various sea conditions at various
speeds.

0.° /~

A /£ 100 11f20it00

o•Jos

walre length, in m

Figure 190. Specific Power of the Fans of an ACV, Necessary to Ensure a
Given Level of Normal Accblerations in Moving at a Speed of 50 Knots.

accf.lerations <0.1 G's;
----------- ,accelerations W < 0.5 G's.

These relationships are set forth in Figures 190 and 191, and an examina-
tion of them allows one to make the following conclusions: at speeds of SO
knots, for craft with cushions about 40 meters in length and displacements
of about 250 tons, the accelerations do not exceed 0.S G'sif the specific
power of the fans is 40 h.p. per ton; to ensure accelerations of 0.1 G's,
it is necessary to increase the specific power of the fans to 65 h.p. per
ton; for craft with displacements of about 2000;tons and cushion lengths
of about 80 meters, the specific power of the fans decreases accordingly
to 20 and 45 h.p. per ton; at speeds of 100 knots, the specific power of
the fans noeded to ensure a given level of accelerations sharply increases -

- 100-120 h.p. per ton for an ACV wlth a length of about 40 meters ( G =
= 250 tons) and 60-90 h.p. per ton for one with a length of about 80 meters
(G = 2000 tons).

It is quite obvious that the power of the fans, necessary to ensure
a given, level of vertical accelerations at speeds of 100 knots, is beyond
technical means. In an ACV, at such speeds, only a considerably small
specific power of the fans would be provided and, consequently, the ACV
would be restricted to speeds in relationship to intensity of sea conditions.
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One cannot heip but note that the characteristics of the fans' power,
necessary to ensure vertical accelerations for the ACV and not dxceeding
0.5 G's (Figure 190), even at speeds of 50 knots prove to be higher than
those received in practical designs.

Thus, the specific power of the fans installed on the English SRN6
and SRN4, are, respectively, 28 h..p. per ton and 25-40 h.p. per ton.

JVit-- __ ---

X4..

wave lengths, in m

Figure 191. S-peciftc Power of the Fans of an ACV, Necessary to Ensure a
Given Level of Normal Accelerations in Moving at a Speed of 100 Knots.

accelerations W 0.1 G's;
-- - -accelerations W 0.5 G's.

Considering that the specific power, necessary to ensure a givenilevel
of accelerations, is decreased with the increase of linear measurements of
the ACV, it is possible to compute the power of the fans required for an
ACV. This would consist of about 60 h.p. per ton for the SRN6 and about
50 h.p. per ton for the SRN4.

However, this substantial decrease, according to the equation from the
calculations for ensuring accelerations W < 0.5 G's, did not lead to a
significant deterioration in seaworthiness of the SRN6 and SRN4. In connection
with these relationships, set forth in Figures 190-191, it is possible to
observe the desirable:,:maximum.,

Using the law of similarities, and based on data from testing model
ACV's on extremely choppy seas, it is possible to predict the seaworthy
capabilities of prospective ACV's. Such investigations were conducted in
England, and they perpnitted the establishment of the relationship of sea-
worthiness in ACV's to displacements and speeds with a permissible level
of vertical accelerations of 0.5 G~s and an energy supply of about 100 h.p.
per ton (Figure 192).
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An examination of these relationships allows one to makd the following
conclusions: at a given level of permissible accelerations for ACV's with
displacements up to 120 tons, it is possible to go to sea in sea conditions
up to State 4 inclusive: in more intensive sea conditions. (State 5), their
kcing at sea is permissible in conditions of safety, but the level of verti-
cal accelerations for this exceeds O.5:Ggs; draft with displacements of
250-500 tons might move at speeds up to 60-80 knots in State S sea conditions,

and the acceleiations for this would not exceed 0.5 G's; only large craft
"with displacements of about 200D tons will move at great speeds in the open
sea during storm conditions.

seaworthiness of ACVS

A%

( 2

• peeo, in knots

Figure 152. Seaworthiness of Prospective ACV's (Normal Accelerations
W,<ý0.5 G's).

We note that there are relationships of designs for vertical a~ccelera-
tions of rolling .oi 0.5 G's and they do not characterize in full measure
the seaworthiness of ships and ACV's. The limits of safe navigation for
ACV's lie in considerably higher cited curves, therefore, in some deviations
from levels of permissible accelerations (up to 1-2 G's) characteristics of
seaworthiness may be considerably improved. Serving to confirm this, are
the graphs set forth in Figure 185 on the seaworthiness of ACV's. Still
another observation is: the relationships in Figure 192 are designs for
most unfavorably rates of movement against waves. In moving at other
course angles, the characteristics of seaworthiness will significantly im-
provb.

i More detailed characteristics for pxpected seaworthiness in prospective
' ~ACV's are set forth in the well,.known work of R. Stenton-Jones [75] - the

relationships of seaworth,_no.s (characterized by wave heights of 4% assurance,
over which an ACV may travel at SO knots) to the displacement and energy
supply (Figure 193), as well as the graph of changes in energy supply for an
ACV as the displacement is increased (Figure 194). In making these graphs,
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it was assumed that an ACV, using air propelling agents, may be created with
a displacement up to 400 tons; for ACV'.s with large displacements, water
propelling agents (screws, water-jets) must be installed.

Height'of Flexible Skins. in meters

eed over waves, RI5A-r71i"
fit

.peed over calm water_
.-p.xa i n f ,not

"",ie!.------

S• ,- ,'AACV without sepVration
water.m wat (T-c•

aFT I oa* ar-.w s u 7 u

"•" ~Full Weight, in tons•

I ~ F'gure 193. Change in Energy-supply of ACV's in R~1ation to Water Displace-

ment and Speed Over Calm Water and Over Waves.

_ The graph in Figure 193 allows one to make the following conclusions:
for ACV's with displacements up to 400 tons, a rise in.'energy supply from
60-to 100 h.p. per ton leads to a proportionate rise in seaworthiness; to
incrcFase the speed in sea conditions from 50-to 60 knots, it is necessary
to increase the energy supply of the ACV by i/2 times.

In Figure 194, the relationship of the required energy supply of
prospective ACV's to displacements and speeds is set forth. In the graph,
points are plotted for the corresponding energy supplies, speeds, and sea-
worthiness of contemporary ACV's. From the graph, one sees that the required
energy supply of an ACV decreases considerably with the increase of displace-
ment. Thus, to ensure speeds of 70 knots over calm water, the energy supplies
of ACtvs with displacements .of 20, 200, and 1000 tons must reach I30h 80

and 60 h.p. per ton, respectively. In moving against waves, the heightof
which nakes up 3/4 of the height of the flexible skirts (h4% = 0.75 hg~o)

a speed of 20-30 knots less than in moving over calm water is assured.
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Figure 194. Seaworthiness of Prospective ACV's.

§33. Overflow and Splashing in ACV's

Qverflow and splashing in displacement-type craft is caused, on the
whole, by pitching, accompanied by blows to the bbw extremities by wares
and masses of water falling on the deck. In contrast to overflow and
splashing in displacement-type craft, the basic source of spray-formations
in the movement of an ACV appears to be the escape of air from zones of
rising pressure, leading to the formation of shrouds (curtains) of spray
around the ACV. In rate of suspension, for a stationary ACV, this shroud
id almost vertical. In moving at a rowing rate, the spray curtain in the
bow extremities gradually disappears. At a rowing rate,'with increases
in speed, the spray curtain moves t-) the stern and becomes more gentle;
At high speeds, the spray shroud remains in the form of a narrow train,
beginning approximately at the middle. During movement in a cross-wind,
the spray curtain on the windward side is carried by the wiid to the stern
sections of the ACV.

Splashing increases considerably when the ACV moves against the waves
and the wind at low speeds, where intensive Pitching leads to a great
vertical shift in the bow extrbmities and promotes the break-through of a
large air-mass forward. At increased speeds, for craft in choppy sea con-
ditions, splashing decreases considerably.
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At low temperatures, spray-formation leads to icing-over of the
hull and projecting parts. The air screws, fans, and flexible skirts,
as a rule, do not ice-over in these conditions.

Spray formation intensively increases with increased pressure in the
cushions. We note that the process of spry3" formation isn't modelled,
therefore, it is impossible to determine the intensity of'spray formation from
test-model data. In Figure 12, one can see the spray trail formed daring
the operation of the SRN3.

§34. Features of Seaworthiness in Test Model ACV's

Special significance is given to the design of actual-size ACV's from
fodel experiments, since testing models allows one to study their behavior
in operating in average and extremely choppy sea conditions with various
speeds on varipus courses relative to the waves. The influence of wave
height and wave length on the parameters of moving modsls is investigated,
as well as the relationship of the ACV's seaworthy qualities to the volume
of air expenditure, centering of the craft, construction, materials and
dimensions of the flexible skirts. In testing the models, the accuracy
of solutions pertaining to architectural design and correlation of the
chief dimensions also is checked.

The scales of models may vary-from 1/20 to 1/2. Not only ge6metirc
similarity is observed in creating the models, but similarity of mass dis-
tribution, air pressure in the receiver and air cushions, and volume of
air expenditure through the fans are sought.

Tests are conducted on tow-type or self-propelled models. The
modelling is carried out in observance of the equality of Froude numbers of
the models and the actual-size craft, Since resistance is stipulated
partially by the friction of the flexible skirts making contact with the
water, modelling according to Froude is not accurate.

In testing tow-type models, 3 degrees of freedom are ensured; this
allows the possibility of fluctuations vertically and around the axes
Ox and Oz. Self-propelled models have 6 degrees of freedom, therefore,
theii tests provide the most reliable and complete information.

It follows that, if, in testing the self-propelled models, the-stop
vector changes direction during pitching, then, in testing tow-type .models,
this vector retains its direction. Thus, in tow-type tests the conz'itizns
of modelling are broken considerably, If one considers that, while moving
in choppy sea conditions, resistance of an ACV changes as much as the passing
waves and , consequently, also change speed, then it is obvious that in tow-
-type tests, at constant speeds, the conditions of modelling are broken
according to the quantity of stop and its direction relative to the models.

All this leads to considerably different kinematics for operation of
tow-type and self-propelled models in identical test conditions. Thus,
cycles of pitching and vertical roll in tow-type tests prove significantly
greater than in self-propelled tests.
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Therefore, in order to get sufficiently reliable data about roll of
an ACV and to estimate its semqorthiness, it is nqcessary t9 conduct self-
-propelled tests of modelslon extremely choppy seas.

In conducting seaworthy tests of large-scale, self-propelled models,

specific problems arise, the solution of.-which requires the creation of
special measuring devices and, exploitation of special techniques of:measuring.

The first such problem is the measurement of speed. 'An AV's spded.,
relative to water and air, differ in actual cbnditions. Considering that
aerodynamic forces (including impulse resistance) acting on an ACV aepend
on speeds relative to air, and hydrodynamic forces depend on qpeeds relativei
to water, it'is necessary to know the meaning-of these speeds to get a
true determination of the fcrces, The.measuring dev~ice must fix the quantity
and direction of the vectors of ýpeeds relative to water and' air.

In practical seaworthy tests, speed relative to water is determined
by'Doppler gauges, which fix the speed of translational movement of'an
ACV along the axes Ox and Oz. Thespeed also may deteripined by using
systems of external ieasuiifig: cohstal theodolite-filming posts, a pilot's
synchronous survey of the ACV in trajectory of mrovemeni, or'lerial survey
of the shift of the ACV relative to a fix on water bases.

Considering the great influence of drift of the!ACV, relatiye to the
water's surface, 3n forces which act on the craft (equal to arctan Vz/Vx).

it is necessary to measure the angle of drift with great atcurdcy. It was
learned from tests that, the angle of drift must be maintained by the driver
within the limits of ±2-5° and the accukacy fbr determining the make-up of speeds
afong axes'Ox and Oz must bnsure determination of the drift angle with an
error of not more than 10.

Speed relative ±o air may be measured only.by de'ices mdunted'n -the
side of an ACV. The usual air speed gauges, -used on aircraft, are useless
for determining an ACV;s speed, because ihey only fix the makle-up of speed
along axis x and do not permit the determination of air speed vedtors.
Therefore, in testing an ACV, it is necessary to instal1 special devices to
measure speeds and directions. of thý air ,flow on the ACV. Special attention
must be given to the choice of site for installing the devides to measure the,
air speed, because it is necessary to exclude the influence of theihull mid
the air streams in the rekion of the screws and the air gates of the fans
on the receptors of thes4 delvices.

Higher dema;ras must be made for accurac" in measufing angle of trijif
difference. It is known that a change in trim difference bf 10, means,a
change in resistance to movement equal to G = 0.0175G. If one cbnsiders

that, in moving at cruise speed, the hydrodynamic quality of the ACV constitues
roughly 7-10 and, subsequently, resistance equals 0.14-0.10 G, s6 it is I
obvious that a change in trim difference of 10 means a dhange in resistance of.,

12-18%. Therefore, to determine the forces acting on an ACV, with an accuracy
of 1-2%, it is necessary to measure the trim with an accuracy, of 0.05-0.1%.
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Since it is impossible to ensure similarity of hydrodynamic and aerodynamic
:forces simultaneously, the conditions of balance in tow-type models are
different from the conditions of balance in self-propelled models and
actual-size ACV's, and the angles' of operational trim difference in situations
of balance are not equal (thd influence of draught of propelling agents is
"compensated by. a shift in-the-center -of gravity for models).SI , i
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